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3,3 Piping Design

Design Description

Piping associated with Indraulic and pneumatic systems is categorized as either
nuclear safety related or non-safety related. Piping systems that must remain
functional followmg a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) are designated as
Seismic Category 1. Depending on the intended senice conditions and system
design functions, piping is further classified as ASME Code Class 1,2,3, or non-
Code Class. NRC regulations govern piping designations and piping in the
certified design may fut ther he - hssihed as 'luality Group A, II, C, or D.

All AllWR piping components will be designed, fabricated, installed and
examined to confirm full compliance with all applicable regulatory
requirements and industrial codes and standards.

Inspection, Test, Analyses and Acceptance Criteria

Table 3.3 provides a definition of the inspections, tests and analyses, togei. .er
with the acceptance criteria, witich will be performed for AllWR piping in order
to demonstrate compliance with the certified design commitments. The
information in Table 3.3 is intended to be generie and to apply to all safety
related piping governed by Quality Group A, [1, or C and ASME Code Class 1,2,
or 3 designations. Not all of the entries in Table 3.3 apply to all piping
classifications. Appropriate applicability, based on designation, will be
incorporated ;'t the time the inspections, tests, and analyses are implemented,
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TeS:e 1~ Neric Piping Design
'

- Inspectio. A 'recm c.. lyses and Acceptance Criteria '

Certified Design Commitment . Inspections, Tests, Analyses ~ Acceptance Criteria -

1. The piping shall be designed for a fatigue '- 1. ? An inspection of the certified stress report 1. ASME Code. Section til requirements shall -
life of 60 years. This design shall account ' will be r.e > ducted to assure that the fatigue : . be satisfied, including the cumulative

4 - for the cyclic stresses resulting from the evaluation is consistent with the ASME . :. fatigue usage factor, which shall be less
expected pressure / temperature cycles and ' . Code, Section ill requirements and with the than or equal to 1.0. The applied
loads in the required combinations. For . 60 year design life. subsections of ASME Code shall be"
ASME Class 1 piping systems, a fatigue . contained in the approved editions'

analysis will be performed in accordance : ' documented in 10CFR50.55a.
with ASME Code,Section nu

requirements. For ASME Class 2 & 3
i .- piping, ASME Code, Section til rules will be -

followed using a stress range reduction
factor of 1.0, based on fewer than 7000
cycles. These fatigue analyses results shall
Ise documented in a certified stress report.

,

2. Pipe mounted equipment allowable loads 2. Inspections of stress reports, design 2. ' The allowables for pipe mountedw
i> and attachment interface (for example, the specifications, and design drawings will be ' equipment and interfacing equipment shall
"

interface between a snubber and its conducted to confirm that the as2 designed be met. The allowables at attachment
embedment plate) allowable loads. interface loads, accelerations and strestes interfaces shall be met..'

accelerations and stresses shall be. . are consistent with the interfacing vendor's
satisfied; The loads. accelerations, and . / constructor's specified hardware
stresses that the piping system imposes cn allowables.
its pipe mounted equipment and on its
interfaces shall be determined by analyses -
of the piping systems and compared to the
allowable values.The results of these
analyses shall be documented as interface
requirements to assure design
compatibility with the equipment and
interfaces.
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Table 3.3:| Generic Piping ' Design (Continued)"

'

Inspections, Tests, Analyses and Acceptance Criteria
l-- Certified Design Commitment . Inspections, Tests, Analyses . Acceptancr_ Criteria ,

'

,
3. Analytical methods for the dynamic and : 3. Inspection (review) of the certified design - 3. Methods shall be in compliance with all ?

. static analysis of piping systems and the . specification and the certified stress report ' applicable regulatory requirements.
corresponding component stress analysis . ~ will be conducted to confirm that the . -

''

shall be specified in a certified design " . . piping was designed and analyzed in
specification for each piping system.The ' - compliance with all regulatory (and other -

1 dynamic analysis of piping systems Shall applicable) requirements.
use a suitable dynamic method, such as*

time history or response spectrum method,
or an equivalent static load method. Linear-
elastic analysis or nonlinear-plastic

,

ana'ysis shat! be used. For the applied
method, the key analysis parameters shall .
be addret:.5ed. For example, for the
response spectrur:: method, the following
shall be defined:
a. Combination of group .asponses whenw

multiple response spectra are used..w
"

b. Combination of modal responses.
c. Combination of responso spectra -

analysis results with differential
building movement analysis results.

d. Damping coefficients.-
e. Cut-off frequency.
f. High frequency modes.

,
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. Table 3.3: Generic Piping Design (Continced)

. inspections, Tests, Analyses and Acceptance Criteria '
.

Certified Design Commitment ' inspections, Tests,' Analyses . Acceptance Criteria

4. Essential piping systems, including . 4.' Inspections of ASME Code ill reavired 4. - The essential functions of structures,
required pipe whip restraints, shall be . documents and the pipe break analysis systems, and components shall not be
designed to protect against the dynamic . report, or leak before-break justification t precluded by the postulated pipe breaks.
effects associated with the postulated = report, will be conducted to confirm that . For those components required for safe ,

rupture of high energy and moderate '. the piping system was designed / analyzed shutdown, limits to meet the ASME Code
energy fluid systems. A pipe break analysis - in compliance with requirements that requirements for faulted conditions and
report shall be generated to confirm that assure postulated pipe breaks will not ' fimits to ensure required operability shall.2
the piping system is acceptable for all . unduly impact the safety of the plant.: ' be met.

' postulated breaks. Piping systems that are
qualified for the optional leak-before-break

~ design approach may exr fude design
against the dynamic effects from the
postulation of breaks.in high energy
piping.

5. All ASME Code Safety Class 1,2. and 3 5. An inspection of the certified stress report 5.' ASME Code, Section 111 limits that protect

$ piping systems which are essential for safe will be conducted to assure that none of. the piping and pipe supports against
k shuMown, shat be designed to assure that ' the stresses or deflections of the piping primary stress failures wi!! be compared

they . vill maintain sufficient dimensional system exceed values which could lead to with' allowable values that preclude
stability to perform their required function. large ieductions in the cross-sectional flow impairment of functional capabihty. In no
following application of allloads to which - area case will stresses exceed values allowed
they will be subjected during postulated ~ for Service f evel D in ASME Code, Section
events requiring their safety function. IIL

,
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Table 3.3: Generic Piping Design (Continued)<

7
- Inspections; Tests / Analyses and Acceptance Criteria

_ :

Certified Design Commitment ' Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

6. When per'orming static and dynamic L 6.1 An inspection (verification) of the ' 6. Analytical modeling practices shall be in . ,

- analysis of piping systems;the ' mathematical model will be performed to - compliance with all appl.icable regulatory _ |
mathematical model of the piping system confirm that the boundary conditions and requirements.,The methods used for ;
shall be constructed to realistica!!y' reflect dynamic and sta;'c characteristics have- modeling wi!I be applied to NRC;

.

''

the dynamic and static characteristics of been adequately technically addressed. benchmark problems and the results of the
the piping system. The following corresponding ana;yses shall be I

parameters shall be addressed: compared to the NRC benchmark and ' [
a. The model shall adequately account for consistency shall be confirmed.

modes up to the analysis ce-off
frequency.

,

b. The appropriate stiffness and mass of :
'piping, pipe supports, and pipe-

mounted equipment shall be included
in the piping system model. g

c. The appropriate stiffnesses for anchors
and intertnediate supports shall beo

9 included in the piping system model.
* ;

Construction items:

7.. The piping. its appurtenances, and its 7. . Inspections will be conducted of ASME 7. Existence of.ASME Code required
supports, shall satisfy the ASME Class, Code required documents and the Code documents and the Code stamps on the
Seismic Category, and Qua!ity Group stamp on the components. components confirms that the piping and i

requirements commensurate with its components have been designed,
classification, analyzed, fabricated, and examined in i

accordance with the applicable i

requirements, ;

8 For those piping systems using ferritic E Fracture toughness tests will be performed 8. Records of the fracture teugl. ness tests ;

materials, the ferritic materiais shall not be in accordance with ASME Code, Section III. must confirm that the requirements of . '

susceptible to brittle fracture under ASME Code, Section lit are satisfied.
..

pressure during the expected service l

conditions. Only intrinsically tough grades i

of ferritic materials conforming to the |
ASME Code, Section ill SA specifications !

shall be used.
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- Table 3,3:i Generic Piping Design (Continued)

Inspections, Tests / Analyses and Acceptance Criteria
.

' Certified Design Commitment Inspections. Tests Analyses - AcceptanceCriteria ,

9. For those piping systems using austenitic ^ ' 9. Inspections of ASME Code' required 9. Records of the materials and processes -
stainless steel materials, the stainless steel , documents and other pertinent records will must confirm that the committed ;

piping shall be selected to minimize the be conducted to confirm that manufacture, ' requirements to' avoid the potential of
possibility of cracking during service. : labrication, welding, and examination were ~' stainless stect to crack in service'arr D
Special chernical, fabrication, handling, performed in accordance with the satisfied
welding, and examination requirements committed requirements.
that minimize cracking shall be met.

10.For ssential systems, the as-built piping - 10. 10;

system shall be confirmed to be consistent a. Pipe routing will be confirmed by a. , The as built pipe routing is within the
with the as-designed piping system. All - inspecting isometric drawings . tolerances allowed on the as-designed -
deviations shall be shown to not invalidate. containing verification stamps from drawings.The piping system has the
the design. . field visual inspections. This - minimum specified clearance from

documentation will also confirm that neighboring hardware. Deviations shall
no ireterferences exist. be addressed in compliance with c

below.
[ b. The exat,t location, orientation, and size
in of snubbers and struts; the lecation b. The location, size. orientation of pipe .

and size of hangers; the location and mounted components are within the
weight of valves, pumps, and heat tolerances allowed on the as-designed
exchangers; the location and drawings. Deviations shall be
configuration of anchors; the location addressed in clompliance with c below.
of guides and pipe whip restraints; and
the specified clearances, will be c. For Safety Class 1, 2, & 3 piping. the
confirmed by reviewing isometric -equired allowables in the applicable
drawings containing quality control subsections of ASME Code, Section til
verification stamps, or by taking the as- shall be satisfied. The applied
built measurements, subsections of ASME Code, Section lit

shall be contained in the approved -
c' Deviations from the as-designed editions documented in 10CFR 50.55a.

condition will be documented and
evaluated. If acceptance limits are not
satisfied in the reevaluation, a

reanalysis of the as-built condition will,
be performed, tha stress report and

~ design drawings will be revised, and

$ the final stress report will be certified.
O

~ . . -.
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Table 3.3: Generic Piping Design (Continued)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses and Acceptance Criteria

Certified Design Commitment inspections, Tests. Analyses Acceptance Criteria

Combination Design and Construction items:

11. ASME Code Safety Class 1,2, and 3 piping 11. Inspections of ASME Code required 11. For safety class 1,2, & 3 piping, the
shall retain its pressure integrity under all documents wili be conducted to confirm required aliowables in the app!icaole
internal pressures that will be expected that the piping system was designed / subsectionsof ASME Code,Section!!!shall
during its design lifetime. Piping and analyzed in compliance with rec uirements be satisfied. The applied subsections of
piping components shall be designed and that assure pressure integrity. ASME Code, Section lli shall be contained
analyzed to show compliance with the in the approved editions documented in
pressure integrity requirements of ASME A hydrostatic test of the Safety Class 1,2, 10CFR 50.55a.

Code. and 3 piping will be conducted as required
by, and in accordance with, the ASME The results of the hydrostatic test ment
Code. conform with the requirements in the

ASME Code.'

12. Piping shall be designed (and installed) to 12. An inspection of the certified stress report 12. The design allowables for piping clearance
provide adequate clearJnce to prevent will be conducted to assure that the in both the axial and lateral directions shall

9 interference with other piping, structures, calculated pipe deflection values do not be met.
Y, and components as the piping moves or result in the piping exceeding its design

deflects due to the thermal, dynamic, and/ allowables for the specified load
or static loads which it experiences in combinations and that the minimum
service. Stress analyses shall be performed specified clearances adequately
to calculate piping movements. These encompass l'iese deflections.
calculated movements shall be used to
develop and document minimum required A field walkdown will be performed on all
clearances. essential piping to measure the "As-

installed" piping clearances and confirm
the actual clearances are within allowable
values.
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3.6 PROTECTION AGAINST DYNAMIC - 1
<

EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE - Subs.:ction 3.6.3 and Appendix 3E describe the
POSTULATED RUPTURE OF PIPING implementation of the leak before-break (LBB)

. evaluation procedures as permitted by the broad
'

This SOion deals with the structures, sys- scope amendment to General Design Criterion 4
tems, components and equipment in the ABWR- (GDC-4) published in Reference 1. It is antici-
Standard Plant, pated, as mentioned in Subsection 3.6.4.2, that

. -

a COL applicant will_ apply to the NRC for
-Subsections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 describe the approval of LBB qualification of selected piping

design bases and protective measures which ensure by submitting a technical justification report,
that the containment; essential systems, compo- The approved piping, referred to in this SSAR as
ntnts and equipment; and other essential struc- the LBB qualified piping, will be excluded from
tures are adequately protected from the conse- pipe breaks, which are required to be postulated
quences associated with a postulated rupture of - by Subsection 3.6.1 and 3.6,2, for desig:-
high t.nergy piping or crack of moderate energy against their potential dynamic effects.

- piping both inside and outside the containment. However, such piping are included in postulation
of pipe cracks for their effects as described in

Before delineating the criteria and assump- Subsections 3.6.1.3.1, 3.6. 2.1.5 a n d
tions used to evaluate the consequences of pip- 3.6.2.1.6.2. It is emphasized _ that an LBB
ing failures inside and outside of containment, qualification submittal is not a mandatory
it is necessary to define a pipe break event and requirement; a COL applicant has an option to
a postulated piping failure: select from none to all technically feasible'

piping systems for the benefits of the LBB'
Pipe break ' event: Any single postulated approach. The decision may be made based upon a;

piping failure occurring ~during normal plant cost-benefit evaluation (Reference 6).
operation and any subsequent. piping failure

- and/or equipment failure that occurs as a direct 3.6.1 Postulated Piping Failures
consequence of the postulated piping failure. In Fluid Systems Inside and

Outside of Containment -
Postulated Piping Failure: Longitudinal or

circumferential break or rupture postulated in This subsection sets forth the design bases,
high-energy fluid system piping or throughwall description, and safety evaluation for determin.
leakage crack postulated in moderate energy fluid ing the effects of postulated piping failures in
system piping. The terms used in this definition ' fluid systems both inside and outside the con-
are explained in Subsection 3.6.2. tainment, and for including necessary protective

measures.
Structures, systems, components and equipment

that are required to shut down the reactor and 3.6.1.1 Design Hases
mitigate the consequences of a postulated piping
failure, without offsite power, are defined as 3.6.1.1.1 Criteria
essential and are designed to Seismic Category I
requirements. Pipe break event protection conforms to llXTR50

Appendix A, Ocneral Design Cnterion 4, Environ.
The dynamic effects that may result from a mental and Missile Design Bases. The design

-

postulated rupture of high-energy piping include bases for this protection is in compliance with
missile generation; pipe whipping; pipe break NRC Branch Technical Positions (BTP) ASB 3-1 and
reaction forces; jet impingement forces; compart - MEB 3-1 included in Subsections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2,
ment, subcompartment and cavity pressurizations; respectively, of NUREG-0800 (Standard Review
decompression waves within the ruptured pipes and Plan).
seven types of loads identified with loss of cool-

- ant accident (LOCA) on Table 3.9-2.

Amendment 3tA
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MEB 31 describes an acceptable basis for
selecting the design locations and orientations
of postulated breaks and cracks in fluid systerns
piping.~ Standard Review Plan Sections 3.6.1 and
3.6.2 describe acceptable measures that could t,e

' taken for protection against the breaks and
cracks and for restraint against pipe whip that
may result from breaks.

The design of the containment structur:, com-
ponent arrangement, pipe rue , pipe whip re-
straints and compartmentalization a.re done in

i-

.

i

!

I

I
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i
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Amendment 16-1.1
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consonance with the acknc uledonent of protection in item (4) below. A SACF is malfunction or
against dynamic effects associated with a pipe loss of function of a component of electric-
break event. Analythally si:cd and positioned al or fleid systerns. The failure of an ac-
pipe whip restraints are engineered to preclude tive component of a fluid system is consi-
damage based on the pipe break evaluation. dered to be a loss of component function as

a result of mechanical, hydraulic, or elec.
3.6.1.1.2 Objecthes trical malfunction but not the loss of com-

ponent structural integrity. The direct
Protection aFainst pipe break event dynamic cor. sequences of a SACF are considered to be

effects is provided to fulfill the following ob- a part of the single active failure. The
jectives: single active component failure is assumed

to occur in addition to the post 91sted
(1) Assure that the reactor can be shut down piping failure and any direct consequences

safely and maintained in a safe cold shut- of the piping failure.
down condition and that the consequences of
the postulated piping failure are mitigated (4) Where the postulated piping failure is as-
to acceptable limits without offsite power. sumed to occur in one of two or more redun-

dant trains of a dual purpose moderate en-
(2) Assure that containment integrity is main- ergy essential system (i.e., one required to

t aine d. operate during normal plant conditions as
well as to shut down the reactor and miti-

(3) Assure that the radiological doses of a pos- gate the consequences of the piping fail-
tulated piping failu, remain below the ure), single active failure of components in:
limits of 10CFR100. the other train or trains of that system'

only are not assumed, provided the system is -
3.6.1.1.3 Assumptions designed to Seismic Category I standards, is

powered from both offsite and onsite sour-
The following assumptions are used to deter- ces, and is constructed, operated, and in-

mine the protection requirements, spected to quality assurance, testing and
inservice inspection standards appropriate

(1) Pipe break events may occur during normal for nuclear safety related systems. Re-
plant conditions (i.e., reactor startup, sidual heat removal system is an example of
operation at power, normal bot standby * or such a system.
reactor cooldown to a cold shutdown condi-
tions but excluding test modes). (5) If a pipe break event involves a failure of

non-Scismic Category I piping, the pipe
(2) . A pipe break event may occur simultaneously breek event must not result in failure of

with a scistnic event, however, a scismic essential systems, components and equipmentq
event does not initiate a pipe break event, to shut down the reactor and mitigate theo

This applies to Seismic Category I and non- consequences of the pipe break event consid-"

Seismic Category I piping. cring a SACF in accordance with items (3)
and (4) above.

| (3) A single active component failure (SACF) is
assumed in systems used to mitigate conse- (6) If loss of offsite power is a direct conse-
quences of the postulated piping failure and quence of t.4e pipe break event (e.g., trip

| to shut down the reactor, except as noted of the turbine. generator producing a power

1

Normal hot standby is a normally attained*

zero power plant operating state (as opposed
to a hot standby initiated by a plant upset

| condition) where both feedwater and main
condenser are available and in use.

I

l

Ammdment 3 36-2
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surge which in turn trips the main breaker), 3.6.1.1.4 Approach
then a loss of offsite power occurs in a
mechanistic time sequence with a SACF. To comply with the objectives previously
Otherwise, offsite power is assumed available described, the essential systems, components,
with a SACF. and equipment are identified. The essential

systems, components, and equipment, or portions
(7) A whipping pipe is not capable of rupturing thereof, are identified ;n Table 3.6-1 for pip-

impacted pipes of equal or greater nominal ing failures postulated inside the containment
pipe diameter, but may develop throughwall and in Table 3b2 for outside the containment.
cracks in equal or larger nominal pipe sizes
with thinner wall thickness. 3.6.1.2 Description

(8) All available systems, including those ac- The lines identified as high energy per
tuated by operator actions, are available to Subsection 3.6.2.1.t ere listed in Table 3.6 3
mitigate the consequences of a postulated for inside the containment and in Table 3.6-4
piping failure. In judging the availability for outside the containment. Moderate-energy
of aystems, account is taken of the postu- piping defined in Subsection 3.6.2.1.2 is listed
lated failure and its direct consequences in Table 3.6-5 for outside the containment. !
such as unit trip and loss of offsite power, Pressure response analyses are performed for the
and of the assumed SACF and its direct con- subcompartments containing h;gh-energy piping.
sequences. The feasibility of carrying out A detailed discussion of the line breaks
operator actions are judged on the basis of selected, vent paths, room volumes, analytical
ample time and adequate access to equipment methods, pressure results, etc., is piovided in,
being available for the proposed actions. Section 5.2 for primary containment .

subcompartments.
Although a pipe break event outside the
containment may require a cold shutdown, up to The effects of pipe whip, jet impingement,
eight hours in hot standby is allowed in order spraying, and flooding on required function of
for plant personnel to assess the situation essential systems, components, and equipment, or
and snake repairs. portions thereof, inside and outside the

| containment are considered.
| (10) Pipe whip occurs in the plane defined by the
'

piping geometry and causes movemer.t in the in particular, there are no high-energy lines
direction of the jet reaction. If unre- near the control room. As such, there are no
strained, a whipping pipe with a constant effects upon the habitability of the control
energy source forms a plastic hinge and room by a piping failure in the control building
rotates about the nearest rigid restraint, or elsewhere either from pipe whip, jet impinge-
anchor, or wall penetration. If unre- ment, or transport of steam. Further discussion

,

strained, a whipping pipe without a constant on control room habitability systems is provided|

energy source (i.e., a break at a closed in Section 6.4.
, valve with only one side subject to

| pressure) is not capable of forming a 3.6.1.3 Safety Evaluation
' piastic hinge and rotating provided its

movement can be d, fined and evaluated. 3.6.1.3.1 Ceneral

(11) The fluid internal energy associated with An analysis of pipe break events is performed
the pipe break reaction can take into to identify those essential systems, components,
account any line restrictions (e.g., flow and equipment that provide protective actions
limiter) between the pressure source and required to mitigate, to acceptable limits, the

! break location and absence of energy consequences of the pipe break event.
| reservoirs, as applicable.

Pipe break events involving high energy fluid
|
|
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systems are evaluated for the effects of pipe therefore, is the basic protective measure
whip, jet impingement, flooding, room pressuri- incorporated in the design to protect against
ration, and other environmental effects such as the dynamic effects of postulated pipe failures.
temperature. Pipe break events involving
moderate-energy fluid systems are evaluated for Due to the complexities of several divisions
wetting from spray, flooding, and other environ- being adjacent to high energy lines in the dry-
mental effects, well and reactor building steam tunnel speci-

fic break locations are determined in accordance
By means of the design features such as with Subsection 3.6.2.1,4.3 for possible spatial

separation, barriers, and pipe whip restraints, a separation. Care is taken to noid concentra-
discussion of which follows, adequate protection ting essential equipment in the break exclusion
is provided against the effects of pipe break zone allowed per Subsection 3.6.2.1.4.2. If
events for essential items to an extent that spatial separation requirements (distance and/or
their ability to shut down the plant safely or arrangement to prevent damage) cannot be met
mitigate the consequences of the postulated pipe based on the postulation of specific breaks,
failure would not be impaired. barriers, enclosures, shields, or restraints are

provided. These methods of protection are dis-
3.61.3.2 P.otection Methods cussed on Subseetions 3.6.1.3.2.3 a n d

3.6.1.3.2.4.
16.1.3.2.1 General

For other areas where physical separation is-
The dirtet effects associated with a particu- not practical, the following high-energy lined

lar postulated break or crack must be mechanis- separation analysis (HELSA) evaluatiou is done -
tically consistent with the failure. Thus, actu- to determine which high energy lines meet the
al pipe dimensions, piping layouts, material pro- spatial separation requirement and which lines
perties, and equipment arrangements are consider- require further protection:
ed in defining the following specific measure for
protection against actual pipe movement and other (1) For the HELSA evaluation, no particular
associated consequences of postulated failures. break points are identified. Cubicles or

areas through which the high energy lines
(1) Protection against the dynamic effects of pass are examined in total. Breaks are pos-

pipe failures is provided in tbc form of tulated at any point in the piping system,
pipe whip restraints, equipment shields, and
physical separation of piping, equipment, (2) Essential systems, components, and equipment
and instrumentation. at a distance greater than thirty feet from

any high energy piping are considered as
(2) The precise method chosen depends largely meeting spatial separation requirements, No

upon limitations placed on the designer such damage is assumed to occur due to jet im-
as accessibility, maintenance, and proximity pingement since the impingement force be-
to other pipes. comes negligible beyond 30 feet. Likewise,

a 30 ft evaluation zone is established for
3.6.1.3.2.2 Separation pipe breaks to assure protection against

potential damage from a whipping pipe. As-
The plant arrangem int provides physical surance that 30 feet represents the maximum

separation to the extent practicable to maintain free length is made in the piping layout.
the independence of redundant essential systems
(including their auxiliaries) in order to prevent (3) Essential systems, components,2nd equipment
the loss of safety function due to any single at a distance less than 30 feet from any
postulated event. Redundant trains (e.g., A and high-energy piping are evaluated to see if
B trains) and divisions are located in separate damage could occur to more than one
compartments to the extent possible. Physical essential division, preventing safe shutdown
separation between redundant essential systems of the plant. If damage occurred to only
with their related auxiliary supporting features, one division of a redundant system, the
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requirement for redundant separation is protected against the effects of these
met. Other redundant divisions are postulated pipe failures will be provided by the
available for safe shutdown of the plant and applicant referencing the ABWR design (see
no further evaluation is performed. Subsection 3.6.4.1, item 4 and 6),

(4) If dama; e could occur to more than one Barriers or shields that are identified as
division of a redundant essential system necessary by the HELSA evaluation (i.e., based
within 30 ft of any high energy piping, on no specific break locations), are designed
other protection in tne form of barriers, for worst-case loads. The closest high-energy
shields, or enclosures is used. These pipe location and resultant loads are used to
methods of protection are discussed in Sub- size the barriers.
section 3.6.1.3.2.3. Pipe whip restraints
as discussed in Subsection 3.6.1.3.2.4 a re 3.6.13.2.4 Pipe Whip Restreints
used if protection from whipping pipe is not
possible by barriers and shields. Pipe whip restraints are used where pipe

break protection requirements could not be
3.6.13.23 Barriers, Shields, and Enclosures satisfied using spatial separation, barriers,

shields, or enclosures alone. Restraints are
Protection requirements are raet through the located based on the specific break locations

protection afforded by the walls, floors, determined in accordance with Subsections
columns, abutments, and foandations in many 3.6. 2.1. 4.3 a n d 3.6. 2.1,4. 4. A f te r t he-
cases. Where adequate prot:ction is not already restraints are located, the piping and essentiali
present due to spatial separation or existing systems are evaluated for jet impingement and -
plart features, additional barriers, dcilectots, pipe whip. For those cases where jet
or shields are identified as necessary to meet impingement damage could still occur, barriers,
the functional protection requirements. shields, or enclosures are utilized.

Barriers or shields that are identified as The design criteria for restraints is gnen in
necessity by the use of specific break locations Subsection 3.6.2.3.3.
in the drywell are designed for the specific
loads associated with the particular break 3.6.1.33 Specific Protection Measures
13 cation.

(1) Nonessential systems and system components
The steam tunnel is made of reinforced are not required for the safe shutdown of

concrete 2m thick. A stern tunnel subcompartment the reactor, nor are they required for the
analysis was performed for the postulated rupture limitation of the offsite release in the
of a mainsteam line and for a feedwater line (see event of a pipe rupture. However, while
Subsection 6.2.3.3.1). The peak pressure from a none of this eqi.ipment is needed during or
mainsteam line break was ioand to be 11 psig. following a pipe break event, pipe whip
The peak pressure from a feedwater ime break was protection is considered where a remiting

; found to be 3.9 psig. The steam tunrel is f ailure of a nonessential system or
j designed for the effects of an SSE coincident component could initiate or escalate the
'

with high energy line ~oreak inside the steam pipe break event in an essential system or
tunnel. Under this conservative load component, or in another nonessential system
combination, no failure in any portion of the whose failure could affect an essential
steam tunnel was found to occur; therefore, a system.
high energy line break inside the steam tunnel

; will not effect control room habitability. (2) For high energy piping systems penetrating

| through the containment, isolation valves
| The MSIVs and the feedwater isolation and check are located as close to the containment as
' valves located inside the tunnel shall be possible.

designed for the effects of a line break. The
details of how the MSIV and feedwater isolation (3) The pressure, water level, and flow sensor
and check valves functional capabilities are instrumentation for those essential systems.
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which are required to function following a
L pipe rupture, are protected,

(4) High energy fluid system pipe whip
restraints and protective measures are
designed so that a pcstulated break in one
pipe could not, in turn, lead to a rupturc
of other nearby pipes or components if the
se con d a r;, r u pt u r e c c uld r e s ult in
consequences that would be considered
unacceptable for the initial postulated
break.

(5) For any postulated pipe rupture, the
structural integrity of the containment
structure is maintained. In addition, for
those postulated ruptures classified as a
loss of reactor coolant, the design leak
tightness of the containment fission product
barrier is rnaintained.

(6) Safety / relief valves (SRV) and the reactor
core isolation cooling (RCIC) sy< tem steam. ;

!!ne arn located and restrained so that a
'

pipe failure would not prevent depressuri-
fation.

|
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!(7)7 Separation.is provided to preserve the ~ those systems or_ portions of systems that,- -

independence of the low-pressure flooder during normal plant conditions (as defined in
;(LPFL) systems. Subsection 3.6.1_1.3(1)),are either in operation

or are maintained pressurized under' conditions
(8) Protection for the FMCRD scram insert lines 'where either or both of the following are met:

is not required since the motor operation of-

the FMCRD can adequately insert the control (1) maximum operating temperature exceeds
' rods even with a complete loss of insert 200"F, or
lines (See Subsection 3.6.2.1.6.1). ..

|(2) maximum operating pressure execeds 275 psig.
(9) The escape of steam, water, combustible or

corrosive fluids, gases, and heat in the 3.6.2,1.2 Definition of Moderate Enency Fluid
: event of a pipe rupture do not preclude: Systems.

*

(a) Accessibility to any areas required to Moderate-energy fluid systems are defined to
cope with the postulated pipe rupture; be those systems or portions of systems that,

'

during normal plant conditions (as defined in
- (b) Habitability of the control room; or Subsection 3. 6.1.1,3,( 1 ) ) , are either in

-operation or are maintained pressurized (above '

(c) T h e .a b i l i t'y -' o f | c s s e n t i a 1 atmospheric pressure) under conditions where
instrumentation, electric power both of the following are met:
supplies, components, and controls' to -;

perform their safety related function. (1) maximum operating temperature is 200*F ;
.

- or less, and
3.6.2 Determination of Break
Locations ar.d Dynamic EITects (2) n,ximum operating pressure is 275 psig or
Associated with the Postulated less.

: Rupture of Piping
.

.

_ Piping systems are . classified as .

Information concerning. break and crack - moderate cnergy systems when they operate as
~ location criteria and methods of analysis for high energy piping for only short operational
dynamic effectr, is presented in this Subsection, periods in performing their system function but,_

. The location criteria and methods of analysis are for the major operational period, qualify as
needed to evaluate the dynamic effects associated moderate cr.ergy fluid systems. An' operational
with postulated breaksind'eracks in high- and p ood is considered short if the total fraction
moderate'-energy fluid system pipi.g inside and of time that the system operates within'the

F outside of primary containment. This information pressure-temperature conditions specified for
provides the basis for the requirements for the high energy fluid systems _is less than two
protection of essential structures, systems, and percent of the total _ time that the system
components defined in introduction |of Section operates as a moderate ev.ergy fluid system.-

~3.6.

. . .
3.6.2.1J Postulated Pipe Breaks and Cracks -

3.6.2.1 Criteria Used to Define Break and --
Crack. Location and Configuration - A' postulated pipe break is defined as a-

sudden gross failure of the pressure boundary _
The following subsections establish the- cither in the form of a complete circumferential

criteria for the location and configuration of severance (guillotine-break) or~ a sudden =
postulated breaks and cracks. longitudinal split without pipe severance,=and -

is postulated for high-energy fluid systems .>

3.6.2.1.1 Definition of High. Energy Fluid - only. For moderate energy fluid system, pipe
Systems failures are limited to postulation af cracks in<

piping and branch runs. These cracks affect the
High-energy fluid systems are defined to be surrounding environmental conditions only and do

;
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not result in whipping of the cracked pipe, are generally not identified with particular
High energy fluid systems are also postulated to break points. Breaks are postulated at all
have cracks for conservative environmental possible points in such high-energy piping
conditions in a confined area where high and systems. However, in some systems break points
moderate energy fluid systems are located, are particularly specified per the following

subsections if special protection devices such
The following high energy piping systems (or as barriers or restraints are provided.

portions of systems) are considered as potential
candidates for a postulated pipe break during 3.6.2.1.4.2 Piping in Containment Penetration
normal plant conditions and are analyzed for Areas
potential damage resulting from dynamic effects:

No pipe breaks or cracks are postulated in
(1) All piping which is part of the reactor those portions of piping from containment wall

coolant pressure boundary and subject to to and including the inboard or outboard
reactor pressure continuously during station isolation valves which meet the following
operation; requirement in addition to the requirement

the ASME Code, Section III, Subarticle NE 1120:
(2) All piping which is beyond the second

isolation valve but subject to reactor (1) The following design stress and fatigue
pressure continuously during station limits are not exceeded:
operation; and

For ASME Code. Section Ill. Class 1 Piping .

'(3) All other piping systems or portions of
piping systems considered high-cnergy (a) The maximum stress range between any two '
systems. loads sets (including the zero load set)

does not exceed 2.4 S , and is
Portions of piping systems that are isolated calculated * by Eq (10) in NBd53, ASME

from the source of the high. energy fluid during Code, Section III.
normal plant conditions are exempted from
consideration of postulated pipe breaks. This If the calculated maximum stress range
includes portions of piping systems beyond a of Eq. (10) exceeds 2.4 S the stress
normally closed valve. Pump and valve bodies are ranges calculated by bothi,q. (12) and
also exempted from consideration of pipe break Eq. (13) in Paragraph NB-3653 meet the
because of their greater wall thickness, limit of 2.4 S .

m

3.6.2.1.4 Locations of Postulated Pipe Breaks (b) The cumulative usage factor is less than
0.1

Postulated pipe break locations are selected
as follows: (c) The maximum stress, as calculated by Eq.

(9) in NB-3652 under the loadings
3.62.1.4.1 Piping Meeting Separadon resulting from a postulated piping
Requirements failure beyond these portions of piping

does not exceed the lesser of 2.25 S
Based on the HELSA cvaluation described in a n d 1.8 S except that following*a

Subsection 3.6.1.3.2.2, the high energy lines failure outlide containment, the pipe
which meet the ial separation requirements betweer. the outboard isolation valve and

For those loads and conditions in which*

Level A and Level B stress limits have been
specified in the Design Specification.

|
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the first restraint may be permitted analyses, or tests, are performed to
higher stresses provided a plastic hinge demonstrate compliance with the limits of
is not formed and operability of the item (1).
valves with such stresses is assured in
accordance with the requirement (3) The number of circumferential and longi-

j specified in Section 3.9.3. Primary tudinal piping welds and branch connections
loads include those which are deflection are minimited. Where penetration sleeves
limited by whip restraints, are used, the enclosed portion of fluid

system piping is seamless construction and
For ASME code. Section llt. Class 2 Piping without circumferential welds unless

specific access provisions are made to
(d) The maximum stress as calculated by the permit inservice volumetric examination of

sum of Eqs. (9) and (10) in Paragraph longitudinal and circumferential welds.
NC 3652, ASME Code, Section 111,
considering those loads and conditions (i) The length of these portions of piping are
thereof for which level A and level B reduced to the minimum length practical.
stress limits are specified in the
system's Design Specification (i.e., (5) The design of pipe anchors or restraints
sustained loads, occasic nal loads, and (e.g , connectious to containment
thermal expansion) including an OBE penetrations and pipe whip restraints) do

not require welding directly to the outerevent does not exceed 0.8(1.8 S, +

SA). The S and S are allow A'ble surface of the piping (e.g., fluci integ ,h 3
stresses at maximum (h'ot) temperature rally forged pipe fittings may ~ e ,ised)u
and allowable stress range for thermal except where such wclJs are 100 peicent '
expansion, respectively, as defined in volumetrically examinable in service and a
Article NC-3600 of the ASME Co e, detailed stress analysis is performed tod

Section III. demonstrate compliance with the limits of
item (1).

(e) The maximum stress, as calculated bv Eq.
(9) in NC 3653 under the loadings (6) Sleeves provided for those portions of
resulting from a postulated piping piping in the containment penetration areas
failure of fluid system piping beyond are constructed in accordance with the rules
these portions of piping does not exceed of Class MC, Subsection NE of the ASME Code,
the lesser of 2.25 S and 1.8 S . Section 111. where the sleeve is part of the

h Y containment boundary. In addition, the
Primary loads include those which are entire sleeve a sembly is designed tr 'nect
deflection limited by whip restraints. The the following requirements and tests:
exceptions permitted in (c) above may also
be applied provided that when the piping (a) The design pressure and temperature are
between the outboard isola. tion valve and not less than the maximum operating
th; restrsirt is con structed in accordance pressure and temperature of the
with the Power Piping Code ANSI B31.1, the enclosed pipe under normal plant
piping is citber of seamless construction conditions,

with full radiography of all circumferential
welds, or all longitudinal and circum- (b) The Level C stress limits in NE-3220,
ferential welds are fully radiographed. ASME Code, Section III, are nc,t

exceeded under the loadings associated
(2) Welded attachments, for pipe supports or with containment design pressure and

other purposes, to these portions of piping temperature in combination with the
are avoided except where detailed stress safe shutdown earthquake.
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(c) The assemblies are subjected to a single As a result of piping re-analysis due to
pressure test at a pressure not less differences between the design configuration
than its design pressure. and the as-built configuration, the highest

stress or cumulative usage factor locations
(d) The assemblies do not prevent the access may be shifted; however, the laitially

required to conduct the inservice determined intermediate break locations need
ex.imination specified in itern (7). not be changed unless one of the following

conditions exists:
(7) A 100% volumetric inservice examination of

all pipe welds would be conducted during (i) The dynamic effects from the new
each inspection interval a . defined in (as-built) intermediate break locations
IWA-2400, ASM E Code, Section XI. are not mitigated by the original pipe

whip restraints and jet f.hields.

|3.6.2.1.4.3ASME Code Section ill Class 1
Piping in Areas Other nan Containment (ii) /. change is required in pipe parameters
Penetration such as major differences in pipe sire,

wall thickness, and roating.
With ti.e exception of those portions of piping

|identified in Subseetion 3.6.2.1.4.2, breaks in 3.6.2.1.4.4 ASME Code Section 111 Class 2 and
ASM E Code, Section 111, Class 1 piping are 2 Piping in Areas Other han ContaMment
postulated at the following locations in each actrution
piping and branch run:

With the exceptions of those portions of
(a) At terminal ends' piping identified in Subsection L6.2.1.4.2,-

breaks in ASME Codes, Section !!!, Class 2 and 3
(b) At intermediate locations where the piping are postulated at the following locations

maximum Stress range (see Subsection in those portions of each piping and branch run:
3.6.2.1.4.2, Paragraph (1)(a)) as
calculated by Eq. (10) in NB 3653, ASME (a) AI teiminal ends (see Subseetion
Code, Section III. 3.6.2.1.4.3, Paragraph (a))

If the calculated maximum stress range (b) At intermediate locations selected by one of
of Eq.(10) exceeds the stress range the followir.g criteria:
calculat:d by both Eq.(12) and Eq.(13)
in Paragraph NB-3653 should meet the (i) At each pipe fitting (e.g., cibow, tee,
limit of 2.4 Sm. cross, flange, and nonstandard

fitting), welded attachmcat, and
(c) At intermediate locations where inc, valve. Where the piping contains no

cumulative usage factoi cxcer.ds 0.1. fittings, welded attachments, or
valves, at one location at each extreme

Extremities of pipin.g runs that connect to of the piping run adjacent to the*

structures, components (e.g., vessels, pumps, protective structure.
valves), or pipe anchors that act as rigid
constraints to piping motion and thermal (ii) At en:h location shcre stresses calcu-
expansion. A branch connection to a main lated (see Subsection 3.6.2.1.4.2,
piping run is a terminal end of the branch Paragraph (1)(d)) by the sum of Eqs.
run, except where the branch run is classified (9) and (10) in NC/ND-3653, ASME Code,
as part of a main run in the stress analysis Section Ill, exceed 0.8 times the sum
and is shown to have a significant effect on of the stress limits given in NC/ND-
the main run behavior, in piping runs which 3653.
are maintained pressuri:ed during normal plant
conditions for only a portion of the run As a result of piping re-analysis due
(i.e., up to the first normally closed valve) to differences between the design
a terminal end of such runs is the piping configuration and t he as-built
connection to this closed valve. configuration, the highest stress
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locations anay be shifted; however, the
initially determined intermediate break

.

.
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locations may be used unless a redesign identified in Subsection 3.ti.2.1.4.2, leakage
of the piping resulting in a change in cracks are postulated for the most severe
the pipe parameters -(diameter, wall environmental effects as follows:
thickness, touting) is required, or the
dynamic effects from the new (as-built) (1) For ASME Code, Section ill Class I piping,
intermediate break location are not at axial locations where the calculated
mitigated by the original pipe whip stress range (sce Subsection 3. 6.2.1. 4. 2.
restraints and jet shields. Paragraph (1)(a)) by Eq. (10) and either Eq.

(12) or Eq. (13) in NB-3653 exceeds 1.2
3.6.2.1.4.5 Noo.ASME Class Piping S m-

Breaks in seismically analyzed non-ASME Class (2) For ASME Code, Section 111 Class 2 and 3 or
(not ASME Class 1,2 or 3) piping are postulated non ASME class piping, at axial locations

_

according to the same requirements for ASME Class where the calculated stress (see Subsection
2 and 3 piping above, Separation and interaction 3.6.2.1.4.4, Paragraph (b)(ii)) by the sum
requirements between Scismically analyzed and of Eqs. (9) and (10) in NC/ND-3653 exceeds
non seismically analyzed piping are met as 0.4 times the sum of the stress limits given
described in Subsection 3.7.3.13. in NC/ND-3653,

3.6.2.1.4.6 Separaticg Structure With fligh- (3) Non-ASME class pipir.g which has not been
Energy Lines evaluated to obtain stress information have.

leakage cracks postulated at axial locations;
If a structure separates a high energy line that produce the most severe environmental ,.

-from an essential component, the separating effects.
structure is designed to withstand the consequen-
ces of the pipe break in the high-energy line at 3.6.2.1.5.3 Moderate Energy Piping
locations that the aforementioned criteria
require to be postulated. However, as noted in 3.6.2.1.5.3.1 Piping In Containment Penetration
Subsection 3.6.1.3.2.3, some structures that are Are s
identified as necessary by the HELSA evaluation
(i.e., based on no specific break locations), are Leakage cracks are not postulated in those
designed for worst case loads, portions of piping ftpm containment wall to and

including the inboard or outboard isolation
3.6.2.1.5 Locations of Postulated Pipe Cracks valves provided they meet the requirements of

the ASME Code, Section III, NE 1120, and the
Postulated pipe crack locations are selected stresses calculated (See Subsection 3.6.2.1.4.4,

as follows: Paragraph (b)(ii)) by the sum of Eqs. (9) and
(10) in ASME Code, Section 111, NC-3653 do not

3.6.2.1.5.1 Piping Meeting Separation exceed 0.4 times the sum of the stress limits
Regnirements given in NC 3653.

Based on the HELSA evaluation described in 3.6.2.1.5.3.2 Piping In Areas Other Than
Subsection 3.6.1.3.2.2, the high- or moderate- Containment Penetration
energy lines which meet the separation require-
ments are not identified with particular crack (1) Leakage cracks are postulated in piping
locations. Cracks.are postulated at all possible located adjacent to essential structures,

| points that are necessary to demonstrate adequacy systems or components, except:

| of separation or other means of protections pro-
| vided for essential structures, systems and (a) Where exempted by Subsections

components. 3.6.2.1. 5. 3,1 a n d 3. 6. 2.1. 5.4,

3.6.2.1.5.2 Illgh-Energy Piping (b) For ASME Code, Section III, Class 1 pip-
|

1
ing the stress range calculated (see

With the exception of those portions of piping Subsection 3.6.2.1 A.2, Paragraph (1)'
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(a)) by Eq. (10) and either Eq. (12) or Eq. Table 3.21). Additionally, the 1 1/4 inch
(13) in NB 3653 is less than 1.2 S hydraulic control unit fast scram lines do.

* not require special protection measure
(c) For ASME Code, Section III, Class 2 or 3 and because of the following reasons:

non-ASME class piping, the stresses calcu-
lated (see Subsection 3.6.2.1.4.4, Paragraph (a) The piping to the control rod drives
(b)(ii)) by the sum of Eys. (9) and (10) in from the hydraulic control units (llCUs)
NC/ND-3653 are lers than 0.4 times the sum are located in the containment under
of the stress limits given in NC/ND 3653. reactor vessel, and in the reactor

building away from other safety-related
(2) Leakage cracks, unless the piping system is equipmentt therefore should a line fail,

exempted by item (1) above, are postulated it would not affect any safety related
at axial and circumferential locations that equipment but only impact on other llCU
result in the rnost severe environmental lines, As discussed in Subsection 3.6.
consequences. 1.1.3, Paragraph (7), a whipping pipe

will only rupture an impacted pipe of
(3) Leakage cracks are postulated in fluid smaller nominal pipe size or cause a

system piping designed to nonscismic through wall crack in the same nominal
standards as necessary to meet the pipe size but with thinner wall
environmental protection requirements of thickness.
Subsection 3.6.1.1.3.

(b) The total amount of energy contained in;
3.6.2.1.5.4 Moderate-Energy Piping in Proximity the 1-1/4" piping between normally'
to lligh. Energy l'iping closed scram insert valve on the HCU -

module and the ball check valve in the
Moderate energy fluid system piping or control rod housing is small. In the

portions thereof that are located within a event of a rupture of this line, the
compartment of confined area involving t3all check valve will close to prevent
considerations for a postulated break in reactor vessel flow out of the break.
high-energy fluid system piping are cceptable
without postulation of throughwall leakage cracks (c) Even if a number of the HCU lines rup-
except where a postulated leakage crack in the tured, the control rod insertion func-

moderate.cnergy fluid system piping results in tion would not be impaired since the
more severe environmental conditions than the electrical motor of the fine motion con-
break in the proximate high-energy fluid system trol drive would drive in the control
piping, in which case the provisions of rods.
Subsection 3.6.2.1.5.3 are applied.

(2) Longitudinal breaks are postulated only in
3.6 2.1.6 Types of Breaks and Cracks to be piping having a nominal diameter equal to or
Postulated greater than four inches.

3.6.2.1.6.1 Pipe Breaks (3) Circumferential breaks are only assumed at
all terminal ends.

The following types of breaks are postulated
in high-energy fluid system piping at the (4) At each of the intermediate postulated break
locations identified by the criteria specified in locations identified to exceed the stress
Subsection 3.6.2.1.4 and usage factor limits of the criteria in

Subsections 3.6.2.1.4.3 a n d 3.6.2.1.4.4,
(1) No breaks are postulated in piping having a considerations is given to the occurrence of

nominal diameter less than or equal to one either a longitudinal or circumferential
inch. Instrument lines one inch and less break. Examination of the state of stress
nominal pipe or tubing size mee: the in the vicinity of the postulated break
provision of regulatory Guide 1.11 (See location is used to identify the most
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probably type of break. If the maximum in t he cente r of the piping at tw o
stress range in the longitudinal direction diametrically opposed points (but not
is greater than 1.5 times the maximum stress concurrently) located so that the reaction
range in the circumferential direction, only force is perpendicular to the plane of the
the circumferential break is postulated. piping configuration and produces out-of-
Conversely, if the maximum stress range in plane bending. Alternatively, a single
the circumferential direction is greater split is assumed at the section of highest
than 1.5 times the stress range in the tensile stress as determined by detailed
longitudinal direction, only the longitudi- st ro.s analysis (e.g., finit e eleme nt
nal break is postulated. If no significi analysis),
difference between the circumferential a .
longitudinal stresses is determined, tb (9) The dycamic force of the fluid jet discharge
both types of breaks are considered, is based on a circular or elli tical (2D x

1/2D) break area equal to the effective
(5) Where breaks are postulated to occur at each cross sectional flow area of - he pipe at the

intermediate pipe fittin,. weld attachment, break location and on a calculated fluid
or valve without the benefit of stress pressure modified by > analytically or
calculations, only circumferential breaks experimentally determined thrust coefficient
are postulated. as determined for a circumferential break at

the same locrtion. Line restrictions, flow
(6) For both longitudinal and circumferential limiters, positive pump-controlled flow, and

breaks, after assessing the contribution of the absence of energy reservoirs may be;
upstream piping flexibility, pipe wl.ip is taken into account as applicable in the ,
assumed to occur in the plane defined by the reduction of jet discharge.
piping geometry and configuration for
circumferential breaks and out of plane for 3.6.2.1.6.2 Pipe Cracks
longitudinal breaks and to cause piping
movement in the direction of the jet reac- The following criteria are used to postulate
lions. Structural members, piping throughwall leakage cracks in high or raoderate-
restraints, or piping stiffness as demon- energy fluid systems or portions of systems.
strated by inelastic limit analysis are
considered in determining the piping (1) Cracks are postulated in moderate-energy
movement limit (alternati"ely, circumfer- fluid system piping and branch runs
ential breaks are assumed to result in pipe exceeding a nominal pipe size of one inch.
severance and separation amounting to at
least a one diameter late al displacement of (2) At axial locations determined per Subsection
the ruptured piping sections). 3.6.2.1.5, t he pos t uIa t e d c r ac ks a r e

oriented circumferentially to result in the
(7) For a circumferential break, the dynamic most severe environmental consequences.

force of the jet discharged at the break
location is based upon the effective (3) Crack openings are assumed as a circular
cross sectional flow area of the pipe and on orifice of area equal to that of a rectangle

I a calculated fluid pressure as modified by having dimensions unr half-pipe diameter in
1 an analytically or experimentally determined length and one-half-pip > wall thickness in

.hrust coefficient. Limited pipe width.
displacement at the break location, line
restrictions, flow limiters, positive (4) The flow from the crack opening is assumed
pump-controlled flow, and the absence of to result in an environment that wets all
energy reservoirs are used, as applicable, unprotected components within the compart-
in the reduction of the jet discharge, ment, with consequent flooding in the com-

| partment and communicating compartments,
(8) Long;tudinal breaks in the form of axial based c,n a conservatively estimated time

split without pipe severance are postulated period to effect correcthe actions.

Amendment 7 3 6-12
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3.6.2.2 Analytic Methods to Define Blowdown turbine. A pipe break cages the steam flow to
forcing functions and Response Models, reverse its direction and to flow f rom the

turbine to the break location. The pipe segment
3.6%.I Anal tic Methods to Define Blowdown force time historles ate determined by3

Forcing Functions, calculating the momentum change in the pipe
segments of a closed system. The broken pipe

The rupture of a pressurized pipe causes the segment force time history i: calculated in
flow characteristics of the system to change accordance with Appendix B of ANSI /ANS 58.2.
creating reaction forces which can dynamically
excite the piping system. The reactior. forces
are a function of time and space and depend upon
fluid state within the pipe prior to rupture,
break flow area, frictional losses, plant system
characteristles, piping system, and other
factors. The methods used to calculate the
reaction forces for sarious piping systems are
preserted in the following subsections.

The criteria that are used for calculation of
fluid blov.down forcing functions include:

(1) Circumferential breaks are assumed to result iin pipe severance and separation amounting
to at least a one diameter lateral '

displacement of the ruptured piping sections
unless physically limited by piping
restraints, structural members, or piping
stiffness as may be demonstrated by
inciastic limit analysis (e.g., a plastic
hinge in the piping is not developed under
loading).

(2) The dynamic force of the jet discharge at
the break location is based on the
cross-sectional flow area of the pipe and on
a calculated fluid p.ressure as modified by
analytically or experimentally-determined
thrust coefficient. Line restrictions, flow
limiters, positive pump-controlled flow, and
the absence of energy reservoirs are taken
into accounts, as applicable, in the
reduction of jet discharge.

(3) All breaks are assumed to attain full size
within one millisecond af ter break
initiation.

The forcing functions due to the postulated
pipe breaks near the reactor ot at a branch
connection are calculated by the solution of
one dimensional, compressible unsteady ste.nu flow
in the gas system. The numerical analysis is
performed by the method of characteristics. The
flow starts with steady flow from the RPV to the
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(5) Piping withiu the broken loop is no longer
considered part of the RCPH. Plastic
defortnation in the pipe is considered as a
potential energy absorber. Limits of strain
are imposed which are similar to strain,,

E levels allowed in restrain' plastic
" members. Pi ig systems are designed sot

that plastic instability does not occur in
the pipe at the design dynamic and static
loads unless damage studies are performed
which show the consequences do not result in
direct damage to any essential system or
component.

(6) Compone, . such as venel safe ends and val-
3.6.2.2.2 Pipe Whip Dynamic Response ves which are attached to the broken piping
Analyses system, do not serve a safety-related func-

tion, or failure of which would not further
The prediction of time-dependent and steady- escalate the consequences of the accident

thrust reaction loads caused by blowdown of sub- are not designed to meet ASME Cooe imposed
celed, saturated, and two phase fluid from rup- limits for essential components under f ault-
tured pipe is used in design and evalaation of ed loading. However, if these components:
dynamic effects of pipe breaks. A discussion of are required for safe shutdown or serve to' j
the analytical methods employed to compute these protect the structural integrity of an es '
blowdown loads is given in Subsection 3.6.2.2.1. sential component, limits to meet the Code
Following is a discussion of analytical methods requirements for faulted conditions and li.
used to account for this loading. mits to ensure required operability will be

met.
The criteria used for performing the pipe whip

dynamic response analyses include: (7) The piping stresses in the containment
penetration areas due to loads resulting

(1) _ A pipe whip analysis is performed for each from a postulated piping failure can not
postulated pipe break. However, a given exceed the limits specified in Subsection
analysis can be used for more than one post- 3.6.2.1.4.2(1)(c).
ulated break location if the blowdown forc-
ing function, piping and restraint system An analysis for pipewhip restraint selection
geometry, and piping and restraint system PDA computer program; and a pipe break modeling
properties are conservative for other break program ANSYS are performed as described in
locations. Appendix 3D, which predicts the response of a

pipe subjected to the thrust force occurring
(2) The analysis includes the dynamic response after a pipe break. The program treats the

of the pipe in question and the pipe whip situation in terms r ' *eneric pipe break con-
restraints which transmit loading to the figuration which invoc es a straight, uniform
support structures, pipe fixed at one end and subjected to a time-

-dependent thrust force at the other end. A
(3) The analytical model adequately represents typical restraint used to reduce the resulting

the mass / inertia and stiffness properties of deformation is also included at a location
the system. between the two ends. Nonlinear and

time-independent stress- strain relationships
(4) Pipe whipping is assumed to occur in the are used to model the pipe and the restraint.

plane defined by the piping geometry and Using a plastic-hinge concept, bending of the
configura4on and to cause pipe movement in pipe is assu m ed to oceur only at
the direction of the jet reaction.
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the fised end and at the location supported by
the restraint.

Effects of pipe shear deflection are consider-
ed negligible. The pipe -ending moment dellec.
tion (or rotation) seistion used for these ' ca-
tions is obtained frorn a static nonliacar 3.6.23 Dynamic Analpls 'Mhods to Verify
cantilever beam analysis. Using the moment to- Integrity and Operability
it, ,n relation, nonlincer equations of motion of
the pipe are formulated using energy considers-
tions and the equations are numerically integrat. 3.6.2J.1 Jet Impingement Analyses and
ed in small time steps to yield time histor/ of Elfr<ts on Safety Related Components
the pipe motion.

The methods used to esaluate the jet effects
lhe piping stresses in the cot.tainment resulting from the postulated breaks of high.

penetration areas are calculated by th) ANSYS energy piping are described in Appendices C and
computer program, a program as described in D of ANSI /ANS $N.2 and presented in this
Appendix 3D. De program is used to perform the subsection,
non-linear analysis of a piping system for time
varying displacements and forces due to The criteria used for esaluating the effects
postulated be breaks. of fluid jets on essential structures, systems, I

and components are as follows:

(1) Esser tial structures, systems, and compo. '
nents are not impaired so as to preclude es-
sential functions, l'or any given postulat-
ed pipe break and consequent jet, those es-
sential structures, Systems, and components
need to safely shut down the plant are
identified.

(2) Essential structures, systems, and compo.
nents which are not necessary to safely shut
down the plant for a given break are not
protected from the consequences M the fluid |
jet.

(3) Safe shutdown eithe plant due to postulated
pipe ruptures within the RCPU is not
aggravated by sequential failures of
safety related piping and the required
emergency cooling system performance is
ma .iained.8

(4) Offsite dose limits speelfied in 10CFR100
are, complied with.

(5) Postulated breaks resulting in jet,

; impingement loads are assumed to occur in
; high energy lines at full (102%) power |
| operation of the plant.

(6) Throughwalt leakage cracks are postulated in
moderate energy lines cnd are assumed to

Amendment 3 r 15
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I ttsult in wetting and spraying of essential (7) The distance of jtt travel is divided into
j structuro, systems, and components. two or three regi9ns. Itegion 1 (l'igare

33 3) emnds from the break to the
(7) lleflected jets are considered only when asymptotic arc a. Within this region the

there is an obsious reflecting surface (such discharging fluid finsbes and undergoes
as a flat plate) which directs the jet onto expension from the break area pressure to
an essential equipment. Only the first the atmosphcric pressure. In Region 2 the
refleulon is considered in evaluating jet expands further. For partial separa-
potential targets, tion circumferential breaks, the area

increases as the jet expands, in Region 3
(8) Fotential targets in the jet path are con- jet expands at a htlf angle of 10".

sidered at the calculated final position of (Figures 3.6 3a and c.)
the broken end of the ruptured pipe. This
selection of potential targets is considered (8) The analytical model for estirr.ating the
adequate due to the large number of breaks asymptotic jet area for subeooled water and
analyred and the protection provided from saturated water assumes a constant jet "

the effects of A ac postulated breaks. area. For fluids discharging from a break
which are below Ibc sMuration temperature

The analytical rnethods used to determine which at the corresponding room pressure or have
targets will be impinged upon by a fluid jet and a pressure at the break area equal to the
the corresponding jet impingement load include: rnom pressure, the free expansion does not '

occur.
(1) %e direction of the linid jet is based on ,

#ac arrested position of the pipe during (9) The distance uownstream from the break .
steady state blowdown. where the asymptotic area is reached

(Region 2) is calculted for circum.

(2) The impinging jet proceeds along a straight ferential and longitudinal break..

path.

(3) The total impingement force acting on any
cross sectional area of the jet is time ud
distance invariant with a total magnitude
equivalent to the steady state fluid .

blowdown force given in Subsection 3.6.2.2.1
and with jet characteristics shown in Figure (10) Both longitudinal and fully separated
3.6-3. circumferential breaks are treated

similvly. The value of fL/D used in the
(4) The jet impingement force is uniformly blowdown calculation is used for jet

d!.tributed across the cross sectional area implogement also,
of the jet and only the portion interceptr.d
by the target is considered. (11) Circumferential breaks with partial (i.e.,

h< D/2) separation between the two ends of
(5) The break opening is assumed to be a circu- the broken pipe not significantly offset

lar orifice of cross sectional flow area (i.e., no more th. one pipe wall th ckness
equal to the effective flow area of the lateral displacement) are more difficult to
break.

(6) The jet impingement force is equal to the
steady state value of the fluid blawdown
force calculated by the methods described in
Subsectien 3.6.2.2.1.
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quantify. For these cases, the following
assumptions are made.

(a) The jet is uniformly disteit'uted around
the periphery.

(b) The jet c:oss section at any cut through (12) Target loads are determined using the
the pipe axis has ll.e configuration following procedures,
depicted in Figure 3.6 3b and the jet
regionr. are as thetesa delineated. (a) For both the f ully separated

circumferential breat and the

(c) The jet b c F = total blowdown F. longitudinal brcat, thr: jei is studied Ij by determining tarret locations vs.
(d) The pressure at any point intersected by asymptomatic distance and applying

the jet is: ANSI /ANS 58.2, Appendices C and D.

F,
P) =

^R

where

g= the total "t60" area of the jet at a iA
radius eqaul to the distat.cc from the -

pipe centerline to the target..

(c) The pressure of the jet is then
multiplied by the area of the target
submerged within the jet.

I

!
i

(b) For circumferential break limited j

separation, the jet is analyred by I

using different equations of ANSI /ANS |
58,2, Appendices C and D and determing
respective target and asymptomatic
locations

Amendment Afrl7
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c) After determiaation of the total area of the D = pipe OD of target pipe for a fully
jet at the targes the jet pressure is submerped pipe.
calculated by:

When the target (pipe) is larger than the area

F)
of the jet, the effective target area equals the

l' , expanM jet area=
_

A

^te
*

x

(3) For all cases, the jet area (A. ) o

incident pressurc sumed to be uniform and 17 ,oad isP =
3 uniformly distributed on the imp %ed target

area of the expanded jet at the area A .A =

target intersection.

If the effective target area (A 15 less than
expanded jet area (A e 5 A ) #)he target ist

tfully submerged in the jet and*the impingement
load is equal to (P 3) ( A If the
effective target area is greater Na)n.expanded

, the target intercepts
jet area (A''And the impingement load is equal

>A '

the entire jet 3.6.23.2 Pipe Whip Efictts on Essential

)Ior vark. The effective target
F Componentsto (P ) (A ) = ,

areafA ous geometries follows: ,

This subsection provides the criteria and
(1) Flat surf ace - For a case where a target methods used to evaluate the effects of pipe

with physical area A, is oriented at angle displacements on essential structures, systems,
d with resnt to th; jet axis and with no and components following a postulated pipe
flow revers. , the effective target area rupture.

* Pipe whip (displacement) effects on essential
structures, systems, and components can be

(A,) (sin #). placed in two categories: (1) pipe displacementA =

effects on components (nonles, valves, ices,
etc ) which are in the same piping run that the

(2) Pipe Surface . As the jet hits the convex break occurs in; and ( ) ,ipe whip or controlled
surface of th; pipe, its it ' ward momentum is displacements onto exter,m components such as
decreased rather than stopped; therefore, building structure, other piping systems, cable
the jet impingement load on the impacted trays, and conduits, etc.
area is expected to be reduced. For
conservatism, no credit is taken for this 3.6.23.2.1 Pipe Displacement I:ITects on
reduction and the pipe is assumed to be Components in the Same piping Itun
impacted with the full impingement load,
llowever, where shape f actors are The criteria for determining the effects of
justifiable, they may be used. The pipe displacements on inline components are as
effective target area A is: follows:

A = (D )(D) (1) Components such as vessel safe ends andg A valves which are attached to the broken
where piping system and do not serve a safety

function or failure of which would not
D = diameter of the jet at the further escalate the consequencei -f the

4 target interf ace, and accident need not be designed to meet A'iME

Amendment 361R
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Code Section III imposed limits for essential failure in a piping splem carr)ing high. energy |components under faulted loading. fluid. In the AllWR plant, the piping integrity
|

does n.it depend on the pipe whip restraints for |
(2) If these components are required for safe any piping design loading combination including j

Shutdown or serse to protect the structural earthquake but shall remain functional following
integrity of an essential component, limits an carthquake up to and including the SSE (See
to meet the ASME Code requi;cments for Subsection 3.2.1). When the piping integrity is
f aulted conditions and limits to ensure lost because of a postulated break, the pipe
required operability are met. whip restraint acts to limit the movement of the I

'broken pipe to an acceptable distance. The pipe
The methods used to calculate the pipe whip whip restraints (i.e., those devices which serve

loads on piping componcnts in the same run as the only to control the rnovernent of a ruptured pipe
'

postulated brenk are described in Section following gross failure) will be subjected to ;

3.6.2.2.2. once.in a lifetime loading. For the purpose of
the pipe whip sestraint design, the pipe break

3.6.2.3.2.2 Pipe Displacement Effects , is considered to be a faulted condition (Scc
Essential Structures. Other Sptems, and Subsection 3. 9. 3.1.1. 4 ) and the structure to
Components which the restraint is attached is also analyred

nd designed accordingly. The pipe whip
The criteria and methods used to calculate the astraints are non-ASME Code components;

cffects of pipe whip on esternal components however, the ASME Code requirements may be used
(onsists of the following: in the design selectively to assure its

safety related f unction if ever needed. Other'
(1) Tne effects on essential structures and bar- methods, i.e. testing, with reliable data base '

ricts are evaluated in accordance with the for design and siring of pipe whip restraints
barrier design procedures given in Subsec- can also be used.
tion 3.5.3

The pipe whip restraints utillic energy ab.
(2) If the whipping pipe impacts a pipe of equal sorbing U-rods to attenuate the Linctic energy

or greater nominal pipe diameter and equal of a ruptured pipe. A evpical pipe whip re.
or greater wall thickness, the whipping pipe straint is shown in Figure 3M 6. The principal
does not rupture the impacted nipe. Other- feature of these restraints is that they are in-
wise, the it.pacted pipe is insumed to be stalled with several inches of .innular clearance
ruptured. between them and the process pipe. This allows

for installation of normal piping insulation and
(3) If the whipping p!pe impacts other compo- for unrestricted pipe thermal movements during

nents (valve actuators, cable trays, con- plant operation. Select critical locations in.
duits, etc.), it is assumed that the im. side primary containment are also monitored
pacted component is unavailable to mitigate during hot functional testing to provide verifi-
the consequences of the pipe break esent. cation of adequate clearances prior to plant

operation. The apecific design objectives for
(4) Damage of unrestrained whipping pipe on es- the restraints are:

sential structures, components, and systems
other than the ruptured one is prevented by (1) The restraints shall in no way increase the
either separating high energy systems from reactor coolant pressure boundary stresses
the essential systems or providing pipe whip by their presence during any normal mode of
restraints. reactor operation or condition;

3.6.2.3.3 leading Combinations and Design (2) The restraint system shall function to stop
' Criteria for Pipe Whip Restralat the movement of a pipe failure (gross loss

of piping integrity) without allowing damage
f>ipe whip restraints, as differentiated from to critical components or missile develop.,

'

piping supports, are designed to function and ment; and
carry load for an extremely low probability gross

Ame ndme rit 3 g39
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(3) The testraints should provide minimum
hindrance to inservice inspection of the
process piping.

For the purpose of design, the pipe whip
restraints are designed for the following dynarnic
Ic ads-

(1) Illowdown thrust of the pipe section that
impacts the restraint;

(2) Dynamic inertia loads of the moving pipe
section which is accelerated by the blowdown
thrust and subsequent impact on the
restraint;

_

(3) Design characteristics of the pipe whip
restraints are included and W .. ' b) Ib-
pipe whip dynamic analysl d e s,e - -

absection 3.6.2.2.2; and

(4) Since the pipe whip restrairn 4 a 4
sontacted during normal plant operation, 'he
postulated pipe ruptute event is the .iviv

-

design loading condition.

V

_
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3.6.2.4 Guard Pipe Assembly liesign

The ABWR primary containment does not require
guard pipes.

3.6.2.5 Material ta be Supplied for the
Ogmting License f(eslew

See Subsection 3.6.4.1

3.6 3 Irak Ilefore llreak
Evaluation Proceduits

Pet Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 3|
November 1978, the safety analysis Section 3.6 i

Strain rate effects and other material has traditionally addressed the protection
property variations have been considered in the measures against dynamic effects associated with
design of the pipe whip restraints. The material the non. mechanis'ic or postulated ruptures of
properties utillred in the design have included piping. The dynamic effects are defined in
one or more of the following methods: introduction to Section 3.6. Three forms of

piping failure (full flow area circuteferential
(1) Code minimum or specification yield and and longitudinal breaks, and throughwall leakage

ultimate strength values for the affected crack) are postulated in accordance with
components and structures are used for both Subsection 3.6.2 and Br:nch Technical position
the dynamic and steady. state events; MEB 3-1 of NUREG 0800 (Standard Review plan)

for their dynamic as well as environmental
(2) Not more than a 10% increase in minimum code eIfeets.

or specification strength values is used
when designing components or structures for llowever, in accordance with the modified
the dynamic event, and code minimum c- General Electric Criterion 4 (GDC 4), effective

' specification yield and ultimate strength November 27,1987, (R efe rence 1), the
values are used for the steady state loads: mechanistic leak before-break (LHB) approach,

justified by appropriate fracture mechanics
(3) Representative or actual test data values techniques, is recognized as an acceptable

are used in the design of components and procedure under certain conditions to exclude
structures including justifiably elevated design against the dynamic effects from
strain rate affected stress limits in excess postulation of breaks in high energy piping,
of 10"L; or The LBB approach is not used to exclude

postulation of cracks and associated effects as
(4) Representative or actual test data are used required in Subsection 3.6.2.1.5 and 3.6.2.1

for any affected component (s) and the .6.2. It is anticipated, as mentioned in
minimum code or specification values are Subsection 3.6.4.2, that a COL applicant will
used for the structures for the dynamic and apply to the NRC for approval of LDB quali-
the steady-state events fication of selected piping. These approved

piping, referred to in this SSAR as the LDB-

Amendment 3M2
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accordance with Subsections 3.6.2.1.5 and portion thereof) is evaluated with the following
3,6.2.1.6.2. considerations in addition to the deterministic

LBB evaluation pro:cdure of Subsection 3.6 3.2
The LilB approach is not applicable to piping

systems where operating esperience has indicated (1) Degradation by erosion, crosion/ corrosion
particular susceptibility to failure from the arid crosion/casitation due to unfasorable
effects of intergranular stress corrosion flow conditions and water chemistry is
cracking (IGSCC), water hammer, thermal fatigues, examined. The evaluation is based on the
or crosion. industry experience and guidelines. Addi-

tionally, fabrication wall thinning of el.
The LBB approach is not a rtplacement for bows and other fittings is considered in the

existing regulations or criteria pertaining to purchase specification to assure that the
the design bases of emergency core cooling system code minimum wall requirements are met.
(Subsection 6.3), containment system (Subsection These evaluations demonstrate that these me-
6.2) or equipment qualification (Subsection chanisms are not potential sources of pipe
3.11 ). Ilowever, benefits of the LBB procedures rupture
to these areas will be taken and the subsections
will be revised as the regulations will be (2) The ABWR plant design insolves operation
relaxed by the NRC. For clarity, it is noted below 7000 F in letritic steel piping and
that the LBil approach is not used to relax the below 8000F in austenitic steel piping.
design requirements of the primary containment This assures that creep and creep fatigue
system that includes the primary containment are not potential sources of pipe rupture.,
vessel (PCV), vent systems (vertical flow .

Cnannels and horizontal vent discharges), drywell (3) The design also assures that the piping
rones, suppression chamber (wetwell), vacuum material is not susceptible to brittle
breakers, PCV penetrations, and drywell head. cleavage type failure over the fall range of
Ilowever, in designing for loads per Table 3.9 2, system operating temperatures (that is, the
which does not apply to these PCV subsys tems, material is on the upper shelf).
the seven types of design loads identified with
LOCA induced dynamics of suppression pool or (4) The ABWR plant design specifies use of
shield wall annulus pressuritation are excluded austenitic stainless steel piping made of
if they are a result of LOCA postulated in those material (e.g., nuclear grade or low carbon
piping that meet the LBB criteria type) that is recognized as resistant to

IGSCC. The material of piping in reactor
Appendix 3E characterizes fracture mechanics coolant pressure boundary is ferritic steel.

properties of piping ruuterials and analysis me-
thods including leakage calculation methods, as (5) A systems evaluation of potential water
required by the criteria of this subsection, hammer is made to assure that pipe ruptare
Following NRC's review and approval, this appen- due to this mechanism is unlikely. Water
dix will becorn approved LBB methodology for app- hammer is a generic term including various
lication to ABWR Standard Plant piping. Appendix unanticipated high frequency hydrodynamic
3F applies these properties and methods to events such as stenra hammer and water
specific piping to demonstrate their cligibi. slugging. To demonstrate that water hammer
lity for exclusion under the LBB approach. See it not a significant contributor to pipe
Subsection 3.6.4.2 for interface requirements, rupture, reliance on historical frequency of

water hammer events in specific piping
systems coupled with a review of operating
procedures and conditions is used for this
evaluation. The ABWR design includes
features such as vacuum breakers and jockey

3.6.3.1 General Evaluation pumps coupled with improved operational
procedures to reduce or climinate the pot.

The high-energy piping system (or analyrable ential for water hammer identified by past |

Amendment 7 3643
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experience. Certain anticipated water (1) Use the fracture mechanics and the leak
hammer events, such as a closure of a valve, rate computational methods that are accept-
are accounted for in the Code design and ed by the NRC staff, or are demonstrated
analysis of the piping. accurate with respect to other acceptable

computational procedures or with
(6) The systems evaluation also addresses a po- experimental data.

tential for fatigue cracking or failure from
thermal and mechanical induced fatigue. (2) Identify the types of materials and ma-
!!ased on past experience, the piping design tenials specifications used for base metal,
avoids potential for significant mixing of weldmeats and safe ends, and provide the
high and low temperature fluids or rnaterials properties including toughness
mechanical vibration. The startup and and tensile data, long. term effects such as
preoperational monitoring assures avoidance thermal aging, and other limitations.
of detrimental racchanical vibration.

(3) Specify the type and magnitude of the loads
(7) Based on experience and studies by Lawterne applied (forces, bending and torsional

Livermore Laboratory, potential indirect moments), their source (s) and method of
sources of indirect pipe rupturc are remote combination. For each pipe size in the
causes of pipe rupture. Compliance witi. *he functional system, identify the location (s)
snubber surveillance requirements of the which have the least favorable combination
technical specifications assures that of stress and material properties for base
snubber failure rates are acceptably low. metal, weldmenta and safe ends,

;

(8) Initial LilB evaluation is based on the (4) Postulate a throughwall flaw at the '
design configurrtion and stress levels that location (s) specified in (3) above. The
are acceptably higher than those identified sire of the flaw should be large enough so
by the initial analysis. This evaluation is that the leakage is assured detection with
reconciled wher. the as built configuration sufficient margin using the installed leak

i he Code stress evaluation detection capability when the pipes areis docamented at t

is reconciled. It is assured that the subjected to normal operating loads. If
as built configuration does not deviate auxiliary terk detection systems are relied
significantly from the design configuration on, they should be described. For the
to invalidate the initial LDB cvaluction, or estimation of leakage, the normal operating
a new evaluation coupled with necessary loads (i.e., deadweight, thermel expansion,
configuration modifications is made to and pressure) are to be combined based on
assure applicability of the LBB procedure. the algebraic sum of individual values.

(9) Sufficiently reliable, redundant, diverse Using fracture mechanics stability analysis
and sensitive leak detection systems are or limit load analysis based on (11) below,
provided for monitoring of leak. The system and normal plus SSE loads, determine the
that is relicd upon to predict the through- critical crack size for the postulated
wall flaw used in the deterministic fracture throughwall crack. Determine crack size
mechanics evaluation is sufficiently margin by comparing the selected leakage
reliable and sensitive to justify a margin size crack to the critical crack size,

of 2 on the leakage prediction. Demonstrate that there is a margin of 2
between the leakage and critical crack

3.6.3.2 Deterministic Evaluation Procedure sizes. The same load combination method
selected in (5) below is used to determine

The following deterministic analysis and the critical crack size.
evaluation are performed as an NRC-approved
method for the ABWR Standard Nuclear Island to (5) Determine margin in terms of applied loads
justify applicability of the LBB concept, by a crack stability analysis. Demonstrate

Amendment I h24
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that the leakage sin cracks will not expe- adequate, a determination is made to demon.
rience unstable crack growth if 1.4 times strr.te that the generic data base represents
the normal plus SSE loads are applied. De- the range of plant materials to be evalu-
monstrate that crack s;rowth is stable and ated. This determination is based on a com.
the final crack is limited such that a parison of the plant material properties
double ended pipe break will not occur. The identified in (2) above with those of the
dead weight, thermal expansion, pressure, materials used to develop the generic data
SSE (inertial), and seismic anchor motion base. The numbcr of material he:.ts and weld
(SAht) loads are combined based on the same procedures tested are dequate to coser the
method used for the primary stress evalu- strength and toughness range of the actual
ation by the AShf E Code. The SSE (inertial) plant materials. Ret.sonable lower bound
and SAh! loads are combined by square root- tensile and toughness properties from the
of-the sum of the squares (SRSS) method. plant specific generic data base are to be

used for the stability analysis of indivi-
(6) The riping material toughness (J R curves) dual materials, unless otherwise justified.

and tensile (stress strain curves)
properties are determined at temperatures Industry generic data bases are resiewed to
near the upper range of normal plant provide a reasonable lower bound for tFe
operation. population of material tensile and toughness

properties associated with any individual
(7) The specimen used to generate J.R curves is specification (e.g., A106, Grade 11), rnaterial

assured large enough to provide crack type (e.g., austenitic stect) or welding,
extensions up to an amount consistent with procedures.
J/T condition determined by analysis for the

,

application. Ilecause practical specimen The number of material heats and weld procc-
size limitations exist, the ability to dures tested should be adequate to cover the
obtain the desired amount of experimental range of the strengtii and tensile properties
crack extension may be restricted. In this expected for specific material specific
case, extrapolation techniques is used as tions or types. Reasonable lower bound
described in NUREG-106), Volume 3, or in tensile and toughness properties from the
NUREG/CR-4575. Other techniques can be used industry generic data base are used for the
ifadequatelyjustified. stability analysis of individual materials.

(8) The stress-strain curves are obtained over if the data are being developed from an
the range from the proportional limit to archival heat of material, three stress-

maximum load. stiain curves and three J resistance curves
from that one heat of material is sufficient.

(9) Preferably, the materials tests should be The tests should be conducted at temperatures
conducted using archival materials for the near the upper range of normal plant
pipe being evaluated. If archival material operation. Tests should also be conducted at
is not available, plant specific or industry a lower temperature, which may represent a
wide generie material data bases are plant condition (e.g., hot standby) where pipe
assembled and used to define the required break would present safety concerns similar to
material tensile and toughness properties, normal operation. These tests are intended
Test materialincludes base and weld metals. only to determine if there is any significant

dependence of toughness on temperature oser
(10) To provide an acceptable level of reli- the temperature range of interest. The lower

ability, generic data bases are reasonable toughness should be used in the fracture
lower bounds for compatible sets of material mechanics evaluation. One J R curve and one
tensile and toughness properties associated stress strain curve for one base metal and
with materials at the plant. To assure that weld metal are considered adequate to
the plant specific generic data base is determine temperature dependence.

Amendment 1 3W
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(11) There are certain limitations that currently When the master curve is constructed using

preclude generic use of limit load analyses Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) or (5), the allowable
to evaluate leak-before break conditions circumferential throughwall flaw length can be
d e t e r ru inistic ally. !!owever, a modified determined by entering the master curve at a
limit load analysis can be used for stress index (SI) value determined from the
austenitic steel piping to demonstrate loads and austenitic steel piping material of
acceptable margins as indicated below: interest. The allowable flaw size determined

from the master curve at the appropriate SI
Construct a master Curve where a stress index, value can then be used to determine if the
SI, gisen by required margins are met. Allowable values of

e are those that result in S being greater
SI -S+MP (1) than rero from Eqs. (3) and (5). The flowm
is plotted as a function of postulated total stress used to construct the master curve and
circumferential throughwall flaw length, L, the definition of SI used to enter the master
defined by curve are defined for each material category

as follows:
L =2e R (2)

JJne Metal and TlO Welds:
where

The flow stress used to construct the master
S = ;Lcf | 2 sinB . sin 0], (3) curve is

* ,

of = 0.5 (oy+o) -u

B = 0.5 ((x - 0) - x (Pm/of)] (4)
when the yield strength, a , and the ulti-y

e = half angle in radians of the postu- mate strength, o u, a t t e'm p e r a t u r e a r c
lated throughwall circumferential known,

finw.
If the yield and ultimate strengths at temper-

R = pipe mean radins, that is, the aver- ature are not known, then Code minimum values
age between the inner and outer at temperature can be used, or alternatively
radius, it

P = the combined membrane stress, CiD < 15, thenm
including pressure, deadweight, and 17M
seismic components,

or = Si ksi, or
M = 1.4, the margin assoc!ated with the

load combination method selected for if
the analysis, per item (5).

CiD > 2.5, then
of = flow stress for austenitic steel 17M

pipe material categories.
J[ = 45ksi.

If e + $ from Eqs. (2) and (4) is greater
than x,then The value of Si used to enter the r aster curve

for base metal and TlO welds is
S = 2.gr [ sinp] (5)

SI - M (Pm+P) (7)x b

where where

B = x(P /8f). (6) Pb = the combined primary bending stress,m

Amendment 1 3646
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(1) A summary of the dynamic analyses
applicable to high energy piping systems
in accordance with Subsection 3.6.2.5 of
Regulatory Guide 1.70. This shall
iaciude:

i (a) Sketches of applicable piping
systems showing the location, site
and orientation of postulated pipe
breaks and the location of pipe whip
restraints and jet impingement
barriers.

(b) A summary of the data developed to
select postulated break locations
including calculated stress
intensities, cumulative usage
f actors and stress ranges as
delineated in BTP M Ell 31.

(2) For failure in the moderate energy |piping systems listed in Table 3.6 5,
descriptions showing how safety related' A
:ystems are protected from the resulting * $
jets, flooding and other adverse
environmental ef fects.

(3) Identification of protective measures
provided against the effects of ;t

postulated pipe failures for protection $
of each of the systems listed in Tables
3.61 and 3.6 2.

,

(4) The details of how the MSIV functional
capability is protected against the h
effects of postulated pipe failures. '

(5) Typical examples, if any, where
protection for safety-related systems
and components against the dynamic
effects of pipe failures include their a
enclosure in suitably designed $
structures or compartments (including
any additional drainage system or
equipment environmental qualification

3.6A COL Licerise Information needs),

3.6.4.1 Details of Pipe Break Analysis Results (6) The details of how the feedwater line
and Protection Methods check and feedwater isolation valves

functional capabilities are protected
The following shall be provided by the COL against the effects of postulated pipe

applicant (See Subsection 3.6.2.5): failures.

Amendment 3247
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l
3.6A.2 trak Ilefore fireak Analpls Report j

As required by Reference 1, and Lilli analysis
report shall be prepared for the piping systems
proposed for exclusion from analysis for the
dynamic effects due to failure of piping
f ailu r e. The repc.rt shall be parpared in
accrodance with the guidelines presented in
Appendix 3E and Submitted by the COL applicant to
the NRC for approval

3.6.5 References

1. Alodification of General Design Criterion 4
Requirements for Protection Against Dynamic
Effects of Postulated Pipe Rupture, Yederal
' Register. Volume 52, No. 207, Rules and
Regulations, Pages 41288 to 41295, October 27,
1987

2. RELAP 3, A Computer Program for Reactor
Blowdown Analysis, IN 1321, issued June
1970, Reactor Technology TID 4500. ,

'

3. ANSI /ANS 58.2, Desigrs Basis for Protection of
Light H'ater Nuclear Power Plants Against the
Effects of Postulated Pipe Rupture.

4. Standard Review Plan; Pul>lic Comments

Solicited, Federal Recisttr., Volume 52, No.
167, Notices, Pages 32626 to 32633, August
28, 1987.

5. NUREG 1061, Volumc3, Evaluation of Potential
for Pipe Breaks. Report of the U.S. NRC Piping
Review Committee, November 1984.

6. Mehta,11, S., Patel, N.T. and Ranganath, S.,
Application of the Leak Befror Break Approach
to BiVR Piping, Report NP 4991, Electric Power
Research Institute, Palo Alto, CA, December
1986.
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Table 3.61

ESSENTIAL SYSTEh1S, Coh11'ONENTS, AND EQUll'51ENT* l'Olt
POSTULATED l'IPE FAILUl(ES INSIDE CONTAINNIENT

1. Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (up to and including the outboard isolation vahes)

2. Containment Isolation system and Containment floundary (including liner plate)

3. Reactor Protection systern (SCRAh! SIGNALS)

4. F.mergency Core Cooln.g Systems" (For LOCA events only)

One of the following combinations is available see Table 63 3):r

(u) IIPCF (11 and C) + RCIC + RilR LPFL(H and C) + ADS
(b) IIPCF(il and C) + R!lR LPFL (A and 11 and C) + ADS
(c) IIPCF (B or C) + RCIC + RilR LP11(A and either of 11 or C) + ADS

5. Core Cooling Systems (other than 1.OCA events)

'

(a) 11PCF (11 or C) or RCIC ,

(b) RilR LPFL(A or U or C) + ADS

(c) RIIR shutdown Cooling hiode (two loops)

(d) RilR Suppression Pool Cooling hiode (two loops)

6. Control rod drive (scram / rod insertion)

7. Flow restrictors (passive)

8. Atmospheric control (for LOCA event only)

9. Standby gas treatment'" (for LOCA evec.t only)

10. Control Room Environmental *"

11. The following equipment / systems or portions thereof required
to assure the proper operation of those essential items
listed in items 1 through 10.

W) Cli s IE electrical systems, ac and de (including diesel
generator system'", 6900,480 and 120V ac, and 125V de
emergency buses *", motor control centers * * *,
switchgar"*, baileries'" and distribution systems)

Amendment 1 3 f.- 28
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Table 3.61

ESSENTIAL SYSTEN1S, C051PONENTS, AND EQUIPhlENT* FOR
POSTULATED PIPE FAILURES INSIDE CONTAINhlENT (Continued)

(b) Reactor Iluilding Cooling Water'" to the following:

1. Room coolers

2. Pump cooleis

3. Diesel generator jacket coolers

4 Electrical switchgear coolers

(c) Emironmental Systems"' (liVAC)

(d) Instrumentation (including post LOCA monitoring)

(c) Fire Protection System "*
'

g (f) HVAC Emergency Cooling Water Sptem "* ,

4
(g) Process Sampling System "*

liC1Ta

The essential items listed in this table are protected in*

accordance with Subsection 3.6.1 consistent with the particular
pipe break evaluated.

Reference Section 6.3 for detailed discussion of emergency core**

cooling capabilities.

'" Located outside containment but listed for completeness of
essential shutdown requirements.

|

; Amendment 10 3 6-29
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Table 3.6 2

ESSENTIAL SYSTEMS, COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPA!ENT* FOR
i

POSTUIATED PIPE FAILURES OUTSIDE CONTAINS!ENT !

l
1. Containment Isolation System and containment boundary.

'

2. Reactor Protection System (SCRAM signals) ]

3. Core Cooling systems

(a) IIPCF (D or C) or RCIC
!

(b) RIIR.LPFL (A or B or C) + ADS

(c) RHR shutdown cooling mode (two loops)
:

;

(d) RliR supprest. ion pool cooling mode (two loops)
,

4 Flow restrictors -

5. Control room habitability i

.

6. Spent fuel pool cooling
)

7. Standby gas treatment

8. ' The following equipment / systems or portions thereof te juired to assure
the proper operation of those essential items listed in items 1 through ;

7.- ;

.

(a) Class IE ' electrical systems, ac and de (including diesel genert.:-ar
system,6900,480 and 120V ac, and 125V de emergency buses, motor
contrbi centers, switchgear, batteries, auxiliary shutdown control
panel, and distribution systems).

.

(b) Reactor Building Cooling water to the following:

-.(1) Room coolers

(2) Pump coolers (motors and seals) .

- (3) Diesel generator auxiliary system coolers
|

.

(4) Electrical switchgear coolers
_

(5) RilR heat exchangers -
|

'

-The essential items listed in this table are protected in accordance*

with Subsection 3.6.1 consistent with the particular pipe break
evaluated. ,

' Amendment 17 3 430
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Table 3.6 2 i
;

ESSENTIAL SYSTEMS, COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT * FOR i

POSTULATED PIPE FAILURES OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT (Continued) :
;

_ (6) FPC heat exchangers |

|
'

(7) IIECW refrigerators

(c) IIVAC_-
,

_ (d) Instrumentation (including post accident monitoring)

(e) Fire Water System

-(f) IIVAC Emergency Cooling Water System |

(g) Process Sampling System

'

i
.

2

i

I

.

i

Amendment 17 34M1
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Table 3.6 3
|

lil(.II ENEltGY l'It'INC INSIDE CONTAINMENT

Piping Splem

Main steam

Main steam drains

Steam supply to RCIC

Feedwater

Recirculation motor cooling

IIPCF (RPV to first check valve)

RilR LPFL (RPV to first check valve)
.

RilR (Suction from RPV to first normally closed gate valve) .

Reactor Water Cleanup (from RilR and RPV drain)

RPV head spray (RPV to first check valve)

RPV vent (RPV to first closed valve)

Standby Liquid Contiol (from IIPCF to first check valve)

CRD (Scram / rod inertion)

RPV bottom head drain lines (RPV to first closed valves)

Miscellaneous 3-inch and smaller piping

Amendment 7 3h31
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Table 3.6 4

lilGli ENEltGY l'IPING OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

l'iping Sptem'

htain Steam

Main Steam Drains

Steam supply to RCIC Turbine

CRD(to and from IICU)

RilR(injection to feedwater from nearest check valves in the RilR
lines)

Reactor Water Cleanup (to recdwater sia RIIR and to first inlet valve
to RPV head spray)

Reactor Water Cleanup (pumps suction and discharge)
.

Fluid systerns opcrating at high. energy levels less than 2 percent of the total*

time are not included. These s,> sterns are classified modcrate.cnergi systems, (i.e.,
HPCF, RCIC, SAh! and SLCS).

Amendment 17 N2
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Table 3.6 6

MODERATE ENEltGY PIPING oui' SIDE CONTAINMENT

Residual 11 eat Removal System
(Piping beyond outennost isolation valve)

liigh Pressure Core Flooder System
(Piping beyond outermost isolation valve)

Reactor Core isolation Cooling System
(Suction line fro.u condensate storage pool beyond
second shutoff valve, vacuum pump discharge line
from vacuum p"mp to containment isolation valve)

Control Rod Drive System
(Pip 5g up to pump suction)

Standby Llquid Control System
(Piping beyond injection valves)

iSuppression Pool Cleanup System
(Beyond containment isolation valve) g-

:;
Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System

Rad.oactive Waste System
(11eyond isolation valve)

lastrument/ Service Air System
(Beyond isolation valve)

IIVAC Cooling Water System

Makeup Water System (Condensate)

Reactor Building Cooling Water System

Turbine. Building Cooling Water System

Atmospheric Control System
(Beyond shutoff valve)

|

Amendment 10 3633.1
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Table 3.6 7

ADDITIONAL CitITElllA For. INTEGilATED LEAKAGE IlATE TEST

(1) Those portions of fluids systems that are part of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary, that are open directly to the primary reactor
containment atmosphere under post-accident conditions and become an
extension of the boundary of the primary reactor containment, shall
be opened or vented to the containment atmospbere prior to or during
the Type A test. Portions of closed systems inside containment that
penetrate primary containment and are not relied upon for containment
isolation purposes following a LOCA shall be vented to the
containment attuosphere.

(2) All vented systems shall be drained of water to the extent necessary
to ensure exposure of the system primary containment isolation valves g
to the containment air test pressure. j

(3)_ Those portions of fluid systems that penetrate primary containment,
that are external to containment and are not designed to provide a
containment isolation barrier, shall be vented to the outside
atmosphere as applicable, to assure that full post accident i

differential pressure is maintained across the containmr* ' isolation
barrier.

(4) Sy tems that are required to maintain the plant in a safe condition
during the Type A test shall be operable in their normal mode and are
not vented.

(5) Systems that are normally filled with water and operating under
post LOCA conditions need not be vented.

|

r

|
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3.7 SEISMIC DESIGN that earthquake which produce vibratory ground
motion for which those features of the nuclear

All structures, systems, and equipment of the power plant necessary for continued operation
facility are defined as either Seismic Category I without undue risk to the health and safety of
or non Seismic Category 1. The requirements for the public are designed to remain functional.
Seismic Category ! identification are given in During the mBE loading condition, the safety.
Section 3.2 along with a list of systems, compo- related systenis are designed to be capable of
nents, and equipment which are so identified. continued safe operation. Therefore, for this

loading condition, saf ety related structures,
All structures, systems, components, and equip- and equipment are required to operate within

ment that are safety related, as defined in Sec- design limits.
tion 3.2, are designed to withstand earthquakes
as defined herein and other dynamic loads includ- The seismic design for the SSE is intended to
ing those due to reactor building vibration (RBV) provide a margin in design that assures
caused by suppression pool dynamics. Although capability to shut down and maintain the nuclear
this section addresses seismic aspects of design facility in a safe condition. In this case, it
and analysis in accordance with Regulatory Guide is only necessary to ensure that the required
1.70, the methods of this section are also systems and components do not to,e their
applicable to other dynamic loading aspects, capability to perform their safety related
except for the range of frequencies considered, f u n ctio n. This is referred tc as the
The cutoff frequency for dynamic analysis is 33 no-loss-of-function criterion and the loading

| Itz for seismic loads and 60 ZHz for suppression condition as the SSE loading condition.
.

pool dynamic loads. The definition of rigid '

system used in this section is applicable to Not all safety related components have the -
seismic design only. same functional requirements. For example, the

reactor containment must retain capability to
The safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) is that restrict leakage to an acceptable level,

earthquake which is based upon an evaluation of Therefore, based on present practice, clastic
the maximum earthquake potential considering the behavior of this structure under the SSE loading
regional and local geology, seismology, and condition is ensured. On the other hand, there
specific characteri tics of local subsurface are certain structures, components, and systems
material. It is that carthquake which produces that can suffer permanent deformation without
the muimum vibratory ground motion for which loss of function. Piping and vessels are
Seismic Category I systems and components are examples of the latter where the principal
designed to remain functional. These systems and requirement is that they retain contents and
components are those necessary to ensure: allow fluid flow.

(1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure Table 3.2-1 identifies the equipment in
' boundary; various systems as Seismic Category I or non-

Scismic Category I.
(2) the capability to shut down the reactor and

maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; and 3.7,1 Scismic Input

(3) the capability to 1revent or mitigate the 3.7.1.1 Design Respemse Spectra
consequences of accidents that could result
in potential offsite exposures comparable to The design earthquake loading is specified in
the guideline exposures ot 10CFR100. terms of a set of idealized, smooth curves

called the design response spectra in accordance
The operating basis carthquake (OBE) is that with Regulatory Guide 1.60.

earthquake which, considering the regional and
local geology, seismology, and specific charac- Figure 3.7-1 shows the standard ABWR design
teristics of local subsurface material, could values of the hori7ontal SSE spectra applied at
reasonably be expected to affect the plant site the ground surface in the free field for damping

I during the operating life of the plant. It is ratios of 2.0, 5.0, 7.0 and 10.0% of critical
|
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,
values of the vertical SSE spectra applied at the The magnitude of the SSE design time history

' ground surface in the free field for damping is equal to twice the magnitude of the design
ratios of 2.0, 5.0, 7.0, and 10.0% of critical OBE time history. The OBE time histories and
damping where the maximum vertical ground response spectra are used for dynamic analysis
acceleration is 0.30 g at 33Hz, same as the and evaluation of the structural Seismic System;
maximum horizonta'. ground acceleration. the OBE results are doubled for evaluating the

structural adequacy for SSE. For development of
The design values of the OBE response spectra floor response spectra for Seismic Subsystem

are one-half * of the spectra shown in Figures analysis and evaluation, see Subsectiot. 3.7.2.5.
3.7 1 and 3.7 2. These spectra are shown in
Figures 3.7-3 through 3.7-20. The response spectra produced frmn the OBE

design time histories are shown in Figures 3.7 3
The design spectra are constructed in through 3.7-20 P ong with the design OBEl

accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.60. The response spectra. The closeness of the two
normalization factors for the maximum values in spcctra in all c ses in licates that the
two horizontal directions are 1.0 and 1.0 as synthetic time histories ire acceptable,
applied to Figure 3.7-1. For vertical direction,
the normalization factor is 1.0 as applied to The response spectra from the synthetic time
Figure 3.7-2. histories f or the damping valus of 1, 2, 3 and

4 percent conform to the requirement for an
3.7.1.2 Design Time Illstory enveloping procedure provided in item II.1.b of

Section 3.7.1 of NUREG 0800 (Standard Review
The design time histories are synthetic Plan, SRP). liowever, the response spectra fori

acceleration time histories generated to match the higher damping values of 7 and 10 percent -
the design response spectra defined in Subsection show that there are some devi tions from the SRP
3.7.1.1. requirement. This deviation is considered

inconsequential, because (1) generating an
The design time histories considered in GESSAA artificial time history whose response spectra

(Reference 1) are used, They are developed based would envelop design spectra for five different
on the method proposed by Vanmarcke and Cornell damping values would result in very conservative
(Reference 2) because of its ip insic capability time histories for use as design basis input,
of imposing statistical independence among the and (2) the response spectra from the synthetic
synthesized acceleration time history time histories do envelop the design spectra for
components, The earthquake acceleration time the lower damping values. This is very
history components are identified as H1, H2, and important because the loads due to SSE on
V. The H1 and H2 are the two horizontal structures should use 7 percent damping for
components mutually perpendicular to each other. concrete components, but are obtained by
Both H1 and H2 are based on the design horizontal ratioing up the response from the OBE analysis
ground spectra shown in Figure 3.71. The V is involving the lower damping. The OBE analysis
the vertical component and it is based on the uses only the lower damping values (up to 4%),
design vertical ground spectra shown in Figure which are consistent with the SRP requirements
3.7 2. (See Subsection 3.7.1.3).

The OBE given in Chapter 3 is one-third of*

the SSE, i.e , 0.10 g, for the ABWR Standard
Nuclear Island design. However, as discussed
in Chapter 2, a more conservative value of
one-half of th e SSE, i.e., 0.15 g, was
employed to evaluate the structural and
component response.

Amendment 1 17-2
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The frequency range used in generating the
response spectrrs from synthetic histories is 0.2
to 33 Hz. The frequency range intervals used in
generating those spectra is the same as given in
Table 3.7.11 of SRP Section 3.7.1.

The coherence function for the three carthquake
acceleration time history components H1, H2, and V
are generated to check the statistical indepen-
dence among them. The coherence function for H1
and H2 is given in Figure 3.7-21; for H1 and V in
Figure 3.7-22; and for H2 and V in Figure 3.7-23.
All values within the frequency range between 0 to
50 Hz are calculated at a frequency increment of
0.1 H r. The small valt.e5 of these coherence
functions indicate that the three components are
sufficiently statistically independent. 3.7.1.3 Critical Damping Values

To assess the energy content of the synthetic The damping values for OBE and SSE analyses
time history, the power spectral density functions are presented in Table 3.71 for various
(PSDFs) are generated from the two horizontal structures and components. They are in
components H1 and H2. The PSDFs are computed at a compliance with Regulatory Guides 1.61 and 1.S4 ;
frequency inctement of 0.024 Hz, and are smoothed

,

using the average method as recommended in For seismic system evalution of the SSE, the
Revision 2 of Reference 3. larger SSE damping values shown in Table 3.71

are not used. The SSE loads are obtained by
The stationary duration used in the calculation doubling the OBE loads that result from the OBE

is taken to be 22 seconds which is the total Seismic System analysis based on the lower OBE
duration of the synthetic. time history. The damping values (see Subsection 3.7.1.2).
calculated PSDFs for the H1 and H2 time histories
normalized to 0.15g peak ground accelerarien are For analysis and evaluation of scismic
shown in Figures 3.7 24 and 3.7 25, respectively, subsystems (piping, components and equipment),
for frequencies ranging from 0.3 to 24 Hz. the floor response spectra are obtained from the

OBE time-history response of the seismic system,
The target PSDFs and 80% of target PSDFs that supports the subsystems. The floor

sp.:cified on revision 2 of Reference 3 are also response spectra are computed (see Subsection
plotted on these figures for comparison. As 3.7.2.5) for damping values that are applicable
shown, PSDF of H1 and H2 time histories ervelope to the subsystems under OBE as well as SSE; and
the target PSDF with a wide margin in the further the OBE spectra are doubled to obtain
specified frequency range c? 0.3 to 24 Hz. This the SSE floor response spectra for input to the
demonstrates that the two synthetic time hectonies SSE analysis in design of the subsystems,
have sufficient energy content.

3.7.1.4 Supporting Media for Seismic Category
I Structures

The following ABWR Standard Plant Seismic
Category I structures have concrete mat
foundations supported on soil, rock or compacted

| '
depth below plant grade to the bottom of the
backfill. The maximum value of the embedment

j
j base mat is given below for each structure.
l-
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(1) Reactor Building (including the enclosed mode shapes, and appropriate damping factors of
primary containment vessel and reactor the particular system toward the solution of the
pedestal) - 25.7 m (84 ft, 4 in.). equations of dvnamic equilibrium. The time-

history approach may alternatel,1tilire the
(2) Controlliuilding 12.2 m (40 ft). direct integration method of solution. 4 hen the

structural response is compt..cd directly from
(3) Service Building Surface founded, the coupled structure soil system, the time-

history approach solved in the frequency domain
All of the above buildings have independent is used. The frequency domain analysis method

foundations, in all cases the maximum value of is described in Appendix 3A.
embedment is used for the dynamic analysis to
determine seismic soil structure interaction 3.7.2.1.1 The Equations of Dynamic Equilibrium
effeets. The foundation support materials for Base Support Excitation
withstand the pressures imposed by appropriate
loading combinations without failure. The total Assuming velocity proportional damping, the
structural height of each building is described in dynamic equilibrium equations for a lu nped mass,
Subsection 3.8.2 through 3.8.4. For details of distributed stiffness system are expressed in a
the structural foundations refer to Subsection matrix form as:
3.8.5. The ABWR Standard Plant is designed for a
range of soil conditions given in Appendix 3A. (3.7-2)

3 7.1.4.1 Soll-Structure Interaction (F(t)j ;

'

When a structure is supported on a flexible where
foundation, the soil-structure interaction is
taken into account by coupling the structural ( u (t) ) = time-degndent displacement
model with the soil medium. The finite element vector of non-support points
representation is used for a broad range of relative to the supports
supporting medium conditions. A different (ug(t) u(t) + u (t))=

s
representation based on the continuum impedance
approach is also used for selected site (0(t)) time-dependent velocity vector=

conditions. Detailed methodology and results of of non-support points relatite
the soil-structure interaction analysis are to the supports
provided in Appendices 3A and 3G, respectively.

('u'(t)} = time dependent acceleration
3.7.2 Seismic System Analysis vector of non-support points

relative to the supports
This subsection applies to the design of

Seismic Cbtegory I structures and the reactor [M] = mass matrix
pressure vessel (RPV). Subscetion 3.7.3 applies
to all Seismic Category I piping systems and [C] = damping matrix
equipment.

[K] = stiffness matrix
3.7.2.1 Seismic Analysis Methods

( P (t) } = time-dependent inertia force
Analysis of Seismic Category I structures and vector (-(M] (u (t)} acting3

the RPV is accomplished using the response at non-support points
spectrum or time-history approach. The time-
history approach is made either in the time domain The manner in which a distributed-mass,
or in the frequency domain. distributed-stiffness system is id alized into a

lumped mass, distributed-stiffness system of
Either approach utilizes the natural period, Seismic Category I structures and the RPV is

Amendment 7 3.7-4
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shown in Figure 3.7 28 along with a schematic The mode shape vectors are also orthogonal
representation of relative acceleration; 'ti (t), with respect to the mass matrix [M].
support acceleration; u (t) and totals

*

ae ceIe r a t10n; ut(t), The orthogonality of the mode shapes can be
used to effect a coordinate transformation of the

3.7.2.1.2 Solution of the Equations of Motion displacements, velocities and accelerations such
by Modal Superposition that the response in each mode is independent of

the response of the system in any other mode
The technique used for the solution of the Thus, the problem becomes one of solving n

equations of motion is the method of modal independent differential equations rather than n
superposition, simuhancous differential equations; and, since

the system is liner.r. the principle of superposi.
The set of homogeneous equations represented by tion holds and the total response of the system

the undamped free vibration of the system is: oscillating simultaneously in n modes may be
determined by direct addition of the responses in

[M] {ii(t)} + [K] (u(t)} = (0}. (3.7-3) the individual modes.

Since the free oscillations art assumed to be 3.7.2.1.3 Analysis by Response Spectrum Method
horrnonic, the displacements can be written as:

The response spectrum method is based on the
(u(t)} = {4} c,ut (3.7-4) fact that the modal response can be expressed as

a set of convolution integrals which satisfy thr
governing differential equations. The advantage,

where of this form of solution is that, for a given
ground motion, the only variables under the in.

|4} = column matrix of the amplitude of tegral are the damping factor and the frequency.
displacements (u} Thus, for a specified damping factor it is possi-

ble to construct a curve which gives a maximum
= circular frequency of oscillation value of the integral cs a function of frequency.o

t = time. Using the calculated natural frequencies of
vibration of the system, the mi ~ ,um values of

Substituting Equation 3.7-4 and its derivatives the modal responses are determin ,; 'irectly from
in Equation 3.7-3 and noting that eiut is not the appropriate response spectrum. The modal
necessarily zero for all values of wt yields: maxima are then combined as discussed in

Subsect on 3.7.2.7.i

2[-w [M] + [K]] (p) = {0}, (3.7-5)
When the equipment is supported at more than

Equation 3.7 5 is the classic dynamic two points located at different elevations in the
characteristic equation, with solution involving building, the response spectrum analysis is
the eigenvalues of the frequencies of vibrations performed using the envelope response spectrum of
w; and the eigenvalues me,de shapes, (4 }[, all attachment points. Alternatively, the

,

| (i = 1, 2, ..., n) . multiple support excitation analysis methods may
| be used where acceleration time histories or

For e ach fre q uency wi, there is a response spectra are applied to all the equipment
corresponding solution vector (d}; determined attachucat points. In some cases, the worst
to within arbitrary scalar factor Y; known as single floor response spectrum selected from a
the normal coordinate. It can be shown that the set of floor response spectra obtained at various
mode shape vectors are orthogonal with respect to floors may be applied identically to all floors
the weighting matrix [K] in the n-dimensional provided there is no significant shift in fre-
vector space. quencies of the spectra peaks.
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3.7.2.1) Support Displacements'in hluttii
- Suppoded Structures y Cas and K = d am ping and 'stif fnessas-

matrices denoting the
In the preceding sections, analysis proce- coupling forces developed in

. dures for forces' and displacements induced by t h e. a ctive d egr_e c s o f
time dependent support displacement were dis- ' freedom by the motion of the .
cussed. In a multi supported structure there supports and vice versa;-
:are, in ' addition, time dependent support dis-
- placements which produce _ additional-displece- E -. = preseribed e xt e rna1

.

a

- ments .at nonsupport points and pseudo-static time-dependent forces
forces at both support and nonsupport points. . applied on the active

degrees of freedom; and
T_he governing equation of motion- of a

struktural system which is' supported at more than Fi s = reaetion forces at the
one' point and has different excitations applied system support points.

~

: at each may be expressed in the following concise
= matrix form: Total ~ differentiation with respect to time is

denoted by (-) in Equation 3.7 6. Also, the..; .. ..

(U ]
.

.hia O= Caa' C U) contributions of the fixed degrees of freedoma as a >

-- '

ti 4
'(r i have been removed in the equation. The- ~ ' - -

-

6 hi U? C C UJ procedure utilized to construct the damping.,
s., s as 33, 3

U .
_.- - matrix is discussed in Subsection 3.7.2.15. . The;.

.

.K K L a = qF f mase and elastic' stiffness matrices'are ,aa as a

hs Fs ' (3.7-6)as

Equation 3.7-6 can be separated into two sets '
_

where of equations. -The first set of equations can be
. 7

'

U: =_ displacement of the active ' written as:a
~

. (unsupported) degrees of -. ., 2 (3.7 7a)

. freedom;- [Nf ] (Us}_ + [C ] (U } + [g33] {U ),

3 33 3 3

5s' ~= Specified displacements of :+ [C s)(ba) + IKas|'{U ) = {F }ia a s.

support points;
.- . and the second set as:

'

-hIa andhis =-lumped diagonal mass '
. ,, .,

-

. (3.7 7b)
matrices associated with the - -[hi ](U }_ + [C
active degrees of freedom --

' aa](Ua) + IKaa) {U }a a a
.

. _,- . _

and _the support points; + [C ] (U ) + [Kas](U } = {F );as 3 s a
_

Caa and Kaa. = damping ma.rix and clastic The timewise solution of Equation 3.7-7b can
s' t i f f n e s s matrix, be obtained easily by using the standard normal:
respectively, expressing the _ mode solution technique. After obtaining the
'orces developed in the displacement response of the active degrees of
deliVe degrees of freedom- freedom (U ), Equation 3.7 7a can then be useda
due to the-motion of the to solve the support point reaction forces
activei .grees of freedom; (F ).3

. Css and K
'

ss - = upport forces due to unit hiodal superposition is used to determine the !
velocities and displacement solutions of the uncoupled form of Equation
of the supports; 3.7-7a. The procedure is identical to that

described in Subsection 3.7.2.1.2.
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- 3.7.2.1.5 Dynamic Analysis of Buildings (a) the reinforced concrete containment sessel
(RCCV) that includes the reactor shield wall

The time-history method either in the time (RSW), the reactor pedestal, and the reactor
domain or in the frequency domain is used in the pressure vessel (RPV) and its internal
dynamic analysis of buildings. As for the compon 2 (b) :he secondary containment rone
modeling, both finite element and lumped-mass havin.c iny equipment compartments, and (c) the
methods are used. clean sne. The building basemat is assumed to

be rigid. Building elevations along the 0*-
3.7.2.1.5.1 Description of Mathematical Models 180 and 90 -270 sections are shown

in Figures 3.7 29 and 3.7-30, respectively. The
A mathematical model reflects the stiffness, mathematical model is shown in Figure 3.7-31.

mass, and damping characteristics of the actual Model elevations are with respect to the RPV
structural systems. One important consideration bottom head. The model X and Y axes correspond
is the information required from the analysis. to the RB 0 180 and 90 270
Consideration of maximum relative displacements directions, respectively. The Z axis is along
among supports of Seismic Category I structures, the vertical direction. The combined RB model
systems, and components require that enough as shown in Figure 3.7 31 basically consists of
points on the structure be used. Locations of two uncoupled 2 D models in the X-Z and Y-Z
Seismic Category I equipment are taken into plancs since the building is essentially of a
consideration. Buildings are mathematically symmetric design with respect to its two
modeled as a system of lumped masses located at principal directions in il e hcrizontal plane,
elevations of mass concentrations such as floon. The coupling effeets af the laterat and

torsional motions on the building natural'
la general three dimensional models are used frequencies in the horirontal directions are ~

for seismic analysis. In all structures, six found to be negligible. Therefore, the
degrees of freedom exist for all mass points uncoupled 2 D models which omit the torsional
(i.e., t h r e e t ranslational and t h r e e degrees of freedom are used for seismic dynamic
rotational), liowever, in most structures, some analysis. The methods used to account for
of the dynamic degrees of freedom can be torsional effects to define design loads are
neglected or can be uncoupled form each other so given in Subsection 3.7.2.11.
that separate analyses can be performed for
different types of motions. The model shown in Figure 3.7-31 corresponds

to the X-Z planc. Tlie only differences in terms
Coupling between the two horizontal motions of schematic representation between the X Z and

occurs when the center of mass, the centroid, and Y Z plane models are that (1) the two building
the center of rigidity do not coincide. The walls represented above EL.18.5 m (60.7ft) in
degree of coupling depends on the amount of the X-Z plane by two sticks combine into one
eccentricity and the ratio of the uncoupled stick in the Y-Z plane, and (2) the rotational
torsional frequency to the uncoupled lateral spring between the RCCV top slab (node 90) and
frequency. Since lateral / torsional coupling and the basemat top (node 88) is presented only in

,
torsional response can significantly influence the X Z plane.

| floor accelerations, structures are in general
i designed to keep minimum eccentricities. Each structure in the reactor building
| However, for analysis of structures that possess complex is idealized by a center lined stick
| unusual eccentricities, a model of the support model of a series of massless beam elements.

building is developed to include the effect of Axial, flexural, and shear deformation effects
I lateral / torsional coupling. are included in formulating beam stiffness

terms. Coupling between individual structures
3.7.2.1.5.1.1 Reactor Building and Reactor is modeled by linear spring elements. Masses
Pressure Vessel including dead weights of structural elements,

equipment weights and piping weights are lumped

| The reactor building (RB) complex includes: to nodal points. The weights of water in the
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spent fuel storage pool and the suppression pool reactor pedestal is a cylindrical structure of a
are also considered and lumped to appropriate composite steel. concrete design. The total
locations, stiffness of the pedestal includes the f ull

strength of the concrete core. Mass points are
The portions of the reactor building outside selected at equipment interface locations and

the RCCV are box type shear wall systems of geometrical discontinuities, in addition,
reinforced concrete construction. The major intermediate mass points are chosen to result in
walls between Door slabs are represented by beam more uniform mass distribution. The pedestal
elements of a box cross section. The shear supports the reactor pressure vessel and it also
rigidity in the direction of excitation is provides lateral restraint to the reactor
provided by the parallel walls The bending control rod drive housings below the vessel.
rigidity includes the cross walls contribution. The top of the RSW is connected to the RPV by
The reactor building is fully integrated with the the RPV stabilizers which are modeled as spring
RCCV through floor slabs at various elevations. elements.
Spring elements are used to represent the slab
in plane shear stiffness in the horizontal The model of the RPV and its internal
direction. The outer and inner walls between EL. components is described in Subsection
44.7 m (146.6ft) and 18.5 m (60.7ft) along the X 3.7.2.3.2. This model as shown in Figure 3.7-32
direction are also coupled rigidly in rotation is coupled with the above described RB model for
about the Y axis at the connecting slab the seismic analysis.
locations. In the vertical direction a single
mass point is used ior each slab and it is 3.7.2.1.5.1.2 Control Ilullding

'

connected to the walls ard RCCV by spring '

elements. The spring stiffness is determined so The control building dynamic modelis shown -
that the fundamental frequency of the slab in the in Figure 3.7-33. The control building is box
vertical direction is maintained. type shear wall system reinforced concrete. The

major walls between floor slabs are represented
The RCCV is a cylindrical structure with a by beam elements of a box cross section. The

flat top slab with the drywell openi , which, shear rigidity in the direction of excitation is'

along with upper pool girders an . reactor provied by the parallel walls. The bending
building walls, form the upper pool. Mass points rigidity includes the cross walls contribution,
are selected at the RB floor slab locations. In the vertical direction a single mass point is
Stiffnesses are represented by a series of beam used for each slab and it is connected to the
elements. In the X.Z plane, a rotational spring walls by spring elements. The spring element
element connecting the top slab and the basemat stiffness is determined so that the fundamental
is used to account for the additional rotational frequency of the slab in the rtical direction
rigidity provided by the integrated RCCV pool. is maintained.
girder building walls system. The RCCV is also
coupled to the RPV through the refueling bellows, 3.7.2.1.5.1.3 Radwuste llullding
to the RSW through the RSW stabiliers, and to
the reactor pedestal through the diaphragm The radwaste building dynamic model is shown
floor. Spring elements are used to account for in Figure 3.7-34. The radwaste building is box
these interactions. The lower drywell access type shear wall system of reinforced concrete,
tunnels spanning between the RCCV and the reactor The major walls between floor slabs are
pedestal are not modeled since flexible rings are represented by beam elements of a box cross
provided which are designed to reduce the section. The shear rigidity in the direction of
coupling effects. excitation is provided by the parallel walls.

; The bending rigidity includes the cross walls
The RSW consists of two steel ring plates with contribution. In the vertical direction a

concrete fill in between for shielding purposes. single mass point is used for each slab and it
| Concrete in the RSW does not contribute to is connected to the walls by spring elements.
| stiffness; but its weight is included. The The spring element stiffness is determined so
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that the fundsmental frequency of the slab in the
vertical direction is maintained.

3.7.2.1.5.2 Rocking and Toisional EITects

Rocking effects due to horizontal ground
movement are considered in the soil. structure
interaction analysis as described in Ag pendix
3A. Whenever building responst; is calculated
from a second step structural analysis, rocking
effects are included as input simultaneously
applied with the hori ontal translational . totion
at the basemat. The torsional effect considered
is described in Subsection 3.7.2.11.

3.7.2.1.53 Ilydrodynamic Effects

For a dynamic system in which a liquid such as
water is involved, the hydrodynamic effects on
adjacent structures due to horizontal excita.
tion are taken into consideration by including
hydrodynamic mass couplir.g terms in the mass

'

matrix. The basic formulas used for computing
'

these terms are in Reference 4. In the vertical
excitation, the hydrodynamic coupling effects
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are assumed to be negligible and the water mus R= Fundamental frequency of the supportedt
is lumped to appropriate structural locations. subsystem / frequency of the dominant

support motion
3.7.2.2 Natural Frequencies and Response Loads

if the subsystem is comparatively rigid in
The natural frequencics up to 33 Hz for the relation to the supporting system, and also is

reactor-control buildings and radwaste are rigidly connected to the supporting system, it
presented in Tables 3.7 2 through 3.7 5 and is sufficient to include only the mass of the
3.710 for the fixed base condition. subsystem at the support point in the primary

system medel. On the other hand, in case of a
Enveloped response loads at key locations in subsystem supported by very flexible

the reactor building complex due to ODE for the connections, e.g., pipe supported by hangers,
range of site conditions considered in Appendix the subsystem need not be included in the
3A are presented in Appendix 3G Response primary model. In most cases the equipment and
spectra at the mejor equipment elevations and components, which come under the definition of
support points are also given in Appendix 3G. subsystems, are analyzed (or tested) as a

decoupled system from the primary structure and
The SSE Ic. ads are two times the OBE loads as the seismic input for the former is obtained by

explained in Subsection 3.7.1.2. the analysis of the latter. One important
exception to this procedure is the reactor

3.7.23 Procedure Used for Modeling coolant systrm, which is considered a subsystem
but is usually analyzed using a coupled model of

3.7.23.1 Modaling Techniques for System the reactor coolant system and primary;"
Other Than Reactor Pressure Yessci structure.

An important step in the seismic analysis of In the second method of modeling, the
systems other than the reactor pressure vesselis structure of the system is represented as a two-
the procedure used for modeling. The techniques or threc. dimensional finite-element model using
center around two methods. The first method, the combinations of beam, plate, shell, and solid
system is represented by lumped masses and a set elements. The details of the mathematical
of spring dashpots idealizing both the inertial models are determined by the complexity of the
and stiffness properties of the system. The actual structures and the information required
details of the mathematical models are determined for the analysis.
by the complexity of the actual structures and
the information required for the analysis. For 3.7.23.2 Modeling of Reactor Pressure Vessel
the decoupling -of the subsystem and the and Internals
supporting system, the following criteria
equivalent to the SRP requirements are used: The seismic loads on the RPV and reactor

internals are based on coupled dynamic analysis
(1) If Rm 10.01, decoupling can be done for with the reactor building. The mathematical

any R[. model of the RPV and internals is shown in
Figure 3.7-32. This model is coupled with the

(2) If 0.011 Rm 10.1, decoupling can be done reactor building model for this analysis,
if R(10.8 or R y_1.25.f

The RPV and internals mathematical model
(3)IfRm > 0.1, an approximate model of the consists of lumped masses connected by clastic

subsystem should be included in the primary beam element members. Using the elastic proper-
system model. ties of the structural components, the stiffness

properties of the model are determined and the
W here R and R are defined as: effects of axial bending and shear are included.tm

Rm= Total mass of the supported system / Mr s points are located at all points of
Mass that supports the subsystem critical interest such as anchors, supports,
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points of discontinuity, etc, In addition, mass then obtaining its natural frequencies and mode
points are chosen so that the mass distribution shapes. The dynamic response at the mass points
in various zones is uniform as practicable and is subsequently obtained by usit.g a time-history
the full range of frequency of response of inte- approach.
rest is adequately represented. Further, in
order to facilitate hydrodynamic mass calcula- Using ihe acceleration time-history response
tions, several mass points (fuel, shroud, vessel) of a particular mass point, a spectrum response
are selected at the same elevation. The RPV and curve is developed and incorporated into a
internals are quite stiff in the vertical direc- design acceleration spectrum to be utilized for
tion. Vertical modes in the frequency range of the seismic analysis of equipment located at the
interest are adequately obtained with few dynamic mass point. Horizontal and vertical response
degrees of freedom. Therefoce, vertical masses spectra are computed for various damping values
are distributed to a few key nodal points. The applicable for OBE and SSE evaluatian of
various length of control rad drive housing are equipment. Two orthogonal horizontal and one
grouped in to the two representative lengths vertical earthquake component are input
shown in Figure 3.7-32. These lengths represent separately. Response spectra at selected
the longest and shortest housing in order to locations are then generated for each earthquate
adequately represent the full range of frequency component separately. They are combined using
response of the housings. the square root-of the-sum of the squares (SRSS)

method to predict the total co-directional floor
Not included in :he mathematical model are the response spectrum for that particular

stiffness properties of light components, such a< fn q uecc y, This procedure is carried out for,
in core guide tubes and housings, sparger, anJ each site 5415 case used in the soil-structure .
their supply headers. This is done to reduce we ircraction analysis. Response spectra for all
complexity of the dynamic model. For the scismic site 4 ail tws are finally combined to arrive
responses of these components, floor respone at occ set of final response spectra,
spectra generated from system analysis is used.

An alternate approach to obtain co-direc-
The presence of a fluid and other structml tinal floor response spectra is to perform

components (e.g., fuel within the RPVJ irdroduces dyna.nic analysis with r,imultaneous input of
a dynamic coupling effect. Dynatwic effccts of various earthquake components if those
water enclosed by the RPV are accounted fo by components are statistically independent to each
introduction of a hydrodynande P .catrix which other,
will serve to link the accelerr on terms of the
equations of motion of points at the came The SSE floor response specr*a are obtained
elevation in concerarie cylinders with a fluid by doubling the OBE response spectra as
entrapped in the annulus. The details of the explained in Subsection 3.7.1.3.
hydrodynamic mass derivation are given in
Reference 4 The response spectra values are computed as a

minimum either at frequency intervals as
3.7.2.4 Soil-Strucwe Interaction specified in Table 3.7.1 1 of SRP 3.7.1 or at a

set of frequencies in which each frequency is
The soil r. Vel and soil structure interaction within 10% of the previous one.

analysis are described in Appendir 3A.
3.7.2.6 Three Components of Earthquake Motion

3 C.5 Development of Floor Response Spectra
The three components of earthquake motion are

In order to predict the seismic effects on considered in the building seismic analyses. To
equipment located at various elevations within a properly account for the respc nses of systems
structure, floor response spectra are developed subjected to the three-directional excitation, a
using a time-history analysis technique. statistical ccmbination is used to obtain the

net response according to the SRSS criterion of
The procedure entails first developing the R;gulatory Guide IS2. The SRSS method accounts

mathematical model assuming a linear system and for the randomness of magnitude and direction of
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earthquake motion. The SRSS criterion, applied the maximum acceleration range having the
to the responses associated with the three same amplification factor as the mo< >
components of ground carthquake motion, is used strongly amplified.
for seismic stress computation for steel
structural design as well as for resultant (2) The time history used to calculate the floor
seismic member force computations for reinforced response spectra produces a ground response
concrete structural design. which envelopes the design ground response

spectra. In order to do this, it has
3.7.2.7 Combination of Modal Response spectral peaks which are substantially

higher than the design spectra.
Since only the time-history method is used for

seismic system analysis, the response spectrum (3) The building and soil damping values used in
combination of modal responses is not applied. the analysis are near the lower bound of the

available damping data. The actual values
3.7.2.8 Interaction of Non-Category I of damping are expected to be much higher
Structures with Seismic Category I Structures than the values used in the analysis.

The interfaces between Seismic Category I and (4) The yield strengths used in the .nalysis are
non Seismic Category I structures and plant based on the minimum values and are
equipment are designed for the dynamic loads and considerably lower than expected values,
displacements produced by both the Category I and
non-Category I structures and plant equipment. (5) The additional strength and damping that is;
All non Category I structures will meet any one available when materials are stressed beyond ,
of the following requirements: yield are neglected when using linear

elastic analytical methods.
(1) The collapse of any nou-Category I structure

will not cause the non-Category I structure (6) The working stresses for most equipment are
to strike a Seismic Category I structure usually considerably below the yield
component. stresses.

(2) The collapse of any non-Category I structure (7) The calculated natural frequencies of
will r,ot impair the integrity of Seismic equipment are .usually lower than actual
Category I structures or componcnts because of conservative modeling

assumptions.
(3) The non-Category I structures will be

analyzed and designed to prevent their These elements of conservatism are in series
failure under SSE conditions in manner such (i.e., they are compounded), which results in an
that the margin of safety of these structures extremely conservative design. The only reason
is equivalent to that of Scismic Category I for broadening the spectra at all is to account
structures. for the unlikely possibility that a particular

piece of equipment might have a natural
3.7.2.9 Effects of Parameter Variations on frequency which is not on the calculated
Floor Response Spectra spectral peak but is on the real peak.

The following conservative assumptions are Since the peaks characteristic of the low
included in the calculation of the floor response damping response are narrow, such an occurrence
spectra: is extremely improbable. Even if this

eventuality does occur, the extreme conservatism
(1) The expected actual earthquake time histories described above ensures seismic adequacy of

are enveloped by a smooth ground response equipment design. Further, the floor response
spectrum for design use. The smooth curve spectra obtained from the time history analysis
leadt to conservative effects on modal of the building are broadened plus and minus 10%
analysis because it treats all the modes in in frequency. Alternatively, peak shifting
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method of ASME Code Case N-397, as permitted by 3.7.2.13 Methods for Seismic Analysis of
Regulatory Guide 1.84, Revision 24, is used. Category I Dams

The broadening method of accounting for The analysis of all Categoiy I dams, if
variations causes modes having frequencies near appIieab1e f ar t he sit e, t aking into
the spectral peaks to be calculated as though consideration the dynamic nature of forces (due
they experience the peak acceleration. This is to both horizontal and vertical earthquake
quite conservative because the spectra for the loadings), the behavior of the dam material
actual structure havc only one narrow peak under earthquake loadings, soil structure
somewhere in the 2t % broadened range. interaction effects, and nonlinear stress strain

relations for the soil, will be used. Analysis
3.7.2.10 Use of Constant Vertical Static of earth-f.iled dams, if applicable, includes an
Factors evaluation of deformations.

.

Since all Seismic Category I structures and 3.7.2.14 Determinathn of Seismic Category I
the RPV are subjected to a vertical dynamic Structure Oierturning Moments
analysis with a time-history defining the input,
no constant vertical static factors are utilized. Se,.,mic loads at dynamic in nature. The

method of calcuhiting seismic loads with dynamic
3.7.2.11 Methods Used to Account for Torsional analysis and Ihen treating them as static loads
Effects to evaluate the overturning of structures and

foundation f ailures while treating the;
Torsional effects for two-dimensional analyt- foundation materials as linear clastic is ,

ical models are accounted for in the following conservative. Overturning of the structure,
manner. The locations of the center of mass are assuming no soil slip failure occurs, can be
calculated for each floor. The centers of rigid- caused only by the center of gravity of the
ity and rotational stiffness are determined for structure moving far enough horizontally to
each story. Torsion effects are introduced in cause instability.
each story F applying a rotational moment about
its center of rigidity. The rotational moment is Furthermore, when the combined effect of
calculated as the sum of the products of the in- carthquake ground motion and structural response
ertial force applied at the center of mes., of is strong enough, t,he structure undergoes a
cach floor above and a moment arm equal to the rocking motion pivoting about either edge of the
distance from the center of mass of the floor to base. When the amplitude of rocking motion
the center of rigidity of the story plus five becomes so large that the center of structural
percent of the maximum building dimension at the mass reaches a position right above either edge
level under consideration. To be conservative, of the base, the structure becomes unstable and
the absolw values of the moments are used in may tip over. The mechanism of the rocking
the sum. The torsional moment and story shear motion is like an inverted pendulum and its
are distributed to the ecsisting structural ele- natural period is long compared with the linear,
men,s in proportion to each individual stiffness, clastic struc- tural response. Thus with regard

to overturning, the structure is treated as a,

| The RPV model is axisymmetric with no built-in rigid body,
l eccentricity. Hence, the torsional effects for

the RPV are only those associated with the The maximum kinetic energy can be conserva-
reactor building model. tively estimated to be:

3.7.2.12 Comparison of Responses E=1 E m; (vn) 2 + (vy) 2,s
2 i i < (3.748)

Since only the time-history method is used for
structural analysis, the responses obtained from where (vH) and (vy)are the maximum values of
response spectrum and time-history methods are the total lateral velocity and total vertical
not compared. velocity, respectively, of mass m;.

|

|
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Values for (vi{ }; and (vy); are (2) An eigenvalue analysis of the linear system
co m put ed a s f ollows: model is performed. This result < 'n the

eigenvector matiices ( $;) whic- are |

(vgj) 2 = (v ) 2 + (v}j) 2 normalized and satisfy the orthogt lity |x
8 ' S (3.7 9) conditions:

(3.7 12) i
T 2(vy) 2 = (v ) 2 + (vy) 2 4 g4; ,v ,and @f Kdj iz

i S (3.7 10) 8 8 8 = 0 for i:p:j

wh e re (v;{)g a te d ( v y ) g are the peak where
horizontal and vertical ground velocity,
respectively, and (v ); and (v ); are the K stiffness matrix;=x r
maximum values of the relative lateral and
vertical velocity of mass m;. w; circular natural frequency asso--

ciated with mode i; and
Letting m be total mass of the structureo

Tand base mat, the energy required to overturn the 4
transpose of ith mode eigen-structure is equal to 5 =

vector 4;
Eo = m gh (3,7-11)a

Matrix contairis all translational and
where h is the height to which the center of mass rotational coordinates. ;

of the structure must be lifted to reach the ,

overturning position. 13ecause the structure may (3) Using the strain energy of the individual
not be a symmetrical one, the 5 ae of h is components as a weighting function, the
computed with respect to the edge that i Senrer following equation is derived to obtain a
to the center of mass. The structure is defined suitable damping ratio (#;) for mode i.
as stable against overturning when the ratio Eo
to E exceeds 1.5- N (3.7-13)3

TCj (4 gg;);#i * 1, 3
These calculations assume the structure rests w- '

on the ground surface, hence, are conservative 8 j=1
because the structure is actually embedded to a
considerable depth. The embedded effect is where
considered only when the rgtio E to E iso 3

less than 1.5. B; modal damping coefficient for=

;th mode;
3.7.2.15 Analysis Procedure for Damping

total number of structuralN =

In a linear dynamic analysis using a modal elements;
superposition approach, the procedure to be used
to properly account for damping in diffe :nt 4 component of ith mode=

elements of a coupled system model is as foN <s: eigenvector corresponding to jth
element;

(1) The structural percent critical damping of
Tthe various structural elements of the model 4 Transpose of ; defined above;' =

is first specified. Each value is referred 8

to as the damping ratio (Cj)ibutes to theof a partic-ular component which contr Cj percent critica1 damping=

complete stiffness of the system. associated with element j;
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K = stiffness matrix of element j; and described in Subsection 3.7.2.1.1 generates
timehistories at various support elevations for

vj = circular natural frequency of mode use in the analysis of subsystems and
i. equipment. Tbc structural resi;onse spectra

curves are subsequently generated from the time
3.7.3 Seismic Subsystem Analysis history accelerations.

3.7J.1 Seismic Analysis Methods At each level of the structure where vital
components are located, three orthogonal

This subsection discusses the methods by which components of floor response spectra, two
Seismic Category I subsystems and components are horizontal and one vertical, are developed. The
qualified to ensure the functional integrity of floor response spectrum is smoothed and
the specific operating requirement: which envelopes all calculated response spectra from
characterize their Seismic Category I different site soil conditions. The response
designation, spectra are peak broadened plus or minus 10%

When components are supported at two or more
In general, one of the following five methods elevations, the response spectra of each

of seismically qualifying the equipment is chosen elevation are superimposed and the resulting
based upon the characteristics and complexities spectrum is the upper bound envelope of all the
of the subsystem: individual spectrum curves considered.

(1) dynamic analysis; For vibrating sysiems and their supports,;
multi. degree.of. freedom models are used in

(2) testing procedures; accordance with the lumped. parameter modeling '
techniques and normal mode theory described in

(3) equivalent static load method of analysis; S u b s e c t i o n 3.7.2.1.1. Piping ane'ysis is
described in Subsection 3.7.3.3.1.

(4) a combination of(1) and (2); or
When testing is used to qualify Seismic

(5) a combination of(2) and (3). Category I subsystems and components, all the
loads normally acting on the equipment are

Equivalent static load method of subsystem simulated during the test. The actual mounting
analysis is described in Subsection 3.7.3.5. of the equipmeni is also simulated or

duplicated. Tests are performed by supplying
Appropriate design response spectra (OBE and input accelerations to the shake table to such

SSE) are furnished to the manufacturer of the an extent that generated test response spectra
equipment for seismic qualification purposes. (TRS) envelope the required reAponse spectra.
Additional information such as input time history
is also supplied only when necessary. For certain Seismic Category I equipment and

components where dynamic testing is necessary to
When analysis is used to qualify Seismic ensure functional integrity, test performance

Category I subsystems and components, the data and results reflect the following:
analytical techniques must conservatively account-
for the dynamic nature of the subsystems or (1) performance data of equipment which has been
components. Both the SSE and OBE, with their subjected to dynamic loads equal to or
difference in damping values, are considered in neater than those experienced under the
the dynamic analysis as explained in Subsection specified seismic conditions:
3.7.1.3.

(2) test data from previously tested comparable
- The general approach employed in the dynamic equipment which has been subjected under

analysis of Seismie Category I equipment and similar conditions to dynamic loads equal to
component design is based on the response or greater than those specified; and
spectrum technique. 'The time. history technique
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(3) actual testing of equipment in accordance
with one of the methods described in (1) the funda . ental frequency and peak seismic l
Subsectiot. 3.9.2.2 and Section 3.10. loads art found by a standard seismic

analysis (i.e., from eigen extraction and
. 3.73.2 Determination of Number of Earthquake forced response analysis);
Cycles 1

I(2) the number of cycles which the component
3.7J.2.1 Piping experiences are found from Table 3.7 6 ;

according to the frequency range within
Fifty (50) peak OBE cycles are postulated for which the fundamental frequency lies; and

fatigue evaluation.
(3) for fatigue evaluation, one-half percent

3.73.2.2 Other Equipment and Components (0.005) of these cycles is conservatively
assumed to be at the peak load, and 4.5%

Criterion II.2.b of SRP Section 3.7.3 recom. (0.045) at the three-quarter peak. The
mends that at least one safe shutdown earthquake remainder of the cycles have negligible
(SSE) wid five operating basis carthquake. (0i20 contribution to fatigue usage,
should be assumed during the plant li e. It alsof

recommt.nds that a minimum of 10 ma.imur' stress The SSE has the highest level of response,
cycles per earthquake should be astumed (i.e.,10 However, the encounter probability of the SSE is
cycles for SSE and 50 cycles for OBE). For so small that it is not necessaiy to postulate.
equipment and components other than piping,10 the possibility of more than one SSE during the;
peak OBE stress cycles are postulated for fatigue 60 year life of a plant. Fatigue evaluation due .
evaluation based on the following justification, to the SSE is not necessary since it is a

faulted condition and thus not required by ASME
To evaluate the number of cycles engenderet' by Code Section 111.

a given earthquake, a typical Boiling Water Reac-
tor Building reactor dynamic model was excited by The OBE is an upset condition and is included
three different recorded time histories: May 13 in fatigue evaluations according to ASME Code
1940, El Centro NS component,29.4 sec; 1952, Section Ill. Investigation of seismic histories
Taft N69 W component,30 sec; and March for many plants show that during a 60 year life
1957, Golden Gates 89 E component,13.2 sec, it is probable that five eart'r uakes with
The modal response was truncated so that the intensities oue-tenth of the SSE intensity, and
response of three different frequency bandwidths one earthquake approximately 20% of the proposed
could be studied,0+ to-10 Hz,10-to 20 Hz, and SSE intensity, will occur. The 60 year life
20-to-50 Hz. This was done to give a good corresponds to 40 years of actual plant
approximation to the cyclic behavior expected operation divided by a 67% usage factor. To
from structures with different frequency content. cover the combined effects of these earthquakes

and the cumulative effects of even lesser
Enveloping the results from the three earth- earthquakes,10 peak OBE stress cycles are

quakes and averaging the results from several postulated for fatigue evaluation,
different points of the dynamic model, the cyclic
behavior given in Table 3.7-6 was formed. 3.733 Procedure Used for Modeling

Independent of earthquake or component 3.733.1 Modeling of Piping Systems
frequency,99.5% of the strest reversals occ'.r
below 75% of the maximum stress level, and 95% of 3.733.1.1 Summary
the reversals lie below 50% of the maximum stress
level. To predict th,: dynamic response of a piping

system tc the specified forcing function, the
in summary, the cyclic behavior number of dynamic model must adequately account for all

fatigue cycles of a component during a earthquake significant modes. Ca:cful selection must be
is found in the following manner: made of the proper response spectrum curves and
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proper location of anchors la order to separate The stiffness matrix at th: attact ment loca I
Seismic Category I from ac.dCategory I piping

tion of the process pipe (i.e., main steam, |RHR supply and return, RCIC, etc.) headsystems.
fitting is sufficiently high to decouple the

3.7JJ.1.2 Selection of Mass P e 's penetration assembly from the process pipe.
Previous analysis indicates that a s8 tis-

When performing a dynamic analysis, a piping factory minimum stiffness for this attachment
system is idealized either as a mathematical point is equal to the stiffness in bending
model consisting of lumped masses connected by and torsion of a cantilevered pipe section of
weightless clastic members or as a consistent the same si7e as the process pipe and equal
mass model. The elastic members are given the in length to three times the process pipe
properties of the piping syste'n being analyzed. outer diameter.
The mass points are carefully located to
adequately represent the dynamic properties of For a piping system supported at more than
the piping system. A mass point is located at twa points located at different elevations in
the beginning and end of every cibow or vahe, at the building, the response spectrum analysis is
the extended valve operator, and at the performed using the envelope response spectrum
intersection of every tee. On straight runs, of all attachmert points. Alternatively, the
mass points are located at spacings no greater multiple support excitation analysis methods may
than the span length corresponding to 33 Hz. A be used where acceleration time histories or
mass point is located at every extended mass to response spectra are applied at all the piping
account for torsional effects on the piping attachment points. Finally, the worst single
system. In addition, the increased stiffness and floor response spectrum selected from a set of
mass of valves are considered in the modeling of floor response spectra obtained at various -
a piping system. floors may be applied identically to all floors

provided it envelops the other fit sr response
3.73.3.t.3 Selection of Spectrum Cur es spectra in the set.

In selecting the spectrum curve to be used for 3.7.33.2 Modeling of Equipment
dynamic analysis of a particular piping system, a
curve is chosen which most closely describes the For dynamic analysis, Seismic Category I

celerations existing at the end points and equipment is represented by lumped. mass systemsL

restraints of the system. The procedure for de. which consist of discrete masses connected by
cot.pling small branch lines from the main run of weightlen .prings. The criteria used to lump
Seismic Category I piping systems when estab- masses are:
lishing the analytical models to perform seismic
analysis are as follows: (1) The number of modes of a dynamic system is

controlled by the number of masses used;
(1) The small branch lines are decoupled from the therefore, the number of masses is chosen so

main runs if they have a diameter less than : hat all siguificant modes are included.
one-third the diameter of the main run. The modes are considered as significant if

the corresponding natural frequencies are
(2) The stiffness of all the anchors and its less than 33 Hz and the stresses calculated

supporting steel is large enough to from these modes are greater than 10% of the
effectively decouple the piping on either total stresses obtained from lower modes.
side of the anchor for analyt c and code This approach is acceptable provided ati

jurisdictional boundary purposes. The RPV is least 90% of the loading / inertia is
very stiff compared to the piping system and contained in the modes used. Alternately,
therefore, it is modeled as an anchor.

Penetration assemblies (head fittings and
penetration sleeve pipe) are very stiff
compared to the piping system and are modeled
as anchors.
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the number of degrees of cedota are taken cnpinccr An additional esamination of these
more than twice the nunMr of moder with supports and restraining devices is rnade to
frequencies less than 33 Ilr. assure that their location and characteristics

are consistent with the dynamic and static
(2) hlass is lumped s' any point where a analpes of the sptsm,

significant :ententrated weight 16 located
(e.g., be motor in the analysi. of pump 3.7J.1 It.nis of Selection of ftts.uencies
motor stand, the impeller in the analpis of
pump thaft, etc). Where practical, in order to avoid adverse

resonanie effects, equipment and components cre
(3) If the ,quipment has free-end overhang span designed / selected such that their it.ndamental

with flexibility significant compared to the frequencies are outside the range of 1/2 to
center span, a mass 3 lumped at the oserhang twice the dominant frequency of the associ'ited r,
span, su ppor' st r uct ur es. Moreover, in any case, the $

-equipe .nl is analyzed and/or tested to
(4) When a mass is lumpeu between tw ) supports, demonstrate that it is adequately designe) fc

it is located at a point where the maximum the applicable I? ads considering both its
displacement is expected to occur. This lundamental ircquency and the forcing frequency

)tends to lower the natural frequencies of the of the applicable support structure,
equipment because the equipment frequencies
are in the higher spectral range of the All frequendes in the range of 0 25 to 33111

- > response spectra. Similarly, in the case of art considered in the analysis and testing of e
live loads (mobile) and a variable support structures, systems, and components. Thesc .
stiffness, the locationi of the load and the frequencies are excited under the seismic
magnitude of support stiffness are chosen to eschation.
yield the lowest trcquency content for the
system. This ensures conservative dynamic If the fundamental frequency of a corp n ent
loads since the equipment frequencies are is greaict than or equal to 33 lit, it is arcated
su ist the floor spectra peak is in the as wismically rigid and analyred accordingly.
lov equency range. if not, the mcdel is i requendes less than 0.25 lir are not considered
adh to give more conservative results. as ihc3 represent very flexible structures and

are not encountered in this plant.
3.7.3.33 Fitid Location of Supports and
Restraints The frequency range between 0.25 iir and 33 Ilr

covers the range of the broad band response o

The field location of seismic supports and spectrum used in the design.
restraints for Seismic Category 1 piping and
piping systems compoNnts is selected to salinfy 3.7J.! l'se of Equivulent Static lead Methods
the following two conditions: of Analpis

(1) the Mcation selected must fuinish the 3.7.3.!.I Subsplems Other Than SSSS
requ,cd response to control strain within
allow ble limiti; and sce subsection 3.7.3.8.1.5 for equivalent

static load analpis method.
(2) adequate building strength and stiffness for

attachment of the component supports must be 3.73.5.2 NSSS Subsptems
available.

When the natural frequency of a structure of
The fut location of seismic supports and re. component is unknown, it may be analyzed by

straints for Seismic Category I piping, piping applying a static force at the center of mass.
system components, and equipment, including the in order to conservatively account for the
placement of snubbers, is checked against the pouibility of more than one significant dynamic
drewingr and instructions issued by the modc. ihe static force is calculated as 1.5
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times the mass times the mailmum spectral
acceleration from the floor response spectra of
the point of attachments of multispan
structures. The factor of 1.5 is adequate for
sin.ple beam type structures. For other more
complicated structures, the factor used is
justified.

3.7J.6 nrre Components of Earthquake Motion

The total seismic response is pred!;ted by
combining the response calculated from the two

.

.

6
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horizontal and the vertical analysis. N number of modes considered in the=

analpis.
Wben the response spectrum method is used, the

method for combining the resenses due to the Closely spared modes are combined by taking
three orthogonal components of scismic excitation the absolute sum of the such modes. j
is given as follows: ;

An alternate to the absolute sum method '

_ ,

3 1/2 presented in Regulatory Guide 1.92 is the,
R; =

E g;} following:
!

(3.7 14)
j=1 N 1/2

R= R2 ;;;|gfg n|- -

y
where l

(3.7 16)~

. i= 1
maximum, coaxial seismic respenseR;j =

of interest (e.g., displacement, where the second Summation is to be done ou all
moment, shear, stress, strain) in f and m modes whose frequencies are closely
directions i due to carthquale spa < cd to each other,
excitation in direction J. (j a 1,
2, 3), 3.7.3.7.2 NNSS Subsy,tems

R; = seismic respanse of interest in i in a response spectrum tradal dynamic
direction for design (c.s;.. analysis, if the modes ase not (losely spaced'
displacement, moment, shear, (i.e., if the frequencies differ from each other ~
stress, strain) obtalued by the by more than 10% of the lower freqPency), the
SRSS rule to account for the modal responses are combined by the
nonsimultaneous occurrence of the square soot of the sum-of the squares (SRSS)
R;j's, method as described in Subst . m 3.7.3.7.1 and

Regulatory Guide 1.92.
3.7.3.7 Combination of Modal Response

II some or all of the modes are closely
3.7.3.7.1 Subsystems Other Than NSSS spaced, a double sum method, as describd in

Subsection 3.7.3.7.2'.2, is used to evalua.e the
When the response spectrum method of modal combined responte. In a time history method of

analysis is used, contributions from all modes, dynamic analysis, the secto: sum of every step
except the closely spaced modes (l.c., the is used to calculate the combined response. The
difference between any two natural frequencies is use of the time history analysis method
equal to or less than 10%) are combined by the precludes the need to consider closely spaced
square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS) modes,
combination of modal respoons. This is defined
mathematically as: 3.7.3.7.2.1 Square Root.of the Sum of the.

Squares Method

N
R= ( Rj ) 2 Mathematically, this SRSS method is expressedy

(3.7 15) as follows:-

i=1

where
!N ( Rj ) 2 )1/2R=

R = combined response; (3.7 17)j
th

Ri = response to the i mode; and
|

:
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where where uk and #k are the modal frequency
and th damping ratio in the Lth mode,

R = combined response; respectively, and td is the duration of the

Rg = " pc to the ith mode; and
3.73.8 Analytical Procedure for Piping

N of modes considered in theN -

.,.G. 3.7JJ.1 Piping Subsystems Other han NSSS

3.7J.7.2.2 Double Sum MetLod 3.73J.1.1 Quallfleation by Analpin |

This method, as defined in Regulatory Guide Tbc methods used in seismic analpis vary I
I1.92,13 mathematically: according to the type of subsystems and

supporting situcture involved. The following
possible cases are defined along with the

3 /2 associated analytical rrethods used.17g N
R= l Z g |Rk R ! (ks/|s 1

(3.7 18) 3.7JJ.1.2 Rlgid Subsystems with Rfgid !iL=l s=1
Supports

where
if all natusal frequencies of the subsystem-

R = representative maximum value of a are greater than 33 liz, the subsystem is .

particular response of a given considered rigid and analyzed statically an
element to a given component of such, in the static analysis, the seismic
excitation; forces on each component of the subsyste:a are

obtained by concentrating the mass at the center

= peak value of the resgonse of the of gravity and multiplying the mass by theRk
elemcat due to the kt modet appropriate maximum floor acceleration.

1

N = nutaber of significant mode 5 3.7.33.1.3 Rlgid Subsystems with Flesible
considered in the modal response Supports
combination; and

If it can be shown that the subsystem itself
peak value of the response of the is a rigid body (e.g., piping supported u onlyR =

s

element attributed to sth mode two points) while its supports are flexible, the
overall subsystem is modeled as a single degree-

where of freedorn subsystem consisting of an effective
mass and spring.

(dd) L2 4'
k s

eks = 1+< The natural frequency of the subsystem is'

(( [ wg + #s' w )h j computed and the acceleration determined fromgg
(17 19) the floor response spectrum curve using the

appropriate damping value. A static analysis is
in which performed using 1.5 times the acceleration

value, la lieu of calculating the natural
1/2 frequency, the peak acceleration from the'

|
,

1A[, Spectrum curve may be used.wk" Wk
I

If the subsystem has no definite orientation,

#[*Sk+IdWk
-- the excitation along each of three mutually

perpendicular axes is aligned with respect to
the system to produce maximum loading. The
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excitation in each of the three axes is
considered to act simultaneously. The N 1/2
excitations are combined by the SRSS method. R= I R2 + 21 | Rf Rmb 8

'I

(3.7 20)
3.7.3.8.1..I Flesible Subsystems \ i= 1 /

if the piping subsystem har, more than two where the second summation is to be done on all
supports, it cannot be considered a rigid body I and m modes whose frequencies are closely
and must be modeled as a rnulti. degree-of. freedom spaced to each other,
subsystem.

and where
The subsystem is modeled as discussed in

Subsection 3.7.3.3.1 in sufficient detail (i.e., R; = response to the ith mode
number of mass points) to ensure that the lowest
natural frequency between rnass points is greater N = nurnber of significant modes
than 33 lir. The mathematical modelis analyred considered in the modal response
using a time. history analysis technique or a combinations.
response spectrum analysis approach. After the
natural frequencies of the subsystem are The excitation in each of the three major
obtained, a stress analysis is performed using orthogonal directions is considered to act
the inertia forces and equivalent static loads simultaneously with their cifect combined by the
obtained from the dynamic analysis for each mode. SRSS method.

.

For a response spectrum analysis based on a 3.7.3.8.l.5 Static Analysis '

modal superposition method, the modal response
accelerations are taken directly from the A static analysis is performed in lieu of a
spectrum. The total scismic stress is normally dynamic analysis by applying the following
obtained by combining the modal stress using the forces at the concentrated mass locations
SRSS method. The seismic strest, of closely (nodes) of the analytical model of the piping
spaced modes (i.e., within 10% of the adjacent system:
mode) are combined by absolute summation. The
resulting totalis treated as a pseudomode and is (1) horirontal static load, F , = C W, in onei h
then combined with the remaining modal stresses of the horizontal principal directions;
by the SRSS method.

(2) equal static load, P , in the otherh
The approach is simple and stralghtforward in horizontal princi .21 direction; andf

all cases where the group of modes with closely
spaced frequencies is tightly bundled (i.e., the (3) vertical static load, F - C W;y y

lowest and the highest modes of the group are
within 10% of each other). However, when the where
group of closely spaced modes is spaced widely
over the frequency range of interest while the h y multipliers of the gravityC,C a

ircquencies of the adjacent modes are closely acceleration, g, determined
spaced, the absolute sum methad of combining from the horizontal and ver.
response tends to yield over. conservative tical floor response spectrum
results. To prevent this problem, a general curves, respectively. (They
approach applicable to all modes is considered are functions of the period and
appropriate. The following equation is merely a the appropriate damping of the
mathematical representation of this approach. piping system); and

The most probable system response, R, is given W = weight at node points of the
by; analytical model.
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For special cat.e analyses, Ch and Cy may N
be taken as: M;pgj

(1) 1.0 times the rero. period acceleration of the i=1
response spectrum of subsystems described in .; -

Mjp , (3.7 21)Subsection 3.7.3.8.1.2; N

(2) 1.5 times the value of the response spectrum E
at the determined frequency for subsystems i=1
described in Subsection 3.7.3.8.1.3 a n d
3.7.3.8.1.4; a n d

where
(3) 1.5 times the peak of the respo:.se spectrum

for subsystems described in Subsections Mi -ith mass

3.7.3.8.1.3 a nd 3.7.3.8.1.4.

gij - compone nt of Qij in the
An alternate method of statie analysis which ca; thqua ke direction

allows for simpler technique with added conserva.
thIlsm is acceptable . No determination of natural p;j characteristic displacement.

frequencies is made, but rather the response of in the jth mode
the subsystem is assumed to be the peak of the
appropriate response spec::um at a conservative sj - modal participation factor for,
and justifiable value of damping. The response the jth mode

,

is then multiplied by a static coefficient of 1.5
to take into account the effects of both N - number of masses.
multifrequency excitation and multimodal
response. (5) Using the appropriate response spectrum

curve the spectral acceleration, r , for
3.7.3.8.1.6 Dynamic Analysis the jth mode as a function of the ith

a

mode natural frequency and the damping of
The dyna:nic analysis procedure using the the system is determined,

response r,pectrem method is provided as fo!!ows:
(6) The matimum modal acceleration at cach mass

(1) The number of node points and rnembers is point, i, in the model is computed as
indicated. If a computer program is follows:
utilized, use the same order of number in the
computer program input. The mass at each a;jasjrj ij (3.7-22)a
node point, the length of each member,
clastic constants, and geometric properties
are deterrnined, where

(2) The dynamic degrees of freedom according to aj = acceleration of the ith mass
the boundary conditions are determined. point in the jth mode.

(3) The dynamic properties of the subsystem (7) The maximum modal inertia force at the ith
(i.e., natural frequencies and mode shapes) mass point for the jth mode is calculated
are computed, from the equation:

(4) Using a given direction of earthquake motion, F j - M ai j (3.7 23)i

the modal participation factors, sj. for
each mode are calculated: (8) For cach mode, the maximum inertia forces
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are applied to the suosystem model, and the modal into the piping system. The stress t' 1s pro-
forces, shears, moments, stresses, and duced is a secondary stress. It is justifiable
deflections are determined, to place this stress, which results from

restraint of free end displacement of the piping
(9) The modal forces, shears, moments, stresses, sptem,in the sewndary stress category because

and deflections for a given direction are the stresses are self limiting and, when the
combined in accordance with Subsection str es se s e xce e d yield st r e n sp h, minor
3.7.3.d.1.4 distortions or deformations within tht piping

system satisfy the condition which caused the
(10) Steps ($) through (9) are performed for each stress to occur.

of the three earthqeake directions.
The carthquale thus produces a stress-

(11) The seismic force, shear, moment, and stress exhibiting property much like a thermal
resulting from the $1multaneous application expansion stress and a static analysis can be
of the three components of carthquake used to obtain act ual st re sse s. The
loading are obtained in the following differential displacements are obtained from the
manner: dynamic analysis of the building. The

displacements are applied to the piping anchors
R R2+R2+R2 (3.744) and restraints correspondira to the maximum

x y i differential displacements which could occur.
The static analysis is made three times: once

R = e q uivale nt scismir for one of the horizontal differential
respense quantity (force, displacements, once for the other horizontal'
shear, moment, stress, dif ferential displacement, and once for the ~
ctc.) vertical.

E R R - c olin e a r respon5e 3.7.33.2 NSSS piping Subsptemsx y y
q u a n t itie s due to
earthquake motion in the 3.7.3.8.2.1 Dynamic Analpls
x, y, and i directions,
respectively. As described in Subsection 3.7.3.3.1, pipe

line is idealized as a mathematical model
3.7.3A1.7 Damping Ratio consisting of lumped ' masses connected by clastic

members. The stiffness matrix for the piping -

The damping ratio percentage of critical damp- subsystem is determined using the clastic
ing of piping subsyrtems corresponds to Regula- properties of the pipe. This includes the
tory Guide 1.61 or 134 (ASME Code Case N 4111). effects of torsional, bending, shear, and axial
The damping ratio is specified in Table 3.71. deformations as well as cl.anges in stiffness due

to curved members.
3.7.3118 Effect of DifferentialIlullding
Mmements Next, the mode shapes and the undamped

natural frequencies are obtained. The dynamic
in most cases, piping subsystems are anchored response of the subsystem is usually calculated

and restrained to floors and walls of buildings by using the response spectrum method of analy-
that may have differential movemnts during a sis. When the :onnected equipment is supported
seismic event. The movements may range from at more than two points located at different
insignificant differential displacements between elevations in the building, the response spec-
rigid walls of a common building at low eleva- trum analysis is performed using the envelope
tions to relatively large displacements between response spectrum of all attachment points,
separate buildings at a high seismicity site. Alternatively, the multiple excitatioe. analysis

methods may be u<,ed where acceleration time
Differential endpoint or restraint deflec- histories or response spectra are applied at all

tions cause forces and moments to be induced the equipment and piping attachment points.

Amendment t 17 22
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3.7J.N.2.2 1:!Tect of Differential Ilullding adequately accounted for in the analysis, in
Almemrnts case of buried systems sufficiently flex.

ible relative to the surrounding or under.
The relative displacement between anchors is lying soil, it is assumed that the systems

determined from the dynamic analpis of the will follow essentially the displacements and
st r uct u re s. The results of the relative anchor- deformations that the soil would have if the
point displacement are used in a static analysis splems weic absent. When applicabic, j
to determine the additional stresses due to procedures, which take into account the
relative anchor point displacements. Further phenomena of wave travel and wave reflection I

details are given in Subsection 3.7.3.8.1.8. in compacting soil displacements from the
ground displacements, are employed.

3.7.3.9 Multiple Supported Equipment Components
With Dhtinct Inputs (2) The effects of static resistance of the

surrounding soil on piping deformations or
The procedure and criteria for analysis are displacements, differential movements of

d e scr ibe d in S u bs e c tions 3.7.2.1.3 a nd piping anchors, bent geometry and curvature
3.7.3.3.1.3. changes, etc., are considered. When

applicable, procedures utilizing the
3.7.3.10 Usc of Constant Yertical Static principles of the theory of structur.s on
f actors clastic foundations are used.

All Seismic Category I subsysterns and compo- (3) When applicable, the effects due to local,
nents are subjected to a vertical dynamic soil settlements, soil arching, etc., are
analysis with the vertical floor spcetta or time also considered in the analysis.

~

histories defining the input. A static analysis
is performed in lieu of dynamic analysis if the 3.7.3.13 Interaction of 0ther Piping with
peak value of the applicable floor spectra times Scismic Categot? I F alng
a factor of 1.5 is used in the analysis. Ag
factor of 1.0 instead of 1.5 car be used if the in certain instances, nonweismic Category I
equipment is simple enough such that it behaves piping may be connected to Seismic Category I
cssentially as a single degree of freedom piping at locations other than a piece of equip.

y sptem if the fundamental frequency of a compo- ment which, for purposes of analysis, could be
a ent in the vertical direction is greater than or represented as an anchor. The transition points

equal to 33 liz it is treated as seismically typically occur at Scinnic Category i valves
rigid and analyzed statically using the which may or may not c., physically anchored.
zero pe-sponse spect rum. Since a dynamic analysis must be modeled from

pipe anchor point to inchor point, two options
3.7?.11 Torsional Effects of Eccentric Masses exist:

Torsional effects of eccentric masses are (1) specify and design a structurnt anchor at
included for Seismic Category I subsystems the Seismic Category I valve and analyic the
similar to that for the piping systems discussed Seismic Category I subsystem; or, if,

l in Subsection 3.7.3.3.1.2. impractical to design an anchor,

3.7.3.12 Iturled Seismic Category i Piping and (2) analyze the subsystem from the anchor point
Tunnels in the Seismic Category I subsystem through

the valve to either the first anchor point
For buried Category I buried piping systems in the non-Scismic Category I subsystem; or

and tunnels the following items are considered in to sufficient distance in the non-Seismic
the analysis: Category i Subsystem so as not to

significantly degrade the accuracy of
(1) The inertial effects due to an earthquale analysis of the Seismic Category I piping.

r

upon buried systems and tunnels will be
,

{
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Where small, non Scismic Category piping is 3.73.16.1 lateral Forces ] {
directly attached to Seismic Category I piping, its
effect on the Seismic Category I piping is Seismic loads are characterlied as a force profile
accounted for by lumping a portion of its mass with that varies with the height of the structure. These
the Seismic Category I piping at the point of forces are applied at each floor of the structure and
attachment. the resulting forces and moments are calculated

from statie equilibrium.
Furthermore, non Scismic Category 1 piping

(particularly high energy piping as defined in The buildings total base shear is characterized by
Section 3.6)is designed to withstand the SSE to the following equation:
avoid jeopardizing adjacent Seismic Category I
piping if it is not feasible or practical to isolate V = Z'I'C'W/R,; where,
these two piping systemt

3.7.3.14 Seismic Analysis for Reactor Y Total lateral force or shear at the-

Internals base.

The modeling of RPV internals is discussed in F,F,F Lateral force applied to leseli, n, or x-
n

Subsection 3.7.2.3.2. The damping salues are given respectively,
in Table 3.71. The seismic model of the RPV and
internal in shown in Figure 3.7-32. F, That portion of V considered to be-

concentrated at the top of the
'

3,7.3.15 Analysis Procedures for Damping structure in addition to Fn

The modeling of RPV interna 4 is discussed in Z Scismic tone factor=

Subsection 3.7.2.3.2. The damping values are gisen
in Table 3.71, The seismic model of the RPV and 1 Importance factor-

internals is shown in Figure 3.7 32.
Numerical CoefficientC =

3.7.3.16 Analysis Procedure for NonScismic
Structures in Lieu of Dynamic Analysis R, Numerical Coefficient=

The method described here can be used for S Coefficie'nt for site soil characteristics-

non seismic structures in lieu of a dynamic analysis.
Fundamental period of sibration ofT =

Structures designed to this method should be the structure in the direction under
able to do the following: consideration, as determined by using

the properties and deformation
(1) Resist minor levels of earthquake ground characteristics of the resisting

motion without damage. elements in a properly substantiated
analysis.

(2) Resist moderate levels of earthquake ground
,

I motion without structural damage, but possibly W Total dead load of building including=
'

experience some nonstructural damage. the partition load where applicable.

(3) Resist major levels of earthquake ground That portion of W which is located atww =
, ,

motion having an intensity equal to the or is assigned to level i or x, respect.
|

, strongest either experienced or forecast at the ively

( building site, without collapse, but possibly with
lleight in feet above the base to lesel isome structural as well as nonstructural h,h, -

damage, or x, respectively

I

|
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The ABWR design will fix Z and I and leave R 3.7J.16.3 Accident Torsion
and C ar variables for each building and site, j

in addition, the vertical resisting elements
The value of I has been selected for power depend on diaphragm action for shear distribution at

generating facilities, any level, the shear ter.isting elements shall be !
capabic of resisting torsional moment assumed to bc |

1 = 1.0 equivalent to the story shear acting with an
eccentricity of not less than 5 percent of the

The site coefficient Z will be selected to tuasiruum building dimension at that level.
provide enveloping coverage for most of the U.S.
cast of rocky mountains. 3.7J.16.4 Later d Displacement Limits

Z = 0.15 Lateral deflections or drift of a story relative to
its adjacent stories shall not exceed 0.005 times the

The value of C is calculated based upon the story height nor 0.04/R for buildings less than 65
following formula: feet in height. For buildings greater in height, the

c<dculated story drift shall not exceed 024 times the ,2nC = 1.25'ST story height nor 0.04/R . These drift limits may be !

exceeded when it is deInonstrated that greater drift
Where: C need not exceed 2 75 can be tolert.ted by both structural elements and

'

.

nonstructural elements that could effect life or
The value of S is dependent on the site soil s:.fety. For designs using working stress methods,,

characteristics. The value of S shall be selected this capacity may be determined using an allowable
from Table 3.7-11. stress increa;e of 1.7. The rigidity of other elements

shall also be considered.
The value of R,shall be select:d from Table

3.712 according to the type of construction 3.7.3.16.5 Ductility Requirements
material and framing system under consideration.

All framing not required by design to be part of
3.7.3.16.2 Lateral Force Distribution the lateral force resisting systera shall be investigated

and shan ta be adequate for scrticalload-carrying
The concentiated force at the top of the capacity and induced pioment due to 3R /8 times

structure shall be determined according to the the distortions resulting from the code * required
following formuta: lateral focces.

F, = 0.07'T*V where, Connections shall be designed to desclop the full
capacity of the members or sha:1 be based upon the

F need not exceed 0.25V and may be considered above forces without the one third increase usually
as 0 where T is 0,7 seconds or less. The remaining permitted for stresses resultir,g from earthquake
portion of the total base shear V shal. be forces.
distributed over the rest of the structure including
level n according to the following formula: 3.7,4 Seismic Instrumentation

3.7.4.1 Comparison with NRC Regulatory Guide

(V . F,) w h , 1.12
,

F' = {, w h, The seismic instrumentation program is,

consistent with Regulatory Guide L12.
At each level designated x, the force F shall be

applied over the area of the building in accordance 3,7.4.2 Location and Descripth n of
v,ith the mass distribution on that level. Instrumentation

The following instrumentation and associated
equipment are used to measure plant response to

Amendment 20 37211
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carthquake motion: Two scismic triggers, connected to form sedun- j

dant triggering, are provided to start the 'IIIA |

(1)three triaxial time history accelerographs recording system. They are located in the free field
(TilA); at the finished grade 160 hi from the reactor

building. The trigger unit consists of or-
(2) three peak recording accelerographs (pRA); thogonally mounted acceleration sensors that ac-

tuate relays wheneser a 4:eshold acceleration is
(3) two triasial seismic triggers; exceeded for any of the thice axes. The trigger in ;

engineered to discriminate against false starts from l

(4) one seismic switch (SS); other operating inputs such as traffic, elevators,
people, and rotating equipment. 1

($) four response spectrum recorders; ;

(6) recording and playback equ pment; and !i

(7) annuciators.

The location of scismic instrumentation is
allined in Table 3.7 7.

3.7,4.2.1 Time.llistnry Accelerographs

Time history accelerographs produce a record
'

of the time varying acceleration at the sensor -

location. This data is used directly for analy-
sis and comparison with reference information
and may be, by calculational methods, converted
to response spectra form for spectra comparisons
with design parameters.

Each tria41al acceleration sensor unit con-
tains three accelerometers mounted in an ortho-
gonal array (two horizontal and one vertical).
All accelerr.tlon units have their principal axes
oriented identically. The mounted units are
oriented so that their axes are aligned with the
building major axes used in development of the
mathematical models for seismic analysis.

One TilA is located on the reactor building
(RB) foundation mat, El (-) 13.2 hi, at the base

,

'

ef an RB clean zone for the purpose of measuring
the input vibratory motion of the foundation mat.
A second TilA is located in an RB clean zone at
El ( + ) 26.7 hi on the same azimuth as the
foundation mat TilA. They provide data on the
frequency, arnplit Je, and phase relationship of.

! the seismic response of the reactor building
structure. A third TilA is located in the free field

| at the finished grade approximately 160 hi from
| any station structures with axes oriented in the

same direction as the reactor building
accelerometers.

Amendment 20 17-242
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Magnetic tape recording and playback units are structures and equipment. Response spectra are
prosided for multiple channel recording and play. recorded for ibree mutually orthogonal
back of the TilA accelerometer signals. T he data directions at the sensor location by inscribing
recordings include an additional recorded channel steel reed deflections upon record plates. One
for the timing reference signal generated in the recorder is located on the reactor building,

control unit. The recording and playback systems foundation in a clean zone. Another recorder is
have a special cabinet furnished for those located on the control building foundation. if
instrutnents and devices necessary for system the OllE design response spectra values for
testing, annunciating, calibration, and control. specific frequencies are exceeded during an
This cabinet is located in the control equipment carthquake, specific switches n ounted in the
room. recorders annunciate the specific frequencics in

the control equipment room.
3.7.4.2.2 Peak Recording Accelerographs

Two other recorders do not contain alarm
Each sensor unit contains three peak recording contacts. One is mounted in the reactor

accelerographs mounted in a mutually orthogonal building pipe tunnel on a 20. inch RilR line and
array. The units are unpowered and record peak another is on a FMCRD control panel support.
accelerations triaxially by proportional
scratches on record plates. The PRAs that are 3.7.4.2.5 Recording und Pla3 ack Equipmentb
mounted directly on equipm.:nt have one axis
coincident with the principal equipment axis. A cabinet located in the control equipment
All other PRAs have their prindpal axc4 oriented room houses the recording, playback, and,
identically with one horizontal axis parallcl to calibration units that are used in conjunction .
the major horizontal axis assumed in the seimic with the TilA sensors to produce a time. history
analysis, record of the carthquake. 11 also contains

audible and visual annunciators wired to display
One PRA is located on a reactor water cleanup initiation of the TilA recorder and the power

unit (RWCU) regenerative heat exchanger support. supply components for all equiprnent contained
A sewnd PRA is located on an RilR pipe support. within the cabinct.
A third PR A is located on a diesel generator
support. 3.7.4.3 Control Room Operator Fotincation

Data from PRAs must be manually retrieved Activation of the sebmic triggers causes an
following an earthquake and is used in the audible and visual annunciation in the main
detailed investigations for particular control room to alert the plant operator that an
structures, systems, and equipment, carthquake has occurred. The annunciation is

set to occur at 0.0lg vertical acceleration on
3.7.4.2.3 Selsmic Switches the free field.

One triaxial seismic switch (SS) is instaled The triggers cause initiation of the TilA
| on the reactor building foundation. This device recording system at horizontal or vertical
| actuates a visual and audible annunciator in the acceleration levels slightly bigher than the
j main control room when the OBE acceleration on at expected background level including induced

least one of the axes has been exceeded. When vibrations from sources such as traffic,
the threshold acceleration is sensed, the relay clevators, people, and machinery. The initial
closes and remains closed for an adjustable set points may be changed once significant plant
period after the threshold is no longer exceeded. operating clata have been obtained which indicate

| that a different setpoint would provide better
3.7.4.2.4 Itesponse Spectrum Recorders TilA system operation.

The response spectrum recorders measure both Audible and visual annunciators are prosided
horizontal and vertical peak acceleration for a in the main control room to indicate whether the
series of frequencies pertinent to specific OBE floor accelerations have been exceeded for

Amendment 7 3725
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the seismic switch k> cation. 3.7.4.5 In.Senice Suneltlance

The peak acceleration level experienced by the Each of the seismic instruments will be
reactor building basemat is available immediately demonstrated operable by the performance of the
following the earthquake. This is obtained by channel che:k, channel calibration, and channel
playing back the recorded TilA data from the functional test operations at the intervals
basemat location and reading the peak salue from specified in Table 3.7-9
a strip chart recorder.

3,7.5 Col, l.icense Information
Significant response spectra from the reactor

building basemat are available irnmediately 3.7.5.1 Seismic Parameters
following an carthquake for comparison with the
OBE and SSE response spectra. The design basis herirontal g value is 0.3g

for SSE and 0.15g for OllE. These are maximum
3.7A.4 Comparison of Measured and Predicted free field ground accelerations at the site as
Responses measured at the existing grade level near the

AllWP. The response spectra are presented in
Initial determination of the carthquake level Subsection 3.7.1. The range of site parameters

is performed immediately after the earthquake by used to establish the design basis seismic
comparing the measured response spectra from the parameters is presented in Appendix 3A.
reactor building basemat with the OBE and SSE
response spectra for the corresponding location. 3,7,6 References
if the measured spectra exceed the OBE response ,

spectra, the plant is shut down and a detailed 1. General Electric Company BWR/6-233 Standard,
analysis of the earthquake motion is undertaken. Safety Analysis Report (GESSAR), Docket No.

STN $0 447, November 7,1975.
After any carthquake, the data from all

scismic recorders and recording instruments are 2. E.11. Vanmarcke and C. A. Cornell, Scismic
retrieved. When the OBE has been exceeded, the Risk and Design RespoLse Spectra, ASCE
data from these instruments are analyzed to Specialty Confer :nce on Safety and
obtain the seismic accelerations experienced at Reliability 4 Metal Structures, Pittsburgh,
the location of major Seismic Category i Pennsylvania, Nosember 1972.
structures and equipment. The measured response
from the time history accelerographs, peak- 3. NUREG-0800, Standard Review r/an. Section
recording accelerographs, and response spectrum 3.7.1.
iccorders are used to determine the response
spectra at the location of each Seismic Categcry 4. L. K. Liu, Scismic Analysis of the Boiling
I structure and system. These spectra are Water Reactor, symposium on seismic analysis
co upared with those used in the design to of pressure vess-l and piping components,
determine whether the structure or system is First National Congress on Pressure Vessel
still adequate for future use. Peak-recording and Piping San Francisco, California, May
accelerographs mounted on equipment are used to 1971.
determine whether the design limitation of that
specific equipment has becn exceeded.

The theoretical structural response and men-
sured structural responses are compared to assess
the degree of conservatism in the analytical pre.
dictions. Seismb icvels are established to de-

| termine whethe: 0.c plant can be brought back on
line. The criteria consider system design and
dynamic analysis in establishing the acceptable
levels for continued operation.

!-
I
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Table 3.7 1

DAMI'ING FOlt DIFFEltENT MATEltlALS

Percent Critical
lhunid!!E

f Itun DE SE

Reinforced con. crete structures 4 7

Welded structural assemblies 2 4
_

Steel frame structures 1 4

Ilotted or riveted structural assemblics 4 7

Equipment 2 3

piping systems ,

diameter greater than 12 in. 2' 3 ,

diameter less than or equal to 12 in. l' 2

Reactor pressure vessel, support skirt,
shroud head and separator 2 4

Guide tubes and CRD housings 1 2

Fuel 6 6

Damping values of ASSIE Code Case N-4111, attema'ive damping Values for Response*

Spectra Analysi, of Class 1, 2, and 3 Piping, Section !!!, Division 1, inay be
used as permitted by Regulatory Guide 1.54 These damping values are applicable
in analyzing piping response for Seismic and other dynamic loads filtering
through building structu,es in high frequencies range beyond 33 lit.

Amendment 7 3.7-27
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Table 3.7 2

NATURAL FREQUENCilgS OF Tile REACTOR llUILDING COMPLEX IN0
X DIRECTION (0 180 AXIS) . FIXED HASE CONDITION

i

Mode No Ettguency filZ)s

1 3.97
; 2_ 4.53

3 7.70
4 8.11
5 9.17
6 11.57
7 13.M
8 13.89
9 15.02
10 1531
11 1$.79 ;

12 15.26
13 16.82 i

'
14 18.00

.

'

15 -19.73 '

16 20.42 *

17 21.08
18 22.05
19 23.M
20 24.61
21 26.27
22 27.29
23 28.17
24 28.51
25 2938 -

-26 31.10
27 32.04
28 ~ 32.22
29 32.58

<
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Table 3.7 3 !

NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF TifE REAcrOR HUILDING COMPLEX IN :

Y DIRECflON (90'.270' AXIS) . FIXED HASE CONDITION
,

i

Mode No- fIIgUtDillllli
.

!

1 3.81 |
2 4.52 !
3 7.03-
4 7.65
5 7.73
6 8.fd '

7 1137
8 13.02
9 13,67

10 14.17
11 1532
12 15.91 '

13 1648
14 16.82 6

.J 18.00 .

16 19.25 *

17 19.74
I

18 21.24
19 22.14
20 23,75

21 24.58 |

22 26.15
*

,

23 26f6
24 27.83 ,
25 - 29.59
26 29.90
27 31.10
28 31.63
29 32.22

,

. Amendment l'~ 3.7-29
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Table 3.7 4 -

NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF TIIE REACTOR BUILDING COMPLEX IN ,

Z DIRECTION (VERTICAL)- FIXED HASE CONDITION
|

&de No. Treauenct (IIZ)

! 5.07
- !

2 -5.176
3 5.183

!4 8.44
5 9.20
6 9.23
7. 12.80
8- 13.37
9 19,60
10 27.54 1

11 31.36

4

.

Table 3.7 5 !

t

NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF Tile CONTROL
llUILDING FIXED HASE CONDITION

- Mode No. Freauency (IIZ) !$1rection

1 5.42- XllORIZ
2 6.72 YllORIZ '

3 1330 ZVERT
4 -18.55 X IIORIZ
5 24.81 Y liORIZ 3
6 -31.59 YllORIZ
7- 33.61 XllORIZ

Amendment 18 3.7-M
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Table 3.7 6

NUh111Elt Ol' DYNA 511C llESI'ONSE CYCLFS EXi'ECTED
DUltlNG A SEISN11C EVENT FOlt SYSTEhtS & COS1PONENTS

lEQLTSfDI ANI)Wil)Til (1111

0 + .10 [q@ ;(i.fj)

Total number of seismic cyc!cs its 359 643

No. of seismic cycles (0.5% of

total) betwe: 75% and 100% of
peak loads 0.8 1.8 3.2

No. of seismic cycles (4.5% of

Iotal) between 50% and 75% of
pcak loads 7.5 16.2 28.9

.

Amendment 1 17 31
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Table 3,7 7

DESCI(IPTION OF SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION

Sttpoint Operating
Cununattn1 LEnthat 13til!1(cid .J g L__ llanut

Time history accelerometer free field,1(o M fio n N/A 0.01 to 1.og-

sensor Reactor fluilding RB

Time history acceler eeter Reactor building founda- (-) 13.2 M 0 01 to 1.og
sensor tion mat at base an Ril

dean tone

Time history acceleromeMr At RB clean tone ( + ) 2h7 M - 0.01 to 1.0g
sensor

Seismic trigger Free field,1(o M from N/A 0.01 On)5 to 0.0?g
Reactor fluilding

Seismic trigger Free field, jf 0 M from N/A 0.01 0n15 to 0.02g ,
Reactor Building

,

Peak recording accelero. Reactor Building, RWCU (-) 6.7 M - I to 20117
graph regeneratise heat

exchanger support

Peak recording accclero. Reactor Building, R11R - - 1 to 20 lir
graph line

Peak recording accelero- Reactor Building, Diesel ( + ) 7.3 M - I to 20117
graph generator A support

Seismie switch Reactor Duilding founda. (-) 13.2 M 0.10 0.1 to 39.0 lit
tion

Perponse spectrum recorder, Reactor Building founda- (-) 13.2 M Table Table 3.7 8
(active) tion runt at the base of an 3.7 8

RB clean zone

Respons<.: spectrum recorder, Control Building found- (-) 3.5 M Table Table 3.7 8
(active) tion mat 3.78

Response spectrum recorder, Reactor Building p!y - - 1.0 to 32 Ili
(passive) tunnel R11R hanger

Response spectrum recorder, Reador Building FMCRD ( + ) 18.7 M 1.0 to 32 Ilz-

(passive) control panel support

Seismic event recording Control equipment room - - -

alarm, playback panel

! * Elevations are with respect to the RPVbottom head.

Amendment 1 3 7-32
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Table 3.7 8

SET l'OINTS FOlt ACI'lVE 1(ESl'ONSE SI'Ect'ItUM ltEColti) Ells

Setpoint(g) _ Ogwrating
llange

thirknntal Ytrt!atl 11nutan.1110

0.19 0 13 1 AK)

0.23 0.16 1.26

0.29 0.20 1.59

0.35 0.25 2.00

0.48 0.30 232
0.41 0.37 3.17
0.40 0.39 4.00

039 038 5.04

037 0 37 635
0.M 036 81X)

032 0.32 10.01

016 0.26 12.07

0.21 0.21 20.(A) ;

0.17 0.17 20.20 ,

0.13 0.13 24.40
0.10 0.10 32.00

_

Amendment 1 3731
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Table 3.7 9

SEISMIC MONITolt!NG INSTitUMENTATION SUltVElLIANCE ItEQUII(EMENTS

CllANNEL
Cil ANNEL CilANNEL FUNLTi()NAL

INSTitU$1ENT CllLCha CAlllLR ATIOS_a 1131u

1. Triarial Time liistory Accelerographs hl R SA

2 Triarial Peak Accelerographs NA R NA
,

l

3. Triaxial Scismic Switches h1 R SA

4. Triaxial Response Spectrum Recorders 51 R SA |
i

61 = hionthly
.

R = Refueling
SA = One per 18 months
NA = Not Applicable

Amendment 1 3 7-M
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Table 3.710

NATUlbtL FitEQUENCIES OF Tile ItADWASTE
IlUILDING FIXED llASE CONDITION

blode No. Mquency (llD ]]htill.cn

1 446 Y llORIZ
2 5.61 X llORIZ
3 11.47 Z VERT
4 11.74 Y llORIZ
5 14.29 X IIORIZ
6 19.42 YllORIZ
7 22.39 X 110RIZ
8 23.01 Y llORIZ
9 23.13 X llORIZ
10 28.61 Z VERT

=

.

I

Amendment 18 3 7a1
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Standard Plant n3

Table 3.711

SITE COEFFICIENTS

Type Description S l'ertor

S A soil profile with either; 1.0
3

(a) A rock like material characterized by
a shear wave velocity greater than 2,500
fps or by other suitable means of classifi-
cation,

or

(b) Stiff or dense soil condition where soil
depth is less than 200 ft.

S A soil profile with dense or stiff soil 1.2y
conditions, where the soil depth exceeds
200 feet.

S A sou prome a feet or more in depth 1.5 ;
3

and containing more than 20 feet of soft
,

to medium stiff clay but not more than 40
feet of soft clay.

S A soil profile containing more than 40 feet 2.0
4

of soft clay.

.

Amendment 20 3.7-M 2
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Table 3.712

STRL'LTURAL SYSTEMS

Itasic Structural laterellead Resisting Splem Description R,

A Beating wall 1. Shear walls concrete 6

2a. Braced frames where bracing carries 6
gravityloads steel

2b. Braced frames where bracing, carries 4

gravityloads concrete

B Building frame 1. Steel eccentric braced frame 10
~

Shear walls concrete 8

Concentric braced frames steel 8

Concentric braced f ames - concrete 8

C hlornent iesisting Special moment resisting space frames 12

frame .

Concrete iritermediate moment resisting 7 -

space frames (OMRrF)
Ordinary moment te . sting space 6

frames (OhtRSF) . .tcel
Ordinary moment <csisting space 5

frames (OhiRSF) concrete

D Dual
1. Sbeat walls a. Concrete with ShtRSF 12

b. Concrete with concrete lh1RSF 9
2. Steel EDF with 12

steel Sh1RSF
"

3. Concentric a. Steelwith steelSh1RSF 10

braced frames b Concrete with conciete SNiRSF 9

c. Concrete with concrete lh1RSF 6
.

(

Amendment 20 * 7-R3,.
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|3.9 AIECHANICALSYSTEhtS AND indicate any additional programs used or the
COhlPONENTS later version of the described programs, and the

method of their verification. .

3.9.1 SpecialTopics for hlechanical !
Contponents 3.9.1.3 Experimental Stress Analysis I

l

3.9.1.1 Design Transients The following subsections list those NSSS )
components for which experimental stress i

The plant events affecting the mechanical analysis is performed in conjunction with !

systerns, components and equipment are summarized ai,alytical evaluation. The experimental stress l

in Table 3.91 in two groups: (1) plant operat- analysis methods are used in compliance with the
ing events during which thermal hydraulic transi- provisions of Appendix 11 of the ash 1E Code,
ents occur, and (2) dynamic loading events due to Section 111. ;

accidents, earthquakes and certain operating con. 1

ditions. The number of cycles associated with 3.9.1.3.1 Piping Snubbers und Restrnints I

each event for the design of the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) as an example arc listed in Table The follov.ing components have been tested to

J
3.91. The plant operating conditions are iden. verify their design adequacy:
tified as normal, upset, emergency, faulted, or
testing as defined in Subsection 3.9.3.1.1. Ap- (1) piping seismic snubbers, and
propriate Service Levels (A, B, C, D or testing)
as defined in AShiE Code, Section !!!, are desig- (2) pipe whip restraints.

'

nated for design limits. The design and analysis
of safety-related piping and equipment using spe- Descripilons of the snubber and whip '
cific applicable thermal. hydraulic transients restraint tests are contained in Subsection
which are derive (. from the system behavior during 3.9.3.4 and Section 3.6, respectively,
the events listed in Table 3.91 are docurnented
in the design specification and/or stress report 3.9.1.3.2 Fine h!otion Control Rod Drhe
of the respective equipment. Table 3.9-2 shows (Fh1CRD)
the loading combinations and the standard
acceptance criteria. Experimental data were used in developing the

hydraulic analysis computer called the Fh1CRD01.
3.9.1.2 Computer Programs Used in Analyses The output of Fh1CRD01 'a used in the dynamic

analysis of both /.Sh1E Code and non Code parts.
The computer programs used in the analysis of Pressures used in the analysis of these parts

the major safety related components are described are also determined during actual testing of
in Appendix 3D. prototype control rod dt ves.

The computer programs used in the analyses of 3.9.1.4 Considerations for the Evaluation
Seismic Category I components are maintained of Faulted Condition
either by General Electric or by outside computer
program developers. in either case, the quality All Seismic Category I equipment are
of the programs and the computed results are evaluated for the faulted (Service i.evel D)
controlled. The programs are verified for their loading conditions identified in Tables 3.9-1
application by appropriate metho:is, such as hand and 3.9 2. In all cases, the calculated actual
calculations, or comparison with results from stiesses are within the allowable Service Level
similar programs, experimental tests, or D limits. The following subsections address the
publithed literature including analytical results evaluation methods and stress limits used for
or 2umerical results to the benchmark problems. the equipment and identify the major components

evaluated for faulted conditions. Additinnal
The updates to Appendix 3D will be provided to discussion of faulted analysis can be found in

Amendment 1 39-1
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Subsections 3.9.2.5,3.9.3, and 3.9.5. 3.9.t.4.3 Core Support Struct* ires and Other
Safety Reactor Internal Components

Deformations under faulted conditions are
evaluated in critical areas and the necessary The core support structures and other safet)
design deformation limits, such as clearance class reactor internal components are evaluated
limits, are satisfied, for faulted conditions. The basis for deter-

mining the faulted loads for seismic vents and
3.9.1.4.1 Control Rod Drhe System Components other dynarr.ic events is given in Secen 3.7 and

Subsection 3.9.5, respectively. The allowable
3.9.1.4.1.1 Fine blotion Coatrol Rod Drise Sersite Level D limits for evaluation of these

structures are provided in Subsection 3.o.5.
The fine motion control rod drive (FhtCRD)

ruajor components that are part of the reactor 3.9.1.4.4 RPV Stabilizer and Fh1CRD . and
coolant pressure boundary are analyzed and in. Core llousing Restraints (Supports)
evaluated for the f aulted conditions in
accordance with the ash 1E Code, Section 111 The calculated maximum stresses meet the
Appendix F. allowable stress limits stated in Table 3.9-1 3

and 3.9 2 under faulted conditions for the RpV F,<

3.9.1.4.1.2 Ilydraulic Control Unit stabilizer and supports for the fine motion
control rod drise housing and in core housing

The hydraulic control unit (llCU) is analyzed for faulted ronditions. These supports restrain,

and tested for withstanding the faulted cordition the components during earthquake, ppe rupture .
*loads. Dynamic tests establish the *g' loads in or o'.hcr reactor building vibration events.

~

horizontal and vertical directions as the HCU
capability for the frequency tange that is likely 3.9.1.J.5 Main Steam Isolation Vahe,
tu be experienced in the plant. These tests also Safety / Relief Yahe and Other ASME Class 1
insure that the scram function of the llCU can be Yah es.
performed under these loads. Dynamic analysis of
the llCU with the mounting beams is perforn ed to Elastic analysis methods and standard design
assure that the maximum faulted condition loads rules, as defined in ASME Code Section 111, are
remain below the llCU capability, utilized in the analysis of the pressure boun-

dary, Seismic Category I, ASME Class 1 vahes.
?.9.1.4.2 Reactor Pressure Vessel Assembly The Code allowable stresses are applied to as-

sure integrity under applicable loading condi- r
The reactor pressure vessel assembly tions including faulted condition. Subsection

includes: (1) the reactor pressure vessel 3.9.3.2.4 discusses the operability qualifica-
boundary out to and including the nozzles and tion of the major active valves including main
housings for F1.iCRD, internal pump and it, core sicum isolation valve and the main steam
instrumentation; (2) support skirtt and (3) the safety / relief valse for scismic and other
shroud support, including legs, cylinder, and dy namic conditions. The allowable stresses for'

plate. The design and analysis of these three various operating conditions, including faulled,
parts comply with subsections NB, NF, and NG, for actisc ASME Class 1 valves are provided in a
respectively, of the ASME Code, Section 111. For footnote to Table 3.9 2.,

f aulted conditions, the reactor vessel is

evaluated using clastic analysis. For the 3.9 t.4.6 ECCS and SLC Pumps. RRS and RilR ileat
support skirt and shroud support, an clastic Eubangers. RCIC Turbine, and RRS Motor
analysis is performed, and buckling is evaluated
for compressive load cases for certain locations The ECCS (RilR, RCIC and HPCF) pumps, SLC
in the assembly, pumps, RilR heat exchangers, and RCIC turbine are

392
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analyzed for the faulted loading conditions. The 3.9.1.4.10 ASSIE Class 2 and 3 Pumps
ECCS and SLC pumps are active AShlE Class 2 compo-
nents. The allowable stresses for active pumps Elastic analysis methods are used for evaluat-
are provided in a footnote to Table 3.9 2. ing faulted 1(ading conditions for Class 2 and 3

ponps. The equivalent allowab!c stresset for
The reactor coolant pressure boundary compo- ni active pumps using clastic techniques are ob.

s of the reactor recirculation system (RRS) tained from NC/NDG400 of the ash 1E Code Section
pump motor assembly, and recirculation motor cool- 111. These allowables are above clastic lim-
ing (RhtC) subsystem heat c Achanger ate ash 1E Class its. The allowables for active pumps are pro-
1 and Class 3, respectively, and are analyzed for vided in a footnote to Table 3.9 2.
the faulted loading conditions. All equipment
stresses are within the clastic limits. 3.9.1.4.11 ASSIE Class 2 and 3 Val es

3.9.1.4.7 fuel Storuge and Refueling Equipment Elastic analyst methods and standard dez.ign
rules are used .or evaluating faulted loading

Storage, refueling, and servicing equipment conditions or Class 2, and 3 valves. The

wHeh is important to safety is classified as es- equivalent allowable stresses for nonactive
sential components per the requirements of valves using clastic techniques are obtained
10CFR50 Appendix A. This equipment and other from NC/ND 3500 of ash 1E Code, Section 111.
equipment which in case of a failure would de- These allowables ase above clastic limits. The
grade an essential component is defined in Sec. allowables for active valves are provided in a
tion 9.1 and is classified as Seismic Category footnote to Table 33-2,

;
i. These components are subjected to an clastic

'

dynamic finite element analysis to generate load- 3.9.1.4.12 AShlE Class 1,2 and 3 Piping
ings. This analysis utilizes appropriate floor
response spectra and combines loads at frequen- Elastic analpis methods are used for evalual.
cies up to 33 Hz for >cismic loads and up to 60 ing faulted loading conditions for Class 1, 2,
liz for other dynamic loads in three directions. and 3 piping. The equivalent allowable stresses
Imposed stresses are generated H combined for using clastic techniques are obtained from Appen-
normal, upset, and faulted co.. itions. Stresses dix F (for Class 1) and NC/ND 3600 (for Class 2
are compared, depend:ng on the specific safety and 3 piping) of the AShiE Code Section 111.
class of the equipment, to Industrial Codes, These allowables are above clastic limits. The
ash 1E, ANSI or Industrial Standards, AISC, allowables for functional capability of the es-
allowables, sential piping are provided in a footnote to

Table 3.9 2,
3.9.1.4.8 fuel Assembly (including Channel)

3.9.1.5 Inelastle Analpis hiethods
GE BWR fuel assembly (including channel) de-

sign bases, and analytical and evaluation methods inelastic analysis is only applied to AllWR
including those applicable to the faulted condi- components to demonstrate the acceptability of
tions are the same as those contained in Refer. three types of postulated events. Each event is
ences 1 and 2. an extermly low-probability occurence and the

equipment affected by these events would not be
3.9.1.4.9 ash 1E Class 2 and 3 Vessels reused. These three events are:

Elastic analysis methods are used for evaluat- (1) Postulated gross piping failure.

|
ing faulted loading conditio .s for Class 2 and 3

|
vessels. The equivalent allowable stresses using (2) Postulated blowout of a reactor internal

' clastic techniques are obtained from NC/ND 3300 recirculation (RIP) motor casing due to a
and NC-3200 of the ASSIE Code Section 111. These weld failure.

! allowables are above elastic limits.
(3) Postulated blowout of a control rod drive'

(CRD) housing due to a weld failure.

Amendment 11 39-3
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The loading combinations and design criteria 3.9.2.1 Piping Vibration, Therrnal Espansion,
for pipe whip restraints utilized to mitigate the and Dynamic Effects
effects of postulated piping f ailures are
provided in Subsection 3.6.2.3.3. The overall 'est program is divided into

two phases; the preoperational test phase and
In the case of the RIP motor casing failure the initial startup test phase. Piping vibra-

event, there are specific restraints applied to tion, thermal espansion and dynamic effects test. E
mitigate the effects of the failure. The ing will be performed during both of these "

rnitigation arrangement consists of lugn on the phases as described in Chapter 14. Subsections
RPV bottom head to which are attached two long 14.2.12.1.51,14.2.12.2.10 and 14.2.12.2.11 t e-
rods for each RIP. The lower end of each rod late the specific role d this testing to the ov-
engages two lugs on the RIP motor / cover. The use etall test program. Discussed below are the gen.
of inelastic analysis methods is limited to the cral requirements for this testing. It
middle slender body of the rod itself. The
attachment lugs, bolts and clevises are shown to

1

be adequate by clastic analysis. The selection !

of stainless steel for the rod is based on its
high ductility assumed for energy absorption
during inelastic deformation.

The mitigation for the CRD housingi

at:.ichment weld failure is by somewhat different
means than are those of the RIP in that the

,

comporants with regular functions also function '

to rnitiga:e the weld failure effect. The
components are specifically:

(1) Core support plate

(2) Control rod guide tube

(3) Control rod drive housing

(4) Control rod drive outer tube

(5) Bayonet fingers

Only the cylindrical bodies of the control
rod guide tube, control rod drive housing and
control rod drive outer tube are analyzed for
energy absorption by inelastic deformation.

Inelastic analysis for there latter two
events together with the criteria used for
evaluation are consistent with the procedures
described in Subsection 3.6.2.3.3 for the
different components of a pipe whip restraint.
Figure 3.9 6 shows the stress strain curve used
for the blowout restraints.

3.9.2 Dynamic Testing r.nd Analysis

Amendment 11 3901
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should be noted that because one goal of the dy- to more rigorous testing and precise instrutr.enta.
namic effects testing is to verify the adequacy tion requirements and, therefore, will require
of the piping support system, such components are remote monitoring techniques, local measurement
addressed in the subsections that follow. H ow- techniques, such as the use of a hand held
ever, the more specific requirements for the de- vibromuer, are more appropriate in cases where
sign and testing of the piping support system are iti: expected that the vibration will be less
described in Subsection 3.9.3.4.1. complex and of lessor magnitude, hiany systems

that are assessable during the preoperational
3.9.2.1.1 Vibration and Dynamic Effects Testing test phase and that do not show significant

intersystem interactions will fall into this cat-
,

The purpose of these tests is to confirm egory. Visual observations are utilized where ;
that the piping, components, restraints and sup- vibration is expected to be minimal and the need A

ports of specified high and moderate energy sys- for a time history record of transient behavior
tems have been designed to withstand the dynamic is not anticipated. However, unexpected visual
effects of steady state flow induced vibration observations or local indications may require
and anticipated operational transient condi- that a more sophisticated technique be used.
tions. The general requirements for vibration Also, the issue of assessability should be con.
and dynamic effects testing of piping systems are sidered. Application of these measurement tech-
specified in R e gulatory G uid e 1.68, niques is detailed in the appropriate testing
"Preoperational and initial Startup Test Programs specification consistent with the guidelines con-
for Water Cooled Power Reactors". htore specific tained in ANSI / ash 1E Oh13.
vibr:cion testing requirements are defined in ;

ANSI / ash 1E Oht3," Requirements for Preoperational 3.9.2.1.1.2 Monitoring itequirements
,

and initial Startup Vibration Testing of Nuclear
Power Plant Piping Systems". Preparation of As described in Subsection 14.2.12.1.51,
detailed test specifications will be in full 14.2.12.2.10 and 14.2.12.2.11 all safety related
accordance with this standard and will address piping systems will be subjected to steady state
such issues as prerequisites, test conditions, and transient vibration measurements. The scope

;:; precautions, measurement techniques, monitoring of such testing shall include safety related in- p

$ requirements, test hold points and acceptance strumentation piping and attached small. bore pip- R
criteria. The development and specification of ing (branch piping). Special attention should
the types of measurements required, the systems be given to piping attached to pumps, compres-
and locations to be raonitored, the test ers, and other rotating or reciprocating equip-
acceptance criteria, and the correctise actions ment. hionitoring location selection consider-
that may be necessary are discussed in more ations should include the proximity of isolation
detail below. valves, pressure or flow control valves, flow

orifices, distribution headers, pumps and other ;;;

3.9.2.1.1.1 hicasurement Techniques elements where shock or high turbulence may be g
of concern. Location and orientation of instru-

There are essentially three methods avail- mentation and/or measurements will be detailed
able for determining the acceptability of steady in the appropriate test specification.
state and transient vibration for the affected hioniinred data should include actual deflections
systems. These three measurement techniques are and frequencies as well as related system operat-
visual observation, local measurements, or re. ing conditions. Time duration of data recording
motely monitored / recorded measurements. The tech- should be sufficient to indicate whether the vi-
nique used in each case will depend on such fac- bration is continuous or transient, Steady
tors as the safety significance of the particular state monitoring should be performed at critical
system, the expected mode and/or magnitude of the conditions such as minimum or maximum flow, or
vibration, the assessability of the system during abnormal combinations or configurations of
designated testing conditions, or the need for a system pumps or valves. Transient monitoring
time history recording cf the vibratory behav- should include anticipated system and total
ior. Typically, the systems where vibration has plant operational transients where critical
the greatest safety implication will be subject piping or components are expected to show
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signillunt response. Steady state conditions During the course of the tests, the remote
and te nuient events to be monitored will be measurements will be regularly checked to verify
detailed .in the appropriate testing specification compliance with acceptance criteria. If trends
consis tut with OM3 guidelines. indicate that criteria may be violated, the mea-

surements should be monitored at more frequent
3.9.2.1.13 Trst Esaluation and Acceptance Crite. intervals. The test will be held or terminated
ria as soon as criter;a are violated. As soon as

possible after the test hold or termination ap.
The piping response to test conditions propriate investigative and corrective actions

shall be considered acceptable if the review of will be taken. If practicable, a walkdown of
the tes: reruits indicates that the piping re- the piping and suspension system should be made
sponds in a rnanner consistent with predictions of in en attempt to identify potential obstructions
the stren report and/or that piping stresses are or improperly operating suspension components.
within ASME Code Section til (NB 36000) limits. Hangers and snubbers should be positioned such
Acctplable limits are determined after the comple- that they can accommodate the expected deflec.
tion of piping systems stress analysis and are tions without bottoming out or extending fully.
providtd in the piping test specificatians. All signs of damage to piping supports or an-

chors shall be insestigated.
To ensure test data integrity and test

safety, criteria have been established to fa- Instrumentation indicating criteria failure
cilitate auent, ment of the test while it is in shall be checked for proper operation and
progress. For steady state and transient vibra- calibration including comparison with other in-
tion the pertinent acceptance criteria are usu. strumentation located in the proximity of the ex- .

ally expressed in terms of maximum allowable dis- cessive vibration. The assumptions used in the
placement / deflection. Visual observation should calculations that generated the applicable lim. @
only be used to confirm the absence of sig- its should be verified agains; actual conditions A
nificant levels of vibration and not to determine and discrepancies noted should be accounted for
acceptability of any potentially excessive vibra- in the criteria limits. This may require a

@ tion, Therefore, in some cases other measurement reanalysis at actual system conditions.
techniques will be required with appropriate quan-"

,

titative acceptance criteria. Should the investigation of instrumentation
and calculations fail to reconcile the criteria

There are typically two levels of acceptance violations, then physical corrective actions rnay
criteria for allowable vibration displace- be required. This might include identification
ments/deflecticos. Level I criteria are bounding and reduction or elimination of offending forc-
type criteria associated with safety limits while ing functions, detuning of resonant piping spans
1,evel 2 criteria are stricter criteria associated by appropriate modifications, addition of brac-
with system or component expectations. For ing, or changes in operating procedurcs to avoid
steady state vibration the Level 1 criteria av troublesome conditions. Any such modifications
based on the endurance limit (10,000 psi) to as- will require retest to verify vibrations have
sure no failure from fatigue over the life of the been sufficiently reduced.

| plant. The corresponding Ievel 2 criteria are
based on one half the endurance limit (5,000 3.9.2.? 2 *Germal Expansion Testing
psi). For transient vibration the Level 1 crite-
ria are based on either the ASME Ill code upset A thermal expansion preoperational and startup
primary stress limit or the applicable snubber testing program performed through the use of vi-
load capacity. Level 2 criteria are based on a sual observation and remote sensors has been
given tolerance about the expected deflection established to verify that normal unrestrained
value. thermal movement occurs in specified safety-

related high and moderate energy piping sys-
! 3.9.2.1.1.4 Reconcilletion and Correctin Ac- tems. The purpose of this program is to ensure

tions the following:

|
.
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(1) the piping system duribg system heatup and measurements, using a hand held scale or ruler,
cooldown is free to expand and move without against a fixed reference or by recording the
unplanned obstruction or restraint in the r, position of a snubber or spring can. A more
y, and z directions; precise method would be using perrnanent or

temporary instrurnentation that directly measures
(2) the piping system does shakedown after a few displacement, such as a lanyard potentiometer,

thermal expansion cycles; that can be monitored via a remote indicator or
recording device. The technique to be used will

(3) the piping system is working in a manner con- depend on such factors as the amount of movement
sistent with the assumption of the stress predicted and the assessability of the piping,
analysist

hicasurement of piping temperature is also of
(4) there is adequate agreement between calcu- importance when evaluating thermal expansion

lated values and measured values of displace- This may be accomplished either indirectly via
ments; and the temperature of the process fluid or by

direct measurement of the piping wall tem-
(5) there is consistency and repeatability in perature and such measurements may be obtained

thermal displacements during heatup and either locally or remotely. The choice of tech-
cooldown of the systems. nique use'd shall depend on such considerations

as the accuracy required and the assessability
The general r:quirements for thermal expan- of the piping.

sion testing of piping systems are specified in ;

P.cgulatory Guide 1.68, *Preoperational and Ini. 3.9.2.1.2.2. hionitoring Requircraents
y tial Startup Testing Programs for Water Cooled

. ;:;

$r; Power Reactors." hiore specific requirements are As described in Subsections 14.2.12.1.51
defined in ANS1/AShfE Ohi7 ' Requirements for and 14.2.12.2.10 all safety related piping shall
Ther.nal Expansion Testing of Nuclear Power Plant be included in the thermal expansion testing pro.
Piping Systems.* Detailed test specifications gram. Thermal expansion of specified piping sys-
will be prepared in full accordance with this tems should be measured at both the cold and het
standard and will address such issues as extremes of their expected operating condi.
prerequisites, test conditions, precautions, tions. Physical walkdowns and recording of
measurement techniques, monitoring requirements, hanger and snubber positions should also be con-
test hold points and acceptance criteria. The ducted where possible considering assessability
development and specification of the types of and local environmental and radiological condi.
measurements r: quired, the systems and locations tions in the hot and cold states. Displacements
to be monitored, the test acceptance criteria, and appropriate piping / process temperatures
and the corrective actions that may be necessary shall be recorded for those systems and condi-
are discussed in more detail below, tions specified. Sufficient time shall have

passed before taking such measurements to ensure
3.9.2.1.2.1 hicasurement Techniques the piping system is at a steady state condi.

tion. In selecting locations for monitoring pip.
Verification of acceptable thermal expan- ing response, consideration shall be given to

sion of.specified piping systems can be accom- the maximum responses predicted by the piping
plished by several methods. One method is to analysis. Specific consideration should also be
physically walkdown the piping system and verCy given to the first run of pipe attached to
by visual observation that free thermal movement component nozzles and pipe adjacent to
is unrestrained. This might include verification structures requiring a controlled gap,
that piping supports such as snubbers and spring
hangers are not fully extended or bottomed out 3.9.2.1.2.3 Test Evaluation and Acceptance Crl-
and that the piping (including branch lines and teria
instrument lines) and its insulation is not in
hard contact with other piping or support To ensure test data integrity and test
structures. Another method would involve local safety, criteria have been established to fa-
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cilitate assessment of the test while it is in noted should be accounted for in the criteria
progress. Limits of thermal expansion displace- limits including possib'e reanalysis.
ments are established prior to start of piping
testing to which the actual measured displace. Should the insestigation of instrumentation
ments are compared to determine acceptability of and calculations fail to reconcile the criteria
the actual motion. If the measured displacement violations or should the visual inspection re-
does not sary from the aucptance limits values real an unintended restraint, then physical cor-
by more than the specified tolerance, the piping rectise actions may be required. This might in-
system is responding in a manner consistent with clude complete or partial removal of an interfer-
the predictions and is therefore acceptable. The it ; structure; replacing, readjusting or reposi.
piping response to test sonditions shall be con- tioning piping system supports; modifying the
sidered acceptable if the review of the test re- pipe routing; or, modifying system operating pro-

g sults indicates that the piping responds in a man- cedures to avoid the temperature conditions that
3 net consistent with the predictions of the stress resulted in the unacceptable thermal expansion.

report and/or that piping stresses are within
AShtE Code Section 111 (Nil 3600) limits. Accept-
able thermal expansion limits att determined
after the complesion of piping systems stress
analysis and are provided in the piping test

a specifications. Level I criteria are bounding
criteria based on AShlE Ill Code stress limits.
Lesel : criteria are stricter criteria based the
predicted movements using the calculated deflec- '

tions plus a selected tolerance. -

3.9.2.1.2,t Reconcillation und Correctise Ac.
.

tions j
e,

During the course of the tests, the remote
measurements will be regalarly checked to serify
compliance with acceptance criteria, it trends
indicate that criteria may be violated, the mea-
surements should be monitored at more frequent in-
tervals. The test will be held or terminated as
soon as criteria are violated. As soon as pos-

-

sible after the test hold or termination appropri-
ate investigative and corrective actions will be
taken, if practicable, a walkdown of the af-

A fccted piping and suspension system should be
E made in an attempt to identify potential obstruc-

tion to free piping movement. Ilangers and snub-
bers should be positioned within t'neir expected
cold and hot settings. All signs of damage to
piping or supports shall be investigated,

instrumentation indicating criteria failure
shall be checked for proper operation and calibra-
tion including comparison with other instrumenta-
tion located in the proximity of the
out of bounds movement. Assumptions. such as p;p-
ing temperature, used in the calculations that
generated the applicable limits should be com-
pared with actual test conditions. Discrepancies

i
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3.9.2.2 Seismic Qualification of
Safety Helated Mechanical Equipment

,

(including Other RIW Induced Leads) |

This subsection describes the criteria for
dynamic qualification of safety.related
mechanical equipment and associated supports,

i

and also describes the qualification testing )
and/or analysis applicable to the major '

components on a component by component basis.
Seismic and other events that may induce
reactor building vibration (RBV)-(see Appendix !
3B) are considered. In some cases, a module
or assembly consisting of mechanical and
electrical equipment is qualified as a unit )
(e.g., ECCS pumps). These modules are
generally discussed in this subsection and
Subsection 3.9.3.2 rather than providing
discussion of the separate electrical pasts in
Section 3.10. Electrical supporting equipment
such as control consoles, cabinets, and panels-

@ are discussed in Section 3.10.n i

3.9.2.2.1 Tests and Analpis Criteria and
'

Methods

The ability of equipment to perform its
safety function during and after the
application of a dynamic load is demonstrated
by tests and/or analysis. The analysis is
performed in accordance with Section 3.7.
Selection of Testing, analysis or a
combination of the two is determined by the
type, sire, shape, and complexity of the
equipment being considered. When practical,
the equipment operability is demonstrated by
testing. Ot he rwise, ope rability is
demonstrated by r.sathematical analysis.

Equipment which is large, simple, and/or
consumes large amounts of power is usual!y
qualified by analysis or static bend test to
show that the loads, stresses and deflections
are less than the allowable maximum. Analysis
and/or static bend testing is also used to
show there are no natural frequencies below 33
liz for seismic loads and 60 lir for other RDV

' The 60 #2 frequency cutoff for dynamic loads'. If a natural frequency lower than 33
analysis of suppression pool dynantic loads is the lit in the case of seismic loads and 60 lli in
minimum requirement based on a genenc Reference
8, using the missing strain energy method,
performed for representative BlVR equipment under
high frequency input loadings.
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the case of other RBY induced loads is (3) the input has sufficient intensity and
discovered, dynamic tests and/or mathematical duration to excite all modes to the
analyses may be used to verify operability and required magnitude so that the testing
structural integ+ 't the required dynamic response spectra will envelop the
input conditions, corresponding response spectra of the

individual modes.
When the equipment is qualified by dynamic

test, the response spectrum or time history of 3.9.2.2.1.2 Application of fnput Modes
thi: attachment point is used in determining input
motion. When dynamic tests are performed, the

input motion is applied to one vertical und
Natural frequency may be determined by running one horizontal axis sitnultaneously. Ilowever,
continuous sweep frequency search using a if the equipment response along the verticala4

sinusoidal steady. state input of low magnitude. direction is not sensitive to the vibratory
Dynamic load conditions are simulated by testing motion along the horirontal direction and sice
using random vibration input or single frequency versa, then the input motion is applied to one
input (within equipment capability) over the direction at a time, in the case of sirgle
frequency range of interest. Whichever method is frequency input, the time phasing of the
used, the input amplitude during testing inputs in the vertical and horizontal
envelopes the actual input amplitude expected directions are such that a purely rectilinear
during the dynamic loading condition. resultant input is avoided.

The equipment being dynamically tested is 3.9.2.2.1.3 Fixture Design
mounted on a fixture which simulates the intended '

service mounting and causes no dynamic coupling The fixture design simulates the actual
to the equipment, service mounting and causes no dynamic

coupling to the equipment.
Equipment having an extended structure, such

as a valve operator, is analyzed by applying 3.9.2.2.1.4 Prototype Testing
static equivalent dynamic loads at the center of
grasily of the extended structure. In cases Equipment testing i, conducted on
where the equipment structural complexity makes prototypes of the equipment to be installed in
mathematical analysis impractical, a static bend the plant.
test is used to determine spring constant and
operational capability at maximum equivalent 3.9.2.2.2 Qualification of Safety.Related
dynamic load conditions. Mechantral Equipment

3.9.2.2.1.1 Random Vibration loput The following subsections discuss the
testing or analytical qualification of the

When random vibration input is used, the safety.related major mechanical equipment, and
actual input motion envelopes the appropriate other ASME !!! equipment, including equipmert
floor input motion at the individual modes. supports.
Ilowever, single frequency input such as sine
beats can be use provided one of the following 3.9.2.2.2.1 CRD and CRD llousing
conditions are met:

The qualification of the CRD housing (with
(1) the characteristics of the required input enclosed CRD) is done analytically, and the

motion is dominated by one frequency; stress results of their analysis establish the
i structural integrity of these components.

(2) the anticipated response of the equipment is Preliminary dynamic tests are conducted to
; adequately represented by one mode; or verify the operability of the control rod
i

!

!
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drive during a dynamic event. A simulated test, 3.9.2.2.2.4 Fuel Assembly (including |

imposing dyncmie deflection in the fuel channels Channel) )
up to values greater than the expected seismic !
respoMe, is performed with the CRD demonstrated GE BWR fuel channel design bases, analyti. |

functioning satisfactorily. cal methods, and seismic considerations are !

similar to those contained in References 1 and
The test was conducted in twc phaser due to 2. The resulting combined acceleration pro.

facility limitations. The seismic test facility files, including fuel lif t for all normal / ,

'

cannot be pressurited while shaking therefore the upset and faulted events are to be shown less
charging pressure of the hydraulle control unit than the respective design basis acceleration
h reduced to simulate the back pressure that is profile s.
applied in the reactor. The appropriate
adjustment was determined by first running scram 3.9.2.2.2.5 Reartor Internal Purnp and klotor
tests with the f ull reactor pressure and with Assembly
peak transient pressure. Then with the test
vessel at atmospheric pressure, the scram tests The reactor internal pump (RIP) and motor l

g were repeated with reduced charging pressures assembly, including its appurtenances and
'

s until the scram performance matched that of the support, is classified as Seismic Category 1,
" ,

pressurized tests. This was repeated for the but not active, and is designed to withstand 1

peak pressure also. The seismic tests were then the seismic forces, including other RBV
performed with the appropriate pressure loads. The qualification of the assembly is
adjustments for the conditions being tested. The done analytically, and with a dynamic test. i

tests were run for various vibration levels with -

fuel channel deflections being the independent 3.9.2.2.2.6 ECCS Pump and Motor Assembly
variable. The test facility was driven to
vibration levels that produced various channel A prototypc ECCS (RllP. and ilPCI') pump motor
deflections up to 1.6 inches and the scram curves assembly is qualified for seismic and other
recorded, The 1.6 inch channel deflection is RBV loads via a combination of dynamic
several times the channel deflection calculated analpis and dynamic testing. The complete
for the actual seismic condition. The motor assembly is qualified via dynamic
correlation of the test with analysis is via the testing in accord. ance with IEEE 344 The
channel deflection not the housing structural qualification test program includes
analysis since scramability is controlled by demonstration of startup capability as well as
channel deflection not housing deflection, operability during dynamic loading

conditions. This is discussed in more detail
3.9.2.2.2.2 Core Support (Furt Support and in Subsection 3.9.3.2.1.4.
CR Guide Tube)

The pump and motor assemblics, as units
A detailed analysis imposing dynamic effects operating under seismic and other RBV load

due to seismic and other RBV events is performed conditions, are qualified by dynamic analy.
to show that the maximum stresses developed sis and results of the analysis indicate that
during these events are much lower than the the pump and motor are capable of sustaining
maximum allowed for the component material, the above loadings without exceeding the

allowable stresses. This is discussed in more
3.9.2.2.2.3 11)draulle Control Unit (llCU) detait in Sv'sectloas 3.9.3. 2.1.1 a n d

3.9.3.2.1.2.
The HCU is analyzed for the seismic and other

RBV loads faulted condition and the maximum 3.9.2.2.2.7 RCIC Pump and Turbine Assembly
stress on the liCU frame is calculated to be below
the maximum allowable for the faulted condition. The RCIC pump construction is a horizon 91,
As discussed in Subsection 3.9.1.4.1.2, t h e multistage type and is supported on a
faulted condition loads are calculated to be pedestal. The RCIC pump asserrbly is qualified
below the HCU maximum capability.
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analytically by static analysis for scir,mic and
other RilV loadings as well as the design
operating loads of pressure, tempeiature, and
exter nal piping loads. Tbc results of this
analysis confirm that the stresses are less than
t he allowable. This is also discussed in
S u bs e c t io n 3.9.3.2.2.

The RCIC turbine is qualified for seismic and
other RilV loads via a combination of static
analysis and dynamic testing. This is also ,

discussed in Subsection 3 9.3.2.1.5. The turbine
assernbly consists of rigid masses (wherein static
analysis is utili/cd) interconnected with control
levers and elec- tronic control systems, necessi-

_

tating final qualification via dynantic testing.
Static loading analyses arc employed to verify
the structural integrity of the turbine assembly
and the adequacy of bolting under operating, j
scismic, and other RilV loading cenditions. The
cornplete turbine assembly is qualified via dy.
namic testing in accordance with IEEE 344. The

iqualification test pogram includes demon <,tration
of startup capability as well as operability -

3

during dynamic loading conditions. Operability
under normal load conditions is assured by com-
parison to the operabilit;-of similar turbines in
operating plants.

amenarou 3 :o. .
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3.9.2.2.2.8 Standby Liquid ControI Pump and The results of this analysis confirm that
Motor Assembly the calcuated stresses at all investigated

locations are less than their corresponding
The SLC positive displacement pump and motor allowable values.

assembly which is mounted on a common base plate
is qualified analytically by static analysis of 3.9.2.2.2.11 1ain Steam isolation Vahes
seismic and other RilV leadings as well as the
design operating loads of pressure, temperature, The main steam isolation valves (MSIV) are
and external piping loads. The results of this qualified for seismic and other RIIV loads.
analysis confirm that the stresses are less than The fundamental requirement of the MSlY
the allowables. This is also discussed in following an SSE or other faulted R13V loadings
Subsection 3.9.3.2.2. is to close and remain closed af ter the

.

event. This capability is demonstrated by the
3.9.2.2.2.9 RMC and RilR I cat i:xchangers test and analysis as outlined in Subsection

3.9.3.2.4.1. -

A three dimensional finite-element modelis
developed for each of the recirculation motor 3.9.2.2.2.11 Standby Liquid Control Vuhe

_

cooling (RMC) and residual heat removal (RllR) (Injection Vahr)
system heat exchangers and supports. The model
is used to dynamleally analyre the heat exchanger The motor operated standby liquid control
and its supports using the response spectrum valve is (aalil;ed by type test to IEEE 344
analysis method, and to verify that the heat for scismic and other RilV loads. The ;
exchanger and supports can withstand seismic and qualification test as discussed in Subsection

'

other R13V loads. The same model is used to 3.9,3.2.4.3 demonstrates the ability to remain
statically analyre and evaluate the nortles dae operable after the application of horirontal
to the effect of the external piping loads and ai 1 vertical dynamic loading in ex:ess of the
dead weight in order to ensure that norrie load required response spectra. The valve and
criteria and limits are met. Critical location motor assemblies are qualified by dynamic
stresses are evaluated and compared with the ana'.fsis and the results of the analysis
allov.able stress criteria. The results of the indicate the valvo is capable of sustaining
analysis demonstrate that the stresses at all the dynamic loads without overstressing the
investigated locations are less than their pressure retrining components.
corresponding allowable values.

3.9.2.2.2.13 Main Steam hafety/Rellef Yehes
3.9.2.2.2.10 Standby Liquid Control Tank

Due to the complexity of the structure and
The standby liquid control storage tank is a the performance requirements of the valve, the

cylindrical tank, with approximate dimensions of total assembly of the SRY (including
ten fett diameter and sixteen feet height, bolted electrical and pressure devices ) is tested at
to the concrete floor. The standby liquid dynamic accelerations equal to or greater than
control tank is goalified for seismic and other the combined SSE and other R13V loadings
R13V loads by analysis for: determined for the p' ant. Tests and analysis

as discussed in Subsection 3.9.3.2,4.2

(1) stresses in the tank bearing tank plate; demonstrate the satisfactory operation of the

'
(2) bolt stresses;

3.9.2.2.2.14 17uct Pool Cooling and Cleanup
(3) sloshing loads imposed at the sloshing System Pump and Motor Assembly

natural frequency;
A stctic analysis is performed on the pump '

(4) minimum wall thickness; and and motor assembly of the fuel pool cooling
and cleanup system. This analysis shows that

(5) buckling. the pump and motor will continue to operate if
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|subjected to a combination of SSE, other RHV, and damping value. A static analysis is then
normal opert.tiog loads. Analysis also ensures performed using this acceleration value. In

{that pump running clearances, which inciude lieu of calculating the natural frequency, the j
deflection of the purnt shaft and pump pedes:al, peak acceleration from the spectrum curve is j
are met during scismic and other RBV loadings. used. The critical damping values for welded

steel structures from Table 3.71 are
3.9.2.2.2.15 Other ASN1C til Equip.nent e m ploye d.

,

i

Other equipment including associated supports in case the equipment cannot be considered )
is qualified fot seismic and othet RBV loads to as a rigid body, it can be modeled as a
ensure its functional integrny during and after multi. degree.of. freedom systen. It is divided I

the dynamic event. The equipment is tested,if into a sufficient number of . mass points to
necessary, to ensure ,ts ability to perform its ensure adequate representation. The
specified function before, during, and following mathematical model can be an lyred using modal
a test, analysis technique or direct integration of

the equations of motion. Specified structural
Dynamic load qualification is done bv a damping is used in the analysis unless

combination of test and/or analysis as described justification for other values ran be
in Subsection 3.9.2.2.1. Natural frequency when provided. A stress analysis is performed
determined by an exploratory test is in the form using the appropriate inertial forces or
of a single-axis continuous sweep frequency equivalent static loads obtained from the
search using a sinusoidal steady state input at dynamic analysis of each mode.

,
the lowest possible amplitude which is capable of
determining resonance. The scarch is conducted For a multiple degree of freedom modal ~

on each principal axis with a minimum of two analysis, the modal response accelerations can
continuous sweeps over the frequency range of be taken directly from the applicable floor
interest at a rate no greater than one octa.c per response spectrum. The maximum spectral
minute. If no resonances are located, then the values within .i.10% band of the calculated
equipment is considered as rigid and single frequencies of the equipment are used for
frequency tests at every 1/3 octave frequency computation of modal dynamic response inertial
interval are acceptable. Also, if all natural loading. The total dynamic stress is obtained
frequencies of the equipment are greater than 33 by combining the modal stresses. The dynamic
liz for seismic toads and 60 lir for other RDV stresses are added to the operating stresses
loads, the equipment may be considered rigid and using the loading combinations stipulated in
analyzed statically as such. In this static the specific equipment specification and then
analysis, the dynamic forces on each component compared with the allowable stress levels,
are obtaiecd by concentratiig the mass at the
center of gravity and multiplying the mass by the If the equipment being analyzed h s no.

appropriate floor acceleration. The dynamic definite orientation, the worst possible
stresses are then added to the operating stresses orientation is considered. Furthermot e,
and a determination made of the aucquacy of the equipment is considered to be in its
strength of the equipment. The search for the operational configuration (i.e., filled with
natural frequency is done analytically if the the appropriate fluid and/or solid). The

- equipment shape can be defined mathematically investigation ensures that the point of
and/oi by prototype testing. maximum stress is cord 'ered. Lastly a check4

is made to ensure inat partially filled or
if sne equipn.ent is a rigid body while its empty equipment do not result in higher

support is flexible, the overall system can be response than the operating condition. The
modeled as a single degree of freedom system analyris includes evaluation of the effects of
consisting of a mass and a spring. The natural the calculated stresses on mechanical
frequency of the system is computed; then the strength, alignment, electrical performance
acceleration is deterrnined from the floor (microphonics, contact bounce, etc.) and
response spectrum rurve using the appropriate noninterruption of function. Maximum
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displacements are computed and interference pressure boundary integrity is demonstrated.
effects determined and justified. With a few exceptions, simplified analytical

techniques are adequate.
Ind:vidual devices are tested separatels, when

necessary, in their operating condition. Then liistorically, it has been shown that the
the component to which the device is assembled is main cr.use for equipment damage during a
tested with a similar but inoperative device dynamic excitation has been the failm or its
installed upon it, anchorage. Stationary equipment is designed

with a2chor bolts or other suitahl. fastening
The e-quipment, component, or device to be strong enough to prevent averturning or

,

tested is mounted on the vibration generator in a slidbg. The effects of friction on Ihe
manner that simulates the final service abilby to resist sliding is neglected. The
mounting. If the equipment is too large, ot' er effer t of upward dynamic loads on overturninga

means of simelating the service mounting are forvet and moments is considered. Unless
used. Support structures such as air specifically specific.1 otherwise, anchorage
conditioning units, consoles, racks, etc., could devices are designed in accordance with the
be vibration tested without the equipment and/or requirements of ASME Code Section 111,
devices being in operation provided they are Division 1, Subsection NF, or the AISC Manual
performance tested after the vibration test. of Steel Construction and ACI 318.
However, the components are in their operational
configuration during the vibration test. The Dynamic design data are provided in the
goal is to determine that, at the specified form of acceleration response spectr<. for each
vibratory accelerations, the support structure floor area of the equipment. Dynamic data for i
does not amplify the forces beyond that level to the ground or building floor to which the .

which the devices have been qualified. equipment is attached is usri. For the case
of equipment having supports with different

Equipment could alternatively be qualified by dynamic motions, the most severe floor
presenting bistorical performance data which response spectrum is applied to all of the
demonstrues that the equipment satisfactorily supports,
sustains dynamic loads which are equal to greater

! than those specified for the equipment and that Refer to Se; sections 3.9.3.2.3.1.4 a n d

| the equipment performs a function equal to or 3.9.3.2.5.1.2 for additional information on
better than that specified for it. the dynamic qualification of active pumps and'

"alves, respectively.
Equipment for which continued furetion is not

required after a scismic v ! other RBV loads 3.9.2.2.2.16 Supports
event, but its postulated failure could produce
an unecceptable influence oc the performaor e of Subsections 3.9.3.4 and 3.9.3.5 address

isystems having, a primary safety funct on, are analyses or tests that are performed for
evaluated. Sus equipment is qualified ao the component supports to assure their structural
extent required to ensure that an SSE ied eding capability to withstand the seismic and other

i other RDV loads, in combination witit normal dynamic excitations.
! opera:ing conditions, would not cause

utsceptable failure. Qualification requirements 3.9.2.3 Dynamic Response of Reactor
au .atisfied by ensuring that the equip:nent is Internals Under Operational Flow Transients
its functional configuration, cc,mplete with and Steady-State Conditions
attached appurtenaaces, remains structurally
intact and affixed to the interface. The The major reactor internal components
structaral integrity of internal components is within the vessel are subjected tc c.nnsive
not required; however, the enclosure of such testing coupled with dynamic syswm analyses,

'

components is requireo to be adequate to ensure to properly evaluate the resulting
their confinement. Where applicable, fluid or flow-induced vibration phenomena during normal
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i reactor operation and f rom anticipated (5) Pr:dicted viuration amplitudes for
L. operational transients, components of the prototype p.2 ot are

obtained from these correlation functions
In general, the vibration forcing functions based on applicable values of the'

for operational flow transients and steady-state parameters for the prototype plant. The
conditions are not predetermined by detailed predicted amplitude for each dominant
analysis. Special analysis of the response response mode is stated in terms of a
signals measured for reactor internals of many range taking into account the degree of
similar designs are performed to obtain the statistical variability in u.n of the
parameters which determine the amplitude and correlations. The predicted mode and
model contributions in the vibration responses. frequency are obtained from the dynamic
These studies provide useful p:edictive analyses of item (1).
information for extrapolating the results from<

testr of components with similar designs to The dynamic n.odal analysis forms the basis
components of different designs. This vibrat! N r interpretation of the preoperational and
prediction method is appropriate where stwai 2itial startup test results (Subscetion
hydrodynamic theory cannot be applied i 3.9.2.4). Modal stresses are calculated and
complexity of the structure 2 . a conditions. relationships are obtained between sensor
Elements of the vibration prediction method are response amplitudes and peak component
outlined as follows: stresses for each of the lower normal modes.

The allowable amplitude in each mode is that
(1) Dynamic analysis of major components and which pi auces a peak stress amplitude of i ;

subassemblies is performed to identify 10,000 psi.
vibration modes and frequencies. The '

analysis models used for Seismic Category I Vibratory loads are continuously applied
structures are similar to those outlined in during normal operation and the stresses are
Subsection 3.7.2. limited to 10,000 psi to prevent fatigue

failure. Prediction of vibration amplitudes,
(2) Data from previous plant vibtation mode shapes, and frequencies of normal reactor

measurements are assembled and examined to operations are based on statistical
identify prenminant vibration response extrapolation of actuil measured results on
modes of major components. In general, the same or similar components in reactors now
response modes are similar but response in operation
amplitudes vary among BWRs of differing size
and design. The dynamic loads due to flow-induced

vibration from the feedwater jet impingement
(3) Parameters are identiGed which are expected have no significant c&ct on the steam

to iafluence vibration response amplitudes separator assembly. Analysis is performed to
among the several reference plants. These show that the imp" ment feedwater jet
include hydraulic parameters such as veloaity is belov e critical velocity.
velocity and steam flow rates and structural Also, it can be shown that the excitation
prameters such as natural frequency and frequency of the steam separator skirt is very
significant dimensions. different from the natural frequency of the

skirt.
(4) Correlation functions of the variable

parameters are developed which, multiplied The calculated stresses due to hydrodynamic
by response amplitudes, tend to minimize the forces during core flooding operation are j
statistical variability between plants. A small and considered negligible when compared
correlation function is obtained for each to the design-allowable stresses. Locations
major component and response mode. for which calculations were made include the

weld joints, elbows, and rings.
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3.9.2A Preoperational Flow Induced have shown that the effect of the two. phase
Vibration Testing of Reactor internals flow is to broaden the frequency response

spectrum and diminish the maxim.im response
Reactor internals vibration measurement and amplitude of the shroud and core support

inspection programs is conducted Juring structures.
_ preoperational and initial startup testing in
accc,rdance with guidelines of Regulatory Guide Vibration sensor types may include strain
1.20 for prototype reactor internals. These gages, displacement sensors (linear variable
ptograms are conducted in the three phases transformers), and accelerometers,
described as follows:

Accelerometers are provided with doub!c
(1) Preonerational tests prior to_{uel loadine. integration signal conditioning to give a

Steady state test conditions include displaceuent output. Sensor locations include
balanced recirculation system operation and the following:
unbalanced operation over the full range of
flow rates up to rated flow. Trr ut flow (1) top of shroud head, lateral acceleration
conditions include single and mua.,,lc pump (displacement);
trips from rated flow. This subjects major
components to a minimum of 106 cycles of (2) top of shroud, lateral displacement;
vibration at the anticipated dominant
resporte frequency and at the maximum (3) control rod drive housings, bending
response amplitudes. Vibration measurements strain; ;
are obtained during this test and a close
visual inspection of internals is conducted (4) incore housings, bending strain; and

,

before and atter the test.
(5) core flooler internal piping, bending

(2) Precritical testine with fuel. This strain,

vibration measurement series is conducted
with the reactor assembly complete but prior in addition to these components, vibration
to reactor criticality. Flow conditions of the core spray sparger is measured during
include balt.neci, unbalanced, and transient preoperational testing of that system at the
conrlitions as for the first test series, designated prc,totype.
The purpose of this series is to verify the
anticipated effects of the fuel on the in all prototype plant vibration
vibration response of internals. Previous measurements, only the dynamic component of

; v% ration measurements in BWRs (Reference 3) strain or displacement is recorded. Data are ,

I have shown that the fuel adds damping and recorded on magnetic tape and provision is
redaces vibrations amplitudes of major made for selective online analysis to verify
internal structures; thus, the first test the overall quality and level of the data.
series (without fuel) is a conservative Interpretation of the data requires
evaluation of the vibration levels of these identification of the dominant vibration modes
structures. of each component by the test engineer using

frequency, phase, and amplitude information
(3) initial Startuo testing Vibration for the component dynamic analyses.

measurements are made during reactor startup Comparison of measured vibration amplitudes to
at conditions up to 100% rated flow and predicted and allowable amplitudes is then to
power. Balance, unbalanced, and transient be made on the basis of the analytically
conditions of recirculation syrtem operation obtained normal mode which best approximates
will be evaluated. The primary purpose of the observed mode.
this test series is to verify tLe
anticipated effect of two-phase flow on the The visual inspections conducted prior to
vibration response of internals. Previous and following preoperational testing are for
vibration measurements in BWRs (Reference 3) vibration, wear, or loose parts. At the com-
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pletion of preopnatimal testing, Ihe reactor 3.9.2.5 Dpamic System Analysis of Reactor
vessel head and th . snroud head are removed, the Internals Under Faulted Conditions
vessel is drained, and major components are
inspected on a selected basis. The inspections The faulted events that are evaluated are
cover the shroud, shroud head, core support defined in Subsection 3.9.5.2.1. The loads
structtres, recirculation internal pumps, the that occur as a result of these crits and Ae
peripheral control rod drive, and incore guide analysis performed to determine the response of
tubes. Access is provided to the reactor lower the reactor iraernals are as follows:
plenum for these inspections.

(1) Reactor Internal Pressures The reactor
The analysis, design and/or equipment that are internal pressure differentials -(Figure ;

to be utilized in a facility will comply with 3.9 la) due to assumed break of main steam |
Regulatory Guide 1.?0 as explained below. or feedwater line are determined by

analysis as described in Subsection
Regulatory Guide 1.20 describe s a 3.9.5.2.2. In order to assure that no

comprehensive vibration assessment program for significant dynamic amplification of load
reactor internals during preoperational and occurs 2.s a result of the oscillatory
initial startup testing. The vibration nature of the blowdown forces during an
assessment program meets the requirements of accident, a comparison is made of the
Criterion 1, Quality Standards and Record, periods of the applied forces and the
Appendix A to 10CFR50 and Section 50.34, Contents natur ' periods of the core support
of Applications; Technical Information, of structures being acted upon by the applied -
10CFR50. This Regulatory Guide is appucable to forces. These periods are determined i
the core support structures and other reactor from a comprehensive vertical dynamic
internals, model of the RPV and internals with 12

degrees of freedom. IWides the real ;
Vibration testing of reactor internals is masses of the RPV and core support $

'

performed on al! GE BWR plants. At the time of structures, account is made for the water
original issue of Regulatory Guide 1.20, test inside the RPV.
programs for compliance were intituted for the
then designed reactors. The first ABWR plant is (2) External Pressure and Forces on the
cmidered a prototype and is instrurcented and Reactor Vessel-An assumed break of the
sunjected to preoperation and startup flow main steam line, the feedwater line or the
testing to demonstrate that flow induced RHR line at the reactor vessel nonle
vibrations similar to those expected during results in jet reaction and impingement
operatien will not cause damage. Subsequent forces on the vessel and asymmetrical
plants which have internals similar to those of pressurization of the annulus between the
the prototypes are also tested in compliance with reactor vessel and the shield wall.
the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.20. GE is These time-varying pressures are applied
committed to confirm satisfactory vibration to the dynamic model of the reactor vessel
performance of internals in these plants through system. Except for the nature and
preoperational flow testing followed by locations of the forcing functions, the
inspection for evidence of excessive vibration. dy'namic model and the dynamic analysis
Extensive vibration measurements in prototype method are identical to those for seismic
plants together with satisfactory operating analysis as described below, The
experience in all BWR plants have established the resulting loads on the reactor internals,
adequacy of reactor internal designs. GE defined as LOCA loads, are considered as
continues these test programs for the generic shown in Table 3.9.2.
plants to verify structural integvity and to
establish tiie margin of safety. (3) Safety / Relief Yahe Loads (SRV Loads)-The

discharge of the SRVs restat in reactor
See Subsection 3.9.7.1 for COL license building vibr ation (RBV) due to

information pertaining to the reactor internals supiiression pool dynamics as described in
vibiation testing program. Appendix 3B. The response of the reactor
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internals to the RBV is also determined _with - 'the reactor and internals are performed. The
dynamic model and dynamic analysis method results of these analyses are used to generate
described below for seismic analysis, the allowable vibration levels during the

vibration test. The vibration data obtained
(4) LOCA 14 ads.Thc Assumed LOCA also results in during the test will be analyzed in detail.

RBV due to suppression pool dynamics as
described in Appendix 3B and the response of
the reactor internals are again determined
with the dynamic model and dynamic analysis
method used for seismic analysis. Various
types of LOCA loads are identified on Table
3.92.

(5) 1 Seismic _Lt e ds The theory, methods, and
computer codes used for dynamic analysis of
the reactor. vessel, internals, attached

-piping and adjoining structures are
described in Section 3.7 and Subsectioq
3.9.1.2. Dynamic analysis is performed by
coupling the lumped-mass model of_the
reactor vessel and internals with the
building model to determine the system &

- hatural frequencies and mode' shapes. Them

j relative displacement, acceleration, and -
.

,

;; load response is then determined by either
the time history: method or the--

resonse spectrum method. - The load on the
reactor' internals due to faulted event SSE -

- are obtained from this analysis.

The above loads are considered in combination
as defined in Table 3.9 2. The SRV. ! OCA (SBL,
IdL or LBL) and SSE loads as defined in Table
3.9 2 are all assumed to actLin the samet

direction. The peak colinear responses of the
reactor internals to each of these loads are

Indded by the square root of the sum of the
squares (SRSS) method. The resultant stresses
in the' reactor internal structures are directly
added with stress resulting from the static and -
steady state loadt in- the faulted load -l

combination, including the stress due to peak
reactor internal pressure differential during the
LOCA. ; The reactor internals stisfy the stress

L deformation and fatigue limits as defined in
Subsection 3.9.5.3.

' 3.9.2.6 Cornlations of Reartor Internals
. Vibratlee Tests With the Analytical Results

Prior to initiation of the inst 7mented
vibration measurement program for the

. prototype plant, extensive dynamic analyses of
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The results of the data analyses, vibration 3.9-2 and are contained in the design
amplitudes, natural frequencies, and mode shapes specifications and/or design reports of the
are then compared to those obtained from the respective equipment. (See Subsection 3.914
theoretical analysis. for COL license information)

Such comparisons provide the analysts wit' Table 3.9 2 also presents the evaluation
added insight into the dynamic behavior of the models nd criteria. The predicted loads or
reactor internals. The additional knowledge stresses and the design or allowable values for
gained (rom previous vibration tests has been the most critical areas of each component are
utilized in the generation of the dynamic models compared in accordance with the applicable code
for seismic and loss of coolant accident (LOCA) crite 's or other limiting criteria. The

analyses for this plant. The models used for calculated results meet the limits.
this plant are similar to those used for the
vibration analysis of earlier prototype BWR The design life for the ABWR Standard Plant
plaats, is 60 years. A 60 year design life is a

requirement for all major plant components with
3.9.3 ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 reasonable expection of meeting this design
Components, Component Supports, and life. Ilowever, all plant operational components
Core Support Stnictures and equipment except the reactor vessel are

designcd to be replaceable, design life not
3.9.3.1 Loading Combinations Design withstanding. The design life requirement
Transients, and Stress Limits allows for refurbishment and repair, a:..

appropriate, to assure the design life of the;
This section delineates the criteria for overall plant is achieved. In effect, ,

selection and definition of design limits and essentially all piping systems, components and
loading combination associated with normal equipment are designed for a 60 year design
operation, postulated accidects, and specified life. Many of these components are classified
seismic and other reactor building vibration as ASME Class 2 or 3 or Quality Group D.
(RBV) events for the design of safety-related Applicants referencing the ABWR design will
ASME Code components (except containment identify these ASME Class 2. 3 amd Quality Group
components which are discussed in Soction 3.8). D components and provide the analyses required

by the ASME Code, Subsection NB. These analysis
This section discusses the ASMb Class 1,2, will include the appropriate operating vibration

and 1 equipment and associated pre.sure retaining loads and for the effects of mixing hot and cold
parts and identifies the applicable loadings, fluids.
calculation methods, calculated stresses, and
allowable stresses. A discusCon of major 3.9.3.1.1 t'lant Conditions
equipment is included on a component by component
basis to provide examples. Design transients and All events that the plant will or might
dynamic loading for ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 credibly e xperience during a reactor year are
equipment are covered in Subsection 3,9.1.1. evaluated to establish ucsign basis for plant
Seismic-related loads and dynamic analyses are equipment. These events are divided into four
discussed in Section 3.7. The suppression plant conditions. The plant conditions
pool-related RBV loads are described in Appendix described in the following paragraphs are based
3B Table 3.9-2 presents the combinations of on event probability (i.e., frequency of
dynamic events to be considered for the design occurrence as discussed i Subsection
and analysis of all ABWR ASME Code Class 1, 2, 3.9.3.1.1.5) and correlated to service levels

for design limits def' ed in the ASME Boiler andand 3 components, component supports, core m
;

I support structurcs and equipment. Sperific Pressure Ven.:1 Code Section 111 as shown in

L loading combinations considered for evaluation of Tables 3.9-1 and 3.9 2.
' cach specific equipment are derived from Table
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3.93.1.1.1 Nannal Condition

.

Normal conditions are any conditions it the
course of system startup, operation in the design

_ power range, normal hot standby (with condenser
available), and system shutdown other than upset,
emergency, faulted, or testing.

3.93.1.1.2 Upset Conditior.

An upset condition is any deviation from
normal conditions anticipated to occur often
enough that design should include a capability to
wi6 stand the conditions without operational
impaliment. The upset conditions include system -

operational transients (SOT) which result from
any single operator error or control malfunction,
from a fault in a system component requiring its
isolation from the system, from a loss of load or
power, or from an operating basis earthquake.
Hot standby with the main condenser isolated is
an upset rondition, g

.

'
,

..

'

<

%

>

|
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3.93.1.1.3 Emergency Condition The IBL classification covers those breals
for which the ECCS system operation will or.-

An emergency condition includes deviations during the blowdown, and which resulu in
from n:rmal conditions which require shutdown for reactor depressurization. The LBL classifica-
correction of the condition (s) or repair of tion covers the sudden, double ended severance
damage in the reactor coolant pressure boundary of a main steam line inside or outside the con-
(RCPB). Such conditions have a low probability tainment that results in transient reactor de-
of occurrence but are included to provide assu- pressurization, or any pipe rupture of equiv-
rance that no gross loss of structura! integrity alent flow cross sect onal area with similari

will result as a concomitant effect d any damage effects.
developed in the r;1 tem. Emngmy condition
events include but are not limited to infrequent 3.93.1.15 Correlation of Plant Condition
operational trrnsients (IOT) caused by one of the with Event Probability
following: (a) a multiple valve blowdown of the
reactor vesse!; (b) LOCA from a small break or The probability of an event occurring per
crack (SBL) which does not depressurize the wac- reactor year associated with the plant condi-
tor systems, does not actuate automatically the tions is listed below. This correlation identi-
ECCS operation, nor resul in leakage beyond fies the appropriate plant conditions and as-
normal makeup system capacity, but which requires signs the appropriate AShlE Section ill service
the safety functions of isolation of containment levels for any hypothesized event or sequence of
and shutdown and may involve inadvertent actua- events.
tion of automatie depressurization system (ADS); ;
(c) improper assembly of the core during refuel- Event Encounter
ing; or (d) improper or sudden start of one Plant AShfE Code Probability per

'

recirculation pump. Anticipated transient Condition Service Level Reactor Year
without scram (ATWS) or reactor overpressure with
delayed scam (see Tables 3.91 and 3.9-2) is an Normal A 1.0
IOT classified as an emergency condition. (planned)

Upset B 10>P210 2
3.9.3.1.1.4 Faulted Condition (moderate probability)

A f aulted condition is any of those Emergency C 10# > P,> 10 "
_

combinations of conditions associated with (low probability)
extremely low probability postulated e'ents whose
consequences are such that the integrity and Faulted D 10" > P > 10#
operability of the system may be impaired to the (extremely low probability)
extent that considerations of public health and
safety are involved. Faulted conditions en- 3.93.1.1.6 Safety Class Functiona' Criteria
compass events, sub as LOCA, that are postulated
because their consequences would include the For any normal or upset design condition
potential for the release of significant amount;, event Safety Class 1,2, and 3 equipment and

; of radioactive material. These events are tl e piping (see Subsection 3.2.3) shall be capable
| most drastic that must be considered in the de- of accomplishing its safety functions as re-

sign and thus represent limiting design bases. quired by the event and shall incur no permanent
Faulte.d condition events include but are not changes that could deteriorate its ability to
limited to one of the following: (a) a control accomplish its safety functions as required by
rod drop accident; (b) a fuel-handling accident; any subsequetit design condition event.
(c) a main steam line or feedwater line break;
(d) the combination of any smail/ intermediate For any emergency or faulted design condition
break LOCA (SBL or IBL) with the safe shutdown event, Safety Class 1,2, and 3 equipment and
earthquake, and a loss of offsite power; or (e) piping shall be capable of accomplishing its
the safe shutdown esrthquake plus large break safety functions as required by the event but
LOCA (LBL) plus a loss of offsite power. repairs could be required to ensure its ability
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to cccomplish its safety functions as required- . The hts system piping extending from the out-i

by|any subsequent design condition event, board main steam isolation valve to the turbine ,

stop valve is constructed in accordance with the 2
"Specific stress criteria to meet the func- ' AShiE Boller and Pressure Vessel Code Section

W tional requirements are identified in a footnote Ill, Class 2 Criteria.
to Table 3,9 2.

3.93.14 Recirculation hiotor Coolla (RhtC)
3.93.1.2 Rea-tor Pressure Vessel Assembly Subsystem

The reactor vessel assembly consists of the The RhtC system piping loop between the recir-
reactor pressure vessel, vessel support skirt, culation motor casing and the heat exchanger is,

and shroud support. constructed in accordance with the AShtE Boiler ;qy
and Pessure Vessel Code Section III, Subsection $

.= .' The reactor pressure vessel, vessel support NB 3600; The rules contained in Appendix F of-
skirt, and shroud support are constructed in AShiE Code Section 111 are used in evaluating
accordance with the AShtE_ Boiler and Pressure faulted loading conditions independently of all
Vessel Code Section Ill. The shroud support other design and operating conditions. Stresses
consists of the shrcud support plate and the calculated on an clastic basis are evaluated in
shroud support cylinder and its legs. The- accordance with F 1360.
reactor pressure vessel assembly components are
classified as an AShlE Class 1.: Complete stress 3.93.1.5 Recircu8ation Pump h10 tor Pressure

: reports on these components are prepared in Boundary
accordar.cc with ash 1E Code requirements.

_
t

: NUREG 0619 (Reference 5) is also considered for The motor casing of the recirculation inter
feedwate, nozzle and other such RPV inlet nozzle nal pump is a part of and welded into an RPV
design. nozzle and is constructed in accordance with the

- requirements of an AShlE Boiler and Pressure - 3
The stress _ analysis is performed on the- Vessel Code Section Ill, Class 1 component. The a

reactor pressure vessel, vessel support skirt, motor cover is a part of the pump / motor assembly
and shroud support for various plant operating and is constructed as an ASb1E Class I compon-
conditions (includirg faulted conditions) by nent. These pumps are not required to operate
using the elastic methods except as noted in- during the safe shutdowa earthquake or after an

' Subsection 3.9.1.4.2. Loading conditions, design accident.
stress limits, and methods of stress analysis for - _ .'

. ,

the core support structures and other reactor- 3.93.1.6 Standby Liquid Control (SLC) Tank *

internals are discussed in Subsection 3.9.5.
The standby liquid control tank is con.

;3.93.13 - Alain Steam thtS) System Piping structed in accordance with the requirements of *
an AShtE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section $

|J The piping systems extending from tl.e retetor 111, Class 2 component.-g
'n - pressure vessel to and including the outboard

| main _ steam isolation salve are constructed in ac. 3.93.1.7 RRS and RHR lieat Exchangers

i k | cordance with the AShfE Boiler and Pressure Vessel
n-

Code Section III, Class 1 criteria. The rules The priniary and secondary sides of the RRS
AA - contained in Appendix F of AShtE Code bection III (reactor rceirculation system).are constructed

are used in evaluating faulted loading conditions' in accordance with the requirements of an ash 1E
| independently'of other design and operating Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section 111,- $

conditions. - Stresses calculated on an clastic - Class 1 and Class 2 component, respectively. M

basis are evaluated in accordance with F 1360. The primary and secondary side of the .RHR system
heat exchanger is constructed as an AShiE class 2
and class 3 component respectively.
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- 3.93.1.8 RCIC Turbine - equipment. ASME Boiler aid Pressure Vessel Code
Section 111 for Class 3 components is used as a

Although not under the jurisdiction of the guide in constructing the RWCU System pump and h-

-_ ASME Code, the RCIC turbine is designed and heat exchanger components. A
'

- evaluated and fabricated fo_llowing the basic
guidelines of ASME Code Section ill for Class 2 3.9.3.1.15 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup
components. System Pumps and lleat Enhangers

3.93.1.9 ECCS Pumps The pumps and hear exchangers are constructed 8
~

in accordance with the requirements for ASME $- .

:$ The RilR, RCIC, and HPCF pumps'are constructed Boiler and Premure Vessel Code Section Ill,
A in accordance with the requirements of an ASME Class 3 component.

- Code Section III, Class 2 component.
'3.93.1.16 ASME Class 2 and 3 Vessels

3.93.1.10 Standby Uquid Control (SLC) Pump

The Class 2 aad 3 vessels (all vessels not 8p
y -The SLC system pump is constructed in - previously discussed) are constructed in R
" -accordance with the requirements for ASME Code accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure

Section III, Class 2 component. Vessel Code Section III. The stress analysis
of these vessels is performed using clastic

- 3.93.1.11 Standby Liquid Control (SLC) Valve methods.
(Injection Valve) -

g
__

3.93.1.17 ASME Class 2 and 3 Pumps i

2 The SLC system injc(tion valve is constructed
" 'in accordance with the requirements for ASME Code The Class 2 and 3 pumps (all pumps not .$-

Section 111, Class 1 component, previously discussed) are designed and eval. A
,

uated in accordance with the ASME Boiler rnd'
3.93.1.12 Main Steam isolattm and Pressure Vessel Code Section III. The stress
Safety /ReliefValves analysis of these pumps is performed using

~

elastic methods. - See Subsection 3.9.3.2 for
h The main steam isolation valves and SRVs are additional information on pump operability,
" constructed in accordance with ASME Boiler and

Pressure Vessel Code Section Ill, Subsection 3.93.1.18 ASME Clasp 1,2 and 3 Valves
NB-3500, requirements for Class 1 component.

The Class 1,2, and 3 valves (all valves not- 6
3.9.3.1.13 Safety / Relief Valve Piping previously discussed) are constructed in- 0

! accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure
L- The relief valve discharge piping extending Vessel Code Section 111.

from the relief valve discharge flange to the
| diaphram floor penetration is. constructed in - All valves and their extended structures are

accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel ' designed to withstand the accelerations due to
Code Section Ill, requirements for Class 3 seismie and other RBV loads. The attached
components. The relief valve discharge piping piping is supported so that these accelerations

1 ' extending from the diaphram floor penetration to are not exceeded. The stress analysis of these
~

the quenchers is constructed in accordance with valves. is performed using clastic methods. See
-ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section Subsection 3.9.3.2 for additional information on
Ill, requirements for Class 2 comp <ments. valve operability.

3.93.1.14 Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) 3.93.1.19 ASME Class 1,2 and 3 Piping
System Pump and Heat Exchangers

The Class 1,2 and 3 piping (all piping not g
The RWCU pump and heat exchangers previously discussed) is constructed in accord- $

(regenerative and nonregenerative) are not part
of a safety system and are non Seismic Category I

l
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ance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 3.93.2.1.1 Consideration of leading,
Code Section III. For Class 1 piping, for the Stress,and Acceleration Conditions in the
faulted plant condition, stresses are calculated Analysis
on an clastic basis and evaluated in accordance
with Appendix F of the Code. For Class 2 and 3 in order to avoid damage to the ECCS pumps
piping, stresses are calculated on an elastic during the faulted plant condition, the stres-
basis and evaluated in accordance with NC/ND-3M)0 ses caused by the combination of normal ope-
of the Code. rating loads, SSE, other RBV loads, and dyna-

mic system loads are limited to the material
3.93.2 Pump and Yahe Operability Assurance clastic limit. A three dimensional finite-

tiement model of the pump and associated motor
Active mechanical (with or without electrical (see Subsections 3.9.3.2.2 and 3.9.3.2.1.5 for

operation) equipment are Seismic Category I and RCIC pump and turbi se, respectively) and its
each is designed to perform a mechanical motion support is developed and analyzed using the -

for its safety-related function during the life response spectrum and the dynamic analysis me-
of the plant under postulated plant conditions. thod. The same is analyzed due to static noz-
Equipment with faulted condition functional rle loads, pump thrust loads, and dead
requirements include active pumps and valves in weight. Critical location stretses are com-
fluid systems such as the residual heat removal, pared with the allowable stresses and the cri-
system, emergency core cooling system, and main tical location deflections with the allow-
steam system. ables; and accelerations are checked to eval-

*
uate operability. The average membrane stress

This Subsection discusses operability om for the f aulted condition loads is '

assurance of active ASME Code Section III pumps limited to 1.2S or approximately 0.75 o y
and valves, including motor, rurbine or operator (oy = yield stress), and the maximum
that is a part of the pump or valve (See stress in local fibers (om + bending stress
S ubse ction 3.9.2.2), ob) is limited to 1.8S or approximately 1.1

o. The max- imum faulted event nozzle
Safety related valves and pumps are qualifica lokds are also con- sidered in an analysis of

by testing and analysis and by satisfying the the pump supports to assure that a system
stress and deformation criteria at the critical misalignmer,t cannot occur.
locations within the pumps and valves.
Ope- ability is assured by meeting the Performing these analyses with the
requirements of the programs defined in conservative loads stated and with the
Subsection 3.9.2.2, Section 3.10, Section 3.11 restrictive stress limits as allowables
and the following subsections. assures that critical parts of the pump and

associated motor or turbine will not be
Se etion 4.4 of G E's Environ m e nt a1 damaged during the faulted condition and that

Qualification Program (Reference 6) applies to the operability of the pump for pest-faulted
this subsection, and the seismic qualification condition operation will not be impaired.
methcdology presented therein is applicable to
mechanical as well as electrical equipment. 3.93.2.1.2 Pump /Motoc Operation During and

Following Dynamic Loading
3.03.2.1 ECCS Pumps, Motors and Turbine

Active ECCS pump / motor rotor combinations
Dynamic qualification of the ECCS (RHR, RCIC are designed to rotate at a constant speed

and HPCF) pumps with motor or turbine assembly is under all conditions. Motors are designed to
also described in Subsectious 3.9.2.2.2.6 and withstand short periods of severe overload.
3.9.2.2.2.7. The high rotary inertia in the operating pump
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rotor and the nature of the random short duration These tests demonstrate reliability of the
loading characteristics of the dynamic event pump for the design life of the plant,
prevents the rotor from becoming seized. The
seismic and other RBV loadings can be predicted In addition to these tests, these pumps are
to require on!y a slight iacrease, if any, in the analyzed for operability during a faulted
torque (i.e., motor current) necessary to drive condition by assurmg that (1) the pump will
the pump at the constant design speed; therefore, not be damaged during the dynamic (SSE and
the pump is expected to operate at the design LOCA) event, and (2) the pump will continue
speed during the faulted event loads, operating despite the dynamic loads.

The functional ability of the active pumps 3.93.2.7 A I*CS Motors
after a faulted condition is assured since only
normal operating loads and steady state nozzle Qualification of the Class 1E motors used
loads exist. For the active pumps, the faulted for th.' ECCS motors complies with IEEE 323.
condition loads are greater than the normal The qualification of all motor sizes is based
condition loads only due to the SSE and other RBV on completion of a type test, followed up with
transitory loads. These faulted events are review and comparison of design and material
infrequent and of relatively short duration details, and scis.nic and other RBV loads
compared to the design life of the equipment. analyses of production uits, ranging from 600
Since it is derr.onstrated that the pumps would not to 3500 Bhp, with the motor used in the type
t)e damaged during the faulted condition, the test. All manufacturing, inspection, and
post faulted condition operating loads will be no routine tests by motor manufacturer on
worse than the normal plant operating limits. production units are performed on the test i
This is assured by requiring that the imposed motor. -

nozzle loads (steady state loads) for normal
conditions and post-faulted conditions be limited The type test is performed on a 1250-hp
to the magnitudes of the normal condition nozzle vertical motor in accordance with IEEE 323,
loads. The post. faulted condition ability of the first simulating a normal operation during the
pumps to function under these appiled loads is design life, then subjecting the motor to a
proven during the normal operating plant number of vibratory tests, and then to the
conditions for active pumps, abnormal environmental condition possible

during and after a LOCA. The test plans for
3.93.2.13 ECCS Pumps the type test is as follows:

All active ECCS (RHR, RCIC and HPCF) pumps are (1) Thermal aging of the motor electrical
qualified for operability by first being insulation system (which is a part of the
subjected to rigid tests both prior to stator only) is based on extrapolation in
installation in the plant and after installation accordance with the temperature life
in the plant. The in shop tests include: (1) characteristic curve from IEEE 275 for the
liydrostatie tests of pressure-retaining parts of inst *lation type used on the ECCS motors.
125% of the design pressure; (2) seal leakage The amount of aging equals the total
tests; and (3) performance tests while the pump estimated operation days at maximum

; is operated with flow to determine total insulation surface temperature.
| developed head, minimum and maximum head and net

positive suction head (NPSH) rtquirements. Also (2) Radiation aging of the motor electrical
monitored during these operating tests are insulation equals the maximum estimated
bearing temperatures (except water cooled integrated dose of gamma during normal and
bearings) and vibration levels. Both are shown abnormal conditions.
to be below specified limits. After the pump is
installed in the plant, it undergoes the cold (3) The normal operational induced current
hydro tests, functional tests, and the required vibration effect on the insulation system
periodic inservice inspection and operation, is simulated by 1.5g horizontal vibration
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acceleration at current frequency for one hour operability during dynamic loading
duration, conditions. Operability under normal load

conditions is assured by comparison to
(4) The dynamic load deflection analysis on the operability of similar turbines in operating

rotor shaft is performed to ensure adequate plants.
rotation clearance, and is verified by
stat c loading and deflection of the rotor 3.93.2.2 SLC Pump and Motor Assembly andi

for the typc test motor. RCIC Pump Assembly

(5) Dynamic load aging and testing is performe<' These equipment assemblies are small,
on a biaxial test table in accordance with compact, rigid assemblies with natural
IE F". 344. During this test, the shake table frequencies well above 33117. With this fact
is activated to simulate the maximum design verifhd, each equipment assembly is qualified
li;..it for the safe shutdown earthquake and by the static analysis for seismic and other
o'her RBV loads with as many motor starts RBV loads. This qualification assures -

and operation combinations consistent with structs.ral loading stresses within Code
the plant events of Table 3.91 and the ECCS limitations, and verifies operability under
inadvertent injections and tests planned seismis and other RBV loads, This is also
over the life nf the plant, discussed in Subsections 3.4.2.2.2.8 a n d

3.9.2.2.2.7.
(6) An environmental test simulating a LOCA.

condition with a dura; ion of 100 days is 3.9.3.2.3 Other Actl e Pumps
.*performed with the test motor fully loaded,

simulating pump operation. The test The active pumps not previously discussed
~

consists of startup and six hours operation are ASME Class 2 or 3 and Seismic Category I.
at 2120F ambient temperature and 100% They are designed to perform their function
steam environment. Another startup and including all required mechanical motions

,

operation of the test motor after one hour during and after a dynamic (seismic and oth,r
standstill in the same environment is RBV) loads event and to remain operative
followed by sufficient operation at high during the life of the plant.
humility and temperature based on
extrapolation in accordance with the The program for the qualification of
temperature life characteristic curve from Seismic Category I compenents conservatively
IEEE 275 for the insulation type used on the demonstrates toat no loss of function results -

ECCS motors, either before, during, or after the occurrence
of the combination of events for which

3.9.3.2.1.5 RCIC Turbine operability must be assured. No loss of
function implies that the pressure boundary

The RCIC turbine is qualified by a combination integrity will be maintained, that the
of static analysis and dynamic testing as component will not be caused to opei *e
described in Subsection 3.9.2.2.2.7, The turbine impropctly, and that components required to
assembly consists of rigid masses (wherein static respond actively will respond properly as
analysis is utilized) interconnected with control appropriate to the specific equipment. in
levers and electronic control systems, general, operability assurance is established c

necessitating final q~'ification by dynamic during and after the dynamic loads event for
testing. Static loa. ag analysis has been active components.
employed to verify the structural integrity of
the turbine assembly, and the adequacy of bc,lting 3.93.2.3.1 Procedures
under operating and dynamic conditions. The
complete turbine assembly is qualified via Procedures have been established for
dynamic testing, in accordance with IEEE 344. qualifying the mechanical portions of Seismic
The qualification test program includes Category I pumps such as the body which forms
demonstration of startup capability, as well as
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a fluid pressure boundary including the suction 3.93.23.1A Dynamic Qualifk-tion
and discharge nozzles, the shaft and seal
retainers, the impeller assembly including the The safety-related active pumps are
blading, shaft, and bearings for active pumps, analyzed for operability during dynamic
and integral suppccts. loading event by assuring that the pump is not

damaged during the scismic event and the pump
All active pumps are qualified for operability continues operating despite the dynamic loads.

by first being subjected to rigid tests both
prior to installation and after installation in A test or dynamic analysis is performed for
the plant. Electric mNors for active pumps and a pump to determine the dynamic scismic and
instrumentation, including electrical devices other RBV load from the applicable floor
which must function to cause the pump to response spectra.
accomplish its intended function, are discussed
separately in Subsection 3.9.3.2.5.1.3. Response spectra for the horizontal

vibration are used in two orthogonal
3.93.23.1.1 flydrostatic Test horizontal direction simultaneously with the

response spectra for the vertical vibration.
All seismic-active pumps shall meet the The effects from the three simultaneous

hydrostatic test requirements of ASME Code accelerations are combined by the square root
Section 111 according to the class rating of the of the sum of the squares method. The pump is
given pump. demonstrated by test or analysis that the ;

faulted condition nozzle loads do not impair
3.93.23.1.2 Leakage Test the operability of the pumps during or

'

following the faulted condition. Components
The fluid pressure boundary is examined for of the pump are considered essentially rigid

leaks at all joints, connections, and regions of when having a natural frequency above 33 Hz.
high stress such as around openings or thickness A static shaft deflection analysis of the
t:ansition sectiont vhile the pump is undergoing motor rotor is performed with the conservative
a hydrostatic test or during performance SSE accelerations acting in horizontal and
testing. Leakage rates that exceed the rates vertical direction simultaneously.
permitted in the design specification are
eliminated and the component retested to The deflections determined from the static
establish an observed leakage rate. The actual shaft analysis are compared to the allowable
observed leakage rate, if less than permitted, is rotor clearances. The allowable rotor
documented and made a part of the acceptable clearances are limited by the deflection which
documentation package for the component. would cause the rotor to just make contact

with the stator. In order to avoid damage
393.23.1.3 Performance Test during the faulted plant condition, the

stresses caused by the comb: nation of normal
'1he pump is demonstrated capable of meeting operating loads, SSE and dynamic system loads

; all hydraulic requirements while operating with are limited to the material elastic limit.
| flow at the total developed head, minimum and

maximum head, NPSH, and other parameters as The average membrane stress (am) for
specified in the equipment specification. the faulted conditions loads is limited to |

1.2S or approximately 0.75 oy (ay=
Bearing temperature (except water cooled yield stress), and the maximum stress in local |

bearings) and vibration levels are also monitored fibers (om + bending stress ob) is limited
| during these operating tests. Both are shown to to 1.8S or approximately 1.1 oy. The

be below specified levels. maximum dynamic nozzle loads are also
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considered in an analysis of the pump supports to An analysis or test is accomplished v hich
assure that a system misalignment cannot occur. conservatively demonstrates structural

integrity and/or functionality of the
if the naturai frequenev is found to be below equipment supports.

33 Hz, an analysis is performed to determine the
amplified input accelerations necessary to The impeller, shaft, and bearings for
perform the static analysis, active pumps are analyzed to determine

adequacy while operating with the seismic and
in completing the seismic qualification other RBV loading effects applied in addition

procedures, the pump motor and all components to the applicable operating loads including
vital to the operation of the pump are nozzle loads. Functional requirements are
independently qualified for operation during the partially demonstrated by a suitable analysis
maximum seismic event by lEEE 344. which conservatively shows the following:

If the testing aption is chosen, sine-beat (1) The stresses in the shaft do not exceed
testing for electrical equipment is performrd by the minimum yield strength of the raaterial
satisfying one or more of the following used for its construction.
requirements to demonstrate multi frequency
respoase is negligible or the sine beat input is (2) The deflections of the shalt and/or,
of sufficient magnitude to conservatively account impciler blade * dt not cause the impeller
for this effect, assembly to seize.

(1) The equipment response is basically due to (3) The bearing tmperature does not attain i
one mode, limits which may allow stresses in the -

bearing or bearing support to exceed
(2) The sine-but response spectra envelc,pc the minimum yield strength levels or

floor response spectra in the region of jeopardize lubrication.
significant response.

3.9.3.23.2 Documentation
(3) The floor response spectra consist of one

dominant mode and has a peak at this All of the preceding requirements
frequency. (Subsection 3.9.3.2.3.1) are satisfied to

demonstrate that functionality is assured for
The degrees of cross coupling in the equipment active pumps. The documentation is prepared

saalt determine if a single or multi axis test is in a format that clearly shows that each
required. Multi-axis testing is required if consideration hn en properly evaluated and
there is considerable cross coupling. If tests have been alidated by a designated
coupling is very light, then single axis testing quality assurance representative. The
is justified. Or, if the degree of coupling can analysis is included as a part of the
be determined, then single axis testing can be certified stress report for the assembly.
used with input sufficiently increased to include
the effect of coupling on the response of the 3.93.2A Major Active Valves
equipment.

Some of the major safety-related active
The combined stresses of the support valves (see Table 6.2-2, 6.2-3 and 3.2-1)

structures are designed to be within the limits discussed in this subsection for illustration
of ASME Code Section III, Subsectiou NF, are the main steam line isolation valves and
component Support Structures and/or other safety / relief valves, and standby liquid con-
comparable limits of industry standards such as trol valves and high pressure core flooder
the AISC Specification for liuildings, plus valves (motor-operated). These valves are de-
Addenda for building support structures, signed to meet the ASME Code Section ill re-
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quirements and perform the.fr mechanical motion in thermal expansion of the connecting pipe, and
conjunction with a dynamic (SSE and other RBV) reaction forces from valve discharge.
load event. These valves are suppertri entirely

| by the piping, i. e., the valve operators are not (2) A production SRV is demonstrated for
used as attachment poiats.for piping supports operability during a dynarnic qualification I

(Se e S ubse ction 19.3.4.1). The dynamic (shake table) type test with mament and
qualification for operability is unique for each "g" loads applied greater than the
valve type; therefore, each method of r quired equipment's design limit loads

I qualification is detailed individually below. and conditions.

3.9.3.2.4.1 Stain Steam isolation Vahe A mathematical model of this valve is
included in the main steam line system,

| The typical Y-pattern MSIVs described in analysis, as with the htSIVs. This analysis i

Subsection 5.4.5.2 are evaluated by analysis and assures the equipment design limits are noti

test for capability to operate under the design exceeded.
loads that envelop the predicted loads during a 1

design basis accident and safe shutdown 3.93.2.43 Standby Liquid Control Vahe )
eatthquake. (Injection Yahe)

The valve body is designed, analyzed and The typical SLC Injection-Valve design is
I tested in accordance with the AShiE Code Section qualified by type test to IEEE 344. The valve
| III, Class 1 requirements. The MSIVs are modeled body is designed, analyzed and tested per the .

*

|
mathematically in the main steam line system ASME Code, See: ion Ill, Class 1. The

| analysis. The loads, amplified accelerations and qualification test demonstrates the ability to
*

| resonance frequencies of the valves are remain operable after the application of the
determined from the overall steamline analysis, horizontal and vertical dynainic loading'

The piping supports (snubbers, rigid restraints, exceeding the predicted dynamic loading.
etc.) are located and designed to limit amplified
acceleration, of and piping loads in the valves 3.93.2.4.4 liigh Pressure Core Flooder Vahe
to the design limits. (N10 tor. Operated)

As described in Subsection 5.4.5.3, the MSiv The typical HPCF valve body design,
and associated electrical equipment (wiring, analysis and testing is in accordance with the
solenoid valves, and position switches) are requirements of the ASME Code, Section III,

| dynamically qualified to operate during an * Class 1 or 2 componentsr Thr h ss-1 E
' accident condition. electrical motor actuator is -1 ed by type
|

test in accordance with IEEE 332, as discussed |in Subsection 3.11.2. A mathematical model of| 3.93.2.4.2 Main Steam brety/ Relief Vahe

| this valve is included in the HPCF piping
The typical SRV design described in Subsection system analysis. The analysis results are

5.2.2.4.1 is qualified by type test to IEEE 344 assured not to exceed the horizontal and
| for operability during a dynamic event. vertical dynamic acceleration limits acting
| Structural integrity of the configuration during simultaneously for a dynamic (SSE and other
| a dynamic event is demonstrated by both Code RBV) event, which is treated as an emergency
| (ASME Class 1) analysis and test, o mdition.

(1) Valve is designed for maximum raoments on 3.93.2.5 Other Active Vahes
inlet and outlet which may be imposed when
installed in service. These moments are Other safety-related active valves are ASME
resultants due to dead weight plus dynamic Class 1,2 or 3 and are designed to perform

i loading of both valve and connecting pipe, their mechanical motion during dynamic loading

|

|

|
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conditions. The operability assurance program particular ASME Class of valve analyzed.
ensures that these valves will operate during a Additional detail on stress limits for
dynamic stismic and other RBV event, operability is provided in a footnote to Table

3.92.
3.9.3.2.5.1 Procedures

Dynamic load qualification is accomplished
Qualification tests accompanied by analyses in the following way:

are conducted for all active valves. Procedures
for qualifying electrical and instrumentation (1) All the active valves are designed to have
cortponents which are depended upon to cause the a fund;..nental frequency which is gteater
valve to accomplish its intended function are than t!e high frequency asymptote (ZPA) of
described in Subsection 3.9.3.2.5.1.3, the dynamic event. This is shown by

suitable test or analysis.
3.9.3.2.5.1.1 Tests

(2) The actuator and yoke of the va ve system
Prior to installation of the safety-related is statically loaded to an amount greater

valves, the following tests are pert'ormed: (1) than that due to a dynamic t y, %
shell hydrosta:ic test to ASME Code Section 111 load is applied at the cente y a4

requirements; (2) back seat and main seat leakage of the actuator alone in Q efM
tests; (3) disc hydrostatic te;t; (4) fui.ctional the "eakest axis 6 A c. /~*
tests to verify that the valve will open and simula t e d o pe r e", s A wlvclose with:n the specified time limits when pressure is simulti < yn vV se
subject to the design differential pressure; and valve during the stat VC N ,*

: is.

(5) operability qualification of valve actuators -

for the environmental conditions over the (3) The valve is then operated while in the
installed life. Environmental qualification deflected position (i.e., from the normal
procedures for operation follow those specified operating position to the safe position),
in Section 3.11. The results of all required The valve is verified to perform its
tests are properly documented and included as a safety related function within the
part of the operability acceptance documentation specified operating time limits.
package.

(4) Motor operatcts and other electrical
3.9J.2.5.1.2 Dynamic Load Quat;ficatinn appurtenances nccessary for operation are

qualified as operable during a dynamic
The functionality of an active valve during event by appiopriate qualification tests

and after a sei mic and other RBV event may be prior to installation on the valve, These
demonstrated by an analysis or by a combination motor opera' tors then have individual
of analysis and test. The qualification of Seisnic Category I supports attached to
electrical and instrumentation components decouple the dynamic loads between the
controlling valve actuation is discussed in operators and valves themselves.
Subsection 3,9.3.2.5.1.3. The valves are
designed using either stress analyses or the The piping, stress analysis, and pipe
pressure temperature rating requirements based support design maintain the motor operato.r
upon design conditions. An analysis of the accelerations below the qualification leve)s
extended structure is performed for static with adequate margin of safety,
equivalent dynamic loads app %d a: the center of
gravity of the extended structare. See if the andamental frequency of the valve.
Subsection 3 9.2.2 for further details, by test o. analysis, is less than that for the

ZPA, a dynamic analysis of the valve perforn.ed
The maximum stress limits allowed in these to determine the equivalent acceleration to be

analyses confirm structura l integrity and are the applied during the static test. The analysis
limits developed and accepted by the ASME for th: provides the amplification of the input
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acceleration considering the natural frequency of of the loads. The tests include pressurizing
the valve and the frequency content of the the valve inlet with nitrogen and subjecting
applicable plant floor response spectra. The the valve to accelerations equal to or greater
adjusted accelerations have been determined using than the dynamic event (SSE plus rAct RBV)
the same conservatism contained in the horizontal loads.
and vertical accelerations used for rigid
valves. The adjusted acceleration is then used 3.9.3.2.5.1.3 Qualification of Electrical
in the static analysis and the valve operability and Instrumentation Components Controlling
is assured by the methods outlined in Steps (2) Valve Actuation
throu;;h (4), using the modified acceleration
input. Alternatively, the valve including the A practical problem arises in attempting to
actuator and all other accessories is qualified describe tests for devices (relays, motors,
by shake table Mt. sensors, etc.) as well as for complex

assemblics such as control panels. It ic ;

Valves which are safety related but can be reasonable to assume that a device, as an !

classified as not having an overhanging integral part of an assembly, can be s ibjected
structure, such as check yalves and to dynamic loads tests while in an operating ,

pressure relief valves, are considered as condition and its performance monitored during [
| follows: the test. However, in the case of complex *

panels, such a test is not always practical, j
3.9.3.2.5.1.2.1 Active Check Vahes In such a situation, the following alternate |

Due to the particular simple characteristics
of the check valves, the active check valves are The individual devices are tested

'

qualified by a combination of the following tests separately in an operating condition and the
and analysis: test levels recorded as he qualification

levels of the devices. The prael, with
(1) Stress analysis including the dynamic loads similar devices installed but inoperative, is

where applicable; vibration tested to determirm if the panel
response accelerations u measure by

(2) in. shop hydrostatie tests; accelerometers installed at the device;

| attachment locations tre less than the levels
(3) in-shop seat leakage test; and at which the device's were qualified. Note

that the purpose of installing the
(4) periodic in situ valve exercising and nonoperating devices is to assure that the

inspection to assure the functional panel has the structural characteristics it
capability of the valve, will have when in use. If the acceleration

levels at the device locations are found to be
3.93.2.5.1.2.2 Active Pressure. Relief Vahes less than the levels to which the device is

qualified, then the total assembly is
The active pressure-relief valves (RVs) are considered qualified. Otherwise, either the

qualified by the following procedures. These panel is redesigned to reduce the acceleration
valves are subjected to test and analysis similar level to the device locations and retested, or
to check valves, stress analyses including the the devices is requalified to the higher
dynarr.ic loads, in-shop hydrostatic seat leakage, levels.

| and performance tests. In addition to these
tests, periodie in-situ valve inspection, as 3.93.2.5.2 Documentation
applicable, and periodic valve removal,
refurbishment, performance testing, and All of the preceding requirements
reinstallation are performed to assure the (Subsection 3.9.3.2.5.1) are satisfied to
functional capability of the valve. Tests of the demonstrate that functionality is assured for
RV under dynamic loading conditions demonstrate active valves. The documentation is prepared
that valve actuation can occur during application in a format that clearly shows that each
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consideration ~has been properly evaluated and flow channes direction thus causing momentary-
tests have been validated by a designated quality reactions. The resulting' loads on the SRV, the
assurance ~ representative. The analysis is main steamline, and the discharge piping are

-included as a part of the certified stress report combined with loads due to other effects as
~

for-the assembly. - specified in Subsection 3.9.3.1. In' accordance
.

with Tables 3.91 and 3.9 2, the Code stress
. 3.9.33 Design and Installation of Pressure . limits for service levels corre sponding_ to

Relief Devices load combination classification as normal,
. upset, emergency, and faulted are applied to the

3.933.1 Main Steam Safety /Rellef Valves '. main steam and discharge pipe.

SRV lift in a main steam (MS) piping system 3.933.2 Other Safety / Relief Valves
results in a transient that produces momentary

.- unbalanced forces acting on the MS and SRV. An SRV is identified as a pressure relief
discharge piping system for the period from valve or vacuum breaker. SRVs in the reactor
opening of the SRV until a steady discharge flow components and subsystems are described and

. from the reactor pressure vessel to the identified in Subsection 5.4.13.
-

suppression pool is established. This period
includes clearing of the water slug from the end The operability assurance program discussed
of_ the discharge ~ pip submerged in the in Subsection 3.9.3.2.5 applies to safety / relief '
suppression pool; Pn_ re waves traveling valves. The qualification of active relief
through the_ma_in steam and discharge piping valves is specifically outlined in Subsection

.

following the relatively rapid opening of the SRV 3.9.3.2.5.1.2.2. i

cause this piping to vibrate. -

. __

_

ABWR safety /relici valves (safety valves with
The analysis of the MS and discharge piping . auxiliary actuating devices and pilot operated

transient due to SRV discharge consists of a valves) are designed and manufactured in
stepwise time history solution of the fluid flow accordance with the ASME Code, Section III,
equation to generate a time history of the fluid Division 1 requirements. Specific rules for

- pro'perties at numerous locations along the pipe. . pressure relieving devices are as specified in
- The fluid transient properties are calculated Article NB 7000, and NB.3500 (pilot operated and

'

based on the maximum set pressure specified in power actuated pressure relief valves).
the sicam = system-specification and the value of
ASME Code flow rating increased by a factor to The design of ABWR SRVs incorporates SRV
account for the. cons'ervative method of opening and pipe reaction load considerations
establishing the rating.' Simultaneous discharge required by ASME II!, Appendix 0, and iacluding

' of.all valves in a MS:line is assumed in the - the additional criteria of SRP,.Section 3.9,3, h
-analysis'because simultaneous discharge is Paragraph II.2 and those identified under "

-considered to. induce maximum stress in the: Subsection NB 3658 for pressure and structural-
. piping. - Rea'ction loads on the' pipe are . integrity. Safety / relief valve operability is
determined at each location corresponding to the. demonstrated either by_ dynamic testing or
position of an elbow. These loads are composed analysis of similarly tested valves or a

. . of pressure; times-area, momentum-change, and combination of both in compliance with the
* fluid-friction tern:s.

'

requirements of SRP Subsection 3.9.3.

The method of analysis applied to determine . 3.9J33 Rupture Disks
response of the MS piping system including the
SRV discharge line, to relief valve operation is. There are no rupture disks in the ABWR plant

- time-history integration.'' The forces are applied design, that must function during and after a
at locations on the piping system where fluid dynamic event (SSE including other RBV loads).
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! 3.93.4 Comp (ment Supports correspond to those used for design of the sup-
port ed pipe. The component loading

The design of bolts for component supports combinations are discussed in Subsection
is specified in the AShiE Code Section 111, 3.9.3.1. The stress limits are per AShtE 111,
Subsection NF Stress limits for bolts are given Subsection NF and Appendix F. Supports are
in NF 3225. The rules and stress limits which generally designed either by load rating
must be satisfied are those gisen in NF-3324.6 method per paragraph NF-3260 or by the stress
multiplied by the appropriate stress limit factor limits for linear supports per paragraph
for the particular service loading level and NF-3231. The critical buckling loads for the
stress category specified in Table NF-3225.2-1, Class 1 piping supports subjected to faulted

loads that are more severe than normal, upset
htoreover, on equipment which is to be, or and emergency loads, are determined by using

may be, mounted on a concrete support, sufficient the methods discussed in Appendices F and XVil
holes for anchor bolts are provided to limit the of the Code. To avoid buckling in the piping
anchor bolt stress to less than 10,000 psi on the supports, the allowable loads are limited to
nominal bolt area in shear or tension. two thirds of the determined critical buckling -

loads.
C,ncrete anchor bolts which are used for

pipe sui uort base plates will be designed to the The design of all supports for non nuclear
applicabe factors of safety which are defined in piping satisfies the reluirements of ANSI
I&E Bulletin 79-02, * Pipe Support Base Plate B31.1, Paragraphs 120 and 121.
Designs Using Concrete Expansion Anchor Bolts.''
Revision 1 dated June 21,1979. For the major active vahes identified in i

Subsection 3.v.3.2.4, the valve operators are
3.93.4.1 Piping not used as attachment points for piping ,

supports.

Supports and their attachments for essential
ASN1E Code Section 111, Class 1,2, and 3 piping The design criteria and dynamic testing re-
are designed in accordance with Subsection NI' up quirements for the ASNtE 111 piping supports
to the interface of the building structure. The are as follows:
building structure component supports are de-
signed in accordance with ANSI /AISC N690, Nuclear (1) Piping Supports - All piping supports are
racilitics Steel Safety-Related Structures for designed, fabricated, and assembled so
Design, Fabrication and Erection or AISC that they cannot become disengaged by the
specification for the Design, Fabrication, and movement of the supported pipe of -

Erection of Structural Steel for buildings, equipment after they have been installed.
All piping supports are designed in
accordance with the rules of Subsection NF
of the ASN1E Code up to the building
structure interf ace as defined in the
project design specifications.

* Augmented by the following: (1) application of
Code Case N-476, Supplement 89.1 which governs (2) Spring llangers - The operating load on
the design of single angle members of ash 1E Class spring hangers is the load caused by dead
1,2,3 and h1C linear component supports; and (2) weight. The hangers are calibrated to en-
when eccentric loads or other torsionalloads are sure that they support tbc operating load
not accommodated by designing the load to act at both their hot and cold load settings,
through the shear center or meet " Standard for Spring hangers provide a specified down
Steel Support Design *, analyses will be performed travel and up travel in excess of the
in accordance with torsional analysis methods specified thermal movement.
such as: * Torsional Analysis of Steel hiembers,
USS Steel hianual*, Publication T114-2/83.

Amendment 3 9-31
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(3) Snubbers . The operating loads on snubbers
are the loads caused by dynamic events
(e.g., seismic, RBV due to LOCA and SRV dis-
charge, discharge through a relicI vahe
line or valve closure) during various
operating conditions. Snubbers restrain
piping against response to the vibratory
excitation and to the associated differen-
tial movement of the piping system support
anchor poi. s. The criteria for locating
snubbers ano enstring adequate load
capacity, the structural ad mechanical
performance parameters used for snubbers and
the installation and inspection consider-
ations for the snubbers are as follows:

(a) Required Load Capacity and Snubber Loca-
tion

The entire piping system including
valves and support system between an-a

chor points is mathematically modeled
for complete piping structural ;

analysis. In the dynamic analysis,
the snubbers are modeled as a spring

,

with a given spring stiffness depending,

on the snubber size. The analysis
determines the forces and moments acting
on each piping components and the forces
acting on the snubbers due to all
dyns ' loading and operating conditions-

defined in the piping design
specification. The forces on snub-
bers are operating loads for various ,

operating conditions. The calculated
loads cannot exceed the snubber design
load capacity for various operating
conditions, i.e., design, normal, upset,
emergency and faulted.

Amendment 3 9-31.1
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Snubbers are generally used in agreement, they are brought in
situations where dynamic support is agreen. :nt, and the system analysis
required because thermal growth of the is redone to confirm the snubber
piping prohibits the use of rigid loads. This iteration is continued
supports. The snubber locations and until all snubber load capacities
support directions are first decided by and spring const a nts are
estimation so that the stresses in the r e e o a eile d.
piping system will have acceptable
values, The snubber locations and (c) Snubber Design and Testing
support directions are refine.d by
performing the dynamic analysis of the To assure that the required
piping and support system as described structura1 aad mechaniea1
above in order that the piping stresses performance characteristics and
and support loads meet the Code product quality are achieved, the
requirements. following requirements for design

and testing are imposed by the
The pipe support design specification design specification:
requires that snubbers be provide:d with
position indicat rs to identify the rod (i) The snubbers are required by
position. Tcis indicator f acilitates the pipe support design

| the checking of hot anu cold settings of specification to be designed
ti;e snubber, as specified in the in accordance with all of the
installation manual, during p' ant rules and regulations of the;
preoperational and startup testing. ASM E Code Section ill,

Subsection NF, This design '
(b) Inspection, Testing, Repair and/or requirement includes analysis

Replacement of Snubbers for t he norm al, u pset,
emergency, and faulted

The pipe support design specification loads. These calculated
requires that the snubber supplier loads are then compared
prepare an installation instruction against the allowable loads
manual, This manual is required to to make sure that the
contain complete instructions for the stresses are belcw the cod:
testing, maintenance, and repair of the allowable limit,

snubber. It also contains inspection
peints and the period of inspection. (ii) The snubbers are tested to

insure that they can perform
The pipe support design specification as required during the
requires that hydraulic snubbers be seismic and other RBV events,
equipped with a fluid level indicator so and under aaticipated
that the level of fluid in the snubber operational transient loads
can be ascertained easily. or other mechanical loads

associated with the design
The spring constant achieved by the requirements for the plant,
snubber supplier for a given load The f o 11 o wi n g test
capacity snubber is compared against the requirements are included:
spring constant used in the piping
system model. If the spring constants o Snubbers are subjected to
are the same, then the snubber location force or displacement versus
and support direction become confirmed. time loading at frequencies
If the spring constants are not in wit hin the range of
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significant modes of the piping (i) There are no visible signs of
system; damage or im p air e d

operability as a result of
o Displacements are measured to s t o r a ge, ha ndling, or

determine the performance i n s t alla tio n.
characteristics specified;

(ii) The snubber location,
o Tests are conducted at various orientation, position

temperatures to ensure operability setting, and configuration
over the specified range; (attachments, extensions,

etc.) are according to design
o Peak test loads in both tension and drawings and specifications.

compression are required to be equal
to or higher than the rated load (iii) Snubbers are not seized,
requirements; and frozen or jammed.

o The snut.bers are tested for various (iv) Adequate swing clearance is
abnormal environmental conditions. provided to allow snubber
Upon completion of the abnormal movements.
environmental transient test, the

. snubber is tested dynamically at a (v) If applicable, fluid is to be
frequency within a specified recommended level and not be ;
frequency range. The snubber must leaking from the snubber
operate normally during the dynamic system,

,

test.

(si) Structural connections such
(d) Snubber Installation Requirements as pins, fasteners and other

connecting hardware such as
An installation instruction manual is lock nuts, tabs, wire, cotter
required by the pipe support design pins are installed :orrectly,
specification. This manual is required
to contain instructions for storage, If the period between the
handling, erection, and adjustments (if initia1 pre-service
necessary) of snubbers. Each snubber examination and initial
has an installation location drawing system pre-operational tests
which contains the installation location exceeds 6 months because of
of the snubber on the pipe and unexpected situations,
structure, the hot and cold settings, reexamination of items 1,4,
and additional information needed to and 5 will be performed,
install the particular snubber. Snubbers which are installed

incorrectly or otherwise fail
(e) Snubber Pre-service Examination to meet the aboye

requirements will be repaired
The pre service examination plan of all or replaced and re-examined
snubbers covered by he Chapter 16 tech- in accordance with the above
nical specifications will be prepared. criteria.
This examination will be made after
snubber installation but not more than 6 (4) Struts The design load on struts
months prior to initial system pre-oper- includes those loads caused by dead
ational testing. The pre service weight, thermal expansion, seismic forces
examination will verify the following: (i.e., OBE and SSE), other RBV loads.

Amendment 7 3.9-33
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, system = anchor displacements, and reaction -(P/P it) + (9/9 erit) + (f/rcrit) 'er
1 . forces caused by relief valve discharge or

valve closure, etc. < (1/S.F.)

- Struts are designed in accordance with ASME where: 5

Code Section III, Subsection NF 3000 to be
'

capable of carrying-the design loads for q longitudinalload=

various operating conditions. As in case of P external pressure=

-snubbers, the forces on struts are obtained transverse shear stressr- =
'

- frem an analysis, which are assured not to S.F. = safety factor
3.0 for design, testing, serviceexceed the design loads for various =

operating conditions. levels L & B
2.0 for Service Level C-=

, 3.9.3A.2 Reactor Presure Vessel Support Skirt = - 1.5 for Servke Lael D.
,

- The ABWR RPV support skirt is' designed as an 3.93AJ Reactor Pressure Vessel Stabilizer
ASME Code Class I component per the requirements ,

of ASME Code Section III, Subsection NF'. _The - The RPV stabilizer is designed as a Safety-
loading conditions and stress criteria are given Class I linear type component support in

fin Tables 3.9-1 and 3.9 2, and the. calculated accordance with the requirements of ASME
stresses meet the Code allowable stresses in the' -Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III. --
critical support areas for various plant Subsection NF. The stabilizer provides a j
operating conditions. - The stress level margins reaction point near the upper end of the RPV

'

assure the adequacy of the RPV support skirt. An to resist horizontal loads due to effccts such
analysis for buck!!ng shows ;that the support . as earthquake, pipe rupture and RBV. The

' skirt complies with Subparagraph F 1332.5 of ASME design loading conditions, and stress criteria
III, Appendix F, and the loads do not exceed two are given in Tables 3.9-1 and 3.9 2, and the

_

th_irds of the critical buckling strength __of the calcu'ated stresses meet the Code allowable
skirt. :The_ permissible skirtiloads at any stresses in the. critical support areas for :

elevation,~ when simultaneously applied, are various plant operating conditions,
limited by the following interaction equati',n:

3.93AA Floor Mounted Mador Equipment -
- (Pumps, Heat Exchangers, and RCIC Turbine)

,

Since the major active val.ves are supported -
: by piping and_ n_ot tied to building structures,
valve " supports" do not exist (See Subsection.

-3.9.3.4.1).

The HPCF, RHR,. RCIC, SLC, FPCCU,'
' Augmented by' the following: (1) application of SPCU,' and CUW pumps; R M C,. R H R,.

C6de Case N-476, Supplement 89.1 which governs RWCU, and FPCCU heat exchangers;and RCIC
: the design of single angle members of ASME Class turbine are a11 analyzed to ycrify the
1,2,3 and MC linear component supports; and (2) adequacy of their support structure under -
when eccentric loads or other torsional loads are various' plant operating conditions. In all
not accommodated by designing the load to'act cases, the: load stresses in the criticalc

F_ (through the shear center or meet " Standard for - support areas are within ASME Code allowables.-
Steel Support Design *, analyses will be performed

'

in accordance with torsional analysis methods Seismic Ca:egory I active pump supports are
j. . such ast ' Torsional Analysis of Steel Members, qualified for dynamic (seismic and other RBV)
L USS Steel Manual *, Publication T114 2/83. loads by testing when the pump supports
|

|
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together with the pump meet the following test
conditions:

(1) simulate actual mounting conditions;

(2) simulate all static and dynamic loadings
on the pump;.

(3) monitor purnp operability during testing;

(4) the normal operation of the pump during
and af ter the test-indicates that the
supports are adequate (any deflection or
deformation of the pump supports which
precludes the operability of the pump is
not accepted); and

(5) supports are inspected for structural in-
tegrity after the test. Any cracking or
permanent deformation is not accepted.

Dynamic qualification of component supports
by analysis is generally accomplished as fol. ;

lows: .

Amendment 11 39441
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(1) Stresses at all support elements and parts
such as pump holddown and baseplate holddown
bolts, pump support pads, putup pedestal, and
foundation are checked to be within the al-
lowable limits as specified in the AShiE Code
Section 111, Subsection NF.

(2) For normal and upset conditions, the
deflections and deformations of the supports
are assured to be within the clastic limits,
and to not exceed the values permitted by the
designer based on design verification tests.
This ensures the operability of the pump.

(3) For emergency and faulted plant conditions,
the deformations do not exceed the values a
permitted by the designer to ensure the 3
operability of the pump. Elastic / plastic
analysis are performed if the deflections are
above the elastic limits.

3.93.5 Other ash 1E 111 Component Supports

The ash!E 111 component supports and their at- ~

tachments (other than those discussed in preced-
ing subsection) are designed in accordance with
Subsection NF of the ash!E Code Section III* up to

A the interface with the building structure. The
$ building structure component supports are de-

signed in accordance with the AISC Specification
for the Design, Fabrication, and Erection of
Structural Steel for Buildings. The loading
combinations for the various operating conditions 3.9.4 Control Rod Drive System (CRDS)
correspond to those used to design the supported
component. The component loading cr abinations A control rod drive system CRDS)in an ABWR
are discussed in Subsection 3.9.C... Active plant is equipped with an electro-hydraulic fine
component supports are discussed in Subsection motion control rod drive (Fh1CRD) system, which
3,9.3.2. The stress limits are per AShlE III, includes the control rod drive (CR.D) mechanism,
Subsection NF and Appendix F. The supports are the hydraulic control vait (HCU), the condensate
evaluate!! for buckling in accordance with AShtE supply system, and power for FhtCRD motor, and
III; extends inside RPV to the coupling interface

with 'he control rod blades.
i ' Augmented by the following: (1) application of
'

Code Case N-476, Supplement 89.1 which governs the 3.9.4.1 Descriptive Information on CRDS
design of single angle members of AShiE Class 1,2,3
and htC linear component supports; and (2) when Descriptive information on the CRDs as well
eccentric loads or other torsional loads are not as the entire control and drive system is con-
accommodated by designing the load to act through tained in Section 4.6.
the shear center or meet " Standard for Steel
Support Design *, analyses will be performed in 3.9.4.2 Applicable CRDS Design Specification
accordance with torsional analysis methods such
as: " Torsional Analysis of Steel Members, USS CRDS is designed to meet the functional de-
Steel Manual", Publication T114-2/83. sign criteria outlined in Section 4.6 and con-
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sists of the following: (2) factory quality control tests;

(1) fine motion control rod drive; (3) Five year maintenance life tests;

(2) hydraulic control unit; (4) 1.5X design life tests;

(3) hydraulic power supply (pumps); (5) operational tests;

(4) electric power supply (for FMCRD motors) (6) acceptance tests; and

(5) interconnecting piping; (7) surveillance tests.

(6) flow and pressure and isolation valves; and All of the tests except (3) and (4) are dis-
cussed in Section 4.6. A discussion of tests

(7) instrumentation and electrical controls. (3) and (4) follows:

Those components of the CRDS forming part of (3) Five-Year Maintenance Life Tests Four
the primary pressure boundary are designed control rod drives are normally picked at
according to ASME Code Section 111, Class I random from the production stock each year
requirements, and subjected to various tests under simu-

lated reactor conditions and 1/6th of the
The quality group classification of the service life cycles.

components of the LnDS is outlined in Table 3.2-1
.

*

and they are designed to the codes and standards, Upon completion of the test program,-
per Table 3.2-2, in eccordance with their control rod drives must meet or surpass
individual quality groups. the minimum specified performance

requirements.
Pertinent aspects of the design and qualifica-

tion of the CRDS components are discussed in the (4) 1.5X Design Life Tests - When a signifi- d
following locations: transients in Subsection icant design change is made to the com-
3,9.1.1, f aulted conditions in S ubse ction ponents of the drive, the drive is sub-
3.9.1.4, seismic testing in Subsection 3.9.2.2. jected to a series of tests equivalent to 4

1.5 times the service life cycles.
3.9.4.3 Design Loads, Stress Limits, and
Allowahle Deformations - 3.9.5 Reactor Pressure VesselInternals

The ASME III Coue components of the CRDS have This subsection identifies and discusses the
been evaluated analytically and the design load- struct tral and functional integrity of the major
ing conditions, and stress criteria are as given reactor pressure vessel (RPV) interaals, includ-
in Tables 3.9-1 and 3.9 2, and the calculated ing core support structures,
stresses meet the Code allowable stresses. For
the non-Code components, the ASME Ill Code re- 3.9.5.1 Design Arrangements
quirements are used as guidelines and experimen-
tal testing is used to determine the CRD perfor- The core support structures and reactor
mance under all possible conditions as described vessel internals (exclusive of fuel, control
in Subsection 3.9.4.4. rods, and incore nuclear instrumentation) are:

3.9.4.4 CRD Performance Assurance Program (1) Core Support Structures

The CRD test program consists of these tests: Shroud;

(1) development tests; Shroud support (including the internal pump
deck);

Amendment 3 3 9-36
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Core plate (and core plate hardware);

Top guide;

Fuel supports (orificed fuel supports and
peripheral fuel suppo.ts);

Controf rod guide tubes; and

(2) Reactor Internals

* Shroud head and * steam separators assembly;
i

* Steam dryers assembly;

- Feedwater spargers;

a RHR/ECCS low pressure flooder spargers;

ECCS high pressure core flooder spargere
and piping;

'

RPV vent and head spray assembly;

Core and * internal pump differential
pressure lines;

In-core guide tubes and stabilizers;

* Surveillance sample holders;

A general assembly drawing c''he important

These are non-nuclear safety (or "other")*

category components as defined in Subsection
3.2. 5.1. In Subsection 3.9.5, such compo-
ents are called non safety class compo-
ents, and the safet-related internals

(Safety Class 3) are called safety class
components.

Amendment 10 19-36a
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| teactor r.,mponents is shown in Figure . 3 2. 3.93.1.1.2 Shroud Support

The floodable inner volume of the reactor The itFV shroud support is designed to sur-
pressure sessel can be scen in Figure 3.9 2. It port the shroud, and includes the internal pump

b is the volume up to the level of the core flooder deck that locates and supports the pumps. T he
sparger. pump discharge diffusers penetrate the Jeck to

introduce the coolant to the inlet plenum below
The design artangement of the reactor the core. The llpV shroud support is a horiron

in!croals, such as the shroud, stearn separators tal structure welded to the venel wall to pre.
and guide teben, is such that one end is side support to the shroud, pump diffusers, and
unrestricted and thus free to expand. core and pump deck differential pressure lines

The structure is a ring plate welded to the
The ECCS core flooder couplings incorporate sessel wall and to a vertical cylinder supported

vertically oriected slip. fit joints to allow free by vertical stilt legs from the bottom head,
thermal expansion.

3.93.1.13 Core plate
3.93.1.1 Core Support Struttures

The core plate consists of a circular
The core support structures consist of those stainless steel plate with reund openings and is q

items listed in Subsection 3.9.5.1(1) and arv stiffenr<l with a rim and beam structure. The '

Safety C!ast 3 as de!ined in Section 3.2. These core plaie provides lateral support and guidance
structures foim partitions within the reactor fne t: control rod guide tubes, in. core flux
vessel :o sustain pressure differentials across a.o.utor guide tubes, peripheral fuel supports) ,

the p"titions, direct the flow of the coolant and startup neutron sources. The last two items *
wate., and laterally locate and support the fuel are also supported vertically by the core plate.
assemblics. Figures 3.9 2 and 3.9 3 show the
reactor vessel internal flow paths. The entire assembly is bolted to - support

ledge in the lower portion of the shroud.
3.93.1.1.1 Shroed

3.93.1.1.4 Top Guide
The shroud support, shroud, and top guide make

up a stainless steel cylindrical assembly that The top guide consicts of a circular plate
provides a partition to separate the upward flow with square openins for fuel with a cylindrical

' of coolant through the core from the downward side forming an upper shroud extension and _

tr sitculation flow. This partition seperates the having a top flange for attaching the shroud
core region from the downcomer annulus. The head. Each opening piovides lateral support and
volume enclosed by this assembly is characterited guidance fe four fuel assemblies or, in the
by three segions. 't he uppe poition irrounds case of po spheral fuel, less ihan foer fuel
the core discharge plenum which is bounded by the assemblics. lirles are provided in the bottom of
shroud head on top and the top guide plate thn support int:rs.cetions to anchor the ir ; ore
below. The central portio of the shroud flux monitors and startup neutron sources. The
surrounds the active fuel and forms the longest tot guide is mechanically attmhed 80 the top of
section of the assembly, the shroud.

This secdon is bounded at the top by the top 3.93.1.13 Fuel Supports
guide plate and at the bottom by the core plate.
The l~ver portion, surrounding part of the lower The fuel supports (Figure 3.9 4) are of two
plenv.t,is welded to the reactor pressure vessel basic types: peripheral supports and orificed
shroud support. The shroud provides the fuel supports. The peripheral fuel supports are
horirontal support for the core by supporting the located at the outer edge of the active core and
core plate and top guide. are not adjacent to control rods. Each periph.
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cral fuci n:pport supports one fuel assembly and discharge mixture plenum together with the '

contains on orifice designed to assure pry r separators and their connecting standpipes. 'ihe
coolant flow to the peripheral fuel assembly. discharge plenum provides a mixing chamber foi
Each orificed fuel support support four fuel the steam / water misture before it enters the

i

assemblics ver;ically upward and horizontally and steam separators. Individual stainless steel
'

is provided with orifice plates to assure proper axial flow steam separalcrs are supported on and
coolant flow distribution to each rod. controlled attached to the top of standpipes that are
fuel assembly. The orificed fuel supports i:st welded into the shroud head- The steam
on the top of tl e control rod guide tubes wh:th separators ha.e no moving parts. In each
are supported laterally by the core pl.ite. The separator, the steam / water mixtue ising
cor.,,ol rods p.iss through cruciform openings in through the standpipe passes vanes tha: .inpart a
the center of the orificed fuel support. A spin to establish a vortex separating the water
control rod and the four adj'.ent fuel assemblies from the stam. The separated water flows from
represent a cme cell (Seedon 4.4). the lower portion of the steam separator into

the downcomer annulus. The assembl; a
3.9.5.1.1.6 Control Re 1 Guide Tulxs removable from tl.c reactor pressure vessel as a

single unit on a routine basis.
The control rod guide lebes located inside

the vessel extend from th: top of the control rod 3.9.5.1.2.2 Reactor laternal Pump
drive housings up through holes in the core (8tIP)/DilTusers
plate. Each guide tube is designed as the guide
for the lower end of a control rod and as the The pump assemblics are non sufety class
support for an orificed fuel support. This components and are discussed here to describe'
locates the four fuel assemblics surrounding the coolant flow paths (Figure 3.9 3) in the ves. *
control rod. The bottom of the guide tube in sel. The pump provides a means for forced cir-
supported by the control rod drive bnusing, which culation of the reactor coolant through the
in turn transmits the weight of tic ;uide tube, core, including the mixing of feedweter and an.
fuel support, and fuel assemblies to the reactor nulus water from the steam separators and dis.
vessel bottom head. The control rod guide tubes tributioa of this fluid to the vessel lower
also contain holes, hear the top of the control plenum and up through the lower grid to the
rod guide tube and below the core plate, for core.
coolant flow to the orificed fuel supports.

The pump assen hiies are mounted vertically
3.9.5.1.2 Reactor Internals into pump nonles arranged in an equally spaced

ring pattern on the bottom head of the RPV and
The reactor internals consist of those dems are located inside the downcomer annulus between

listed in Subsection 3.9.5.1(2), and are Safety the core stiroud and the reactor vessel wall.
Class 3 or non safety class as noted. These com. The design and performance of the pump
penents direct and control coolant flow through assemblies is covered in detail in Subsection
the core or support safety related and nonsafety 5.4.1. Each pump consists of three major
related function, hardware sections: an internal pump (IP)

sectian; a recirculation motor (RM) section; and
3.9.5.1.2.1 Shroud licad and Steam Separators a stretch tube section (Figure 5.4-1).
Assembly

The IP section of the RIP is located inside
The shroud head and standpipes / steam the RPV, in an opening through the RPV pump

separators are non-safety class internal deck--the latter being the horizontal ring-plate
components. The assembly is discussed here to enclosing the bottom of the downcomer annulus
describe the :oolant flow paths in the reactor and thus separating the lower pressure annulus
pressure vessel. The shroud head and steam region from the higher pressure lower plenum
separators assembly includes the upper flanges region. The IP, in turn, is comprised of a
and bolts, and forms the top of the core vertical axis single stage, mixed flow impeller

|
|
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driven from underneath by a pump shaft, with the 3.9.5.1.2.4 feedwater Spargers
impeller being encircled by a diffuser Shroud
assembld into the pump deck opening. These are Safety Class 2 components. They |

are discussed here to describe coolant flow
The RM section of the RIP is located paths in the vessel and their safety

underueath, and at the periphery of, the RPV f unc tion. Each of two feedwater lines is
bottom head inside a pressure retaining housing conne6ted to three spargers via three RPY
terrned the motor casing. The motor casing itself nonles. One line is utilized by the RCIC
is not part of the RM, but is instead a part of system; the other by the RilR shutdown cooling .

and welded into an RPV noule (p;mp noule). The system. During the ECCS mode, the two groups I
motor casing thus compris s part c.f the reactor of spargers support diverse type of flooding |,

coolant pressure boundary and is a Safety Class 1 of the vessel. The RCIC system side supports
componcnt, high pressure flooding and the RilR system side

supports low pressure floodire, as required
T he principal element of the stretch tube during the ECCS operatio"

section is a thin walled tube configured as a
ho !ow bolt fitting around the pump shaft and The feedwater spargers are stainless steel
within the pump nonlc. It has an external lip headers Ic44ted in the mixing plenum above the
(bolt head) at its upper end and an caternal dowccomer annulus. A separate sp tger in two |

threaded section at this lower end. The stretch halves is fitted to each feedwater nonic via )
tube function is to achieve tight clamping of the a tee and is shaped to conform to the curve of

1

IP diffuser to the gasketed, internal mount end the vessel wall. The sparger tee inlet is '

;
of the RPY pump nonic, at all extremes o.' connected to the RPV nonle safe end by a
thermal transients and rump operating conditions. double thermal sleeve arrangement, with all

'

onnections made by full penetration welds.
3.9.5.1.2.3 Steam l}ryer Assembly Sparger end brackets are pinned to vessel

brackets to support the spargers. Fe e dw at er
The steam dryer assembly is non. safety class flow enters the center of the spargers and is

component. It is discussed here to describe discharged radially inward to mix the cooler
coo | ant flow paths in the vessel. The steam feedwater with the downcomer flow from the
dryer removes moisture from the wet steam leaving steam separators and steam dryer before it
the steam separators. The extracted moisture contacts the vessel wall. The feed- water
flows down the dryer vanes to the collecting also serves to condense steam in the region
troughs, then flows through tubes into the above the downcomer annulus and to subcool
downcomer annulus, water flowing to the recirculation internal

pumps,
The steam dryer assembly consists of multiple

banks of dryer units mounted on a common 3.9.5.1.2.5 Ritr1/ECCS Low Pressure Flooder
structure which is removable from the reactor Spariters
pressure vessel as an integral unit. The

|assembly includes the dryer banks, dryer supply These are Salety Class 2 components. The
and discharge ducting, drain collecting trough, design features of these two spargers of the;

; drain piping, and a skirt which forms a water RHR shutdown cooling system are similar to
seal extending below the separator reference zero those of the six feedwater spargers, three of
elevation. Upward at,d radial movement of the which belonging to one feedwater line support
dryer assembly under the action of blowdown and additionally the same Ri{R (and ECCS)
seismic loads are limited by reactor vessel Nnction. During the ECCS mode, these

| internal stops which are arranged to permit dif- spargers support low pressure flooding of the
; ferential expansion groeth of the dryer assembly v ssel. The feedwater spargers are described

with respect to the reactor pressure vessel. The in Subsection 3.9.5.1.2.4
assembly is arranged for removal from the vesseli

'

as an integral unit on a routine basis. Two lines of RilR shutdown cooling system
enter the reactor vessel through the two
diagonally opposite nonles and connect to the
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spargers. The sparger tee inlet is connected to connection to the steamline is blocked. When
the RPV notrie safe end by a thermal sleeve draining the vessel during shutdown, air enter.;
arrangement with all connections made by full the vessel through the vent.
penetration welds.

3.9.5.11.8 Core and Internal Pump
3.9.5.1.2.6 ECCS liigh Pressure Corr 11ooder Differs ntial Pressure IJnes
Spar 1;tra und Piping

These lines comprise the core flow measure-
y The core flood (t spargers and piping are ment subsptem of the recirculation flow control

, Safety Class 2. The spargers and piping are the system (RFCS) and provide two methods of measur-A
|
means for directing high pressure ECCS Dow to ing the ABWR core flow rates. The core DP lines
the upper end of the core during accident (Safety Class 3) and internal pump DP lines
conditions. (non safety class) enter the reactor vessel se-

parately through reactor bottom head penetra-
Each of two high pressure core flooder (llPCF) tions. Four pairs of the core DP lines enter

system lines enters the reactor vessel through a the head in four quadrants through four penetra-
diagonally opposite norile in the same manner as tions and terminate immediately above and below
an RilR low pressure flooder line, except that the the core plate to sense the pressure in the re.
curved sparger incit' ding the connecting tee is gion outside the bottom of the fuel assemblies
routed around the inside of and is supported by and below the core plate during normal
the cylindrical portion of the top guide. A operation.
flexible coupling is interposed between the
sparger tee inlet and the sleeved inlet connector Similarly, four pairs of the internal pump DP
incide the nozzle. The two spargets are lines terminate above and below the pump deck '
supported so as to accommodate thermal expansion. and are used to sense the pressure across the

pump during normal pump operation. Each pair is
3.9.5.1.2.7 RPV Yent and licad Spray Assembly routed concentiically through a penetration and

upward along a shroud support leg in the lower
This is designed as a Safety Class 1 plenum.

component. liowever, only the nonle portion of
the assembly is a reactor coolant pressure 3.9.5.1.2.9 In Core Guide Tubes and
boundary, and the assembly function is not a Stabillurs
safety related operation, The reactor water
cleanup return flow to the reactor vessel, via These are Safety Class 3 components. The
feedwater lines, an be diverted partly to a guide tubes protect the in core instrumentation
spray nozzle in the reactor head in preparation from flow of water in the bottom heul plenum and
for refueling cooldown. The spray maintains provide a means of positioning fixed detectors
saturated conditions in the reactor vessel head in the core as well as a path for insertion and
volume by condensing stream being generated by withdrawal of the calibration monitors (ATIP,
the hot reactor vessel walls and internals. The automated traversing incore probe subsystem),
head spray subsystem is designed to :apidly The in core flux monitor guide tubes extend from
cooldown the reactor vessel head flange region the top of the in core flux monitor housing to
for refueling and to allow installation of steam the top of the core plate. The power range de-
line plugs before vessel floodup tor refueling. tectors for the power range monitoring units and

the dry tubes for the startup range neutron
The head vent side of the assembly passes moriitoring and average power sange monitoring

steam and noncondensable gases from the reactor (SRNM/APRM) detectors are inserted through the
head to the steamlines during startup and opera- guide tubes,
tion. During shutdown and filling for hydro-
testing, steam and noncondensable gases may be Two levels of stainless steel stabilizer
vented to the drywell equipment sump while the latticework of clamps, tie bars, and spacers

give lateral support and rigidity to the guide
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tubes. The stabilizers are connected to the normal operation, abnormal operational transi- i

shroud and shroud support. The bolts are ents, and accidents show that the loads affect- |

tack welded after a sembly to prevent loosening ing core support structures and other safety- I
during reactor operation. related reactor internals are less severe than I

those affected by the four postulated events.
3.9.5.1.2.10 Sur,elllante Sarnple lloiders

The faulted conditions for the reactor
This a non safety class component. The pressure vessel internals are discussed in

surveillance < ample holders are welded baskets subsection 3.9.1.4. Loading combination and 1

containing impact and tensile specimen capsules. analysis for safety related reactor internals
'

The baskets hang from the brackets that are at. including core support structures are discussed ,

'

tached to the inside of the reactor vessel wall in Subsections 3.9.3.1, 3.9.5.3.S , a c d

and extend to mid he:ght of the active core. The 3.9.5.3.6.
radial positions are chosen to expose the speci-
mens to the same erwironment and maximum neutron 3.9.5.2.2 Pressure Differential During Rapid
Duxes experienced by the reactor vesselit elf. Depressurization

3.9.5.2 loading Conditions A digital computer code is used to analyze
the transient conditions within the reactor

3.9.5.2.1 Events to be Evaluated vessel following the main steam line break
between the vessel norrie and main steam

Examinat?on of the spectrum , I conditions for isolation valve. The analytical model of the
which the safety design bases (Subsection vessel consists of nine nodes which are;
3.9.5.3.1) must be satisfied by core support connected to the necessary adjoining nodes by .
structures and safety related in ernal components flow paths having the required resistance and
reveals four sigcificant faulted events: inertial characteristics. The program solves

the energy and mass conservation equations for
(1) Feedwater Line Break A break in a cach node to give the depressurization rates and

feedwater line between the reactor vessel pressures in the various regions of the
and the primary containmeat penetration; reactor. Figure 3.9 5 shows the nine reactor
(the accident results in significant annulus nodes. The computet ode used is the General
pressurization and reactor building Electri.: Short Term Thermal-llydraulic Model
vibration due to suppression pool dynamics); described in Reference 4. This model has been

approved for use in ECCS conformance evaluation

(2) Steam Line Break Accident A break in one under 10CFR50 Appendix K. In order to
main steam line between the reactor vessel adequately describe the blowdown pressure
nozzle and the main steam isolation valve; effect on the individual assembly components,
(the accident results in significant three features are included in the model that
pressure differentials across some of the are riot applicable to the ECCS analysis and are
structures within the reactor and reactor therefore not described in F.cference 4. These
building vibration due to suppression pool additional features are as follows:
dynamics);

(1) The liquid level in the steam separator
! (3) Earthquake subjects the cor. support region and in the annulus between the dryer
l structures and reactor internals to skirt and the pressure vessel is tracked to

significant forces as a results of ground more accurately determine the flow and
motion and consequent RBV; and mixture quality in the steam dryer and in

the steamline.
(4) Safety / relief valve discharge - RBV due to

suppression pool dynamics and structural (2) The flew path between the bypass region and
feedback the shn.od head is more accurately modeled

since the fuel assembly pressure differ.
i

Analysis of other conditions existing during ential is influenced by flashing in the'
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guide tubes and bypass region for a steam, considered to be composed of two parts: steady-
line break. In the ECCS analysis, the mom n. state and transients pressure differentials. !
tum equation is solved in this flow path but For a given plant, the core Anw and power are 1

its irreversible loss coefficient is conser. the two major factors which influence the |

vatively set at an arbitrary low value, reactor internal pressure differentials. The
core flow essentially affects only the steady-

(3) The enthalples in the guide tubes and the state part. For a fixed power, the greater the -

bypass are calculated separately sinc.: the core flow, the larger will be the ecady rtate
fuel assembly pressure differential is pressure differentials. On the other hand, the
influenced by flashing in these regions. In cor, power affects both the steady state and the
the ECCS analysis, these regions are lumped. transient parts. As the power 4 decreased,

there is less voiding in the core and conse-
3.9.5.2.3 feedwnter Line and Main Steam Line quently the steady state core pressure differen.
lireak tial is less. Ilowever, less voiding in the core

also means that less steam is generated in the
3.9.5.2.3.1 Accident UcIlnition reactor pressure vessel and thus the depressuri.

ration rate and the transient part of the maxi-
Both a feedwater line break (the largest mum pressure load is increased. As a result,

liquid line break) and a main steam line break the total loads on some. components are higher at
(the largest steam line break) upstream of the low power.
main steam isolation valve are considered in
determining the design basis accident for the To ensure that calculated pressure differg
safety related reactor internals including the ences bound those which could be expected if a
core support structures. steam line break should occur, an analysis is '

conducted at a low power high recirculation flow
The feedwater line break is the same as the condition in addition to the standard safety

desiga basis loss of coolant accident described analysis condition at high power, rated recircu-
in Subsection 6.2.1.1.3.3.1. A sudden, complete lation flow. The power chosen for an.dysis is
circumferent al break is assumed to occur in one the minimum valuc permitted by the recirculationi

feedwater line. The pressure differentials on system controls at rated rceirculation drive
the reactor internals and core support structures flow (i.e., the drive flow necessary to achieve
are in all cases lower than those for the main rated core flow at rated power).
steam line break.

This condition maximires those loads which
The analysis for the main steam line break are inversely proportional to power. It must

assumes a sudden, complete circumferential break be noted that this cond a, while possible, is
of one main steam line at the reactor vessel unlikely; first, because the reactor will
nonle, downstream of the limiting flow area. generally eperate at or near full p wer; secoad,
This is described in Subsection 6.2.1.1.3.3.2. because high core flow is neither required nor

desirable at such e reduced power condition.
The steam line break accident produces

significantly higher pressure differential across Table 3.9 3 summarizes the maximrn pressure
the reactor internal structures than does the differentials. Case 1 is the safety analysis
feedwater line break. This results from the condition; Case 2 is the low power high flow
higher reactor depressurization rate associated coadition.
with the steam lino break. Therefore, the steam
line break is the design basis accident for 3.9.5.2..I Seismic and Other Reactor Building
internal pressure differentials. Vibration Esents

3.9.5.2.3.2 Effects of initial Reactor Power The loads due to earthquake and other reactor
and Core Flow building vibration (RBV) acting on the structure;

within the reactor vessel are based on a dynamic
The maximum internal pressure loaJs can be analysis described in Sections 3.7, 3.8, and
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Subsection 3.9.2.5. Dynamic analysis is pet. 3.9.5.33 Design Loading Categories
formed by coupling the lumped mass model of the
reactor vessel and internals with the building The basis for determining faulted dynamic
model to determine the system natural facquenc'es esent loads on tha reactor inteinals is shown in
and node shapes. The relative displacement, Sections 3.7. 3.8 and Subsections 3.9.2.5,
acceleration, and load response is then deter. 3.9.$.2.3 and 3.9.5.2.4 Table 3.9 2 shows the
mined by either the time. history method or the load combi,ations used in the analysis.
response-spectrum method.

Core support structures and safety class
3.9.5.3 Design itases 'aternals stress limits are consistent with

AShtE Code Section 111. Subsection NO. l'or
3.9.5.3.1 Safety Design liases these components, Level A, fl C, and D service

limits arc applied to the normal, upset,
The reactor internals including core sepport emergency, and faulted loading conditions,

structures shall meet the following safety design respectively, as defined in the design
bar,es: specification. Stress intenalty and other

design limits are discussed in Subsections
(1) The reactor vessel nozzles and internals 3.9.5.3.5 and 3.913.0

shall be so arranged as to provide a
floodable volume in which the core can be 3.9.5.3A ltesponse of internals Doc to Steam
adequately cooled .'n the event of a breach Line litrak Accident
in the nuclear system process barrier i
external to the reactor vessel; As described in Subsection 3.9.5.2.3.2, the

maximum pressure loads acting on the reactor '
(;') Deformation of internals shall be limited to internal components rtsult from steam line break

assure that the control rods and core upstream of the main steam isolation valve and,
standby cooling systems can perform their on some components, the loads are greatest with
safety.relat.d fonctions; and opcration at the minimum powei associated with

the maximum core flow (Table 3.9 3. Case 2).
(3) hicchanicat design of applicable structures This has been substar.tiated by the analytical

shall assure that safety design bases (1) comparison of liquid versus steam line breaks
and (2) are satisfied so that the safe and by the investigation of the effects of core
shutdown of the plant and removal of decay power and core floi.
heat are not impaired,

it has also been pointed out that, although
3.9.5.3.2 Power Generation Design liases possible, it is not probable that the reactor

would be operating at the rather abnormal
The reactor internals including core support condition of minimum power and maximum core

structures shall be designed to the followir.g flow, hfore realisticalY, the reactor would be
power generation design bases: at or near a full power condition and thus the

maximum pressure loads acting on the internal
(1) The internals shall provide the proper components would be as listed under Case 1 in

coolant distribution during all anticipated Table 3.9 3.
normal operating conditions to full power
operetion of the core without fuel damage; 3.9.5.3.5 Stress and l'atigue Limits for Core

Support Structures

,

(2) The internals shall be arranged to
j facilitate refueling operations; and The design and construction of the core

support structures are in accordance with ash 1Ei

(3) The internals shall be designed to Code Section lit, Subsection NG.
facilitate inspection.

i
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3.9.5.3.6 Stress, Deforma'lon, and ratigue 3.9.6 Inservice Testing ofl' umps sind Valves
Limits f ar Safety Class and Other Reactor
internah (Estept Cort Support Structurce Inservice testing of safety related pumps and 9

vahes will be performed in accordance with the n
for safety class reactor internals, the stress requirements of Section XI, Subsection IWP and

deform 4 ion and fatigue criteria listed in Tables IWS, of the ASME Code. Table 3.9 8 lists the
3.9 4 through 3.9 7 are based on the criteria inservice testing parameter'. and frequencies for
established in applicable codes and standards for the safety related pumps and valves. Valves
similar equipment, by manufacturers standards, or having a containment isolation function are also
by empirical method $ based on field experience neted in the listing. Code testing flexibility
and testing. For the quantity SF (minirn u m in the ASME/ ANSI O&hl Part 6 for pumps and Part
safety fastor) appearing in thN" tables, the 10 for valves produced no need for relief
following values are used: requests. /. review of field experient - for

typical DWR testing problems also showed the
Senice Senice Code encompassed common relief requests.'q.
Ind [tndhhta min Inservice inspection is discussed in Subsection

5.2.4 and Section 6.6.
A Normal 2.25
H Upset 2.25 Details of the inservice testing program,
C Emergency 1.5 including tett schedules and frequencies will be
D Faulted 1.125 reported in the inservice inspection and testing

plan which will be provided by the applicant
Components inside the reactor pressure vessel referencing the ABWR design. The plan will. |

such as control rods which must mme d, ting integrate the applicable test requirements for .
accident condition have been examined to safety related pumps and valves including those
determine if adequate clearances exist during listed in the technical specifications, Chapter
emergency and faulted conditions. Na mechardcal 16, and the contair. ment isolation valves,
clearsnce problems have been identified. The Subsection 6.2.4. An example is the periodic
forcing functions applicable to the reactor leak testing of the reactor coolant pressure
internals are discussed in Subsection 3.9.2.5. isolation valves in Table 3.9 9 will be jp,

performed in accordance with Chapter 16 AA
The design criteria, loading conditions, and Surveillance Requirement 3.til.5.10. This plan

analyses that provide the bash for the design of will include baselipe pre service testing to
the safety chss reactor internals other than the support the periodic in ser vice testing of the
core support structures meet the guidelines of components. Depending on the test re,utts, the
NG-3000 and are constructed so as not to plan will provide a commitment to ds acmble
adversely affect the integrity cf the core and inspect the safety related pumps and valves
support structures (NG-1122), wher limits of Subsection IWP or IWV are

exceeded,as described in the following
The design requirements for equipment paragraphs. The primary elements of this plan,

classified as nonoafety (other) class internals including the requirements of Generic Letter
(e.g., steam dryers and shroud heads) are 8910 for motor operated valves, are delineated
specified with appropriate consideration of the in the subsections to follow. (See Subsection
intended service of the equipment and espected 3.9.7.3 f or CO L lic e n se in f or m asior
ph.nt and environmental conditions under which it r e q uir e m e n t 5),
will opcrate. Where Code design requirements are
not applicable, accepted industry or engineering 3.9.6.1 Inscrvice Testing of SafetpRelated
practices are used. Pumps

The ABWR safety related pumps and piping 3
configurations accommodate inservice testing at A

a flow rate at least as large as the maximum
design flow for the pump. In addition, the
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siring of each minimum recirculation flow path is experience. (See Subsection 3.9.7.3(1) f or COL
cvaluated to assure that its use under all license information requirements.)
an S ted conditions will not result in
degrWallon of the pump. The flow rate through 3.9.6.2.2 hiotor Operated Vahes
minimum recirculation fim paths can also be
periodically measured to verify that flow is in The motor operated valve (MOV) equipment
accordance with the design specification, specifications require the incorporation of the I

results of either in situ or prototype testing
The safety related pumps are prmided with with full flow and pressure or full differential

instrumentation to verify that the net positiv pressure to verify the proper siting and correct
surtion head (NPSil) is greater than or equal to switch settings of the valses. Guidelines to
the NPSli required during all modes of pump justify prototype testing are contained in
operation. These pumps can be disassembled for Generic Letter 9810, Supplement 1, Questions 27.
evaluation wnen the Code Section XI testing and 24 through 28. The applicant referencing
results in a deviation which falls within the the AllWR design will provide a study to
" required actioa r a n ge." The Code provides determine the optimal frequency for valve
criteria limits for the test parameters stroking during in service testing such that
indentified in Table 3.9 8. A program will be unner:ssary testing ind damage is not done to
developed by the applicant referencing the ABWR the valve as a result of the testing. (See
design to establish the frequency and the extent Subsection 3.9.7.3 for COL license information
of disassembly and inspection based on suspected requirements).
degradation of all safety related pumps,
including the basis for the frequency and the The concerns and issues identified ini
extent of each disassembly. The program may be Generic Letter 89-10 fo- MOVs will be addressed -
revised throughout the plant life to minimize prior to plant startup. The method of assessing
disassembly based on past disassembly the loads, the method of siring the actuators,
experience. (See Subsection 3.9.7.3(1) for COL and the setting of the torque and limit switchcs
license information requirements.) will be specifically addressed. (See Subtertien

3.9.7.3 f o r CO L lice n se in f o r m a tion
3.9.6.2 Insmice Testing of Safety Related requirements).
Vahes

The in service testing of MOVs will rely on
3.9.6.2.1 Check Vahes diagnostic tecniques that are consistent with

the state of the art and which will permit an
All ABWR safety related piping systems assessment of the performance of the valve under

incorporate provisions for testing to demonstrate actual loading. Periodic testing will be
the operability of the check valves under design conducted under adequate differential pressure
conditions. In service testing will incorpm : and flow conditions that allow a justifiabic
the use of advance non intrusive techniques to demonstration of cont nuing MOV capability for
periodicalty assess degradation and the design basis conditions, including recovery from
performance .haracteristics of the check valves. Inadvertent valve positioning. MOVs that fail
The Code Section XI tests will be performed, and the acceptance criteria, and are " declared
check valves thai fail to exhibit the required inoperable," for stroke tests and leakage rate

| performance can be disassembled for evaluation, can be disassembled for evaluation, The Code
The Code provides criteria limits for the test provides criteria limits for the test parameters
parameters identified in Table 3.9 8. A program identified in Table 3.9 8. A program will be
will be developed by the applicant referencing developed by the apllicant referencing the ABWR
the ABWR design to establish the frequency and design to establish the frequency and the extent
the extent of disassembly and inspection based on of disassembly and inspection based on suspected
suspected degradation of all safety related degradation of all safety related "MOV's',

I pumpe, including the basis for the frequency an:1 inluding the basis for the frequency and the
| the extent of each disassembly. The program may etent of each disassembly, The program may be

be revised throughout the plant life to minimize revised throughout the plant life to minimize
disasse m bly based on past dist. ,sembly disassembly based on past disassembly exper-
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icnce. (See Subsection 3.9.7.3(1) for COL
license information requirements.)

3.9.6.2.3 Isolation Valw teak Tnts

The leak tight integrity will be verified
for each valve relied upon to provide a
leak. tight function. These valves include:

(1) pressure isolation valves valves that
provide isolation of pressure differential
from one part of a system from another or
betweta systems;

(2) temperature isolation valves valves whose
leakage may cause unacceptable thermal
loading on supports or stratification in the
piping r.nd thermal loading on supports or
whose leakage may cause steam binding of
pumps; and

(3) containment isolation valves valves that
perform a containment isolation function in ,

accordance with the Evaluation Against
,

'riterion 54 Subsection 3.1.2.5.5.2,

including valves that may be exempted from
Appcodix J. Type C, testing but whose |

leakage may cause loss of suppres. ion pool
water inventory.

Leakage rate testing of valves will be in
accordarice with the Code Section XI. An example
is the fusible plug valves that provide a lower

,

drywell flood for scoere accidents described in
Subsection 9.5.12. The valves are safety related
due to the function of retaining suppression pool
water as shown in Figne 9.5 3. These special
valves are noted here and not in Table 3,9-8.

The fusible plug valve is a nonreclosing pressure
relief device and the Code requires replacement

, of each at a maximum of 5 year intervals.
L

|

|

Amendment 3 M4 2
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3,9,7 COL License Infortnation 3.9.7.3 Pump and Yahe Inservice Testing |
Program |

3/1.7.1 Reactor Inter'2als Vibration Analysis, l,

Alcasurement %nd Inspection Program COL applicants referncing the ABWR design |
will provide a plan for the detailed pump and

| design will provide, at the time of application,The first COL applicant referencing the ABWR valve inservice testing and inspection program,
This plan will

the results of the vibration assessment program
for the ABWR prototype internals. These results (1) Include baseline pre scryice testing to
will include the following information specified support the periodic in ser"I':e testing of
in Regulatory Guide 1.20. the components required tiy technical

specifications. Provisions ate included to
R, .C.1.20 Subksi disassemble and inspect the pump, check

valves, and MOVs within the Code and
C.2.1 Vibration Analysis safety related classification as necessary,

Program depending on test results. (See Subsections
C.2.2 Vibtation Measurement 3.9.6, 3.9.6.1, 3.9.6.2.1 a nd 3.9.6.2.2)

Program
C.2.3 Inspection Program (2) Provide a study to determine the optimal
C.2.4 Documentation of frequency for valve stroking during

Results inservice testing. (See Subscetion
3.9.6.2.2)

NRC review and approval of the above i

information on the first applicants docket will (3) Address the concerns and issues identified.
complete the vibration assessment program in Generic Letter 8910; specifically the
requirements for prototype reactor internals, method of assessment cf the loads, the

method of siring the r.ctuators, and the
in addition to the information tabulated setting of the torque and limit switches.

above, the first applicant referencing the ADWR (See Subsection 3.9.6.2.2)
design will provide the information on the
schedules in accordance with the applicable 3.9.7.4 Audit of Design Specification and
portions of position C.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.20 Design Reports
for non.orototype internalt.

COL aoplicants referencing the ABWR design |

| he information on the schedules in accordance
Subsequent COL applican,. need only prosih will mal available to the NRC staff design

t specification and design reports required by
with the applicabic portions of position C 3 of ASME Code for vessels, pumps, valves and piping
Regulatory Guiae 1.20 for non. prototype systems for the purpose of audit. (See
inte' nals. (See Subsec' ion 3.9.2.4 for interface Subsection 3.9.3.1)
reqairements).

3.9.8 References
3.9.7.2 ASME Class 2 or 3 or Quality Group
Comp <ments with 60 %r Design Life 1. BWR Fuel Channel Mechanical Design and

De/Irction, NEDE 21354 P, September 1976.

| ill identify ASME. Class 2 or 3 or Quality Group
COL applicants referencing the ABWR design

,

w 2. BWR/6 Fuct Assembly Evaluation of CombinedI

D components that are subjected to loadings which Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) and
could result in thermal or dynamic fatigue and Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) Loadings,
provide the analyses required by the ASME Code, NEDE-2?i 4P, November 1976.
Subsection NB. These analyser will include the
appropriate of e ating vibration loads and for the 3. NEDE 24057 P (Class III) and NEDE-24057
effects of mixing hot and cold fluids. (See (Class I) Assessment of Reactor Internals.
Subsection 3.9.3.1. Vibration in BWR/4 and BWR/S Plants,

Amendment 3 % 85
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November 1977. Also NEDO 24057 P, Amendment
1 December 1978, and NEDE.2 P 24057
Amendment 2, June 1979.

4. General Electric Corr *pany, Analytical Model
fo? Loss-of Coolant Analysis in Accordance
with iOCFR30, Appendix K, NEDE 20$66P,
Proprietary Document November 1975.

S. BWR Feedwater Nonle and Control Rod Drive
Return Line Nonle Cracking, NUREG-0619.

6. Gen eral Elec tric En vironin en tal
Qualification Prograrn, NEDE 243261 P,
Proprietary Document, January 1983.

7. Functional Capability Criteria for
Essential Mark 11 Piping, NEDO 21985,
September 1978, prepa.ted by Battelle
Columbus Laboratories for General Electric
Company.

8. Generic Criteria for High Frequent" Cutoff
of Bil'R Equipinent, NEDO 25250, Propactary

*

Document, Jacnary 1930.

Amendment 16 19-411 I
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Table 3.91

PIANT EVENTS

A. P' ant Operating Events.

AS$10 Code

Senlg0) No. of (1)g

1. Boltup (l) A (6

2. Ilydrostatic Test (two test cycles for each
ooltup cycle) Testing 135

3. Startt:p (1(0 F/hr IIcaiup Rate)(2) A 390

4. Daily and Weekly Reduction to 50% Power (1) A 18,(XX)

5. Control Red Pattern Change (1) A 600

6. Loss of Feedwater IIcaters B 120

;

7. Scram: ,

a. Turbine Generator Trip, Fei av . er On, B 188

and Other Scrams

b. Loss of Feedwater Flow, B 209

las of Auxiliary Power

| c. Turbine Dypass, Single Safety or Relief B 12

Valve Blowdown

8. Reduceion to 0% Power, llot Standby, Shutdown A 378
(100"F/hr Cooldown Rate) (2;

l.
|

9. Refueling Shutdown with llead Spray and Unbolt (1) A (o

10. Scram:

| a. Reactor Overpressure with Dc!ayed Scram C 1(3)
| (Anticipated Transient Without Scram,

L ATWS)
!

b. Automatic Blowdown C 1(3)

11. Improper or Sudden Start of Recirculation C 1(3)
Pump with Cold Bottom Head or liot Standby -
Druin Shut Off- Pump Restart

Amendment 3%46
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fable 3.9 1

PIANT EVENTS

11. Dynamic Imading Events (0)

ASME Code No. of

D'I'NIServicdO) hints )LLmit

12. Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) Event at B 10 Cycles (4)
I ated Power Operating Conditions

13. Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) (5) at Rated D(9) 1(3) cycle
Power Operating Conditions

14. Turbine Stop Valve Full Closure (TSVC)(6) 13 wo
Dusing Event 7a and Testing Cycles

|15. Safety Relief Valve (SRV) Actuation (One, B 3%
Two Adjacent, All or Automatic Depressuri- Events (7)
ration System) During Event 7a and 7b i

'

16. Lcss of Coolanti ceident (LOCA)

Small Break LOCA (SBL) D(9) 1(3)

Intermediate Break LOCA (IBL) D(9) 1(3)

Large Break LOCA (LBL) D(9) 1(3)

EflTES-

(1) Some events apply to reactor pressure vessel (RPV) only. The number of c.ents/ cycles
applies to RPV as an example.

(2) Bulk average vessel coolant temperature change in any one hout period.

(3) The pnnual encounter probability of a single event is <10'2 for a Level C event and
<10" for a Level D event. See Subsection 3.9.3.1.1.5.

(4) 50 peak OBE cycles for piping,10 peak OBE cycles for other equipment and components.

(5) - One stress or load reversal cycle of maximum amplitude.

Amendment 3 9-47
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Table 3.9 1

PLANT EVENTS

II. Dynamic leading Events

(Continued)

NOTES

(6) Applicable to ruain steam piping syuem only.

(7) The number of reactor buildiag vibratory load cycles on the reactor vessel and internal components
is 29,400 cycles of var)(ag amplitude during the 396 events of safety / relief vahe actuation. |

(8) Table 3.9-2 shows the evaluation bads combination of these dynamic loadings,

(9) Appendix P or other appropiate requirement 6 of the ASME Code are used to determine the senice
Level D liraits, as described in Subsection 3.9.1.4.

(10) These ASME Code Senice Limits apply to ASME Code Class 1,2 and 3 components, component supports
and Class CS structures. Different limits apply to Class MC and CC containment vessels and
components, as discussed in Section 3.8. i

.

A06Cndmt h! O
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Table 3.9 2

LOAD Coh1111 NATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR SAFETY.RELATED,
ash 1E CODE CLASS 1,2 AND 3 C051PONENTS, COh1PONENT

SUPPORTS, AND CLASS CS STRUCTURES

Senice imding ASME
Etant Esent Combination (1)ds},(4) gen ge, to e|(2 j

1. Normal Operation (NO) N A

2. Plant / System Operating (a) N 4 TSVC B(*)
Transients (!OT) (b) N + SRV(s) g(s)

!
n

'

3. NO + OBE 14 + OBE B(6)

4. SCT + OBE (a) N + TSVC + OBE B(5)
(b) N + SRV(8) + OBE B(5)

5. Infrequent Operating N(8 0) + SRV(s) C(6),(8),(10)
~

Transient (IOT), ATWS

6. SBL N + SRV (8) + SBL(8 *) C(6),(e)

7. SBL or IBL + SCE N + SBL(or IBL)(18) D(6),(8),(7)
+ SSE + SRV(*)

8. LBL + SSE N + LBL (11) + SSE D(5),(e),(t )

9. NLF N + SRV(s) + TSVC(12) D(6) 7
si

NOTESt "

(1) See Legend on the following pages for definition of terms. See Table 3.91 for plant events
and cycles information.

The service loading combination. also applies to Seismic Category I Instrurnentation and
electrical equipment (See Section 3.10).

(2) The service levels are as defined in appropriate subsection of ASME Section 111, Division 1.

(3) For vessels and pumps, loads induced by the attached piping are included as identified in
their design specification.

For piping systems, water (steam) hammer loads are included as identified in their design
i specification.

| (4) The n .4wi of combination of the loads is in accordance with NUREG-Ot84, Revision L

(5) For active Class 1,2 or 3 valves, the design pressure is specified equal to or greater than
the pret ure for which the valve must operate (open or close).

Amendment 9 3949
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Table 3.9 2

LOAD COh1111 NATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE Cl(ITERIA FOlt SAFE'lY.l(ELATED,
ASS 1E CODE CIASS 1,2 AND 3 COh1PONENTS, COh1PONENT

SUPPOl(TS, AND CLASS CS STi(UCTURES (Continued)
]

NOTES-

(6) All ASME Code Class 1,2 and 3 Piping Systems wC. ... essential for safe shutdown under the
postulated events are designed to meet the requirements of NEDO 21985 (Reference 7) and NRC's
* Evaluation of Topical Report Piping Functional Capability Criteria," by MEB dated July 17,1980.

(7) For active Class 2 and 3 valves and pumps, the stresses are limited by criteria: o m 11.2S, and
(om or oL) + ab 11.8S, where the notations are as defined in the ASME Code, Section 111,
subsections NC or ND, respectively.

(8) The most limiting load combination case among SRV(1), SRV(2) and SRV (ALL). I or main steam and
branch piping evaluation, additional loads associated with relief line clearing and blowdown into
the suppression pool are included.

(9) The most limiting load combination case among SRV(1), SRV(2) and SRV , \DS). See Note (8) fer main
steam and branch piping. ;

(10) The reac9r coolant pressure boundary is evaluated using in the load combination the maximuin
pressure .. >ccted to occur during ATWS.

(11) The piping systems that are qualified to the leak before break criteria of Subsection 3.6.3 are
excluc'ed from the pipe break events to be postulated for design again:t LOCA dynamic effects, viz.,
SBL, IBL and LBL.

(12) This applies only to the main steam lines and components mounted on it. The low probability that g
the TSVC and SRV loads can exL,t at the sa.n time results in this combination being considered E

"
under service level D.

l OAD D_EFINITION 1.EGEND:

Normal (N)- Normal and/or abnormal loads associated with the system operating conditions,
including thermal loads, depending on acceptance criteria.

SOT System Operational Transient (see Subsection 3.9.3.1).

10T Infrequent Operstional Transient (see Subsection 3.9.3.1).

ATWS - Anticipated Transient Without Scram.

TSVC - T"rbine stop valve closure induced loads in the main steam piping and components
integral to or mounted thereon.

RBV Loads - Dynamic loads in structures, vstems and components because of reactor building
vibration (RBV) induced by a dynamic event.

RBV loads induced by operational basis earthquake.OBE -

Non LOCA Fault [NLF -

Amendment 7 1940
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Table 3.9 2

LOAD COh1BINATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR SAFETY RElATED,
ASSIE CODE CLASS 1,2 AND 3 COh1PONENTS, COhlPONENT

SUPPORTS, AND CLASS CS STRUCTURES
(Continued)

LQt%,..I>EFlMITION LEGEND:
,

RBV loads induced by safe shutdown carthquake.SSE -

RBV loads induced by safety / relief valve (SRV) discharge of one orSRV(1), -

SRV(2) two adjacent valves, respecthely.

SRV(ALL) RBV loads induced by actuation of all safety / relief valves which activate within
milliseconds of each other (e.g., turbine trip operational transient).

SRV(ADS) RBV loads induced by the actuation of safety / relief valves associated with automatic
depressurization system which actuate within millir onds of each other during the
postulated small or intermediate break LOCA, or A '

The loss of coolant accident associated with the postulated pipe failure of a high-LOCA '
-

;
energy reactor coolant line The load effects are defined by LOCAg through "

,

LOCA . LOCA events are grouped in three categories, SBL, IDL or LBL, as defined7
here.

LOCA :1 - Pool swell (PS) drag / fallback loads on essential piping and components located.

- between the main vent discharge outlet and the suppression pool water upper surface.

LOCA'' . Pool swell (PS) inspact loads acting on essential piping and components located above2
the suppression pool water upper surface.

LOCA - - (a) Oscillating pressure induced loads on submerged essential piping and components3
-during main vent clearing (VLC), condensation oscillations (CO), or chugging (C11UG).i.

or

"

-(b) Jet impingement (JI) load on essential piping and components as a result of a
postulated IBL or LBL event.

Piping and components are defined essential,if they are required for shutdown of the
reactor or to mitigate consequences of the postulated pipe failure without offsite
power (see introduction to Subsection 3.6).

LOCA4 RBV load from main vent clearing (VLC).-

RBV loads from condensation oscillations (CO).LOCA5 - -

LOCA6- RBV loads from chugging (CHUG).

:

i

!
,

Amendment i 19-51
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Table 3,9 2

LOAD LO51HINATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR SAFE'lY.RELATED,
ASSIE CODE CLASS 1,2 AND 3 CON 1PONENTS, CON 1PONENT

SUPPORTS, AND CLASS CS STRUCTURES
(Continued)

LOAD DEMNITION LEOEND:

Annulus pressuritation (AP) loads due to a postulated line break in the annulus |LOCA -

7 region between the RPV and shieldwall. Vessel depressurization loads on reactor
internals (see Subsection 3.9.2.5) and other loads due to reactor blowdown traction
and jet impingement and pipe whip restraint reaction from the broken pipe are
included with the AP loads.

SBL Loads induced by small break LOCA (see Subsections 3.9.3.1.1.3 and 3.9.3.1.1.4); the-

load, are: LOCA (a), LOCA and LOCA . Se Note (11).
3 4 6

IBL - Loads it aced by intermediate break LOCA (see Subsection 3.9.3.1.1.4); the loads are:
LOCA (a) or WA @), WCA , WA5 "" 6. See Note (11).3 3 4

Loads induced by large break LOCA (see Subsection 3.9.3.1.1.4); the loads are:LBL -

LOCA through LOCA . See Note (11), i
3 7

.

.

|

|

|

|

i:

Amendment 3 9-52
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Table 3.9 3

l'HESSURE DIFFEllENTIALS ACitOSS REACTOlt VESSEL INTEltNALS

hlatimum Pressure
Dilierences Occurring
During a Steam l

Tractor Component (3) Line fireak (psid)

Case 10 ) Case 2t )?

1. Core plate and guide tube 26|/ 23.5

2. Shroud support ring and lower shroud 35 1 37.8
(beneath the core plate)

3. Shroud head (at marked elevation) 11.3 21.7

4. Upper shroud (just below top guide) 13.1 22.1

5. Core averaged power fuel bundle (bulge 14.2 13.0

at bottom of bundle)

5. Core averaged power fuel bundle (collapse 11.8 11.5
-

at bottom of top guide)

6. Maximum power fuel bundle (bulge at bottom of bundle) 16.2 14.0

7. Top cuide 6.2 9.4

S. Steam Dryer 6.9 10.8

Shroud head to water level, 13.4 23.2-

from points (a) to (b), irreversible
pressure drop

- Shroud head to water level, 1.5 2.2
from points (a) to (b), elevation
pressure drep

NOTES:

(1) Instantaneous break initiated at 102% rated core power,
102.4% rated steam flow, and 1111% rated recirculation flow.

(2) Instantaneous break initi9ted at 54.5% rated core power,49.8% rated
steam flow, and 114.8% rated recirculation flow.

(3) Item numbers in this column correspond to the location (node)
numbers identified in Figure 3.9-5.

Amewiment 1 3953
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Table 3.9 4

DEFORMATION LIMIT
FOR SAFETY CIASS REACTOR INTERNAL STRUCTURES ONLY |

Either One of (Not BMhl fitattel Umit

a. EnJpinible Deformation. DP 1,QJ_
Ana.c v Deformation SFmin
Causi.~; Loss of Function, DL

1,

|b. Permissible Deformation. DP 1 1.0 (We 1) 4 'Experiment Deformation SFmin s
Causing Loss of Function, DE j

"

i

Where:

DP = Fermissible deformation under stated conditions of Service levels A, B, C or D (normal,
upset, emergency or fault)

DL = Analyzed deformation which could cause a system loss of functions (*) '
.

DE = Experimentally determined deformation which could cause a system loss of function

SFmic " Minimum safety factor (see Subsection 3.9.5.3.6)

(1) Equation b will not be used unless supporting data arr. provided to the NRC by General Electric.,
O
A ,(2) " Loss of Function * can only be defined quite generally until attention is focused on the component

of interest, in cases of interest, where deformation limits can affect the function of equipment
and components, they will be specifically delineated. From a practical viewpoint, it is
consenient to interchange some deformation condition at which function is assured with the loss of
function condition if the required safety margins irom the functioning conditions can be
achieved. Therefore, it is often unnecessary to determine the actual loss of function condition
because this interchange procedure produces coaservative and safe designs. Examples where
deformation limits apply are: control rod drise alignment and clearances for proper insertion,
reactor internal pump wear, or excess leakage of any component.

Araendment 6 34M
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Table 3.9 5

PRIS1ARY STRESS LISilT
FOR SAFETY CLASS REACTOR INTERNAL, STRUCTURES ONLY

Any One Of (No More Than One Regnittdl fitnervi Llrnil

a. Elastic evaluated crimary strenes. PE s 2,23 .
Permissible primary stresses, PN SFmin

b. Permissible load. LP s .Li
Largest lower bound limit load, CL SFmin

e, Elastic evaluated
primary stress. PE 1E
Conventional ultimate strength SFmin
at temperature US

d. Elastic plastic evaluated
nominal primary stress. EFL_ $ 0o i
Conventional ultimate strergth SFmin -

at temperature, US

c. Permissible load. LP s 09 (Note 1)
Plastic instability load, PL SFmin

4
1. Permissible load. LP s 00 (Note 1) $

Ultimate load from fracture SFmin
analysis, UF

g. Permissible load. LP s 10 (Note 1)
Ultimate load or loss of function SFmin
load from test, LE

where

PE = Primary stresses evaluated on an clastic basis The effective membrane stresses are to
be averaged through the load carrying section of 'n:erest. The simplest average
bending, shear or torsion stress distribution whicl. w;ll support the external loading
will be added to the membrane stresses at the section of interest.

PN = Permissible primary stress levels under service level A or B (cormal or upset)
conditions under ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 111.

LP = Permissible load under stated conditions of service level A, B, C or D (normal, upset,
emergency or faulted).

Amendment 3 3955
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Table 3.9 5

PRIN1ARY STRESS LIST |T
FOR SAFETY CLASS REACTOR INTERNAL STRUCTURES ONIX

(Continued)
where

Lower bound limit load with yield point equal to 1.$ Sm where Sm is the tabu!ated valueCL =

of allowable stress at temperature of the ASME 111 code or its equivalent. The ' lower
bound limit load' is here defined as that produced from the analysis of an ideally
plastic (non stiain hardening) material where deformations increase with no further
increase in applied load. The lower bound load is one in which tha material everywhere
satisfies equilibrium and nowhere exceeds the defined material yield strength using
either a shear theory or a strain energy of distortion theory to rehte multiaxial yield
to the unlaxial case.

Conventional ultimate strength at terrperature or loading which would cause a systemUS =

malfunction, whichever is more limiting.

Elastic plastic evaluated nominal primary stress. Strain hardening of the material mayEP =

be used for the actual monotonic stress strain curve at the temperature of loading or
any approximation to the actual stress curve which escrywhere has a lower stress for the
same strain as the actual monotonic curse may be used. Either the shear or strain
energy of distortion flow rule may be used.

PL Plastic instability loads. The * Plastic Instability Load" is defined here as the load=

at which any load bearing section begins to diminish its cross sectional area at a
faster rate than the strain hardening can accommodate the loss in area. This type
analysis requires a true stress true strain curve or a close approximation based on
monoinnic loading at the tempe.-ature of loading.

Ultimate load from fracture analyses. For components which involve sharpUF =

discontinuities (local theoretical stress concentration) the use of a ' Fracture
Mechanics' analysis where applicable utilizing measurements of planc strain fracture
toughness rosy be applied to compute fracture loads. Correction for finite plastic tones
and thickness, effects as well as gross yielding may be necessary. The methods of linear
clastle stress analysis may be used in the fracture analysis where its use is clearly
conservative or supported by experimental evidence. Exampics where ' Fracture Mechanict
may be applied are for fillet welds or end of fatigue life crack propagation.

LE Ultimate load or loss of function load as determined from experiment. In using this=

method, account shall be taken of the dimensional tolerances which may exist between the
actual part and the tested part or parts as well as differences which may exist in the
ultimate tensile strength of the actual part and the tested parts. The guide to be useJ
in each of these areas is that the experimentally determined load shall be adjusted to
account for material property and dimension variations, each of which has no greater
probability than 0.1 of being exceeded in the actual part.

SFmin = Minimum safety factor (see Subsection 3 9.534).

(1) Do not use unless supporting data are provided to the NRC by General Electric.

m.m .
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Table 3.9 6

11UCKLING STAlllLITY LIMIT
FOR SAFETY CIASS REAcr0R INTERNAL STRUCTURES ONIX

Ant One Of (No More Than one Reauired) General Limit

a. Permissible load. LP 5 .;L||L
Senice level A (normal) permissible load, PN SFmin

b. Permissible load. LP 1 0.o
Stability analysis load, SL SFmin

c. Permissibje load. LP s .L9_ (Note 1) |
Ultimate buckling collapse load from test, SET SFmin

"

where

LP = Permissible load under stated conditions of service levels A. B, C or D (normal, upset,
emergency or faulted). ;

'

PN = Applicable service level A (normal) event permissive load

SL = Stability analy is load. The ideal buckling analysis is often sensitive to otherwise
minor deviations from ideal geometry and boundary conditions. These effects shall b-
accounted for in the analysis of the buckling stability loads. Examples of this are
ovality in externally pressurized shells or eccentricity on column members.

SET = Ultimate buckling collapse load as determined from experiment. In using this method,
account shall be taken of the dimensional tolerances which may exist between the actual
part and the tested part. The guide to be used in each of these areas is that the
experimentally determined load shall be adjusted to account for material property and
dimension vanheions, each of which has no greater probability than 0.1 of being
exceeded in the actual part.

SFmin - MMmum safety factor (see Subsection 3.9.53.6)

(1) Equation C will not be used unless supporting data are provided to the NRC by General Electric.

|

Amendment 3 39-5*
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Table 3.9 7

FATIGUE LIMIT
FOR SAFETY CLASS REACTOR INTERNAL STRUCTURES ONLY

Summation of fatigue damage usage following hiinor bynntheses(8):

Limit for Senice
Levels A&B (Normal

Cumulative Damace in Faticue and Unset Comditintu)

Design fatigue cycle usage from analysis s 1.0
using the method of the AShtE Code

NOTC
.

*(1) hiiner, hi.A., Cumulative Damage In Fatigue, Journal of Applied hiechanics. Vol.
12, AShtE, Vol. 67, pp A159 A164, September 1945. *

Amendment 1 .3 9-58
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Table 3,9 8
i

INSEltVICE TESTING SAFETY.ItELATED l'UMI'S AND VAINES

This table responds to NRC Questions 210.47,210.88 and 210.49 regrading provisions for inservice testing
of saf:ty related pumps and vahes within the scope of the AllWR Standard Pl nlin accordance with the
ASME Code. Tbc information is . I separately for each system for the h1PL numbers given below.'

PUMP VALVI:
h_11'.1, hYSTEM 1%qt; PAUL

1121 Nuclear lloiler 3.9-58.4

D31 Reactor Recirculation 3.9 583 3.9 58.6

Cl2 Control Rod Drive 3.9 58.6

C41 Standby 1 iquid Control 3.9 583 3.9 58.7

C5; Neutron Monitoring (ATIP) 3.9 58.7

D23 Containmcnt Atmosphere Monitoring 3.9 58.7 .

.

Ell Residual Heat Removal 3.9-583 3.9 58.9

E22 liigh Pressure Core flooder 3.9 583 3,9 58.12

E31 Leak Detection & lsolation 3.9 58.13

E51 Reactor Core isolation Cooling 3.9 583 3.9 58.13

G31 Reactor Water Clanup 3.9 58.17

G41 Fuel PoolCooling & Cleanup 3.9 58.18 -

G51 Suppression Pool Cleanup 3.9 58.19

K17 Radwaste 3.9-58.19

P11 Makeup Water (Purified) 3.9 58.19

P21 Reactor Building Cooling Water 3.9 583 3.9 58,19

P24 IIVAC Normal Cooling Water 3.9 58.23

P25 1IVAC Emergency Cooling Water 3.9-583 3.9-58.23

P41 Reactor Service Water 3.9-58 3 3.9-58.24

PSI Service Air 3.9 58.25

Amendment 14 3.9-R1
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSEltVICE TESTING SAFETY RElATED l' UMPS AND VAINES

PUh1P VALVE
hil'L SYSTD1 }' IGE l'1GE

P52 Instrument Air 3.9-58.25

P54 liigh Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply 3.9 58.25

T22 Standby Gas Treatment 3.9 58.26

T31 Atmospheric Control 3.9 58.27

T49 Ilammability Control 3.9 58.29

U41 1leating, Ventila'!.ig and Air Conditioning 3.9 58.30

* See end of table for notes. '
.

i

i
|
|
|

Amendment 14 39-582
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Table 3.9 8 (Continuni)

INSEl(VICE TESTING SAFE'IT.itELATED PUMPS AND VAINES

System Putnps

Safety Test Test ShAR
Class Puruai l' rey.1^1g.

No. Qty Description (a) (b) (f)

D31 OX)1 10 Reactor Recite Sys (RPS) Reactor internal Pump 1 E10 5.4 4a
C41 C001 2 Standby 1.lquid Control Systein pump 2 P,Vv 3 mo 93-1

0 2 yrs
E11-C001 3 Residual lleat Memoval System Pump 2 DP,0.V" 3 39 5.410c,d,f
E11-OK12 :s Residual lleat Famoval System fill pump 2 E10 5.4 10c.d,f
E22 OX11 2 liigh Pressure Core flooder pump 2 DP,0,Vv 3 rao 63 7b
Cft O K)1 1 Revctor Core Isolation Cooling pump 2 0,N,DP, 3 mo 5.4-h

Vd,Vv
C001 6 Reactor Building Cm> ling Water pump 3 E10 9.2 la,d.g

P2 0 0 X)1 4 IIVAC Emergency Cooling Water Sys pump 3 E10 9.2-3a,b
P41 C001 6 Reactor Service Water System pump 3 E10 i

.

Amendment 14 3.9-58.3
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~f Table 3,9 8 (Continued),
> a.

- INSERVICE TESTING SAFETLilEIATED PUMPS AND VALVES-

B21 Nuclear Boller System Valves
E

.

}
Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR

p Class Cat. Func, Para t' reg Fig.f|g1

:: 2 .t Qty Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (f)
..-

~

r,X)1 2 Feedwater line hiotor-Operated Valve (MOV) 2 A 1,A 1.,P,S 2 yrs 5.13d
i . 002 2 Upstteam (First) FW line check valve 2 C A S 2 yrs 5.1 3d7

rW3 2 FW line outboard check valve-Air- 1 C 1,A L,P.S 2 ps 5.1-3d
'

Operated (AO)
.

" '

m)4 2 FW Ene inboard check valve 1 C 1,A L,S 2 yrs 5.Mi
F005 2 FW line inbovd ma'ctenance val.c 1 B P P 2 yrs 5,1-3d

F006 2 RWCU (or CUW) System injection line 2 C A S 2 yrs S.1-3d
check valve

F007 2 RWCU (or CUW) System injecion line MOV 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 5.1-3d
S 3mo

F008 4 Inbud Main Steun Iso. Viv. (MSIV) 1 A I,A L.P 2 yrs 5.1-3c i

S 3 mo .

F009 4 Outboard Main Steam Iso. Viv (MSIV) 1 A 1,A L,P 2 ps 5.13c ~

S 3 mo
F010 15L Safety / Relief Valve (SRV) 1 C A L 5 yrs 5.1-3b

S(ADS) 2 yrs
F011 2 "SIA y ass / drain line inh. iso. viv 1 A I,A L,P 2 yrs 5. M c

S 3 mo
'',

F012 1 L.EL Uypass/ drain line outt . o. siv 1 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 5.13c
S 3 mo )

F018 1 - RPV non-condensible gas removalline 1 B P 5.1-3' d

F019 1 RPV head vent inboard shuoff valve 1 A P L, P 2 vrs 5.1-3b >

V020 1 hPV head vent outlm:d shutoff vahc 1 A P L, P '' yrs 5.1 3b
~

FU21 18 SRV discharge line vacuum breaker 3 C A S 2 yrs 5.1-30
F022 18 SRV discharge line vacuum breaker 3 C A S 2 yrs 5.1-3b

F024 4 Inboard MSIV air supply line clieck valve 3 C A L, ", 2 yrs 5.1-3c
F025 4 Outis ted MSIV air supply line check valve 3 C A L, S 2 ps 5.1-3c

F026 8 SRV ADS pnuematic supply line check valve 3 C A L, S 2 yrs 5.1-3b -

'

F031 2 Inboard valve on the outb. FW hne check 2 B 1,P El 5.13d
v.Ne test line

F033 4 Inboard shutoff valve on the outboard 2 B I,P El 5.1-3c
MSIV test line

F035 1 Inboard ten line valve for M MSL bypass / 2 B I,P El 5.1-3c

drain t 0.ve
F039 2 ~ board test line valve for the inboard FW 2 B P El 5.3 3c

dae check valve
F040 2 C.ulboard test line valve for the FW line 2 F P El 5.1-3d

check valve
FMO 2 Int. card drain line test valve l'or the 2 B P El 5.1-3d

first FWline check valve
F5W 2 Outboard drain line valve for the 2 B P El 5.1-3d

FW line check valve

Amendment 14 3.9-58.4
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Table 3,9 8_(Co.itinued)
'

_ INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY.RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

B21 Nuclear Boller System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code - Valve Test -Test SSAR
Class Cat.- Func. Para Freq Fig.

' No. ; Qty Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (f)

F508 4 - Inboud MSIV accurnulator vent line valve 3 B P El 5.1-3e
F509 4 Outboard MSIV accumulator vent line valve 3 B P El 5.14c'

F510 8 SRV ADS accumulator ve-; , . valve 3 B P El 5.1 ~,b

F700 ;- 4 i Root valve - RPV rehren. ' arg e ater 2 B P El 5.13c,f
levelinstrument line

F701 - 4 - Isolation valve - RPV reference leg water 2 C I,A L,S 2 yrs 5.1 3e,f
levelinstrument line

F702 4 - - Root valve - RPV narrow range water 2 B P E1 5.1 3e,f
levelinstrument line

> F703 4 . Isolation valve - RPV narrow range water 2 C I,A L,S 2 yrs 5.1-3e,f 6'

levelinstrument line ~- -

- F704 ; 4 c - Root valve RPV wide range water 2 B P E1 5.13e,f
levelinstrurent line

F705 4 - isolation valve - RPV wide range water 2 C I,A 1,S 2 ps 5.1-3e,f
= levelinstrument line '

:F706'1 Rcot valve - Reactor well water lev .1 - 2 B P El 5.1-3e
-instrument line-t.

F709-1 Root valve RPV head vent line- 2 B- P El 5.13h "

,

, instrument line'

F710 .1; Isolation valve - RPV head vent line - 2 -C I,A . L,S- 2 yrs 5.1-3n
instrument line

F711 1 - Root valve- RPV head sealleakage 2 B- P El 5.13h
instrument line

' - ~ F712 'l ~ : Isolation valve to RPV head seal leakage 2 C I,A I,S 2 yrs - 5.13h -
..

instrument line'
,

F713 4 > Root valve - RPV above nump deck 2 B P El 5.1-38-

instrument line -
|

- F714_ 4.-- Isoletion valve - RPV above pump deck 2 C I,A L,5 2 yrs 5.1-3g

; instrument line

|
~

F715 4 Root valve - RPV below pump deck 2 B P El 5.1-3g

i. . Instrument line -

[f . F716 4 - Isolation valve RPV below pump deck L 2- C 1,A - _ L,S 2 yrs 5.1-38:

L -instrument line

L' : F717 -4_ . Root va've RPV above core plate 2' B- P El 5.1-3g
in'trument line

F718 4 - Isolation valve - RPV above core plate 2 C' I,A L,S 2 yrs 5.1-3g

L instrument line
F719 = '4 - Root valve - RPV below con plate 2 B- P El 5.1-3g

instrument line
F720 4_ Iso!ation valve - RPV below core plate 2 C I,A 1,S 2 yrs 5.1-3g

j - iustrument line :

. Amendment 14 3.9483
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Table 3.9-8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELA FED PUMPS AND VALVES

B21 Nuclear Boller System Valves (Continued)

Vahe Test Tes; SSAR
Safety Code _ Fune, Para Freq, Fig.Class Cat.

-_ No. ' Qty Description - (a) '-) (d) (e) (f)

F723 4 Rootvalve MSLflowrestrictor 2- B P El 5.1-3b
instrument line - '

' F724 4 - Isoaltion valve MSL flow restrictor 2 C. I,A L,S 2)vs 5.13b
-- instrument line -

-- F725 _4 - Root vaht MSL flow restrictor 2 B P El 5,1-3b
~

instrument line 1
F726 - 4 Isolation valve MSI. flow restrictor 2 C I,A L,S 2 yrs 5,13b

J - instrument line

~

B31 Reactor Recirculation Internal Pump Valves t
.

ITX)810 RIP pump moto- nurge water line outboard 2 A I,A L 2 yrs 5.44b
isoaton valve

F009 10 RIP pump motor purge water line inboard 2 A I,A L 2 yrs 5,4-4b -

isolation valve
-F010 10 _ RIP pump motor purge water supply line valve 3 B P El 5.4 4a

'

_ F011 10! - RIP inflatable pressurized water line ' 3 B -P El 5,4-4a -

~ inboard valve
F013'101. RIP seal equalizing line valve

_

3 B P El 5,4-4a -
3 B P El 5.4-4a,

F500 101 RIP cooling water HX vent line inboard valve
F502 10 - RIP dra., lice inboard valve 3 B P El 5.4 4a -'

F505 10 ' - RIP cooling water HX shell drain line 3 B P El 5.4 4a

.. inboard valve '
.

C12 Control Rod Drive System Valves

'

F719 4 Root valve charging line header presmre 2 B ? E1 e.6-8b

instrument line =
F720 .41 Root valve charging line header pressure 2 B _P El 4.6-8b

![ instrument line

!
~

.

" Amendment 14 ~ 3.9-58.6
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Table 3.9-8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY.RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

C41aStandby Liquid Control System Valves

Safety Code Yahe Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func, Para Frsq. Fig.

No, , Qty Description (a) (c) (d) - (e) (f)
,

F001 24 SLCS storage tank outlet line MOV 2 B A S 3 mo. 93 1
P 2 >Ts

F002 - 2 SLCS pump suction line maintenance vahe 2 B P El 93 1
F003 ' 2 SLCS pump discharge line relief valve 2 C P P,5 _Syrs 93 1
IT04 2- SLCS pump discharge line check valve 2 C A S 3 mo. 93-1

' F005 ' 2 ~ . SLCS pump discharge line maintenance valve 2 B P El 93 1--
F006- 2 SLCS pump discharge line MOV - 2 A I,A L, P 2)Ts 93 1

S 3mo
F007 ?! SLCS injection line outboard check valve 2 A,C I,A L,S 2>Ts 93-1
F008 1 - SLCS injection line inboard check valve 2 A,C I,A L,S 2>Ts 93 1
F010 - 1 - SLCS test tank return line inboard 2 B P El 93-1

shutoff valve -
_ _

i
F012 L 1 - SLCS test Iank outlet line shutoff valve 2 B P E1 93-1 -

F014 11 SLCS pump suct line demin water supply line 2 B P El 93 1
=F018-1 SLCS storage tank sample line inboard 2 B P El 93 1

shutoff valve

. F020 1. SLCS pump suction line demin water supply 2 B P El 93-1
line bypass line

F025 1 - SLCS injection line test / vent line inh viv 2 _B P El 93-1
F026 1 : SLCS pump suction line relief valve 2 C P 1,P 5 >Ts 93-1

I
- F500 .1 SLCS pump suction line drain line 2 B P El 93-1
F501- 2 _- SLCS pump discharge line drain line valve 2 B P El 9$

-1700 2' SLCS test tank return line instr line valve 2 B P El (>
.

C51 Neutron Monitoring (ATIP) System Valves

J004 3- ! solation valve assembly 2 A,C,D P L,P 2 yrs' 7.6-Ic
J011- 3-' Purge isolation vake 2 A,C P- L,P 2 yrs 7.6-Ic

-J012!3: Manual gate vale -- 2 A P El 7.6-Ic

D23 Containment Atmosphere Monitoring System Valves

j *T01 2 CAMS drywell pressure instrument line ' 2 A I,A L 3 mo 7.6-7c
!- outboard isolation valve
H F004 2- CAMS drywell sample line outboard contain. 2 A 1,A L,P 3 mo 7.6-7c

|L
_

ment isolation valve
| F005 2 CAMS drywell return line .tboard contain- 2 A I,A L,P 3 mo 7.6-7c
|L ment isolation valve

'

|

|

|

[ Amendment 14 3.9-$d.7
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

D23 Containment Atmosphere Monitoring System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Vahe Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.

No. Qty Description (a) (c) (d) (c) (O

F006 2 . CAMS werwell sample line outboard contain- 2 A I,A L,P 3mo 7.6-7c
ment isolation valve

F007 2 CAMS wetwell return line outboard coritain. 2 A 1,A L,P 3mo 7.6-7c
ment isolation valve

F008 2 CAMS rack drain the outboard contain. 2 A 1,A LP 3mo 7.6-7c
ment isolation valve

F009 2 CAhtS drywcil pressure instrument line 2 A I,P S 3mo 7.6-7c
outboard isolation valve

F010 2 CAMS drywell sample line outboard couin- 2 A I,P S 3mo 7.6-7c
ment isolation vahe

F011 2 CAMS drywell return line outboard contain. 2 A I,P S 3mo 7.6-7c
ment isolation vahr i

F012 2 CAMS wetwell sample line outboard contain- 2 A I,P S 3mo 7.6-7c -

melt isolation valve
FD13 2 CAMS wetwell return line outboard contain- 2 A f.P S 3mo 7.6-7c

ment isolation valve
F014 2 CAhtS rack drain line outboard contain- 2 A 1,P S 3 mo 7.6-7c

ment iscaltion valve
F100 2 CAMS rack drywell sample line maint. valve 3 B P E2 7.6-7d
F101 2 CAMS rack wetwell sample line maint. valve 3 B P E2 7.6-70
F102 2 CAMS rack accident sample booster 3 B P E2 7.6-7d

pump' inlet valve ,

F103 2 CAMS rack accident sample oooster 3 B P E2 7.6-7d

pump outlet valve
F1(M 2 CAMS rack accident sampic booster 3 C A E2 7.6-7d

pump bypass line check valve
F105 2 CAMS rack accident sample booster 3 B A E2 7.6-7d

pump line solenoid vahe
,

F106 2 CAMS rack booster pumps discharge line 3 B A E2 7.6-7d'

| pressure control valve
! F107 2 CAMS rack sample pumps inlet press cont. viv 3 B A E2 7 7d

F108 2 CAMS rack sample pump bypass line sol. viv 3 B P E2 7.6-7d

| F112 2 CAMS rack samp'e return line to drywell 3 B P E2 7.6-7d

(DW)/we:well(%W)
F116 2 CAMS rack sample return line to drywell 3 B P E2 7.6-7d

! (DW)/wetwell(WW)
F117 2 CAMS rack sample return line to drywell 3 C A E2 7.6-7d

(DW)/wetwell(WW)
F118 2 CAMS rack steam separator condensate line 3 B P R 7.6-7d

to DW/WW drain line
F121 2 CAMS rack steam separator condensate line 3 B P E2 7.6-7d

to DW/WW

Amendment 14 3 9-58.8
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFE'lY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

D23 Containment Atmosphere Monitoring System Vahes (Continued)

Safety Code Vahe Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Fune. Para freq, Fig.

No. Qty Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (Ot

F128 2 CAMS rack line fort." the CAMS Gas Cali- 3 C A E2 7.6 7d
bration Rack check valve

F190 2 CAMS rack normal sample pump inlet 3 D A E2 7.6-d
solenoid valve

F191 2 CAMS rack normal sample pump discharge 3 B A E2 7.6-7d
solenoid valve

F193 2 CAMS rack accident sample pump discharge 3 B A E2 7.6-7d
line solenoid valve

F195 2 CAMS rack normal sample booster pump 3 B A E2 7.6-7d
outlet line solenoid valve

F197 2 CAMS rack normal sample booster pump 3 B A F2 7.6-7d
outlet line solenoid valve *

F201 2 CAMS rack dryweh sample line admis. valve 3 B A E2 7.6-7d -

F202 2 CAMS rack drywell sample line admis valve 3 B A E2 7.6-7d
F510 2 CAMS rack steam separator condensate line 3 B A E2 7.6-7d

exit AO valve
F512 2 CAMS rack drain I'me needle valve 3 B P E2 7.6 7d
F513 2 CAMS rack drain line Air Operated Valve 3 B A E2 7.6-7d
F515 2 CAMS rack dehumidifier condensate line 3 B A E2 7.6-7d

Ah-Operated Valve
F520 2 CAMS rack drain line maintenance valve 3 B P E2 7.6-7d

E11 Residual Heat Removal System Valves

F001 3 Suppression pool suction valve 2 A I,A P 2 ps 5.4 10c,d,f
S 3 mo

F002 3 RHR pump discharge line check valve 2 C A S 3 mo 5.4 10c,d,f
I.33 RHR pump disharge line maintainence valve 2 B P El 5.4-10c,d,f.

RXM 3 Heat Exchanger ficw control valve 2 B A P 2 yrs 5.4-10c,d,f
S 3 mo

F005 1_ RPV injection valve 2 B A P 2 yrs 5.4-10c
S CS

F005 2 RPV injection valve 1 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 5.4-10e,g
S CS

F006 1 kPV injection line check valve 2 B A P 2 ps 5.5-10c
S CS

F006 2 RPVinjection line check valve 1 A I,A L,P 2 yrs 5.4- 10e,g

S CS

FUO7 2 RPV injection line inboard maint. valve 1 B t' El 5.4-10e,g

|

|

| ? meadment 14 3958.9
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

- INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND YALVh3

E11 Residual lient Removal System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Valve 'lest Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.

No, QUan Description (a) (c) (d)- (e) (f)

F008 3 Suppression pool return line MOV 2 B 1,A .P 2 yrs 5.4-10c,d,f
S 3 mo

F009 3 - ' Shutdown Cooling suct. line maint, viv 1 B P E3 5.4 10b
F010 - 3 Shutdown Cooling suct. line inb. iso. viv 1 A I,A L,P - 2 yrs 5.410b

S CS
F011; 3 - Shutdown Cooling suct line outb iso, viv 1 A I,A L,P- 2 yrs 5.4-10b -

S CS
F012 3 Shutdown Cooling suction line adm, viv 2 B A P 2 yrs 5.4-10c,d,f

S 3 mo
F013- - Heat exchanger bypass flow control viv 2 B A P 2 yrs 5.4-10c,d,f -

S 3 mo i
1014 2 - Fuel Pool Cooling return line inb MOV ;2 B P' P 2 yrs 5.410c,g -

F015 2 _ Fuel Pool Cooling return line ouib MOV 2 B P P 2 yrs 5.410e,g
F016 2 Gata viv-Fe Dam Fuel Pool Clg (FPC) 2 B P P 2 yrs - 5.410b
F017 ' 2 Drywellipgline inboard valve 2 B I,A L,P 2 yrs 5.4-10e,g

S RO
~ F018 2 _ - Drywell spray line outboard valve 7 B I,A LP 2 yrs 5.&l0e,g

5 RO
' F019 2 : Wetwell spray line MOV- 2 B I,A L,P ' 2 yrs 5.4-10e.g

L S~ RO
F020 L3 RHR pump min flow bypass line check viv -2 B,C - P- P 2 yrs 5.4 10c,d,f-
F021 = 3 RHR pump min flow bypass line MOV 2 B I,A P 2 yrs _ 5.4-10c,d,f

-S' -3mo
F022 3 - Discharge line idl pump suction line valve 2 B P P 2 yu, 5.410c,d,f

frV23 : 3 Fill pump discharge line check valve - 2 B, C A S CS ' 5.410c,d,f
F024 3._ Fill pump discharge line stop 4eck vahr 2 B, C A .S CS 5.4-10c,d,f

- F025 3- - Fill pump minimue flow line globe valve 2 B P P 2 yrs - 5.&l0c,d,f
F0263 . RHR pump suction to High Conductivity 2 B P, El 5.410c,d f

Waste (HCW) _
L F027 ' 3 - Bypass line around the check valve 2 B- P El 5.4-10c,d,f

MPL E11 F002
F028 3 IIcat exchangcr outlet line relief valve 2 B,C A 5.410c,d,f
F029 3 Inboard reactor well drain line valve 2 B P El 5.4 10c,d,f

^

. F030 3 - Drain to radwaste valve 2 B P- E1 5.4-10c,d,f

F031 3 -. _Outh reactor'well drain line valve (to SP) 2- B- 1,P El 5.410c,d,f
= F032 3 : Si,utoff valve -line from MUWC _ . 2 B P El 5.4-10c,f,g'

F033 3 Check valve in the line from MUWC 2 B,C A, E1 - 5.410c,f,g
_ 1934 2 RPV injection line vent / test line outb viv 2 B P El 5.4-10e,g

| F036 1 ~ . Press equal valve around chk viv E11-F006 2 A P El 5.4-10c
- F036 2 . Press equal valve around chk v!/ E11-F006 1 A P El '5.4-V e,g

Amew* ment 14 3.9-58.10
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Table 3.9 8 (Coninued).

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY REIATED PUMPS AND VALVES

Eli Residuallleat Removal System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. FJg.

No. Qty Description (a) (c) (d) 6') (f)

R37 3 Shutdown cooling suction line test line 1 A P El 5.4-10b
F039 3 Relief viv around the MOV MPL Ell-Mil 7 A,C A El 5.4-10b
l'U40 3 Shutoff valve - line from MUWC 2 B P El 5.&10b
FD41 3 Check valve - line from Make-Up Wa'. 2 B,C P El 5.4-10b

Condenser (MUWC)
F042 3 Shutdown i'ooling Mode suction line 2 B,C A El 5.4-10c,d,f

reliefvahc
F043 3 HX outlet to the Sampling System (SS) 2 B P El 5.4-10c,f,g

test inboard valve
F045 1 HX outlet to the PASS - inboard valve 2 B A P 2 yrs 5.4-10c

B S 3 mo i

F049 1 Drywell spray line vent & test line 2 B P El 5.4 10e,g -

inboard valve
F051 3 Fill pump discharge line relief valve 2 B A El 5.4-10c,d,f
FD52 1 Drain line for the suppression pool 2 B P El 5.&10d
F102 1 AC independent water addition input viv 2 C A S 3 rno 5.410g
F500 3 Heat exchanger inlet drain line 2 B P El 5.& loc,d,f

inboard valve
F502 3 HX outlet line drain line inboard viv 2 B P El 5.4 10c,d,f
F504 3 RPV injection line vent line inb viv 2 B P El 5.4-10c,f,g
F506 1 RPV injection line drain line inb viv 2 B P El 5.4-10c
F506 2 RPV injection line drain line inb viv 1 B P El 5.4-10e,g
F508 3 Shutdown Cooling suct line vent line viv 2 B P El 5.&l0b
F311 2 Drywell spray line inboard drain line viv '! B P El 5.&loe,g
F513 2 Drywell spray line inboard drain line viv 2- B P El 5.410e,g
F515 2 Wetwell spray line inboard drain line viv 2 B P El 5.4-10e,g
F517 3 RHR pump min dowline drn line inb viv 2 B P E! 5.4-10c,d,f
F700 3 RHR pump suction line pressure instr line 2 B P El 5.& loc,d,f
F701 3 RHR pump suction line pressure instr line 2 B P El 5.4-10c,d,f
F702 3 RHR pump discharge line press. instr line 2 B P El 5.&l0c,d,f
F7G4 3 RHR pump diseb;ge line press. instr line 2 B P El 5.&l0c,d,f
F706 3 RHR pump discharge line press. instr line 2 B P El 5.4-10c,d,f

' F707 3 RHR pump discharge line press, instr line 2 B P El 5.4-10c,d,f
F708 3 FT MPL E11 FTC08 instr line inb root viv 2 B P El 5.4-10c,d,f
F709 3 FT MPL E11-IT008 instr line outb root viv 2 B P El 5.4-10c,d,f
F710 3 FT MPL E11-FT008 instr line inb root viv 2 B P El 5.4-10c,d,f
F711 3 FT MPL E11-FT008 instr line outb root viv 2 R P El 5.4-10c,d,f
F712 3 Shutdown Cooling Mode suction line pressure 2 B P El 5.4-10c,df

instrument line
F713 3 Fill pump suction line instrument line valve 2 B P El 5.&l0c,d,f
F714 1 Discharge to radwaste flow instr line 2 B P El 5.&l0d
F716 1 Discharge to radwaste flow instr line 2 B P El 5.4-10d

Amendment 14 3.9-58.11
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Teble 3.9 8 (Continued)

: INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY-REIATED PUMPS AND VALVES

E22 High Pressure Core Flooder System Valves 1

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Fune. Para Freq. Fig.

No. Qty Description (a) (c)- (d) (e) (f)

F001 2 Condensate Storage Pool (CSP) suction 2 -B- A P 2 )Ts 63'a
line MOV' S 3 mo

R)02 2 -: - CSP suction line check valve 2 B,C A S 3 mo 63-7b -
. R103 2 : HPCF System injection velve 1 A I,A 1.,P 2 yrs 63-7a

S- CS.
R04 : 2.| IIPCF System inboard check valve 1 A,C I,A 1.,P 2 yrs 63-7a .

S 3 mo
- F005 .2 ' ump discharge line inboard maint valve 1 B P El 63-7a
' R)06 2 Suppression pool su tion 1:ne MOV 2 A I,A P 2>Ts 63-7b

S 3 mo
R107 2| Suppression pool suction line check valve 2 B,C A S 3 mo 63-7b i

- F008 2 - Test return line inboard vahr 2 B, A P 2 yrs 63-7b -

S- 3 mo
F009 2 - Test return lied outboard valve 2 A I,A P -2 yrs 6307b -

-S 3 mo
. F010 2 Pump minimum flow bypass line MOV ' 2 ~A I,A P '2 yrs 63-7b-

S 3 mo .
F011 2 Bypass line shutoff valve around check 2 B P El 63-7b

valve E22-F002
F012 : 2 - HPCI pump suction line drain line to HCW - 2 -B P El 63-7b '

F015 2 : . P' imp discharge line fillline check viv 2 B,C A. S RO 63-7a
F017 ~ 2 . Pump discharge line test r.nd vent line 1 A P ill 63-7a

- inboard valve -
F019 -_ 2 - Pressure equalizing valve around check 1- A P El 63-7a

valve E22 F004
F020 2 : : Suppression pool suction line relief valve 2 - B,C A . 63-7b

' F500 2 Pump di charge line high point vent - 2- 'B P E1 - 63-7a
inboard valve

= F700 . 2 ' -? ump suction line pressure instrument 2 B P El 63-7b
: lit.e root valve

F701 2 Pump suction line pressure instrument - 2 B P El 63-7b
line root valve

F702 2 Pump discharge liae pressure instrument 2- B P El 63-7b -
line inboard valve

F7(M ; 2 Pump discharge line pressure instrument - 2 B P El 63-7b
line inboard valve

POS 2 - - Pump discharge line pressure instrument 2 B P El 63-7b,

line outboard vaht,

F706 .2 - Pump discharge line flow instrument line 2 B P El 63-7a
inboard valve=

1 '

Amendment 14 19-58.12
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

- -INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES
~

; E22 High Pressure Core Flooder System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
+ - Class Cat. Func. Prra Freq. Fig._

No. Qty Description (a) '(c) (d) (e) (f)

F707| 2 Pump discharge line flow instrument line 2 B P El 6.3-7a
outboard valve

F708 2 Pu:ap discharge line flow instrument line 2 B P El 6.3-7a
inboard valve

F709 2 Pump discharge line flow instrument line 2 B P El 6.3-7a
outboard valve

E31 Leak Detection and Isolation System Valves

i

F001 1 Drywell fission product monitoring line 2 B P S 3 mo 5.2-81 .

maintenance valve -
, 'F002:1 : Drywell fissior product monitoring line 2 A I,A L,P 3 mo 5.2-8i?'

inboardisolation valve
- F003 ; 1 Drywell fission product monitoring line 2 A I,A IsP- 3mo 5.2-8i

outboard isolation rake
FON ^ 1 . Drywell fission product monitoring line 2 A I.A L,P 3 mo 5.2-81

outboard isolation valve
- F005 - 1 - Drywell fission product monitoring line 2 A I,A S 3 mo 5.2-81

inboard isolation valve l

: FD06 - 1 Drywell fission product monitoring line 2 B P S 3 mo 5.2-8i
maintenance valve

: F009 = l e Drywell cooler condensate sampling line viv 2 A I,P . 'L 3 mo 5.2 8h
| F010 1 : Drywell cooler condensate sampl?ng line viv .2 -- A I,P L 3 mo 5.2-8h

'

F701 4 RCIC instrument line isolation valve 2- A I,P S 3mo 5.2-8f
F702 4 RCIC instrument line isolation valve 2 :A I,P- S 3 mo 5.2-8f
F703 4 .. RCIC instrument line isolation valve 2 A I,P S 3 mo 5.2-8f
F7N 4 RCIC instrument line isolation valve 2 A I,P S 3 mo 5.2-8f<

E51 Reactor Core Isolation System Valves
-

F001 -L 11 Condensate Storage Pool (CSP) suction 2~ B A. P,S 3 mo 5.4 8a
iinc MOV-

F002 1 GY $2ction line check valve . 2 C A P,S 3 mo 5.4-8a
F003 1 F.CIC pump discharge line check valve 2 C A- P,S 3mo 5.4-Sa
FON .1 RCIC System injection valve 2 A A L 2 yrs 5.4-8a

P,S 3 mo
F005 1 RCIC System discharge line testable 2 C A L 2ym 5.4-8a

check vahe - P,S 3 ao

~ Amendment 14 3.9 58.13
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Table 3.9 8 (Conlinued)

INSERVICE Tc STING SAFE'IY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

E51 Reador Core Isolation U..oiing System (Continued)

Safety Code Vahe Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.

No- Qty Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (f)

F006 1 Suppression Pool (CSP) suction line MOV 2 A I,A L 2 yrs 5.48a
P,S 3 mo

F007 1 Suppression Pool (CSP) suction line check viv 2 C A P,S 3mo 5.4-8a
F008 1 RC'C Sp suppr pool test return line MOV 2 B A P,S 3mo 5.4-8a
F009 1 RCIC Sys suppr pool test return line MOV 2 B 1,A L 2 yrs 5.48a

P,5 3 mo
i'010 1 RCIC Sys minimum flow bypass line check viv 2 C A P,S 3 mo 5.4-8a
F011 1 RCIC Sys minimum flow bypass line MOV 2 B I,A L 2 yrs 5 &8a

PS 3 mo
.

F012 1 RCIC turbine accessories cooling water 2 B A P,S 3 mo 5.4-8c
line MOV i

F013 1 RCIC turbine accessories cooling water 2 B A El 5.&8c -

line PCV
F015 1 Barometric condenser condensate pump 2 P P El 5.48c

discharge line valw -
F016 1 Barometric condenser condensate pump 2 C P P,S 3 mo 5.48c

discharge line check valve
F017 1 RCIC pump suction line relief valve 2 C A L,S 2 yrs 5.&8a
F018 1 Valve in the bypass line around check 2 B P El 5.4-8a

valve E51 F003
F019 1 Pump discharge Lne test line vaht 2 B P El 5.48a
F020 1 Pump discharge line test line valve 2 B P El 5.4-8a

F021 1 Pump discharge line fdl line shutoff valve 2 B P El 5.4-8a
F022 1 Pump discharge line fill line check valve 2 C A P,S 3 mo 5.48a
F023 1 Pump discharge line fi'l line check valve 2 C A P,S 3 mo 5.&8a
F024 1 Pump discharge line test line valve 2 B P El 5.4-8a

F025 1 Pump discharge line test line n!x 2 B P El 5.&8a
F026 1 Valve in pressure equalih he 2 B P El 5.4-8a

around E51-F005
F027 1 Suppression Pool (S/P) suction line 2 B P El 5.4-8a

test line valve
F028 1 Minimum flow bypass line test line valve 2 B P El 5. 8-8a

F029 1 Minimum flow bypass line test line valve 2 B P El 5.48a
F030 1 Turbine accessories coling water 'ine 2 - C A L,S 2 yrs 5.&8c

relief valve
F031 1 Barometric condenser condensate discharge 2 B P El 5.4-8c

line AOV to HCW
F032 1 Barometric condenser condens.1te disharge 2 B P El 5.48c

line AOV to HCW
F033 1 - Discharge line fill line bypa,s liae 2 B P El 5.4-8a

shutoff valve

Amendment 14 3.9-58.14
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, - Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY-RELATED PUMPS AND VAIXES

E51 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (Continued)

Safety Code Vahe Test ' Test - SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq, Fig.

No. - Qty Description . (a) (c) (d) (e) (f)

.M4 1 Barometric condenser condensate pump 2 B P .El 5.48c'>

discharge line test line valve
F035 1. Stearn supplyline isolation valve 1 A 1,A L 2 yrs 14-8b

P,S 3 mo
F036 1 Steam supplyline isolation vne 1 A I,A . L 2 yrs 5.4-8b

P,S 3 mo
F037 1 Steam admission valve - 2- B A P,S 3mo SA-8a
F038 1 Turbine exhaust line check valve 2 C 1,A L -2 yrs 5.4-8a

P,S 3mo
f039 1 Turbine exhaust line MOV 2 A I,A L 2 yrs 5.4-8a

..
.

.

.

P,S 3 mo ;
_

.FN0 1 _ Steam supplyline drain pot drain line AOV 2 B P 5.4-8b i
'

F042- 1 Steam supply line drain pot drain line AOV 2 B P 5.4-8b
FD44' 11 Steam admissien valve bypass line maint- 2 B _P 5.&8b-

tenance valve
FM5 1 Steam admis:. ion valve bypass line MOV 2 B A P,S 3 mo 5A-8b
F046 1-- Barometric condenser vacuum pump discharge 2 C A L 2 yrs 5.4-8a

line check valve P,S 3 mo

FN7. 1 : Barometric condenser vacuum pump discherge _ 2 _ A I,A L 2 ps 5.4 8a-

line MOV - P,S 3 mo
F048 1 - Steam supplyline warm up line valve 1 A I,A , L 2 yrs 5.48b

*

P,S 3 mo
F049 11 = Steam supply line test line valve 2 B -P El 5.4-8b

F050 1 Steun supply line test line valve 2 B P El 5.4-8b
, F051 1 - Turbine exhaust line drain line valve 2 B P- El 5.4-8c

- - F052 ~ 1- Turbine exhaust line drain line vah- 2- B- P El 5.48c
FDC3 1 - Turbine exnaust line test line valve -2- B P C1 5.48a
F054 1 Turbine exhaust line vacuum breaker - 2 C A P,S 3 mo 5.48a
F055 1 Turbine exhaust line vacuuum breaker 2 C A P,S 3mo 4-Sa

i; F056 1' Steam supply line dra:n pot drain line 2 B -P E1 - 5.4-8b |-
'

test line valve
F057 1 . Steam supply line drain pot drain line 2 B- P E1. 5.4-8b

,

L- test drain line
' F059 1: Barememtric condener vacuum pump dis- 2 B P E1. 5.4-8a

charge line test line valve
. Ff00 1 Pump discharge line ver.t line valve 2 B P El 5.4-8a

L F501 1 Pump discharge line vent hne valve' 2 .B P El 5.4-8a

F502 1 Pump discharge line drain line valve 2 B P El 5.&8a
F503 1 Pump discherge line drain line valve 2 B P E1 - 5.4-8a

F700 1 Pump suction line pressure instru- 2 B P El 5.4-8a

mentation instrument root valve

i

Amendment 20 - _3.9-58.15
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Table 3.9-8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

E51 Reactor Core Isolatbn Cooling System (Continued)

Safety Code Valve Te:;t Test SSAR
Class Cat. Fune. Para Freq. Fig.

Na, Qty Description (a) (c) (d) (c) (O

F701 1 Pump suction line pressure instru- 2 B P El 5.4-8a
mentation instrument root valve

F702 1 Pump discbstge line pressure instru- 2 B P El 5.4-8a
mentation instrument .oot valve

F703 1 Pump discharr .c pressure instru- 2 B P El 5.4-8a
mentation instrument root valve

F704 1 Pump discharge line pressure instru- 2 B P El 5.4-8a
taentation instrument root valve

F705 1 Pump discharge line pressure instru- 2 B P El 5.4-8a
mentation instrument root val"*

F706 1 Pump discharge line now instrument 2 B P El 5.4-8a ;
root vahe

,

F707 1 Pump discharge line flowinstrument 2 B P El 5.48a
root valve

F708 1 Pump discharge line flowinstrument 2 B P El 5.4-8a
root valve

F709 1 Pump oischarge line flow instrument 2 B P El 5.48a
root valve

F710 1 - Pump discharge line pressurn instru- 2 B P El 5.43a
ment root valve

F711 1 Pump discharge line pressure instru- 2 B P El 5.48a
ment root valve

F712 1 Turbine accessories cooling water hne 2 B P El 5.48c
instrument r%t valve

F713 1 Turbine accessories coches water line 2 B P El 5.4-8e
instrument root valve

F714 1 Tmbine accessories cooling water line 2 B P El 5.4-8c
instrument root valve

F716 1 Steam supply line pressure instrument 2 B P El 5.4-8b |
root vahr

F717 1 Steam supply line pressure instrument 2 B P El 5.&Sb
;

i root valve
F718 1 Steam supply line drain pot instrument root 2 B P El 5.4-8b

valve
F719 1 Steam supply line drain po: instrument root 2 B P El 5.4-8b

valve
F720 1 Steam supply line drait pot instrurc nt root 2 B P El 5.4-8b

valve'

F721 1 Steam supply line drain pot instrument root 2 B P El 5.4-8b
| valve

F722 1 Yurbine exhaust p essure instrument root 2 B P El 5.4-8c

| valve

|- <

Amendment 20 3 5-58.16
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

E51 Reactor Core Isafation Cooling System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
.

Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.
No. Quan Description a) (c) (d) (c) (Os

F723 1 'Iurbine exhaust pressure ins rument root 2 B P El 5.&8c
valve

F724 1 Turbine exhaust pressure bets: moture 2 B P El 5.4-8c
disk instrument root valve

FM 1 Turbine exhaust pressure between rupture 2 B P El 5.4-Sc
disk instrulnent root vahe

D014 1: Turbine exhaust pressure rupt e- disk 2 D_ A Rplc. 5 yrs 5.4-8c

D015 1 Turbine exhaust pressure rupture disk 2 D A Rpic. 5 yrs 5.48c

G31 Reactor Water Cleanup System Valves i
.

F001 1 Line inside containment from kHR system - 1 B .P El 5.4-12a
'

maintenance valve
F002 .1- CUW System suction line laboard isolation 1 A 1,. 2 yrs 5.412a.

valve
'

P,S 3mo
F003 -1 CUW Systen, suction line outboard imlation 1 A I,A L 2 yrs 5.612a

valve
.

P,S 3 mo
F017 1- CUW System RPV head snray line outboard 1 A I,A L 2 yrs 5.4-12a

isolation valve ~ P,S 3 mo
F018 . 1 CUW System RPV head sprayline inNard 1 C I,A L 2)Ts 5.412a

check valve ~ P,S 3mo
F019 1 CUW Sys bottom head drain line .i B P El 5.4-12a

.

maintenance valve
H)50 1 Test line off the:uct line outboard 2 B P El 5.e12a

isolation valve G31-F003
FO$d 1 Test line off RPV head spray line outboard 2 B P El 5.4-12a

isolation valve
F060 1 RPV bottom head drain line campic line 2 B 1 El 5.&12a

test line 'zalve
FU70 1 : RPV bottom head dral, line sample line 2 B El 5.&l2a

'

,
maintenance valve

F0?r 1.. RPV bottom head drain line sample line viv 2 A I,A L 2 yrs 5,&l2a

P,S 3 mo
F072 1 RPV bottom head drain line sample lire yh- 2 A 1,A L 2 yrs 5.4 12<

P,S 3 mo
F500 1 CUW Sys bottom head drain line drain viv 2 B P El 5.612a

Amendment 14 J.9-58.17
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES=

y G31 Reactor Water Cleanup System Vahes (Continued)

~

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. - Func Para Freg. Fig.

No. - Qty : Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (O

F501 -l' -CUW Sys bottom head drain line drain viv 2 D P El' 5.4 12a
-F700 2- ; CUW System suction line FE upstream

instrument root valve 2 B I,P ~ El 5.4 12a
F701~ 2 CUW System suction line FE downstream

' instrument root valve - 2 B I,P El 5.4-12a

, F702_ 2. ~ (" ~V System suction line FE upstream
L instrument root valve - 2 B I,A IS 2 yrs 5.4-12a

F703 - 2 - CUW System suction line FE downstream
instrument root valve 2 B I,A LS 2 yrs 5.4-12a .

' i ,

^

G41 Fuct Pool Cooliag and Cleanup Valves I-

F015 -2 FPC system heat exchanger outlet linc ~ 3 B -P E1 9.11b
maintenance valve

F016 11- FPC system discharge line to spent fuel 3 C A P,S 3 mo 9,1 lb
pool check valve

;~ F017 1 FPC system discharge line to spent fuel 3 B -F El 9.1-1b

.

'. pool maintenance valve -*

- F018 |1 - FPC system discharge line to spent 'iel 3 C A- P,S ' 3 mo 9,1-1b
- pool check vahe..

F019 - 2 ; FPC system discharge line to spent fuel 3 B P E1 9.1-la
pocivalvei-

__

__ . . FPC system discharge line to spent fuel 3 C A P,S 3 mo 9.1-laj' FC20: 2 --

.

- pool check valve
F022 . - 1 FPC system discharge lise to reactor well 3 B P El 9,1 lb -

maintenance valve
FU23 - 1 : FPC ;ystem discharge line to reactot well 3. .B -P. E1 9.1-1bg

L main.enance vaht
,

C- P ' P,S 3 mo 9.1-1bL FW1 -1 FPC system supply line from SPCU check viv . 3 .
IV)3 - 1 = FPC system RHR return line valve to FPC - '3 'B P El : 9.-1-1b-

F094 :1 FPC system RHR return line check valve 3 -C P P,S 3 mo 9.1-1b
to FPC

F095 L1 - FPC system discharge line to spent fuel 3 B 'P' El 9.1-Ib
-. poo' sample line -;.

J F506 ~1- , FPC sy4em hae valve from RHR-to-FPC 3 B .P El 9.1-lb
' line to LCW

i
!

| .'..

Amendment 14 1 9-58.18
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES |

. G51 Suppression Pool Cleanup System Valves

Safety Code Valve - fest Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.

No. Qty Description (a) (c) (a) (e) (f) -

F001- 1 SPCU suction Line inboard isolation vahr 2_ A 1,A L 2 yrs 9.51
P,S 3 mo

.F002 1 SPCU suction line outboard isolation valve 2 A I.A - L 2 yrs 9.51
_

P,S 3mo
F006 1 Si>CU return line isolation valve 2 A I,A L- . 2 yrs 9.5 1.

P,S 3 mo
F007 1 SPCU return line isolation valve 2 A I,A L 2 yrs 9.5-1

P,S 3 mo

K17 Radwaste System Valves

.

FD03 - 1 Drywc!! LCW sump pump disch. line - 2 B I,A -P 2 yrs 11.2 2cc
isolation valve

FOM _1 Drywell LCW sump pump disch. line 2 B I,A' P -2 yrs 11.2 2cc

isolation valve
F103 1 Dryweh HCW sump pump disch line 2 B I,A P 2 yrs 11.2 2ce

isolation valve
F1W I. Drywell HCW sump pump disch line 2 B I,A P 2 yrs 11.2 2cc

: isolation valve

Pil Makeup Water (Purified) System Valves .

F141 11 Outboard isolation ulve 2 A 1,P L 2 yrs 9.2-Sb

F142 -1 Inboard isolation valve '2 A 1,P L 2 yrs 9.2 5b

,

P21 Reactor Building Cooling Water System Valves'

F001 ?6 Pump discharge line check valve 3 -C -A _E2 9.2 la,d,g .

F002 6 Pump discharge line maintenance valve -3 B P El 9.2 la,d,g
F003 6 Heat exchangerinlet line valve 3_ B P E1 9.2 la,d,g
FON 6. - Heat exchanger outlet line MOV 3 B P - E1 - 9.2 la.d.g
F005 3. Cold' water line to hot / cold water blender -3 .B P E1 9.2-la,d,g
F006 3 Hot / cold water blender valve cold water 3 B A E2. 9.2 la,d,g

'F007 3 Hot / cold water blender outlet line valve 3 B P E1 9.2 la,d,g

.F008 3 Hot / cold water blender cold water byps line 3 B P E1 9.2 la,d,g

F009f3 Het water line to hot / cold water blender 3 B P E1 9.2 la,d,g -

F010. 3 ~ Hot / cold water blerder vahr hot water 3 B A E2 9.2-la,d,g
F011 '3 Hot / cold water blender hot water bypass line 3 B P E1 9.2-la,d,g

. Amendment 14 1 9-58.19
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m Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY.RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

P21 Reactor Building Cooling Water System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig. i

No. Quan Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (f)

F012 .3 Cooling water supply line to RHR System 3 B P E1 9.2 1b,c,h
maintenance valve

F013_ 3 Cooling wt! return line from RHR S,w MOV 3 D A P 2 yrs 9.21b,e,h
S 3 mo

F014 3 Cooling water return line from RHR Hx 3 B P E1 9.2 1b,e,h
maintenace valve

4 F015_ 6 Pump suction line maintenance valve 3 B P El 9.2-Ic,d,g
F016 3 Surge tank outlet line to RCW pump suction 3 B P El 9.2 lb,e,h
F017 3 Surge tank make-up water line from SPCU 3 B P F1 9.2 lb,e,h
F018 3 Surge tank make-up water line from SPCU 3- B P P 2 yrs 9.2-1b,e,h
F019. 3 Surge tank make-up from MUWP 3 B P P 2 yrs 9.2-lb.e.h
FC20- 3 - Surge tank make-up water line from MUWP 3 B P E1 9.2-lb,e,h i

-F021 3 Chemical addition tank inlet line valve 3 B P El 9.2 la,d,g .
: F022 - 3 Chemical addition tank outlet line valve - 3 B P El 9.2-la,d,g
_F024 _6 Cooling water supplyline to HECW- 3 B P El 9.2-1b,e,h

refrigator maintenance valve
F025 6 Cooling wtr supply line to HECW refrig PCV 3 B A E2 9.2- lb,e,h
F026 :6 Cooling water supplyline to HECW 3 B P El 9.2-1b,e,h

refrigator maintenance valve 4

F027 6 Cooling water line to HECW 3 B P El 9.2-1b,e,h
refrigator bypass line

1F028 6 Cooling water return line from HECW refrig 3 B P El 9.2 1b,c,h
F029 2 ' Cooling water supplyline to FPC HX 3 B P E1- 9.2-1b,e,

-F030: 2' Cooling water return line from FPC HX 3 B P El 9.2-lb,e
~

F031 '2 Cooling water supplyline to FPC pump
room air conditioning 3 B P El 9.2-lb,e

F032 2 . Cooling wtr return line from FPC pump
room air canditioner 3 'B P E1- 9.2-1b,e

F033 2_ Cooling str line to PCV Atmos Monit Sys clr 3 B P El 9.2-1b,e

FDM 2 Retarn line from PCV Atmos Monit Sys cir .3 B P El 9.2-1b,:

L, F035 - 2 Cooling wtr supply line to SGTS rm air cond. 3 B ~ P El 9.21b,e

H F036 2- Cooling water return line fr SGTS room 3- _B P- El 9.2-1b,e

L air conditioner
F037 -2- Cooling water ,upply line to FCS room 3 _B P El 9.2-1b,e

air conditioner
F038 2 Cooling water return line fr FCS toom 3 B -P E1 - 9.2-Ib,e

air conditionerj .

3 - Cooling water supply line to RHR 3 B P El 9.2.lb,c,hi; F039

| equipment room air conditioner -

|( F040 3 - Cooling water return line from RHR 3 B P El 9.2 lb,e,h
L equipmrat room air c .ationer

.

F041 .3 Cooling water supply line to RHR pump mtr 3 B P El 9.21b,e,h

!'
' Amendment 14 3.9-58.20
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued),

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY REIATED PUMPS AND VALVES

P21 Reactor Building Cooling Water Systern Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Valvt Test Test SSAlt
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.

No. - Qty Descriptinu (a) (c) (d) (e) (f)

F042 .3 Cooling water return line fr RHR pump retr 3 B P El 9.2-lb,c,h
-F043 3 Cing wtr sply line to RHR pump mech seals 3 B. P El 9.2-lb,c,h
1944L 3 - Cing wtr return line fr RHR pump mech seals 3 B P El 9.2 1b,e,h
TNS ' 1 Cooling watcr supplyline to RCIC 3 B P El 9.21b

erpipment room air conditioner
F046 1 Cooling water supply line from RCIC 3 B P E1 9.2-lb

equipment ~ oom air conditionerr
F047 2 ' Cooling water supply line to HPCF 3 B P El 9.2-le,h

- equipment room air conditioner
FN8-2 Cooling water supplyline from HPCF 3 B P E1 9.2. le,h

equipment room air conditioncr
. F049 2_ . Cooling water supply line to HPCF 3 B 'P Ei 9.2-le,h i

0 ' pump motor bearing ' .
'

F050 2 = Cooling water return linr from HPCF 3 B P E1 9.2-le,h
pump motor bearing

-F051 2 Cooling water supply line to HPCF 3 B P El 9.2-le,h
pump rr.echanical seals

,

F052 2 Cooling water return from HPCF 3 B P El 9.2-le,h
pump mechanical .;eals

F053 .2 Surge tank outlet lit., to 5!ECW System 3 B P El 9.2-lb,e
F055 -6 Cooling water retun. F 4 from Emer 3 B A P 2 yrs 9.2-1b,c,h

DieselGenerator b S 3 mou

F056 -3 Cooling water return line from Emer - 3 B P E1 9.2 1b,c,h
Diesel Generator

| F057 2 Cooling water line to PCV Atnos Monitor 3 B P E1 9.2 1b,e
System air conditioner

F058 2- Return line from PCV Atmos Monitor -3 B P El 9.2-lb,e
System air conditionce

..F06113. . Cooling water line Emer Diesel Generators 3 B P El 9.2-lb,e,h
F071-- 6 Cooling water supply line-to 3 B P El 9.2-lb,c,h

non essential coolers

.

F072- 6 Cooling water supply line-to 3 B A P 2 yrs 9.2-1b,c,h
non-essential coolers S 3 mog

_FD75 _2 Cooling water supply line to PCV iso valve _ 2 A- I,A_ L ,P 2 yrs 9.74f|

_

3

S 3 mo
F076 2 Cooling wr'er supply line to PCV iso valve 2 C I,A _L,P- 2 yrs 9.2-Ic,4

S 3 mo
F080 2_ Cooling water return line fr PCV iso valve 2 A 1,A . L,P 2 yrs 9.2-Ic,f .

~

b_ S 3mo
F081 2 Cooling water retrun line fr PCV iso valve 2 A I,A L,P 2 yrs 9.2-Ic,f

S' 3 mo

Amwdmem 14 19-58.21
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-Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELXfED PUMPS AND VALVES

P21 Reactor Building Cooling Water System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Vahe Test Test SSAR
- t Class Cat. Fune, Para Freq, Fig.

No. Qty Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (f)

F083 3 ' Cooling water return line from non- 3 C A S Refuel 9.2 lb,c,h
. essential coolers

F084 3 Cooling water return line fr contmt byps line 3 -B P El 9.2 Ib,e,h
I'5 3 Cooling water r,upplyio RHR Sptem HX 3 C -P 9.2-1b,e,hF

- pressure relief valve
'F220 6 Bypass line around RCW Sys otit line MOV 3 B P El 9.2-la,d,g

F251 2 Cooling water supply line to PCV test line 2 B P El 9.2.lc,f
F252- 2 Cooling water return line fr PCV test line _ 2 B P El 9.2-le,f-

F501 -6 Heat exchanger shell side vent line -3 B P E1 9.2-la,d,g
F502J 6- Heat exchanger shell side drain line 3 B P E1 9.2-la,d,g
F503 -3-- Surge tank drain line to SD. 3 B P El 9.2-1b,e,h .

F601--3 - Cooling water supply line to RHR System 3 B P El 921b,c,h a
drain line to SD -

_

F602 |3' Cooling water supply line to RHR System 3 B P E1 9.2 lb,e,h
drain line to HCW

F603' 3 Cooling water return line from RHR HX 3 B P El 9.2 lb,c,h
drain line to SD

F604. 3 Cooling, vater return line from RHR HX- 3 B P El 9.2 lb,c,h
drain line to HCW

F701- 6 - Pump discharge line press instr line 3 B P _El 9.2-la,d,g
F702 . 6 _ ,IDC discharge line sample line valve 3 B P El 9.2 la,d.g

.F703_ 3- Cooling water supply line press instr line. 3 B P, El 9.2-la,d,g
_

F704 3 Cooling water supply line sample line valve 3 B P E1 9.2-la,d,g
- _ F705 - - 3 ; Cooling water supply line elbow tap instr line . - 3 B P E1 9.2 la,d,g ~
'F706 .3- Cooling water supply line elbow tap instr line 3 B P -61- 9.2-la,d,g
F707 3 Cooling wtr sply line to RHR Sys FT instr line 3 B P El 9.2-1b,c,h
F708' 3 ' Cooling wtr sply line to RHR Sys FT instr line '3 B P E1 9.2-1b,c,h
F709 - 3 Cooling wtr un line fr RHR HX sample line 3 B P E1 9.2 1b,e,h
F710 6 Pump suction line PX instr line 3 B P E1 9.2-la,d,g
F711 .6: Pump suction line press instr line 3 B- P El 9.2 la,d,g

.

F712 .3- Surge tank levelinstr root valve 3 -B P El 9.2-1b,e,h

F713 . 3 - Surge tank level instr line root valve 3 B P El 9.2-lb,e,h
1F714 31 - Surge tank level instr line root valve 3 B P El 9.2 lb,e,h

'F7175 Cooling water line to DG instr lin. 3 B P El 9.2 1b,e,h3

F718_.3 Return water line from DG instr line 3 B P El 9.2-lb,c,h
F719 3; - Cooling wtr line to DG instr line 3 B P El 9.21b,e,h

'F720 3: Return wtr line from DG instr line 3 B P El 9.2-lb,e,b

f

Amer.dment 14 - 3.9-58.22
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFET%RELAt ED PUMPS AND VALVES

- P24 HVAC Normal Cooling Water System Valves

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.

No. - Qty Description (a) (c) (d) (c) (O

F053 1 Outboard isolation valve 2 A I,A L,P 2 yrs 9.2-2b
S 3mo

F054 1 Inboard isolation check valve 2 / I,A L 2 ps 9.2-2b
- F141 - 11 Return inboard isolation valve 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 9.2 2b

S 3mo
F142 - 1 Return outboard isolation vo've 2 A I.A L,P - . ; yrs 9.2 2b

S- 3 mo

P25 HVAC Emergency Cooling Water Systen! Valves

i
11101 6- Pump discharge line check valve 3 C A P 2 yrs 9.2-3a,b,c -

S,E2
-F002 6 Pump discharge line maintenace valve 3 B P El 9.2 la,b,c1

F003- 6 .Refrig. outlet line maintenance valve 3 B P E1 9.2-la,b,c
F004 2: Line to MCR cooling coil TCV maint viv- 3 B P El 9.2-3a,b,c
F005 2 Disch line to MCR Cinpoil Temp Cont Viv 3 B A E2 9.2 la,b,c
F006. 2 . Line to MCR cooiiug ccil TCV maint viv ' 3 B P El 9.2-3a,b,c

j FO'17 - 6 Disch line to MCR cooling maint valve 3 B P El 9.2-3a,b,c
L F008 - 6 Cooling coil return line to HECW maint viv 3 B- P E1 9.2-3a,b,c

L F009 6 Pump suction line maintenance valve 3 D P. E1 9.2-34,b,c --

_.F010 2 - Disch line to MCR cing TCV byp line - 3- B- P El 9.2-3a,b,c
F011- 3 Pumpiutt line/disch line PCV maint viv- 3 B P El 9.2 3a,b,c

-FD12 3 '. : Pump suction line/disch lins PCV- '3 B . A E2 9.2-3a,b,c
FDJ3. 3 .- Pump suction line/disch line PCV maint viv 3 D P- E1 9.2-3a,b,e-

F014 - 3 Pump suet line/disch line PCV bypass line 3 B P- El 9.2-3a,b
F015. 3 Line to C/B Essectial Equip Rm maint viv 3 3 P El 9.2-3a,b
F016 3 Line to C/B Essert Equip Rm temp Cont Viv 3 B A E2 9.2-3a,b

;' F017- 3 ' Line to C/B Essent Equip Rm maint valve 3 B P . El 9.2-3a,b
F018 6 Line to C/B Essent Equip Rm Maint valve 3- B P E1 9.2-3a,b .

'

|: -F019 '6 C/B Essent Equip Rm return line maint vli 5 B P E1 9 2-3a,b
-F020 3 . Line to C/B Essnt Equip Rm TCV b>p la viv- 3- B. P. E1 9.2-3a,b

| F021- 3 Line to 110 cooling coil TCV maint viv 3 B P - El 9.2 3a,b
| .F022- 3 Disch line to D" cooling Temp Cont viv 3 B A E2 9.2-3a,b

E ~ FD23 =3- Line to DG cooq coilTCV maint viv 3 B P E1 9.2-3a,b

[ F024 - 6 , Disch hoe to DG cooling coil maint viv 3 B P E1 9.2-3a,b
F025 6- Disch line to DG cooling coil maint viv 3- B P E1 9.2-3a,b
F026 -3 Line to DG cooling coil TCV bypass line viv 3 B P El 9.2-3a,b
FD30 3 - Pump disch line to chemical addition tank 3 B P E1 9.2-3a,b
Fi;31 3- Chemical addition tank return line valve 3 -B P El 9.2-3a,b

; - Amendment 14 3.9-58.23
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Table 3.9 8 (_ Continued) i

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY-RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

P25 HVAC Emergency Cooling Water System Valves (Continued)

Lafety f'r,de Valve Tcat Test SSAR
C!:as Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.

No. Quan Description (a) {c) (d) (c) (f)

F050 2 Make-up Water Purified (MUWP) line to 3 C A E2 9.2-3a,b
pump suction

F070 - 6 Pump disch line drain line vahr 3 B P El 9.2 3a,b
F400 6 Pump drain line valve -- 3 B P El 9.2-3a,b
F401 6 Pump bearing cooling wtr line needle viv 3 B P El 9.2-3a,b
F402 3 Refrig outlet line sample line vahr 3 B P El 9.2-3a,b
F406 3 Surge tank drain line vaht 3 B P El 9.2-3a,b
F700 6 Pump disch line pressure instr line 3 B P E1- 9.2-3a,b

F701 6: FE P25-FE003 dwnstrm lustr line 3 D P El 9.2-3a,b
F702 6 FE P25-FE003 upstrm instr line 3 B P El 9.2-3a,b
F70316 Pump suction line PI instr line valve 3 B P El 9.2-3a,b -

F7M 6- Pump suct/disch line dpt inst: line viv 3 B P El 9.2-3a,b i
,

- P41 Reactor Service Water System Valves

,

F001 6 Pump discharge line check flow 3 C A E2

F002 '6: Pump discharge line mainttenance vahe 3 B P El
F003_ ._6 _ Inlet line to RCW System heat exchanger 3 9 A E2
FON 6- Inlet line to senice water strainer 3 i A E2
F005 6 Outlet line from RCW heat exchanger 3 B -A E2

- F006 6 Service water strainer blowout line MOV 3 B A E2
F007 6 Supply line from Domestic Water (DW) Sys 3 3 A E2

-F010 6 RCW HX tube side (senice wir side) _3. C P- El
reliefvalve

'F011 6 Bypass line around RCW HX ov6t line 3 -B P .El

MOV P41-F005
F012 3 Ferrous loa Injection line to RSW 3 -C A E2

- pump discharge line
F014 3 Discharge line to discharge canal MOV 3- B P El
F401 6 RCW HX tube side drain line to 3 B P .El

SWSD at HX inlet -
F402 6 RCW HX tube side drain line to - 3 B P El

SWSD at HX outlet
F403 6 RCW HX tube side drain line to SWSD 3 B P- El
F404 6 , RCW HX tube side, vent line to SWSD 3 B P E1

.F701 16 Pump discharge line pressure instr line 3 B P El
F702 _ 3 ' Service wa:er supply line pressure instr line 3 B P El
F703 6 Diff P across service water stre.iner 3 B P E1

upstream instrument line

Amendment 14 19-58.24
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

P41 Reactor Service Water Systen. Valves (Contlaued)

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. : Func. Para Freq. Fig.

- No. Quan Descripiton_ (a) (c) (d). (e) (0

- F7M : 6 L __ Diff P across service water strainer 3 B P El
downstream instrument hne'

F705 6- Diff P across RCW HX upstream instr line 3 B P El
~

F706 - 6 Diff P across RCW HX downstream instr line 3 B P El
f

P51 Service Air System Valves

F131 1 - Outboard 1 solation manual valve 2 A I,P L 2 yrs 9.3-7
F132 1 ' Inboard isolation manual valve 2 A 1,P L 2 yrs 9.3-7 i

-

P52 Instrument Air System Valves <

!

1

F276 1 Outboard isoaltion valve - 2 A 1,A L 2 yrs 9.3-6
_F277_ 1 Inboard isoaltion check valve 2 A,C I,A L 2 yrs 9.3-6

P54 High Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply System Valves (Continued)
_

F002 '4; Nitrogen bottles N2 supply line valve 3 B P E1- 6.7-1
F003 -2 1 Nitrogen bottles N2 supply line MOV 3 B A - L,P 2 yrs. 6.7-1

S 3 mo
F004 2 N2 tottle supplyline PCV maint valve - 3 B P El 6.7-1
F005~ 2 N2 bottle supplyline PCV 3 B A S 3 mo 6.7-1
F006=-2 - N2 bettle supply line PCV maint valve 3 B P El 6.7-1

'F007_ 2- Safety grade N2 supply line iso valve . 2. A 1,A P 2 yrs 6.71
S 3 mo

--F008 2 Safety grade N2 supply line iso chk viv 2 A,C I,A S Refuel 6.71
F009 8 Safety grade N2 supplyline to SRV 3 B P El 6.71
F010 2 Bypass line around the N2 bottle 3 B P El 6.7-1

supplyline PCV
F011 2- N2 bottle supplyline relief valve 3 C P El 6.7-1-

F012 2 MOV at safety /non-safety boundary 3 A A -P 2 yrs 6.7-1
S 3mo

F200 'l Non-safety N2 supply line iso valve 2 A 1,A P 2 yrc 6.7-1
S 3 mo

F209; 1 ' Non-safety N2 supply line iso chk viv 2 A,C 1,A S Refuel 6.7-1

Arnendment 14 3.9-58.25
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Table 3.9-8 (Continued) .

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

T22 Standby Gas Treatment System Valves

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para - Freq. Fig.

No. Quan Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (f)

F001 2 - Fuel handling floor inlet butterfly valve 3 -B A P 2 yrs 6.5-1
S 3 mo

RA)2 2- Dryer inlet butterfly valve 3 D A P 2 yrs 6.5-1
S 3 mo

F003 .2 Dryer exhaust gravity damper 3 -B A P 2 yrs 6.51
S 3mo

.F004_ 2- Filter train exhaust butterfly valve 3 B A P 2 yrs 6.5-1,

S 3 mo
F006 1 Filter train R112 injection line valve 3 B P El 6.5-1
R)07 1- Filter train DOP injection line valve 3 B P El 6.5- 1

to pre HEPA filter
F008 1 ' Filter train DOP sarnpling line valve 3 B P El 6.5-1 i

downstream of pre HEPA .

R)09 1 Fdter train DOP samplingline valve 3 B P El 6.5-1.
downstream of pre HEPA

R)10 ' 1 Filter train DOP injection line vahe 3 B P El 6.5-1
- downstream of charcoal absorbent

'

FU11 1 Fliter train DOP samplingline alve 3 B P El 6.5-1
downstream of charcoal absorbent

:F012 1 Filter train DOP samplingline valve 3 B P El 6.51
downstream of after HEPA

F014 .1 STGS sample line valve 3 B P El 6.5-1
F015 1 PRM discharge to stack valve 3 B P El 6.5-1
F500 2 Dryer unit vent line valve 3 B P' El 6.5-1

-F5011 2 . Dryer unit drain line valve 3 B P El '6.51
|F504 '2 Dryer unit vent line valve 3 B P -E1- 6.51
F505 -2 Exhaust fan vent line valve 3 B P El 6.5-1

'

-F506 .1 Filter tiain vent line vahe 3 B P El 6.51
F507 .1 Filter train vent line valve 3 B 'P E1 6.5-1

F508--1 Fdter train vent line valve - 3 .B P- El 6.5-1

F509 1 Futer train vent line valve 3 B -P El 6.5-l '
F510 -1 Filter train vent line valve 3- B' P El 6,5-1

F511. 1 Exhaust stack drain line valve 3- B -P El 6.5-1
F700 2 Dryer unit demister dp instrument line valve 3' B P El 6.5-1

F701 2 - Dryer unit demister dp instrument line valve | 3- B P El 6.5-1

'F705 1 Filter train prefilter dp instrument line valve _3 B P El 6.51
F706 1_ Fdter train prefilterdp instrument line valve 3 B P El 6.5-1
F707 1 - Filter train preHEPA dp instrument line valve 3 B P El 6.5-1
F708 1 - Filter train preHEPA dp instrument line valve 3 B P El 6.5-1

F709- 1 Fliter train charcoal absorber dp inst. l'ae viv 3 B P El 6.5-1

: ?

Amendment 14 3.9-58.26
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- Table 3.9-8 (Continued)~

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES
'I T22 Standby Gas Treatment System Valves (Continued)

l

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR I

Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig. !

No. Quan Description (a) -(c) (d) (e) (f)
F710_. 1 - Filter train charcoal absorber dp inst line viv 3 B P El 6.5-1 'i
F711- 1| Filter train after HEPA dp inst line valve 3 B P El 6.5-1

,

- F712 I _ Filter train after HEPA dp inst line valve 3 B P El 6.5-1 '

1713 2 Filter train exhaust flow instrument line valve 3 B P El 6.51
F714 2 - Filter train exhaust flow instrument line valve 3 B P El 6.51

T31 Atmospheric Control System Valves -

M1 1 N2 supply line from Reactor Building HVAC 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2-39a
S 3mo

N2 1 :I2 supply line to drywell inboard cont- 2 A I,A 1,P 2 yrs 6.2-39a
ainment isoaltion valve S 3mo i

F003 1 N2 supply line to wetwell inboard cont- 2 A I,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39a . .

ainment isoaltion valve
..

S 3 mo
F004 1- Containment atmosphere exhaust line from 2 A I,A L,P 2 ps 6.2-39a

'

drywelliscattion valve S 3 mo -
-F005 1 Drywell atmosphere exhaust line valve 2 A I,A - L,P -2 yrs 6.2-39a

T31-F004 bypass line
.

S 3 mo
F006 1 Containment atmosphere exhaust line form 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2-39a

wetwellisolation valve - S 3 ma
F007- 1 Wetwell overpressure line valve

_

2 A " L,P - 2 yrs 6.2 39a
F008 1 Containment atmosphere exhaust line 2 A .L L,P 2 yrs 6.2-39a

to SGTS . S 3mo
F009. I- Containment atmosphere exhaust line to 2 A I,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39a

R/B HVAC S 3 mo-
F010 1 Drywell overpressure line valve 2 A P_ L,P 2 yrs 6.2-39a

-F025 -1 N2 supply line from K-5 outboard cont- 2 A I,A . L,P - 2 yrs 6.2-39a
ainment isolation valve

_

_

S 3 mo
_

F039 1 N2 supply line from K 5 outboard cont. 2 A 1,A L,P 2 ps 6.2 39a >

ainment isolation valve S 3 mo
-F040 l' N2 supplyline from K 5 to drywellinboard - 2 A 1,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39a

isoaltion valve S 3mo
F041 1 N2 supply line from K-5 to wetwell inboard 2 A- 1,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2-39a

isoaltion valve S 3 mo
- F044. 8 Drywell/wetwellvacuum breaker valve 2 C A S refuel 6.2-39b
-F050 1 . N2 supply line to drywell test line valve 2- B P El 6.2-39a

F051 -1 Containment atmosphere exhaust line test 2 B P El 6.2 39a
- line valve

F054 1 Drywell personnel air lock hatch test 2 B P El 6 2-39b
line valve

F055 1 N2 supply line from test line valve 2 B P El 6.2-39a

Ainendment 14 19-58.27
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY.RELATED PUMPS AND VAIXES

T31 A, aosphede Control System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Vahe Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Vune. Pars Ftrq. Fig.

No, Quan Description (a) (e) (d) (c) tt)

FU56 1 Wetwell personnel air lock hat:h test 2 B P El 6.2-39b
line valve
N2 supply line to dayvell FE upstream 2 B P El 6.2 39aF700 2

instrument line -
F701 1 N2 supply line to drywell FE downstream 2 B P El 6.2-39a

instrument line
F702 1 N2 supply line to wetwell FE upstream 2 11 P El 6.2 39a

instrument line
F703 1 N2 supply line to wetwell FE downstream 2 B P El 6.2 39a

instrument line
F720 2 DW/WW vaeurm breaker valve N2 supply 2 B I,A L,S 2 yrs 6.2-39b

line isolation valve i

F730 1 Drywell pressure instrument line isolation 2 B I,P L,S 2 >Ts 6.2 39b -

valve
F731 1 Drywell pressure instrument line solenoid 2 B P El 6.2-39b

valve
F732 2 Drywell pressure instrument line iso valce 2 B 1,P L,S 2 yrs 6.2 39h
F733 2 Drywell pressure instrument line solenoid 2 B P El 6.2-30b

valve
F734 4 Drywell pressure instrument line for NHS 2 B 1,P L,S 2 yrs 6.2 39b

isolati,n .aive
F735 4 DrywcU pressure instrument line for NBS 2 B P El 6.2 39b

solenoid vaht
F736 2 Wetwell pressure instrument line iso valve 2 11 'P L,S 2 rs 6.2 39b3,

F737 2 Wctwell pressure instrument line solenoid 2 B e$ El 02-39b
valve

F738 Suppression pool water level reference F 1 2 B I,P L,S 2>Ts 6.2 39b
instrument line isolation valve

F739 Suppression pool water level reference leg 2 B P El 6.2 39b
instrument line solenoid valve

F740 4 Suppression pool water level reference leg 2 B 1,P L,S 2>Ts 6.2 39b

instrument line ivalation valve
F741 4 Suppression pool water level reference leg 2 B P El 6.2-39b

instrument line solcroid valve
F742 2 Suppression pool water level reference leg 2 B 1,P L,S 2 yrs 6.2-39b

instrument line isolation valve
F743 2 Suppression pool water level reference leg 2 B P El 6.2-39b

instrument line solenoid valve
F744 2 Suppression pool water level 2 B I,P L,S 2 yrs 6 2 39b

instrument line isoaltion valve
F745 2 Suppresnon pool water level 2 B P El 6.2-39b !

instrument line solenoid valve

Amendment 14 19-58 3
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Table 3,9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RElATED PUMPS AND VALVES
,

- T31 Atmospheric Controi System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Vahe Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Fune, Para Freq. Fig.

No. Quan Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (r)

F800 2- Drywell water levelinstrument line 2 B I,P L,S 2)Ts 6.2-39b
reference leg isolation vahe

F801 2 Drywell water levelinstrument line 2 B P El 6.2 39b
reference leg solenoid valve

F802 2 Drywell water level instrument line iso valve 2 B 1,P L,S 2 yrs 6.2 39b
F803 2 Drywell water !cvel instrumewnt line solenoid 2 B P El 6.2-39b

v;.lve

FSG4 - 2 DW/WW differential pressure instrument 2 B I,P L,S 2 yrs 6.2 39b
line isolation valve

F805 2 DW/WW diffrential pressure instrument 2 B P El 6.2-39b
. solenoid val' ?

D001_1 Wetwell overpressure rupture disk 2 D P Rple- 5 yrs 6.2-39a
D002 1- Drywell overpressure rupture disk 2 D P Rple. 5 yrs 6.2-39a i

'
-

,

T49 Flammability Control System Valves

F001 2 Inlet line from drywellinboard 2 A I,A 'P 2 yrs 6.2 40..

isolation valve 3 mo'

11102 - 2 - | Inlet sine from drywell outboard 2 A I,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 40
isolation vahr S 3 mo

F003 2 Flow control valve for the FCS intet line 3 B A P 2 yrs 6.2-40
fron drywell S 3 mo

F004 '2 . Blower bypass line flow control valve 3 B A P 2 yrs 6.2-40
S 3 mo

F005 -2 Blower discharge line to wetwell check 3 B A P 2 yrs 6.2-40
valve ~

_

S 3 mo
_ _

F006 2 . Discharge line to wetwell outboard 2 A IA L,P 2 yrs 6.2-40
isolation valve S 3 mo

F007 '2~ Discharge line to wetwellinboard 2 A I,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2-40
isolation valve S 3 mo

F008 2 Cooling water supply line from the RiiR 3 A A P 2>Ts 6.2-40
System MOV S 3 mo

F009 2 - Cooling water suplayline maintenance valve 3 B P P 2>Ts 6.2-40
S 3 mo

F010 2 Cooling water supply line admission MOV 3 A A P 2 yrs 6.2-40
S 3 mo

F012 2 Inlet line from drywell drain line valve 3 D A P 2 yrs 6.2-40
S ' 3 mo

F013 2 Drain line from blower suction lir.e 3 B A _P 2 yrs 6.2-40
S 3 mo

F014 2 _ Blower drain line valve 3 B P P 2yTs 6.2 40
S 3 mo

Amendment 14 3958.29
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TaNe 3.9-8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFEEREIATED PUMPS AND VALVES

T49 Flammability Control System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Vahr Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func, Para freq. Fig.

No, Quan Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (O

FU15 1 Blower discharge line to wetwell pressure 2 A P P 2 yrs 6.2 40
reliefvalve S 3 mo

F016 1 Blower discharge line to wetwell pressure 2 A A P 2 yrs 6.2-40
relief line check valve

F501 2 Inlet line from drywell test line valve 2 A P P 2 yrs 6.2-40
F502 2 Discharge line to wetwell test line vahe 2 A P P 2 >Ts 6,2-40

F504 2 Blower suction line test line vahr 3 B P P 2 yrs 6.2-40
F505 2 Blower discharge line test line Sahr 3 !! P p 2 yrs 6.2-40
F506 2 Drain line to Low Conducthity Waste 3 B P P 2 yrs 6.2-40

(LCW) vahr
F507 2 Cooling water supply line test line vahr 3 B P p 2 yrs 6.2-40
F701 2 FE T49-FE002 upstream instrume nt line 3 B P P 2 yrs 6.2 40

root vahr i

F702 2 FE T49-FE002 doustream instrument line 3 B P P 2 yrs 6.2-40 -

root vab,
F703 2 Blower st" tion line pressure instrument line 3 B P P 2>Ts u.2-40

root valve
F7(M 2 FE T49-FE0tM upstream instrument line 3 B P P 2 yrs 6.2-40

root vahr
F705 2 FE T49-FE0(M downstream instrument line 3 B P P 2 yrs 6.2-40

root valve

U41 Heating, Ventilating a.id Air Conditioning System Valves

F001 2 Reactor area supply isolation valve 3 B I,A L,P,5 2 yrs
F002 2- Reactor area exhaust isolation vahe 3 B IA L,P,S 2 yrs
F003 2 FCS room supply isolation vahr 3 B I,A P 2 yrs

S 3 mo
F0(M 2 FCS toom exhaust isolation valve 3 B I,A P 2>Ts

S 3 mo
F005 2 FCS roorn connecting valve 3 B P S 2 >Ts
Fm 2 CAMS emergency supply isolation damper 3 B I,A P 2>Ts

S 3mo
Fm 2 CAMS emergency exhaust isolation damper 3 B 1,A P 2>Ts

S 3mo
Fm 4 Control room supply isolation valve 3 8 I,A P 2 yrs

S 3 mo
- Fm 4 Control room exhaust isolation valve 3 8 I,A P 2>Ts

S 3mo
Fm 4 Control room bypass line isolation valve 3 B I,A P 2 yrs

S 3 mo
i Fm 4 Emergency HVAC supply valves 2 B A P 2 yrs

S 3 mo

| Amendment t4 3 9-5& 30
!
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

NOTES:

(a) 1. 2, or 3 - Safety Classification. Subsection 3.23.

(b) Pump test parameters or exclusion per ASNtE Code, Section XI, Subsection IWP, ash 1E/ ANSI ONI
Part 6:

1- Speed
DP- Differential Pressure
P- Discharge Pressure

~

O- Flow Rate
Vd- Peak-to-peak vibration displacement
V(- Peak vibration velocity

E10- In regular use (Paragraph $3)
E11 - Lacking required fluid inventory (Paragraph 5.5)

,

(c) A, B, C or D - Valve category per AShlE Code Section XI, Subsection IWV, ASME/ ANSI ONI Part -
10 (Paragraph 1.4),

(d) Valve function:

I- Primary containment isolation, Subsection 6.2.4
A or P - Active or passiw per ASME Code in (c) above (Paragraph 13).

(e) Wlve test parameters or exclusions per ASME Code in (c) above:

L- Leakage rate (Paragraph 412)
P- local position verification (Paragraph 4.1)

-

S- Stroke exercise Category A or B (Paragraph 411.1,4.2.1.2)
Category C ' Paragraph 4311,4312)

El Used for operating convenience, i.e., passive vent, drain strument, test, maintenance
valves, or system control pressure relief vahes (Paragraph 1.2).

E2- la regular use Category A Leakage (Paragraph 4.2.2.1)
Category A or B, Stroke (Paragraph 411.5)
Category C, Stroke (Paragraph 43.23)

(f) CS- Cold shutdown
RO- Refueling outage

Amendment 14 3.9-58 31 |
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Table 3.9 9

REACTOR COOIANT SYSTEM PRESSURE ISOLATION VALVES

STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTE51

C41 RW3 A,B Injection Valves
C41 F00S Inboard Check Valve

RESIDUAL llEAT RENtOVAL SYSTEh!

E11 F005 A,B,C Injection Valve Loops A,B&C
E11-F006 A,B,C Testable Check Valve A,B&C
E11 F010 A,B,C Shutdown Cooling Inboard Suction isolation -

Valve Loops A,B&C
El1 R)l1 A,B,C Shutdown Cooling Outboard Suction isolation

Valve loops A,BAC

lilGil PRESSURE CORE FLOODER SYSTES!

E22-F003 B,C Injection Valve Loops B&C
E22 h04 B,C Testable Check Vahe Loops B&C

,?
REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEA1 $

E51 F0(M Injection Valve
E51 F005 Testable Check Valve

.

Amendment 14 19-5332
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3D.1 INTRODUCTION

As discussed in Subsection 3 9,1.2, this
appendix describes the major computer programs
used in_the analysis of the safety related
components, equipment and structures, The
quality of the programs and the computed results
are controlled. The programs are verified for
their application by afpropriate methods, such as
hand calculations, or comparison with tesults
from similar programs, experimental tests, or
published literature including analytical results
or numerical results to the benchmark problems.

The updates to Appendix 3D will be provided to
indicate any additional programs used by GE and
especially by vendors of components and
equipment, or the later version of the described
programs, and the method of their verification.

.

.
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SECTION 3D.2

CONTENTS
l
'

Section Title Eage
i

3.D.2.1 Fine Wtion Control Rod Drive -FAICHIFQ 3D.2 1 !

3.D.2.2 , Structure 6.nalysis Progam_1 3D.2 1

.

e

3D.2 ii
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l 3D.2 FINE MOTION CONTROL ROD
DRIVE

3D.2.1 Fine Motion Control Rod
Drive- FMCRD01

The program FMCRD01 is used to obtain scram
performance data for various inputs to the fine
motion control rod drive (FMCRD) stress analysis
for both code and non-code parts. The use of
this program is addressed in Subsection
3.9.1.3.2. Experimental data on pressure drops,
friction factors, effects of misalignment, etc.,
are used in the setting up and perfecting of this
code. Internal drive pressures and temperatures -

used in the stress analysis a e also determined
during actual testing of the prototype FMCRD.

3D.2.2 Structural Analysis Programs

Structural analysis programs, such as NASTRO4V
and ANSYS, that are mentioned in Subsections 3D.3

*
and 3D.5 are used in the analpis of the FMCRD.

,

1
1

.

-

Amendment 1 3D 2-1
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3D 3 REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL
AND INTERNALS

The following computer programs are used in
the analysis of the reactor pressure vessel, core
support structures, and other safety class
reactorinternals: NASTRNV, SAP 4G07, ilEATER,
USAGE 01, ANSYS, CLAPS, ASSIST, SEISM 03 AND
S ASS 101. These programs are described in
Subsection 4.1.4

,

.

I

Amendment 1 3D11
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SECTION 3D.4 |

CONTENTS !
|

Scrilen Title Eage I
1

:

3 D.4.1 j'ipige Analpis Procrum -PISYS 3D.4 1

3 D.4.2 Q.moonent Anabsis--ANSI.1 3D.4-1

3D 4.3 Atta Rdnforcement-ND73B 3D.4-1

3D.4.4 1hnapite Forrine Functions 3D.41 -

3D.4.4,1 Relief Vahe Discharge Pipe Forces
Computer Program--RVFOR 3D.41

3D.4.4.2 Turbine Stop Valve Closure- TSFOR 3D.41

3 D.4.5 Interal Atlashment-LUGST 3D.4-1

3 D.4.5.1 ERSIN Computer Program 3D.4 1 .

-

3D.4.5.2 PINEX Computer Program 3D.41

3D.4.6 J'ipine Dinamic AnalnisfngtaP1--J2A 3D.4 1

Ploine Analpl Procram-E7PYP 3D.4 23 D.4.7 3

3D 4.8 ThermalTransient Progtsm LION 3D.4 2

- 3D.4.9 ligg_rtatial Disolacement Procrum-DISPL 3D.4-2

f 3 D.4.10 Encineerine Analysis Snnltni ANSYS 3D.4 ~.

3D.4-ii
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3D.4 PIPING - 1,2 and 3 piping components in accordance with
anticles NB, NC and ND 3650 of the ASME Code,

3D.4.1 Piping Analysis Program-PISYS Section 111. ANS17 is also used to combine
loads and calcult.te combined service level A, B,

PISYS is a computer code for analyring piping C and D loads on piping supports and pipe
systems subjected to both static and dynamic mounted equipment.
piping loads. Stiffness matrices representing
standard piping components are auembled by the 3D,4.3 Area Reinforcement NOZAR
program to form a finite element model of a
piping system. The piping elements are connected The computer program NOZAR (Nonle Area
to each other via nodes called pipe joints. It remforcement Program) performs an analysis of
is through these joints that the modelinteracts the required reinforcement area for openings,
with the environment, and loading of the piping The calculations performed by NOZAR are in
system becomes possible. PISYS is based on the accordance with the rules of the ASME Code,
linear elastic analysis in which the resultant Section lit,1974 editioa.
deforruations, forces, moments and accelerations (ot each joint are proportional to the loading and 3D.4.4 Dynamic Forcing Functions f

the superposition of loading is valid.
3D.4.4.1 Relief Yahe Discharge Pipe Forcu g

PISYS Ls i full range of static dynamic load Computer Program-RVFOR
analysis options. Static analysis includes dead
weight, uniformly distributed weight, thermal The relief valve discharge pipe connects the
expansion, externally applied forces, moments, pressure relief valve to the suppression pool.'
imposed displacements and differential support When the vahe is opened, the transient fluid -
movement (pseudo-static load case). Dynamic ana- flow causes time dependent forces to develop on
lysis includes mode shape extraction, response the pipe wall. This computer program computes
spectium analysis, and time-history analysis by the transients fluid mechanics and the resultant
modal combination or direct integration. In the pipe forces using the method of charscteristics.
response spectrum analy*is, i.e. uniform support
motion response spec; rum anaipis (USMA) or inde. 3D.4.4.2 Turbine Stop Valva Closure-TSFOR
pendent support motion response spectrum analysis
(ISMA), the user may request modd response com. TSFOR program computes the time-history
bination in accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide forcing function in the main steam piping due to
1.92. In the ground motion (uniform motion) or turbine stop valve closure. The program
independent support time history ant. lysis, the utilizes the method of characteristics to

_

normal mode solution procedure is selected. In compute fluid momentum and pressure loads at
analysis involving tirne-varying nodal loads, the cach change in pipe section or direction.
step by step direct integration method is used.

3D.4.5 Response Spectra Generation
The PISYS program has hecc benchmarked againt.t

Nuclear R7ulatory Commission piping models. The 3D.4.5.1 ERSIN Computer Program
results are documented in a report to the
Commission, *PISYS Analysis of NRC Benchmark ERSIN is a computer code used to generate
Problems *, NEDO-24210, August 1979, for mode re:ponse spectra for pipe mounted equipment and
shapes and USMA options. The ISMA option has for floor mounted equi; ment. ERSIN provides
been validated against NUREG/CR 1677," Piping direct generation of local or g)obal accel-
Benchmark Problems Dynamic Analysis Independent eration response spectra.
Support Motion Response Spectrum Method,"
pLblishC-1 f n August 1985. 3D.4.5.2 RINEX Computer Program

3D.4.2 Component Analysis--ANSI 7 RINEX is a computer code used to interpohte
and extrapnlate arnplified response spectra usedi

ANS17 i; a computer code for calculating in the response spectrum method of dynamic
( strtsses atd ciuyulative usage factors for Class analysis. RINEX is also used to generate

Amendment 3DA-t
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response spectra with nonconstant model lamping. 3D.4.8 ThermalTransient Program - I.

The nonconstant model damping analysis option can LION
,

calculate spectral acceleration at the discrete '

cigenvalues of a dynamic system using either the The LION program is used to con;pute redial
strain energy weighted modal damping or the ASME and asial thermal gradients in piping. The
Code Class N 411 1 damping values. program calculates a time history of VT;, 1

VT,, Ta, and Tb (defined in the ASME Code,
3D,4.6 Piping Dynamic Analysis Sec~ tion III, Subsection NB) for uaiform and
Program PDA tapered pipe wall thickness.

The pipe whip dynamic analysis is performed 3D 4.9 Deleted
using the PDA computer program, as described in
Subsection 3.6.2.2.2. PDA is a computer program
used to determine the response of a pipe
subjected to the thrust force occurring after a
pipe break. It also is used to determine the 3D.4.10 Engineering Analysis System -ANSYS
pipe whip restraint design and capacity.

The ANSYS computer prrgram is a large scale
The program treats the situation in terms of general purpose program for the solution of

generic pipe break configuration, which involves several classes of Engineering Analysis
a straight, uniform pipe fixed at one end and problems. Analysis capabilities include static
subjected to a time dependent thrust force at the and dynamic; plastic, creep and swelling; small
other end. A typical restraint used to reduce and large delicctions; and other applications. .-

the resulting deformation is also included at a -

location between the two ends. Nonlinear and This program will acccmmodate a complete
time-independent stress strain relations are used model and an er! nced capacities in input,
to model the pipe and the restraint. Using a output and grap e interface. Locations of.

plastic hinge concept, bending of the pipe is interest for stresses and displacements can be
assumed to occur only at the fixed end and at the obtained by this nonlinear analysis, it is
location supported by the restraint. served as a verification work for the PDA

program.
Eff cts of pipe shear deflection are consi-

dered negligible. The pipe bcnding moment. Other program of the same capacities with
deflection (or rotation) relation used for these periodical improvement is also applicable to
locations is obtained from a static nonlinear this analysis,
cantilever beam analysis. Using moment angular
rotation relations, nonlinear equations of motion
are formulated using energy considerations and
the equations are numerically integrated in small
time steps to yield the time history of the pipe
motion.

3D.4.7 Deleted
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3D.5 PUMPSMD MOTORS

Following are the computer programs used in
the dynamic analysis to assure the structural and
functional integrity of the pump and motor
assemblies, such as those used in the ABWR ECCS
systems.

3D.5.1 Structural Analysis
Program--SAP 4G07

SAP 4G07 is used to analyre the structural and
functional integrity of the pump / motor systems.
This program is also identified in Subsections
4.1.4.1.2 , 3 D.3 a nd 3 D.6. This is a general
structural analysis program' for static and
dynamic analysis of linear elastic complex
structures. The finite element displacement
method is used to solve the displacement and
stresses of each element of the structure. The
structure can be composed of unlimited number of
three dimensional truss, beam, plate, shell, ,

solid, plane strain-plane stress and spring ,

elements that are axisymmetric. The program can
treat thermal and various forms of mechanical
loading. The dynamic analysis includes mode
superposition, time history, and response
spectrum analysis. Seismic loading and
time-dependent pressure can be treated, The
program is versatile and efficient in analyzing
large and complex structural sys; ems. The output
contains displacement of each nodal point as well
as stresses at the surface of each element.

3D.5.2 Efrects of FlangeJoint
Connections--FTFLG01

The flange joints connecting the pump bowl
casings are analyzed using the ITFLG01 program.
This program'uses the local forces and moments
determined by SAP 4G07 to perforru flat flange
calculations in accordance with the rules set
forth in the ASME Code, Sectica III, Appendices
XI and L.
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3D.6 IIEAT EXClIANGERS

The following computer programs are used in
dynamic and static analysis to determine
structural and functional integrity of the heat
exchangers, such as those used in the ABWR RilR
system.

3D.6.1 Structural Analysis
Program -SAP 4G07

The structural integrity of the heat
exchanger is evaluated using SAP 4G07. T his
program is described in Subsection 3D.S.I.

3D.6.2 Calculation of Shell Attachment
Parameters ant! Coefficients IllLDR0!

BILDR01 is used to calculate the shell
attachment parameters and coefficients used in
the stress analysis of the support to shell
junction, The method per Welding Research
Council Bulletin 107 is implemented in BILDR01

,

to calculate local membrane stress due to the
support reaction loads on the heat exchanger
shell,

t.mendment 1 3 D 6- 1
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3D.7 SOIL STRUCTURE INTERACTION dimensional soil. structure interaction response
of surface founded structures using a frequenc>-

3D.7.1 A System For Analysis of dependent continuum impedance approach.1 he
Soil-Structure Interaction SASS 10lS basic versMn of the CLASSI family of computer

programs was developed by Professor J.E. Luco 01
This program consists of a number of the University of California at San Diego, and

interrelated computer program modules which can Professor ILL. Wsv of the Unisersity of
|be used to solve a wide tange of dynamic Southetn California. Additional development

soil. structure interaction (SSI) problems in two effort was contributed by Dr. R.J. Apsel of the
or three dimensions. This program is used to University of California at San Diego.
obtain enveloped seismic design loads based on
the finite element method using substructuring in the CLASSI methodology, the continuum me-
technique, as described in Section 3A.5 of chanics approach is used to characterire the
Appendix 3A of this document. A description of site foundation system and the incident scismic
this program is included in Subsection 4.L4.L9 waves in terms of complex, frequency-dependent

impedance matrices and driving force sectors.
The computer program SASSI was developed by The superstructure is represented in terms of

the University of California, Berkeley, under the its fixed-force vectors. The superstructure is
technical direction of Prof. John Lysmer. The represented in terms of its fixed. base mass ma-
Bechtel version of the program was obtained from trix, mode shapes, and frequencies, and its mo-
the University of California, Berkeley, under a dal damping coefficients. These structural di-
license agreement with the University. D..ing namic properties can be calculated using any,
the course of installation, testing, and valida- standard finite-element formulation. Compatibi ,
tion of the Bechtel version of the program on the lity and dynamic equilibrium requirements at the
CDC CRAY System, some modificatioes and enhance- su ucture-foundation interface are then
ments were made to the program to improve the us- termine the three dimensional response
performance. These include correcting the motion of t. 1plete supcrstrueture foundation
phases in Rayleigh wave calculation, replacing s ys t e m.

the plate e!cment, modifying the spring element
te include damping capability, and providing the The program CLASSI/ASD is an imprmed scrsion
option for local end release condition in beam of the CLASSI family of computer codes, which is
element. The CRAY sersion provided to GE, iden- developed by ASD. international, Inc. This
tified as GE ECP SASS 10lS, contains the same mo- version is verified in accordance with the ASD's
difications and enhancements made to the Bechtel Quality Assurance Program and requirements of

'

- CRAY version to date. The program was verified 10CFR50, Appendix B. Results from the program
against benchmark results reported by various are verified by benchmark results etained by
investigators in the technical literature. various investigators and published in the

technical literature.
3D.7.2 Continuum Linear Analysis
of Soll Structure Interaction-- 3D.7.3 Free-Field Response Analysis .
CLASSI/ASD SHAKE

,

!

This computer program is used in analy7ing This program is used to perform the
limited comparative cases to comply with the dual free-field site response analysis required in
(finite element and half space) soil structure the seismic SSI analysis (see Subsection 3AS),
analysis requirements, as described in Attachment

|
A to Appendix 3A of this document. The program SilAKE is a computer program developed at the
is a linear analysis program using the University of California, Berkeley, by Schnable,

,

l substructure approach based upon continuum Lysmer and Seed. (See Reference 5 of Subsection
nechanics for half space. 3A.10).The program uses the principle of one-

dimensional propagation of shear wases in the
The program CLASSI is comprised of a series of vertical direction for a system of hori7ontal,

computer codes developed to calculate the three- visco clustic soil layers to compute soil

Amendmem 1 .31) 7 I
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responses in the free-field. The nonlinearities
in soil shear modulus and damping are accounted
for by the use of equivalent linear soil pro-
perties using an iterative procedure to obtain
values for modulus and damping compatible with
the effective shear strains in each layer. The
final iterated, strain compatible properties are
used as equivalent linear soit properties in
seismic SSI analysis.

.

T

.
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GUIDELINES FOlt Lillt Al'I'LICATION

3E.1 INTRODUCTION following criteria: (1) low probability of
failure from the effects of corrosion (e.g.,

As discussed in Subsection 3.6.3, this intergrannular stress corrosion cracking) and
appendix provides detaded guidelines for the COL (2) adequate margin before susceptibility to
applicant's use in applying for NRC's approval of deavage type fracture oser the full range of
Lilll for specific piping systems. Also included consequences.
in this appendix are the fracture mechanics
properties of AtlWR piping materials and analpis The AllWR plant design specifies use of
methods, including the leak rate calculation austenitie stainless steel piping made of
methods. Table 3E.1 1 gives a list of piping material (e.g., nuclear Frade or low carbon
systems inside and outside the containment that type) that is recognited as resistant to IOSCC.
are preliminary candidates for Lilli application. The carbon steel or ferritic stects specified
As noted on Table 3E.11, most candidate piping for the reactor pre 5<ure boundary are described
systems are carbon steel piping. Therefore, this in 3E.2.2. These steels are assured to have
appendix deals extensively with the evaluation of adequate toughness to preclude a fracture at
carbon Steel piping. operating temperatures. A COL applicant is

expected to supply a detailed justification in,

Piping qualified by Lill) would be excluded from the Lilli evaluation report considering splem'
the non. mechanistic postulation requirements of temperature, iluid velocity and environmental -
double-cr.ded gu;ilotine break (DEGB) spccified irt conditions.
Subsection 3.6.3. The Lilli qualification means
that the through wall flaw lengths that are 3E.I.2171erministle Evaluation Procedure
detectable by leakage monitoring systems (see
Subsection 5.2.5) are significantly smaller than The following deterministic analysis and
the flaw lengths that could lead to pipe rupture esaluation are performed as an NRC approved
or instability. method to justify applicability of the Litll

concept.
Scction 3E.2 addresses the fracture mechanics

properties aspects res. tired for evaluation in (1) Use the fracture mechanics and the leak rate
accordince with Subsection 3.6.3. Section 3E.3 computational methods that are accepted by
describes the fracture mechanics techniques and the NRC staff, or are demonstrated accurate
methods for the determination of critical flaw with respect to other acceptable computa-
lengths and evaluation of flaw stability. tional procedures or with experimental data.
E plained in Section 3E.4 is the determination of
flaw lengths for detectable leakages with (2) Identify the types of materials and
margin. A brief discussion on the leak detection materials specifications used for base
capabilities is presented in Section 3E.5. metal, weldments and safe ends, and provide
Finally, Section 3E.6 provida general guidelines the materials properties including toughness
for the preparation of LBil justification reports and tensile data, long-term effects such as
by providing two examples. thermal aging, and other lim;tations.

Material selection and the deterministic LBil (3) Specify the type and magnitude of the loads
evaluation procedure are discussed in this applied (fore s, bending and torsional
section. moments), their source (s) and method of

combination. For each pipe sire in the
3E.1.1 Material Selection Guidelliics functional system, identify the location (s)

which hase the least f asorable combination

{ The LBB approach is applicable to piping of stress and material properties for base
systems for which the materials meet the metal, weldments and safe ends.>

Amendment 3til 1
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' (4) postulate a throughwall flaw at the obtain the desired amount of experimental

location (s) specified in (3) abose. The crack catension ma/ be restricted. In this
slic of the flaw should be large enough so case, estrapolation techniques is used as
that the leakage is assured detection with described in NUREG 1601 Volume 3, or in
sufficient margin using the installed leak NUREG/CR 4575. Other techniques can be I
detection capability when pipes are used if adequately justified, l

subjected to normal operating loads. If
auxiliary leak detection systems are relied (8) The stress strain cunes are obtained mer
on, they should be described. For the the range from the preoperational limit to
estimation of leakage, the normal operating maximum load.
loads (i.e., deadweight, thermal expansion,
and pressure) are to be combined based on (9) Preferably, the rnaterials tetts should be 1

the algebraic sum of individual values. conducted using archival materials for the
'

pipe being evaluated. If archival material
U$1ng fracture mechanics stability analysis is not available, pla nt specific or
or limit load analysis based on (11) below, industry wide generic meterial data bases i

and normal plus SSE loads, determine the are assembled and used to define t' 4
critical crack size for the postulated required material tensile and toughness
throughwall crack. Determine crack slie properties. Test material includes base
margin by comparing the selected leakage and weld metals.
site crack to the critical crack site.
Demonstrate that there is a margin of 2 (10) To provide an acceptablu level of reli-
between the leakage and critical crack ability, generic data bases are reasonable'
sires. The same load combination method lower bounds for compatible sets of mater. -
selected in ($) below is used to determine ial tensile and toughness properties
the critical crack site. associated with rnaterials at the plant. To

assure that the plant specific generic data
(5) Determine margin in terms of applied loads base is adequate, a determiration is made

by a crack stabilit) analysis. Demonstrate to demonstrate that the generic data base
that the leakt.ge site cracks will not expe- represents the range of plant materials to
tience unstable crack growth if 1.4 times be evaluated This determination is based
the normal plus SSE loads are applied. De- on a comparison of the plant material
monstrate that crack growth is stable and propertires identified in (2) above with
the final crack is limited such that a those of the materials used to develop the
double ended pipe break will not occur. The generic data base. The number of material
dead weight, thermal expansion, pressure, heats and weld procedures tested are ade.
SSE (inertial), and scismic anchor motion quate to cover the strength and toughness
(SAM) loads are combined based on the same range of the actual plant materials. Rea-
method used for the primary stren evalu- sonable lower bound tensile and toughness
ation by the ASME Code. The SSE (inertial) properties from the plant specific generic
and SAM loads are combined by square root- data base are tc, be used for the stability
of the sum-of-the squares (SRSS) method. analysis of individual materials, unless

otherwise justified.
(6) The piping material toughne.u (J.R curves)

and tensile (stress strain curves) proper. Industry generic data bases are reviewed to
ties are determined at temperatures near the provide a reasonable lower bound for the
upper range of normal plant operation, population of material tensile and tough-

ness properties associated with any indivi-
(7) The specimen used to generate J R curves is dual specification (e.g., A106, Grade H),

assured large enough to proside crack exten. material type (e.g., austenitic steel) or
sions up to an amount consistent with J/T welding procedures,
condition determined by analysis for the
application. Because pr ;tical specimen The number of material heats and weld
size limitations exist, the ability to procedures tested should be adequate to

Amendment 3fL12
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cover the range of the strength and tensile
properties expected for specific material
specifications or types. Reasonable lower
bound tensile and toughness properties from
the industry generic data base are used fro
the stability analysis of individual mater-
ials.

If thn data are being developed from an
archival heat of material threc stress-
strain curves and three J resistance curves
from that one heat of material is suffi-
cient. The tests should be conducted at
temperatures near the upper range of normal
plant operation. Tests should also be
cindocted at a lower temperature, which may
r epresent a plant condition (e.g., hot
standby) where pipe break would present
safety concerns similar to normal opera-
tion. These tests are intended only to
determine if there is any si alficant
dependence of toughness on temperature oser
the temperature range of interest. The <

lower tougl ness should be used in the -

fracture mechanics evaluation. One J R
curve and one stress strain curve for one
base metal and weld metal are consides:d
adequate to determine temperature
dependence.

(11) There are certain limitations that currently
preclude generic use of limit load analyses
to evaluate leak before-break conditions
deterrninistically. Ilowever, a modified,

limit load analysis can be ust d for
austenitic stainless steel piping to
demonstiste acceptable margins as described
in Subsection 3E.3.3.

I'

\
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Table 3E.1 1

LEAK llEFOllE IIREAK CANDIDATE l'IPING SYSTEM

Sptem location lkscription I)larnrier
(mm)

hiain Steam PC RPV to RCCV 7m
(4 lines)

Feedwater PC RPV to RCCV 550/3m
(2 lines /6 tiwts)

RCIC Steam PC his line to RCCV IN)

llPCF PC RPV to ntst check vahc 3y)

RilR/LPFL PC RPV to Orst check valve 230

RilR/ Suction PC RPV to first closed gate valve 350

CUW PC RilR suction to RCCV 2m
.

hiain Steam Steam Tunnel RCCV to turbine building 7m
(4 lines)

Feedwater Steam Tunnel RCCV to turbine bulding $N)

(2 lines)

RilR Div. A Steam Tunnel ITV line A to check valve ?.50

Sueti a

RCIC Steam SC RCCV to turbine shutoff valve 150

RCIC Supply SC 1%'line to first check vahe 2N

CUW Suction SC RCCV to heat exchanger discharge 3K)

CUW Discharge SC lleat exchanger discharge to 2fx)/150
g ITV suction

.

INote: All piping in priraary and secondary containment (including steam tunnel)
are carbon : teel p] ping, except the in-containment CUW piping which is
51ainless steel.

Legend: PC: Primary Containment
SC: Secondary Containment
ITV: Feedwater
hts: hiain Steam

Ame ndment 31L t.4
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R Cune 3fL2 Il

3E 2 ;b Schematic Rc;>resentation of hiaterial J T Curve 3fL2 Il 1

3E.2 ? Carbon SteelTest Specimen Orientation Code 3E.2 12

3E.2 3 Toughnest Anisotropy of ASThi 1(n Pipe (6 in Sch. 80) 3E2-13

3E.2-4c Charpy Energies for Pipe Test hiaterial as a
function of Orientation and Temperature W.2 14

3E.2-4b Charpy Energies for Plate Test hiaterial as a
Function of Orientation and Temperature 3E.2 15

'

3E.2 5 Comparison of Base hietal, Weld and 11AZ Charpy
Energies for SA333 GR. 6 3 E.2 16

'

3E.2-6a Plot of 550*F True Stress True Strain Cunes
for SA333 GR. 6 Carbon Steel 3tL217

3E.2-6b Plot of $50 F True Stress True Strain Curves
for SA516 GR. 70 Carbon Steel 3E.2 IS

3E.2-6e I' lot of 350"F True Stress-True Strain Curves
for SA333 Gr. 6 Carhon Stcel 3E.2 19

3E.2-6d Plot of 350 F True Stress True strain Curves
for SA516 Gr. 70 Carbon Steel 31L2 20

3E.? 7 Plot of 550"F Test J.R Curve for l'ipe Weld 3E.2 21
'

3E.2 8 Plot of $50* F Jmod. Tmod Data Frma
Test J R Curve 3E.2 22

38.2-9 Carbun Steel J T Curve for 420 F 3E.2-23

3E.2 iii
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3E.2 MATERIAL FRACTURE TOUGil. The crack growth invariably involve 6 some
NESS CilARAcrERIZATION clastic unloading and distinctly nonproportional

plastic deformation near the crack tip. J.
This subsection describes the fracture integral is based on the deformation theory of

touchness properties and flow stress evaluation plasticity 14,5] which inadequately models both
for the ferritic and austenitic steel materials of these aspects of plastic behasior. In order
used in ABWR plant piping, as required for to use J. integral to characterire crack growth

| cvaluation according to Section 3E.1.2. (i.e. to assure J controlled crack growth), the
following sufficiency condition in terms of a

3E. 2.1 Fracture Toughness nondimensional parameter proposed by llutchinson
Charnterization and Paris 16], is used:

When the clastic plastic fracture mechanics b di (E.2 2)
(El'FM) methodok>gy or the J.T methmiehsg. is used J da "W~

to evaluate the leak before break conditions with
postulated through wall flaws, the material Where b is the remaining ligarnent. Reference
toughness property is characterized in the form 7 suggests that w > 10 would satisfy the
of J integral resistance curve (or J.R curve) [1, J controlled growth requircraents. However, if
2,3]. Tlic J R curve, schematically shown in the requirements of this criteria are strictly
Figure 3E.2 la, r epresents the material's followed, the amount of crack growth allowed
resistance to crack exten len. 'i he onset of would be very small in most test specimen
crack extension is assumed to occur at a critical geometries. Use of such a material J.R curve in
value of J. Where the plane strain conditions J/T evaluation would result in grossly
are satisfied, initiation J is denoted by J
Plane tirain crack conditions, achieved in tck..

underpredicting the instability loads for large -
I

t diameter pipes where considerable stable crack
specimen by side grcoving, genceally provide a growth is expected to occur before reaching the
lower bound behavior for material resistance to instability point. To overcome this difficulty,
stable crack growth. Ernst [8] propesed a modified J integral,

J which was shown to be effcetive even
once the crack begins to extend, the increase wlEN, limits on I were grossly violated. The

of J with crack growth is measured in terms of Ernst correction essentially f actors in the
slope or the nondimensional tearing modulus, T, effect of crack extension in the calculated
expressed as: value of J. This correction can be determined

exp:rimentally by measuring the usual
iy,E tl (E.2-1) parameters: load, displacement and crack length.

o2 dag
The definition of J is:

*The flow stress, o , is a function of the
g

!%f jyield and ultimate strength, and E is the clastic J =J- da*modulus. Generally, o is assumed as the a Sa
average of the yield and ulkimate strength. The " PI (E.2 3)
slope d of the material J R curve is a function
of cra$$ extension Generally,y decreases Wherea.
with crack extension thereby giving a convex J is based on deformation theory of
upward appearance to the material J.R curve in plasticity
Figure 3E.2 la.

G is the linear clastic Griffith
To evaluate the stability of crack growth, it energy release rate or clastic J,

is convenient to represent the material J R curve J
* I.in the J T space as shown in Figure 3E.2 lb. The

resulting curve is labeled as J-T material. $; is the nonlinear part of the
PCrack instability is predicted at the intersec. load point displacement, (or

tion point of the J/T material and J/T applied simply the total minus the elastic
curves.

Amendment 20 31L2-t
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displacement). forgings are equivalent to the piping
specifications,

a ,a are the initial and current crack
" lengths respectisely. While the chemical composition requirements

for a pipe per SA 106 Gr. il and SA 333 Gr. 6 are
For the particular case of the compact tension identical, the latter is subjected to two

specimen geometry, the preceding Equation and the additional requirements: (1) a normalizing heat
corresponding rate take the form treatment which refines the grain structure and.

(2) a chrrpy test at 50"F with a specified*
J =J+ .J .d4 minimum absorbed energy of 13 ft lbs. The*

a ( E.2>) electrodes and fillei metal requirements for
welding carbon steel to carbon or low alloy

where J is the nonlinear part of the steel are as specified in Table 3E.21.
deformatiN theory J, b is the remaining ligament
and is A comprehensive test program was undertaken

at GE to characterire the carbon stect base and
(1 + 0.76 b/W) (E.2 5) weld material tougheness properties. The next=

section describes the scope and the results of
Consequently the modified material tearing this program. The purpose of the test program

modulus T can be defined as: was two generate the necessary data for appli-
*

cation in Section 3E.6 and to illustrate a
Tmod = T +E .2 . J general procedure of conducting the tests permat Ig y (E.2-6) requirements of item (10) in Section 3E.1.2|f b The extent of the test program for NRC's'

Sir..e in most of the test J R curves the approval of an application will depend upon the
w>10 limit was violated, all of the material J-T identified requirements.
data were recalculated in the J ,T

format. The J ,T calculaElESS wiye 3E.2.2.1 Fracturt Toughness Test Program
dperformed up toTrack e7ension of a = 10% of

the original ligament in the test specimen. The The test program consisted of generating true
J T curves were then extrapolated to larger J stress true strain curves, J Resistance curves '

values using the method recommended in NUREG and the charpy V notch tests. Two materials
1061, Vol. 3 [9). were selected . (1) S A333 Gr. 6,16 inch

diameter, Schedule 80 pipe aad (2) SA516, Gr.
The J T approach is used in 70,1 inch thick plate. Table 3E.2 2 shows the

this appe"nYix for*Ellustrative purposes, it chemical composition and mechanical property
[ should be adopted if justified based on its test information provided by the material
; acceptability by the technical literature. A supplier. The materials were purchased to the

J - appt ach is a iother more justifiable same specifications as those to be used in then
; approach. ABWR applications.
|

3E.2.2 Carbon Steels and Associated To nroduce a sitcumferential butt weld, the,

| Welds pipe was cut in two piece s along a
| circumferential planc and welded back using the.

| The carbon steels used in the AllWR reactor shielded metal are process. The weld prep was
| coolant pressure bounda'y piping are: SA 106 Gr of single V design with a backing ring. The

B, SA 333 Gr. 6 and SA 672, Gr. C70. The first preheat temperature was 200"F.
'

specification covers seamless pipe and the second
one pertains to both seamless and scam welded The plate material was cut along the
pipe. The last one pertains to scam-welded pipe longitudinal axis and welded back using the SAW
for which plate stock is specified as SA $16. Gr. process. The weld prep was of a single V type
70. The corresponding material specifications with one side at vertical and the other side at

[ used for carbon steel flanges, fittings and 45" A backing plate was used during the
welding wi;h a clearance of 1/4 inch at the

Amet.dment 20 3ti2 2
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bottom of the V. The intepass temperature was with asial flaw extension (orientation A in
maintained at less than 500 F. Figure 3E.2 3) is considerably lower than that

for the circumferential crack extension.
Both the plate and the pipe weids were Lrayed

according to Code [11] requirements and were A similar trend in the base metal charpy
found to be satisfactory, energies was also noted in this test pragram.

ligures 3E.2 4a and b show the pipe and plate
it is well known that carbon steel base material Charpy energies for the two orien-

materials show considerable anisotrop) in lations as a function of temperature. The tests
fracture toughness properties. The toughness were conducted at six temperatures ranging from
depends on the orientation and direction of room temperature to $50"F. From the trend of
propagation of she crack in relation to the the Charpy energies as a function of temperature
principal direction of mechanical working or gain in Figures 3E.2 4a and b it is clear that even
flow. Thus, the selection of proper orien- at room temperature the upper shelf conditions
tation of charpy and J.R curve test specimen is base been reached for both the materials.
important. Figure 3E.2 2 shows the orientation
code for rolled plate and pipe specimen as given No such anisotropy is expected in the weld
in ASTM Standard E399 (12]. Sirwe a through wall metal since it does not undergo any mechanical
circumferential crack configuration is of most working after its deposition. This conclusion
interest from the DEGB point of siew, the L T is also supported by the available data in the
specimen in a plate and the L-C specimen in a technical literature. The weld metal charpy
pipe provide the appropriate toughness propcrties specimen in this test program were oriented the
for that case. On the other hand, T L and C-L same way as the LC or LT orientations in Figure,
specimen are appropriate for the axial flaw case. 3E.2 2. The IIAZ charpy specimens were also ,

oriented similarly.
Charpy test data are reviewed first since they

provide a qaalit tive measure of the fracture Figure 3E.2 5 shows a comparison of the
toughness. charpy energies from the 333 Gr. 6 base metal,

the weld metal and the liAZ. In most cases two
3E.2.2.1.1 Charpy Tests specirnens were used. Considerable scatter in

the weld and ilAZ charpy energy salues is seen.
The absorbed energy or its complement. the Nevertheless, the average energies fro the weld

lateral expansion measured during a Charpy V- metal and the llAZ seem to fall at or above the
notch test provides a qualitative measure of the average base metal values. This indicates that,
material toughness. For example, in the case of unlike the stainless steel flux weldments, the
austenitic stainless steel flux weldments, the fracture toughness of carbon steel weld and llAZ.
observed lower Charpy energy relative to the base as measured by the charpy tests, is at least
metal was consistent with the similar trend equal to the carbon steel base metal.
observed in the J Resistanse curves. The Charpy
tests in this progum were used as preliminary The preceding results and the results of the
indicators of relative toughness of welds, ilAZs stress strain tests discussed in the next
and the base metal. section or other similar data are used as a

basis to choose between the base and the weld
The carbon steel base materials exhibit metal properties for use in the J-T methodology

considerable anisotropy in the Charpy energy as evaluation.
illustrated by Figure 3E.2 3 from Reference 13.
This anisotrop) is associated with developrnent of 3E.2.2.1.2 Stress Strain Tests
grain flow due to mechanical working. The Charpy
orientation C in Figure 3E.2-3 (orientations LC The stress strain tests were performed at
and LT in Figure 3E.2 2) is the appropriate one three temperatures: Room temperature,350"F
for evaluating the fracture resistance to the and 550"F. Ilase and weld metal from both the
extension of a through wall circumferential pipe and the plate were tested. The weld
flaw. The upper shelf Charpy energy associated

Amendment 3tm
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specimens were in the as welded condition. The the carbon steel piping in the reactor coolant
standard test data obtained from these tests are pressure boundary in the AllWR generally" fall
summarized in Table 3E.2 3. into two categories: 528 550"P and 420 F.

The latter temperature corresponds to the
An examination of Table 3E.2 3 shows that the op(rating temperature of the feedwater piping

measured yield strength of the weld mets as system. The selections of the appropriate
expected, is considerably higher than that of the material (J/T) curves for these two categories
base metal. For example, the $50"F yicid are discussed next.
strength of the wcld metalin Table 3E.2 3 ranges
from $3 to 59 ksi, whereas the base metal yield 31:.2.2.2.1 Material J/T Cun e for $50"F
strength is only 34 ksi. The impact of this
observation in the selection of appropriate A resiew shows that 5 tests were conducted
material (J/T) curve is discussed in later at 550"F. T'vo tests were on the weld metal,'

sections. two were on the base m"al and one was on the
heat affected tone. Figure 3E.2 8 shows the

Figures 3E.2 6 a through d show the plots of plot of materla1 J T values
the 550"F and 350"F stress-strain curves for calculated from the J. 4 a fak,es MMned from*

both the pipe and the plate used in the test. As the 550"F tests. The value of flow stress,
expected, the weld metal stress strain curve in 0, used in the tearing .nodulus calculation
every case is higher than the corresponding base (Equation E.21) was 52.0 kai based ot uata
metal curve. The Ramberg-Osgood format shown in Table 3E.2 3. To convert the

ddeformation J and .1 values obtained from thecharacterization of these stress strain curves is
given '.n Section 3F 3.2 where appropriate values J-R into J T dd, Equations E.2 4 and
of and is also preaded. E.2 6 were"uYe,d. Urily the data from the pipe -

weld (Specimen ID OWLC A) and the plate base
3E.2.2.1.3 J.R Curve Tests metal (Specimen ID BMLI 12) are shown in Figure

3E.2 8. A few unreliable data points were
The test temperatures selected for the J R obtained in the pipe base metal (Specimen ID

, curve tests were: room temperature,350"F and OBLC 2) J.R curse test due to a malfunction in
550"F. Both the weld and tbc base metal ere the instrumentation. Therefore, the data from
included. Due to the curvature, only the IT plan this test were not included in the evaluation.
compact tension (CT) specimens were obtained from The J R curves from the other two 550"F tests
the 16 inch diameter test pipe. Both IT arid 2T were evaluated as described in the next
plan test specimens were prepared from the test paragraph. For comparison purposes, Figure
plate. All of the CT specimens were side-grooved 3E.2-8 also shows the SA106 carbon steel J T
to produce plane strain conditions. data obtained from the J R curve reported by

G ud as [14). The curve also includes
Table 3E.2 4 shows seme details of the J-R extrapolation to higher J values based on the

curve tests performed in (bis fest p*ogram. The method recommended in NUREG 1061, Vol. 3[9].
J.R curve in the LC orientation of the pipe base
metal and in the LT orientation of the plate base The J -T data for the plate weld
metal rep esent the materiel's resistance to metal anPtne gitaIe liAZ were evaluated. A

#

crack extension in the circumferential comparison shows thy these data fall slightly
direction. Thus, the test results of these below those for the plate base metal shown in
orientations were used in the LBB evaluations. Figure 3E.2-8. On the other hand, as noted in
The orientation effects are not present in the Subsection 3E.2.2.1.2, the yield strength of the
weld metal. As an example of the J.R curve weld metal and the 11 AZ is considerably higher

.ilned in the test program, Figure 3E.2 7 shows than that of the base metal, The material
the plot of J-R curve obtained from specimen stress strain and J T curves are the two key
OWLC- A. inputs in determining the instability load and

flaw values by the (J/T) methodology.
3E.2.2.2 Material (J/T) Cune Selection Calculations performed for representative

| through wall flaw sizes showed that the higher
| The normal operating temperatures for most of yield strength of the weld metal ruote than com.
.

l h
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pensates for the slight y lowen J R curve and, 3E,2.4 Referettces |l

consequently, the instability load and flaw
predictions based on base metal properties ate 1. Paris, P.C , Tada,11., Zahoor, A., and
smaller (i.e., conservative). Accordingly, it Ernst,11., The 7'Acory of Instability of
was concluded that the material (J-T) curse shown the Traring Afode of Elastic Plastic Crack
in Figure 3E.2 8 is the appropriate one to use in Granth, Elastic Plastic Fracture, ASTht
the LBB evaluations for carbo 1 sicci piping at STP 668, J.D Landes, J.A. Begley, and G.A
550"F. Clarke, Eds., American Society for Testing

3E.2.2.2.2 Staterial JfT Cune For 420"F
2. Resolution of the Task A 11 Reactor

Since the test temperature of 350"F can be l'essel Afairrials Toughness Safety /ssur,
considered reasonably close to the 420"F, the NUREG 0744, Rev.1 October 1982.
test J R curves for 350"F were used in this
case. A review of the test matrix in Table 3. Paris, P.C., and Johnson, R.E., A Afrihod
3E.2 4 shov that three tests setc conducted at of Application of Elastic Plastic Fracturr
350*F. Tbe J data for all Afechanics to Nuclear l'essel Analysis,
three tests were retin. Ted. "Ne flow stress valueElastic-Plastic Fracture, Second
used in the tearing modulus calculation was 54 Symposium, Volume Il Fracture Resistance
ksi based on T able 3E.2 3. Also reviewed were Curves and Engineering Application, ASThi
the data on S A106 carbon steel at 300"F STP 803, C.F Shih and J.P. Gudas, Eds.,
reported by Gudas [14]. American Society for Testing and

M a t e rials,198 3, p p.11 5-11 40. *

Consistent with the trend c,f th: 550"F data, -

the 350 F weld metal (J-T) data fell below the 4. Rice, J.R., A Path Independent Integral
plate and pipe base metal data. This probably and the Approximate Analysis of Strain
reflects the slightly lower toughness of the SAW Concentration by Notches and Cracks.J.
weld in the plate. The (J/T) data for the pipe Appl. Mech., 35, 379 386 (1968),
base metal fell between the plate base metal and
t he plat e weld metal. Based on the 5. Begley, J.A., and Landes, J,D., The J
considerations similar to thoce presented in the Integral as a fracture Criterion,
previous section, the pipe base metal J T data, Fracture Toughness Proceedings of the
although they may lie above the weld J-T data, 1971 National Symposium on Fracture
were used for selecting the appropriate (J T) Mechanics, Part 11, ASTM STP $14, American
curve. Accordingly, the curve shown in Figure Society for Testing Materials, pp.1-20
3E.2 9 was developed for using the (J T) (1972),
methodology in evaluations at 420"F.

6. Ilutchinson, J.W., and Paris, P.C.,
3E.2.3 Stainless Steels and Associated Welds stab tity Analysis of / Controlled Crack

Growth, Elastic Plastic Fracture, ATSM
The stainless steels used in the ABWR reactor STP 668, J.D Landes, J.A. Begley, and G.A.

coolant pressure boundary piping are either Clarke, Eds., American Society for Testing
Nuclear grade or low carbon Type 304 or 316. and Materials,1979, pp. 37 64.
These materials and the associated welds are
highly ductile and therefore, undergo consi- 7. Kumar, V., German, M.D., and Shih, C.F.,
derable plastic deformation before failute can An Engineering Approach for Elastic-
occur. Toughness properties of Type 304 and 316 Plastic Fracture Analysis, EPRI Topcal
stainless steels have been extensively reported Report NP 1831, Electric Power Research
in the open technical literature and are, thus, Institute, Palo Alto, CA July 1981.
not discussed in detel in this section. Due to
high ductility and toughne.es, modified limit load 8. Ernst, ll.A., Afateriot Resistance and

methods can be used to deterraine critical crack Instability Bryond 1-Controlled Crack
lengths and instabilit c loads (see Suissection Growth, Elastic-Plastic Fracture: Second
3 E.3.3). Symposium, Volume I--Inlastic Crack
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Analysis, ASTM STP 803, C.P. Shih and J.P.
Gudas, Er , American Society for Testing and
Materitts,1933, pp.1 191 1213.

9. Report of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Piping Review Committee,
NUREG 1061, Vol,3, November 1984.

10. Deleted

11. ASME lloiter & Pressure Vessel Code, Section
lit. Division 1, Nuclear Power Plant
Components, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers,1980.

12. ASTM Standard E399, Flane-Strain Fracture
Toughness of Alctallic Afattrials.

13. Reynolds, M.D., failure Behavior in ASTAI
A106B Pipes Containing Axial Through lt'all
Flaws, Gene ral Ele ct ric R e port No.
GEAP 5620, April 1968.

,

14. Gudas, J.P., and Anderson, D.R.,ll R Curve -

Charateristics of Piping Afaterial and li' elds,
NUREG/CP-0024, Vol. 3, March 1982.
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TAllLE 3E.21

ELECTRODES AND Fil.LER METAL REQUlitEMENTS
FOR CARilON STEEL WELDS

Electrode or l' iller Metal
liase Material P No. Process Specincation Clauincation

Carbon Steel to P 1to SMAW SPA 5.1 E7018

Carbon Steel or P-1, P-3

law Alloy Steel P-4 or GTAW SFA 5.18 E70s 2, E70s 3
P-5 PAW

GMAW SFA 5.18 E70S 2,E70S 3,E70S fi .

SFA 5.20 E7trr 1

SAW 3FA 5.17 I 12EM 12K,172El.12

Amendment 1 y g.7
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TAllt.E 3E.2 2

SUI'Pl.lElt I'llOVIDED CilEMICA1, COMI'OSITION ANI) MECilANICAl,I'l(Ol'EltTIES
INFoltMATION

Staterial Prmluct Chemical Composition 51rch. Propert)
Forrn

C Sln P S hl S)(ksii Sulksh 1:longation
(9p

SA 333 Gr.6 16In. 0.12 1.18 .01 .026 0.27 44.0 67.5 42.0
lleat #52339 Sch.M

Pipe

SA 516 Gr.70 1.0 In. 0.18 0.98 0.017 0.0022 0.25 M5 70.5 31.0
lleat #E18767 l' late

.

Note: (1) Pipe was normalized at 169FF. lictd for 2 hrs. and air cooled.

(2) Plate was normaliicd at 170lFF for one hour and still air cooled.

Amendment 1 31: 2 4
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TAllt.E 3E.2 3

STANDARD TENSION TEST DATA AT TE51PERATURF
l

SPEC. h!ATERIAL TEST 0.2"r YS 171 S Elong. RA
NO. 1EMP 11all 1hil 15) S

!

OW1 PlPE WELD RT (c.1 81.6 J2 77.2 |

OW2 PIPE WELD $500 54.0 93.9 24 $6.7

ITWL2 PLATE WELD 550F 53.0 91.8 34 51.3

IBL1 FLATE IIASE RT 44.9 73 ] 3A $1.3
IDLT Pl. ATE IIA 5E 350F 37.9 64.2 34 (av
iBL3 ri ATE BASE 550F 34.1 69.9 29 59,4

0 111 PIPE IIASE RT 43.6 (&6 41 67.8
0B2 PIPE BASE 350F 42.2 74.9 21 55 4 .

OB3 PIPE D ASB 550F M6 78.2 31 55.4 ..

4

i
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TAllt.E 3E.2 4

SlW11AIW OF CAH11DXX[lilib
J R CURVE TII[S

Nn. SmimenJR sa UntrMimi
Iun.

(1) DWi&A IT Pipe Weld
550oF

(2) OBCL-1 IT Pipe Base C L Orientation
RT

(3) OHLC2 IT Pipe Base L-C Orientation
59FF

(4) OBLC3 B 1T Pipe Base L-C Orientation
35(FF

('s) 3h1L-4 IT Plate Base hietal, L T Orientation
RT

(6) Ilh1L414 2T Plate Base hietal, L T Orientation
RT

(7) BML2-6 2T Plate Base M-tal, L-T Orientation
.

0350 F '

(8) BML112 2T Plate Base Metal, L-T Orientation
$50"F

(9) WM3 9 27 Plate Weld Metal
RT

(10) XWM1-11 2T Plate Weld Metal
3500F

(11) WM2-5 2T Plate Weld Metal
5500F

(12) IIAZ (Non. Ileat Affected Zone, Plate
standatd) RT

Width = 2.793*

(13) OWLC-7 IT Pipe Weld
RT

Notes:

1. Pipe base metal, SA333 Gr.6

2. Plate base metal, SA316 Gr.70

3. Pipe welJ made by shielded metal are welding.

4. Plate weld made by submerged are welding.

_
_

_ 5.
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3E.3 FRACTURE MECRWICS METilODS Intersection point of the material and
'. applied (J/T) curves denotes the instability

This subsection deals ~with.the fracture point. This is mathematically stated _as
mechanics techniques and methods for the follows:

_ . determination of critic'al-flaw lengths and,

instability loads for! materials used in ABWR, Japplied - (a,P) = Jmat (a) . (3E3-2)
These techniques and methods comply with Criteria

<Tmat (stable) - (3E3-3)
_

(5) through (11) described in Section 3E.1.2. Tapplied -

' 3E.3.1- Elastic. Plastic Fracture Tapplied >Tmat (unstable)
Mechanics or O/T) Methodology

The load at instability is determined from .

Failure in ductile materials such as highly the J versus load plot also shown schematically
tough _ferritic materials is characterized by in Figure 3E.31. Thus, the three key curves in
considerable plastic deformation and significant_ the tearing stability cvaluatia are: Japplied- *

amount of stable crack growth. -The EPFM approach versus Tappliedi Jmat versus Tmat and '
outlined in this subeection considers these Japplied versus load. The determination of-

' aspects.; Two key concepts in this approach are: appropriate Jmat versus Tmat or the material:
-(1) J-integral [1, 2] which characterizes the (J/T) curve has been already discussed in-

intensity of the p%stic: stress. strain field subsectiot 3E.2.1. The Japplied .Tapplied
surrounding the_ crcuk tip and'(2) the tearing or the'(J/T) applied curve can be casily
instability theory [3,4) which examines the generated through perturbation in the cracir,

length once the J lied versus load.stability of ductile crack growth. - A key
advantage of this approach is that the material information is availabN for different crack

a

fracture toughness characteristic is ' explicitly lengths. Therefore, only the methodology for
factored into the evaluation. -the generation of Japplied versus load

information is discussed in detail.
3E.3.1.1 Basic (JfD Methodology

3E.3.1.2 J Estimation Scheme Procedure ,

Figure 3E.3-1 schematically illustrates the
.The Ja plied or J as a function of load wasJ/T methodology for stability evaluation. The

material (J/T) curve in Figure 3E.31 repre- calculate [using the GE/EPRI estimation scheme ,

seats the material's resistance to ductile crack procedure [5,6]. The J in this scheme is ,

extension. Any value of J falling on the~ mate- obtained as sum of the clastic and fully plastic
rial R curve is denoted as Jmat and is a func - contributions:e

,

--tion _ solely of the increase in crack lengthaa.
(3ES-4) .i Also defined in Figure 3ES-1 is the.' applied' J, J J = Je + Jp

'which for:given stress-strain properties and
,

- overall component' geometry, is a function of the The material true stress strain curve in the -
applied'loadtP and the current crack length, a. estimation scheme is assumed to be in the;

.Hutchinson and Paris [4] also define the Ramberg-Osgood format:
following two nondimensional parameters:

n- (3E3 5)
=% +a_-$-}E . , oJapplied -

7a 0) ' N 0).T #~

applied = " a r2 i

(3E3-1) w h e r e ,8 o is the material yield stress,
, and a a'nd n are obtained

, E,, 2. gmat -1 y fittin{g the preceding equation to the
'o! = o

.Tmat '"af .da.
L

material true stress strain curve,

- iwhere-E is-Young' modulus and a f s an
. appropriate flow stress. The estimation scheme formulas to evaluate

Amendment ~
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the J lategral for a pipe with a through wall This aspect is addrested next.
circumferential flaw subjected to pure tension or
pure bending are as follows 3EJ.13 Tearing instability Esaluation

Considering Both the Membrane and Bending
Tension Stresses

(3E3 6)
E2J = f (a , E) E Based on the estimation scheme formulas and

+
t e

t n+1 the tearing instability methodology just
a #o ' o c (a) h (A, n,8)'E ' outlined, the instability bending and tensiont

b b t ,P , stresses can be ca.lculated for variouso

through wall circumferential flaw lengths.
where, Figure 3E.3 2 shows a schr matic plot of the

instability stresses as a function of flaw
f (A, n,8) , a F2 A, n, E) le n gt h. For the same stress level, thei

b t t allowable flaw length for the bending is
*r R t* expected to b; larger than (be tension case.8

Po = 2 #o Rt (n . y 2 are sin ' hen the apphed stress is a combination of
(1 sin y)) the tension and bending, a hnear interaction

2 rule is used to determine the instability stress
or conversely the critical flaw length. The

Bend ng application of linear interaction rule is

(3EJ 7) certainly censervative w'aca the instability load
y,g g) ga . is close to the li nit load. The applicability

t E n+1 of this (nopomd rule should be justified by
a #o % c (A) h (_A, n, E) M P "8 * * M* N 5 d O' F' "' D -

i
b b t 'M "' the proposed approach (or an alternate approach)

with those availab!c for cases where the
c mbination is treated together,where,

f (A, n,8) . n (B)2 p The interactioti formulas are followir g: (see2
1

b t i Figure 3E3 2)
(A, n, E)

b t Qitical Flaw Iq;th
(3E3-8)

M, , M, [cos (2 . I sin (7)] c"!#1. ) a ,t + ( #b ) a , b |
8

r _ c
# + #b2 , # + #bt t

where:The nondimensional functiot.s F and h are given
in Reference 6

og = applied membrane stress

While the calculation of J fn: given a, n,
#o and load type is reasonably straight. #b = appl.ied bending stress

forward, cae issue that needs to be addressed is
a ,t = critical flaw length for a tensionthe tearing instability evaluation when the c

loading includes both the n.embrane and the stress if (#t + #b)
bending stresses. Tbe estimation scheme is

a ,b =crMeal flaw length for a bendingcapable of evaluating only one type of s*.ress at c
a time. stress of (#t + #b)

Instability Bending Stress

(3E3-92)
Sb"(1 #),'t

o( b

As andmea: 3E12
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where: that a limit load approach is feasible.
Ilowever, test data at high temperatures

S = instability bending stress for flaw specially involving large diameter pipes are
b length, a, in the presence of membrane currently not available. Therefore, a (J/T)

stress,#p based approach is used in the evaluation.

,I
- applied membranc stress 3E.3.2.1 Determination of Ramberg Osgood

Parameters for 550"F Evaluation
= instability tension stress for flawj ,

length, a. Figure 3E.2-6a shows the true stress true
strain curves for the carbon steels at 550"F.

| ag = instability bending stress for flaw The same data is plotted here in Figure 3E.3-3
length, n. in the Ramberg Osgood format. It is seen that,

unlike the stainless steel case, each set for
stress-strain data (i.e. data derived from oreOnce the instability bending stress, S , n

bthe presence of membrane stress, is stress-strain curve) follow approximately a
determined, the instability load mar,, gin single slope line. Based on the visual
corresponding to the detectable leak-size crack observation, a line representing u = 2, n = 5
(as required by LBB criterion in Section 3.6.3) in Figure 3E.3 3 was drawn as representing a
can be calculated as follows: reasonable upper bound to the uata shown.

Instability Load Margin a, + Sb The third parameter in the Raesherg-Osgood
(3E.3-9b) format stress stain curve is a ,the'

t+#b yield stress. Based on the several inter"nel GE -#

| data ou carbon steels such as SA 333 Gr.6, and
It is assumed in the preceding equation that SA 106 Gr,B, a reasonable value of 550 F yield

the uncertainty la the calculated applied stress
strength was judged as 34600 rsi. To summarize, |the following values are used in this appendixis essentially associated with the stress due to

applied bending loads and that the membrane for the (J/Tg methodology evaluation of carbon
stress, which is generally due to the pressure steels as 550 F:
loading, is known with greater certainty. This
method of calculating the margin against loads is a = 2.0
also consistent with the definition of load
margin employed in Paragraph IWB-3640 of Section n =5.0

XI[7].
,O = 346m psi

3E.3.2 Application of(J/T)
Methodology to Carbon Steel Piping E - 26xto' psi

From Figure 3E.2-3, it is evident that carbon 3E.3.2.2 Determination of Ramberg-Osgood
steels exhibit transition temperature behavior Paran.eters for 420 F Evaluation
marked by three distinct stages: lower shelf,
transition and upper shelf. The carbon steels Figure 3E.3-4 shows the Ramberg.Osgood (R 0)
generally exhibit ductile failure mode at or format plot of the 350 F true stress-stai:,
above upper shelf temperatures. This would data on the carbon steel base metal. Also stown
suggest that a net-section collapse apprcach may in Figure 3E.3-4 are the CE data a SA 106 Grade
be feasible for the evaluation of postulated B at 400 F. Since the difference betweer the
flaws in carbon steel piping. Such a suggestion ASME Code Specified minimtm yield strength at

!- was also made in a review report prepared by the 350"F and 420 F is small, the 350 F
Naval Research Lab [8]. Low temperature (i.e. stress-strain data were considered applicable in
less than 125"F) pipe tests conducted by GE [9] the determination of R-O parameters for:

| and by Vassitaros [10) which involved evaluation at 420 F.
| circumferentially cracked pipes subjected to
'

bending and/cr pressure loading, also indicate

Amendment 3E.13
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A review of Figure 3E.3-4 indicates that the 3E.3.5 References |majority of the data associated with any one test
can be approximated by one straight linc. 1. Rice, J.R., A Path Independer,t Integral end

the Approximate A nalysis of Strain
it is seen that scrce of the dr.ta points Concentration by Notches and Cracks,

associated with the yield point behavior fall J. A ppl. hie c h., 35, 379-386 (1968).
along the y axis. Howeser, these data points at
low stain level were not considered significant 2. B e gle y, J . A., a n d La nd es, J.D., Th e /
and, therefore, were not included in the R-O fit. Integral as a Fracture Criterion, Fracture

Toughness, Proceedings of the 1971 National
The 350 F yield stress for the base material Symposium on Fracture \techanics, Part II,

is given in Table 3E.2-3 as 3~ > ksi. Since the ASTH 1 STP 514 American Society for Testing
difference between the ash 1E Code specified hiaterials, pp. 1-20 (1972).
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siects at 420 F and 350"F is roughly 0.9 ksi, 3. Paris, P.C., Tada, H., Zahoor, A., a nd
the o value for use at 420 F are chosen as Ernst, IL, The Theory of Instability of the
( 3 7.9''- 0.9) o r 3 7 k s i . In summary, the Traring Mode of Elastic. Plastic Crack
following values of R-O parameters are used for Growth, Elastic Plastic Fracture, ASThi STP
evaluation of 420 F: 668, J.D Landes, J.A. Begley, and G. A

Clarke, Eds., Amerier Society for Testing
o = 37,000 psi hiaterials,1979, pp.' s.g

a = 5.0 4. H u t c h i n s o n , J . W . , a n d P a r i s , P . C . ,.
Stability Analysis of J-Controlled Crack -

n = 4.0 Growth, Elastic-Plastic Fracture, ATSN1 STP
668, J.D La nde s, J. A. Be gley, and

3E.3.3 Modilled Limit Load Methodology for G.A. Clarke, Eds., American Society for
Austenitic Stainless Steel Piping Testing and hiaterials,1979, pp. 37-64.

Reference 16 describes a modified limit load 5. Kumar, V., German, Nt.D., and Shih, C.F.,
methodology that may be used to calculate the An Engineering Approach for Elastic-Plastic
critical flaw lengths and instability loads for Fracture Analysis, EPRI Topcal Report
austenitic stainless steel piping and essociated NP-1831, Electric Power Research Institute,
welds. If appropriate, this or an equivaient Palo Alto, CA July 1981.
methodology may be used in lieu of the (J/T)
methodology described in 3E.3.1. 6. Advances in Elastic-Plastic Fracture

Analysis, EPRI Report No. NP-3607, August
3E.3,4 Bimetallic Welds 1984.

For joining auster itic steel to ferritic 7. ASNIE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
steel, the Ni Cr Fe Alloys 82 ar 182 are Section XI, Rules for In-service Inspection
generally used for weld metals. The procedures of Nuclear Power Plant Components, ASNIE,
recommended in Sectica 3E.3.3 for the austenitic 1986 Edition.
welds are applicable to these weld metals. This
is justified based on the common procedures 8. C h a ng, C.I.,c t al, Piping In elas tic
adopted for flaw acceptance in the ASNIE Code fracture Mechanics Analysis. NUREG/CR-1119, |

Section XI, Article IWB-3600 and Appendix C, for June 1980.
both types of the welds. If other types of
bimetallic weld metals are used, prover 9. Reactor Primary Coolant System Rupture
procedures should be used with generally Study Quarterly Progress Report No.1.t,
acceptable justification. July-September,1968, G E AP-5716, A EC )

Research and Development Report, December |
19fd |

I
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3EA LEAK RATE CALCULATION against rest data.
METIIODS

For given stagnation conditions and crack
Leak rates of high pressure fluids through geometries, the leak rate and exit picssure are

cracks in pipes are a complex function of crack calculated using an iterative scar:b for the
geometry, crack surface roughness, pplied exit pressure starting from the saNration
stresses, and inlet fluid thermodynamic state. pressure corresponding to the uptteam
Analytical predictions of leak rates essentially tem perat ure and allowing (c r f riction,
consist of two separate tasks: calculation of the gravitational, acceleration and area change
crack opening area, and the estimat on of the pressure drops. The initial flow cdc tlation ir |i

fluid flow rate per unit area. The first task performed when the critical pressure h Icnered
requires the fracture mechanics evaluations based to the back pressure without finding x solution
on the piping system stress state. The second for the critical mass flux.
task involves the fluid mechanics considerations
in addition to the crack geometry and its surfue A conservative melbodology was developed to
roughness information. Each of these tasks are handle the phase transformation into a two I
now discussed separately considering the type of phase mixture or superheated steam through a |
Guid state in BWR piping, crack. To make the model continuous, a

correction factor was applied to adjust the rnass
3E.4.1 Leak Rate Estimation for flow rate of a saturated mixture to be equal to
Pipes Carryitig Water that of a slightly subcooled liquid. Similarly,

a coriection factor was developed to ensure
| EPRI-developed computer code PICEP [1] may be continuity as the steam became superheated. The,

used in the leak rate calculationi. The basis superheated model was developed by applying .
for this code and comparison of its leak rate thermodynamic principles to an isentropic
predictions with the experimental data is expansion of the sing.e phase steam.
described in References 2 and 3. This code was

| has been used in the successful application of The code can calculate flow rates through
LilB to primary piping system of a PWR. The basis fatigue or IGSCC cracks and has been verified
for flow rate and crack opening area calculations against data from both types. The crack surface
in PICEP is briefly described first. A compar- rought.ess and the number of bends account for
ison with experimental data is shown next. the difference in geometry of the two types of

cracks. The guideline for predicting leak rates
Other methods (e.g., Reference 4) may be used through IGSCCs when using this model was based

for leak rate estimation at the descretion of the on obtaining the number of turns that give the
applicant, best agreement for Battelle Phase il test data

of Collier et al 15]. For fatigue cracks, it |
3EA.I.1 Description or Bas!.s for Flow Rate is assumed shat the crack path has no bends.
Calculation

3EA.I.2 Bas!s for Crack Opening Area
The theimodynamic model implemented in PICEP Calculation

computer program assumes the leakage flow through
pipe cracks to be isenthalpic and homogeneous, The crack opening area in PICEP code is
but it accounts for non-equilibrium * flashing' calculated using the estimation scheme
transfer process between the liquid and vapor formulas. The plastic contribution to the
phases. displacent is computed by summing the

contributions of bending and tension alone, a
Fluid friction due to suriace roughness of the procedure that underestimates the displacent

walls and curved flow paths has been incorporated from combined tension and bending, llowever, the
in the model. Flows through both parallel and plastic contribution is expected to be
convergent cracks can be treated. Due to the insignificant because the applied stresses at
complicated geometry within the flow path, the normal operation are generally such that they do
model uses some approximations and empirical not produce significant plasticity at the
factors which were confirmed by comparison cracked location.

Amendment 3E41
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3E.4.13 Cornparison Verification vith Typical 'clationships between Reynolds'
Experinnental Data Number and relative roughness c /D , theh

ratio of effective surface protrusion height to
Figure 3E.4-1 from Reference 3 shows a hydraulic diameter, were reli':d upon in this

comparison PICEP prediction with measured leak case. Figure 3E.4-4, from Reference 7,
rate data, it is seen that PICEP predictions are graphically shows such a relationship for
virtually always conservative (i.e., the leak pipes. The e/Dh ratio for pipes generally
flow rate is underpredicted), ranges from 0 to 0.50. Ilowever, for a fatigue

crack consisting of rough fracture surfaces
3E.4.2 Flow Rate Estimation for sepresented by a few mils, the rotghness height
Saturated Steam e .,t some location may be almost as much as

6. In such cases, t /Dh would seem to
3E.4.2.1 Esaluation Method approach 1/2. There are no data or any

analytical model for such cases, but a crude
The alculations for this case were based on estimate based on the extrapolation of the

the maximum two-phase flow model develcmed by results in Figure 3E.4-4 would indicate that f
Moody [ Reference 6]. liowever, in an LBB report, may be of the order of 0.1 to 0.2. For this
a justification should be provided by comparing evaluation an average value of 0.15 was used
the predictions of this method with the available with the modification as discussed next,

experimental data, or a genetally accepted
method, if available, should be used. For blowdown of saturated vapor, with no .

liquid present, Moody states that the friction ,
I The Moody predicts the flow rate of factor should be modified according to ,

steam water mixtures in vessel blowdown from
pipes (see Figure 3E.4 2). A key parameter that (3E.4-1)
characterized the flow passage in the Moody

.d
J /3

analysis is fL/D , where, f is the coefficient f - fosph g
of friction, L, the length of the flow passage "8
and D , the hydraulic diameter. The hydraulic whereh
diameter for the case of flow through a crack is f = modified friction factorg
26 where 6 is the crack opening displacement
and the length of the flow passage is t, the fosp = factor for single phase
t >.ickness of the pipe. Thus, the parameter

h n the Moody analysis was interpreted as P. I = liquid / vapor specific volumefL/D i
ft/26 for the purpose of this evaluation. "8 ratio evaluated at an average

static pressure in the flow path
Figure 3E.4-3 shows the predicted mass flow

rates by Moody for fL/Dh of 0 and 1. Similar This cc*rectior. is necessary because the
plots are given in Reference 6 for additional absence on 4 , quid film on the walls of the
fL/Dh values of 2 through 100. Since the steam flow channel at high quality makes the two-phase
in the ABWR main steam lines would be essentially flow model invalid as it stands. The average
saturated, the mass flow rate corresponding to static pressure in the flow path is going to be
the upper saturation cavelope line is the something in excess of 500 psia if the initial
appropriate one to use. Table 3E.4-1 shows the pressure is 1000 psia; this depends on the
mass flow rates for a range of fL/Dh values for amount of flow choking and can be determined
a stagnation pressure of 1000 psi which is from Reference 6. liowever, a fair estimate of
roughly equal to the pressure in an ABWR piping (vf/vg) 1/3 is 0.3, so the friction factor
system carrying steam. for saturated steam blowdown may be taken as 03 |

of that for mixed tiow. !

A major uncertainty in calculating the leakage (
rate is the value of f. This is discussed next. Based on this discussion, a coefficient of j

friction of 0.15 x 0.3 = 0.045 was used in the 1

3E.4.2.2 Selrction of Appropriate Friction flow rate estimation. Currently experimental
Factor data are unavailable to validate this assumed

value of coefficient of friction.

Amendme nt 3 M -2
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3E.4.2.3 Crack Opening Area Formulation

(3E.4-4)
b = c'b . n . R*, . (3 + cos!) l (g)The crack opening areas were calculated using A t

LEFM procedures with the custcimary plastic zone E 4
correction. The loadings included in the crack
opening area calculations were: pressure, weight where,
and thermal expansion.

oh = bending stress due to weight and
The mathematical expressions given by Paris thermal expansion loads

{ and Tada [8] are used in this case. The crack
opening areas for pressure (A ) and bending S is half erack anglep
stresses (A ) were separately calculated andb
then added together to obtain the total area, (3E.4-5)A.c

8
I(d) = 29 1+(f}'/'g

For simplicity, the calculated membre.ae
stresses from weight and thermal expansion loads | 8.6 - 13.3

*+ 24
were combined with the axial membrane stress,
o , due to the pressure.p

) + 205.7
+ 22.5 75

The farmulas are summarized below-
,

~

A n f (2r Rt) Gp (A) (3E.4-2)p

(0 < S < 100*)

The plastic zone correction was incorporated
o = axial membrane stress due to by replacing a and 8 in these formulas by ap c

pressure, weight and thermal arid P which are given bye
expansion loads.

E = Young's inodulus 2

8cff " 8 + K_d (3E.4-6)
R- = pipe radm.s 22xRoy

t = pipe thickness ae=de.R
A = shell parameter = a//Rt The yield stress, a , was conservativelyy

assumed as the average of the code specified
= ha'f crat.k length yield and ultimate strength. The stressa

inte nsity f actor, K t ot al, in clu d e s
(3E.4-3) contribution due to both the membrane and

G (A) = A2 + 0.16 A4p (0 1 A s 1)

= 0.02 + 0.81 A2 + 030 A3
' O.03 A4 (1 < A < 5) Ktotal " Km+Kb (3E.4-7)

!
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6. Moody, F.J., Alaximum Two Phare l'essel |
where, Blowdown from Pipes, J. Ileat Transfer, Vol.

88, No. 3,1966, pp. 285 295.
~

Km=#P E . F (A)p
7. Daughterly, R.L. and Franzini, J.B., Fluid |

P ( A) = { 1 + 0.3225 A ' )\ Mechanics with Engineeritta Applications,p
McGraw-Hill Book Company, ..ew York 1%5.

= 0.9 + 0.25 A (0 $ A 1 1)
(1sA15) 8. P.C. Paris aand 11. Tada, The Application of |

Fracture Proof Design Postulating
Ny s, 06 /Ea. Fy (0) Circumferential Through ll'all Cracks, U.S |

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Report |
Fb (e) = 1 + 6.8 */' NUREG/CR 3464, Washington, DC, April 1983.

'

- 13.6 '/*+20 /*

(0 .f 1 100 )f

i

The steam mass flow rate, M, shown in Table |

3E.4 i is a function of parameter, ft/26. Once
the mass flow rate is determined corresponding to j

the calculated value of this parameter, the leak
rate in gpm can then be calculated.

)
'

-

l
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TAllLE 3E.41

MASS FLOW RATE FOR SEVERAL fl/Dh VALUES

ft/Dh MASS FLOW RATE,

Ibm /sec ft.2
M

0 3800

1 2200

2 1f()0
,

3 1150
'

f
4 9N

5 $U

10 530
|

20 400

50 260

100 185

!

|
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3E.5 LEAK DETECTION CAPAlliLITIES

A complete description of various leak
detection cys4 ems is provided in Subsection
5.2,5. The leakage detection system gives
separate considerations to: leakage within the
drywell and leakage external to the drywell. The
limits for reactor coolant leakage are described
in Subsection 5.2.5.4.

The total leakage in the drywell consists of
the identified leakage and the unidentified
leakage. The identified leakage is that from
pumps, valve stem packings, reactor vessel head
seal and other seals, which all discharge to the
equipment drain sump. The technical
specification limi' on the identified leak rate
is expected to be 25 gpm.

The unidentified leak rate in the drywell is
the portion of the total leakage received in 'he
drywell sumps that is not identified as
previously described The licensing (technical '

specification) limit on unidentified leak rate is -

1 gpm. To cover uncertainties in leak detection
| capability, although it meets Regulatory Guide

1.45 requirernents, a margin factor of 10 is
required per Reference 16 of Subsection 3E.3.4 to
determine a reference leak rate. A reduced
margin factor may be used if accounts can be made
of effects of sources of uncertainties such as
pluggin; of the leakage crack with particulate
material over time, leakage prediction,
measurement techniques, personnel and frequency
of monitoring. For the piping in drywell, a
reference leak rate of 10 gpm may be used, unless
a smaller rate can be justified.

The sensitivity and reliability of leakage
detection systems used outside the drywell must
be demonstrated to be equivalent to Regulatory
Guide 1.45 systems. Methods that have been shown
to be acceptable include local leak detection,
for examplc, visual observation or
instrumentation. Outside the drywell, the
leakage rate detection and the margin factor
depend upon the design of the leakage detection
systems.

Amendment 3tL5-t
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3E.6 GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION Safety Relief vidic 1.it:1ransient Ibeription
OF AN 1.1111 REPORT

SRV prohm momentary unbalance 1 Torces
Some of the key elements of an LilD evaluation acting on the s..scha ge piping sptem for the period

report for a high energy piping sys;em are: sptem from the opening of the SRV until a steady diuharge
description, evaluation of susceptibility to water flow from the reactor pressure vessel to the
Lammer and thermal fatigue, material specification, suppression pool is established. This pcriod includes
piping geometry, stresses and the LUB margin in clearing of the water slug at the :nd of the dsharge
etaluation results. Two examples are presented in piping submerged in the suppression pool. Picssure
the following subsections to proside guidelines and waves traveling through the discharge piping
illustrati".s for preparing an lbb evaluation tegmtt. following the relatively rapid opening of the SRVs

causes the discharge piping to vibrate. This in turn
3E.6.1 Main Sicam Piping produces time dependent forces that act on the main

steam piphg segments.
,

30.6.1.1 Sptern lkscription I
There are a number of events / transients /

The four 08 inch (700 mm) main steam ($1S) postulated accidents that result in SRV lift:
lines carry steam from the reactor to the turbine and
auxiliary systems. The reactor coolant pressure a. Automatic opening signal when main steam
boundary portion of each line being evaluated in this splem pressure eseceds the set point for a

,

section connects to a flow restrictor which is a part of ghen sahe (there are different set points for '

the reactor pressure vessel nonle and is designed to different vah'es in a ghen plant),
limit the rate of escapirig steam from the postulated .

break in the downstream steam line. The restrictor b. Automatic opening signal f or all 5alves.
is also used for now measurements during plant assigned to the automatic depressurization
operation. The safety relief valves (SRVs) diuharge sprem function on receipt of proper actuation
into the pressure suppression pool through SRV signal.

discharge piping. The SRU safety function includes
protection against overpressure of the reactor c. Nianual opening signal to valve selected by

'

primary sptem. The main stearn line A has a branch plant operator.
connection to supply steam to the reactor core
isolation cooling (RCIC) $ystern turbine. The SRVs close when the main sicam system

pressure reaches th. . relief mode rescat pressure or
This section addresses the his piping system in when the plant operator manually releases the

the reactor building which is designed and opening signals.
constructed to the requirements of tb ASSIE Code,
Section 111, Class 1 piping (within outermost It is auumed (for eservatism) that all SRVs are
isolation valve) and Class 2 piping. It is classified as activated at the same time, which produces
Seismic Category 1. It is inspected according to sirnultaneous forces or he main steam piping
ash 1E Code Section XI, splem.

JE.6.1.2 Suweptibility to Water llammer Turbine Slop Vabe Closure Transient Ibeription

Significant pressure pulsation of water hammer prior to turbine stop valve closure, saturated
effect in the pipe may occur as a result of opening of steam Dows through each main steam line at nuclear
SRVs or closing of the turbine stop salve, A brief boiler rated pressure and mass flow rate. Upon
description of these phenomena folkm. These two signal, the turbine stop vahes close rapHly and the
tramients are considered m the main steam piping steam flow stops at the upstream side of these valves
splem design and fatigue analysis. These events are A pressure wase is created and trasels at sonic

j more severe than the opening or closing of a main tekicity toward the reactor vessel through each main
steam isolation valve or water carry over through stream line. The flow of steam into each main steam

,

| main steam and SRV piping. hioicoser,the line fmm the reactor sessel continues until the Guid
probability of water carry over during core Hooding compression wase reaches the reactor vessel noule,
in case of an accident is low. Repeated reflection of the pressure wave at the
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reactor vessel and stop valve ends of the snain sicam sptem. The peak pressure pulses are within the
lines produces time verying pressures and velocities design capability of a typical piping design and the
at each point along the main stearn lines. The piping stresses and support loads remain within the
combination of fluid momentum changes, shear AsME Code allowables.
forces, and pressere differences cause forcing
functions which vary with position and time to act on it is concluded that, durir.g these water hammer
the main steam piping .ystem. The Duld transient type events, the peak pressures and segment loads
loads due to tuibine stop valve closure is considered would not cause overstressed conditions for the main
as design load for upset condition. steam piping system.

Itasic fluid Transient Concept 30.6.lJ 'itennal retir , ;

Despite the fact that the SRV discharge and the No thermal stratiGcation and therrnal fatigue are
turbine stop valve closure are flow. starting and espected in the main steam piping since there is no
How stopping processes, respectively, the concepts of large source of cold water in these lines. A small
mass, momentum, and energy conservation and the amount of water may collect in the near horirontal
differential equations which represent these concepts leg oI the main steam line due to ateam
are similar for both problems. The part cular condensation. Ilowever, a slope of 1/8 inch per footi

solution for either of the problems is obtained by of main steam piping is provided in each main steam
incorporating the appropriate initial conditions and line. Water drain lines are provided at the end of
boundary conditions into the bnic egaations. 'Ihus. slope to drain out the condensate. Thus,in this use
relief valve discharge and turbine stop valve closure no signincant thermal cyclin;: effects on the main
are seen to be specific solutions of the more general steam piping are expected. ,

problem of compressible, non steady Guid Gow in a ,

pipe. 3E.6.1.4 Piping, Fittings and Safe End
Materials

The basic fluid dyna.nic equations which are
applicable to both relief valve discharge and turbine The material specified for the 2& inch main steam
stop valse closure are used with the particular Guid pipe is SA672 Grade C70. The torresponuing speci-
boundary conditions of these occurrences. Step-wise fication for the piping fittings and forgings are given
solution of these equation., generates a time. history as SA420, WI'lA and SA350, Li% respectively. The
of Guid properties at numerous locations along the material for the safe end forging welded between the
pipe. SimultancotJy, reaction loads on the pipe are main steam piping a.nd the steam nonle is SA508
determined at each location corresponding to the Class 3.

position of an cibow.
3E.6.1.5 1.1111 Marvin Es aluation

The computer progrtms RVFOR and TSFOR
described in Appendix 3D are used to calculate the The Code stress analysis of the piping is reviewed
fluid transient forces on the piping system due to to obtain representative stress magnitudes. Table
safety relief valve discharge and turbine stop valve 3E.61 shows, for example purposes, the strer,s
closure. Both of the programs use method of magnitudes due to pressure, weight, thermal
characteristics to calculate the Guid transients. expansion and SSE loads.

The results from the RVFOR program have been The leak rate calculations are performed
verified with various inplant test measurements such assuming saturated steam conditions at 1050 psi.
as from the Monticello tests and Caoroso tests and The leak rate model for saturated steam deseloped
the test sponsored by UWR owner for NUREG-0737 in Section 3E.4.2 is be used in this evaluation,
at W)le test facilities, iluntsville, Alabama. Various Pressure, weigi.t and thermal expansion stresses are
data from the strain gages on the pipes and the load included in calculating the crack opening area. A
cells on the supports were compared with the plot of leak rate as a function of crack size is
analytical data and found to be in good correlation, developed as is shown in Figure 3E.6-1. The leakage

Daw length corresponding to the reference leak rate
Evaluation of the ensuing effects are considered (see Section 3E i)is determined ftom this figure.

as a normal design process for the main steam piping
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The calculations for the critical flaw site and
instability load entresponding to leakage sire crack
are performed using the J.T methodology.
Specifically, the $50"F J R curve shown in rigure
3E.2 8 and the Ramberg Osgood parameters gisen
in subscetion 3E3.2.1 are used. A plot (! instability
tension and bending stresses as a function of crack
length is developed. Table 3E.6 2 shows the exam,nic
presentation of calculated critical crack site and the
margin along with the instability load mttgin for the
leakage site cracks. It is noted tba the critical crack
site margin is greaterpan 2 end the instability load
margin also exceedsV2.

30.6.1.6 Conclusion

for all example ruain steam lines, based upon the
reference leakage rates and assumed stress
magnitudes, leakage flaw lengths are calculated and

. compared against the critical flaw length. The
margin is shown to be greater than 2 for the leakage
rates. Also, the leak site crack stability evaluation is
shown to have a margin of at least 12. .

.

It is also shown that the ronditions required for
applicability of 1.BB (see Subsection 3.63.2), such as
high resistance to failure from effects of IGSCC,
water hammer and thermal fatigue, are satisfied.
nerefore, all four of the main steam lines qualify for
LUB behavior.
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3E.6.2 Fee twater Piping Example system. The nominal thickness for both pipe siins

correspond to schedule 80. Table 3E.6-4 shows, for
3E.6.2.1 System Description example purposes, the stress magnitudes for each

pipe site due to pressure, weight, thermat capansion
The function of the feedwater (ITV) system is to and SSE loads. Only the pressure weight and

conduct water to the reactor vessel over the full thermal expansion stresses are used in the leak rate
range of the reactor power operation. The feedwater evaluation, where a sum of all stresses is used in the
piping consists of two 22-inch ($50 mm) diameter instability load and critical flaw evaluation.
lines from the high. pressure feedwater heaters,
connecting to the reactor vessel through three 30.6.2.6 LHH Mart n Esaluationi

12 inch (300 mm) risers on each line. Each line has
;one check valve inJde the containmcnt drywell and The incoming water of the feedwater system is in

.

one positive clodng check valve outside containment. a tubcooled state. Accordingly, the leakage flaw
During shutdown cooling mode, reactor water length calculations are based on the procedure
pumped through the RilR heat exchanger in one outlined in Section 3E.4.1. The saturation pressure, i
loop is returned to the vessel by way of one P . for each pipe sire is calculated from the normal l
feedwater line, c$ ration temperatures given in Table 3E.6-3. The '

'

leak rates are calculated as a function of crack
T'iis section addresses the feedwater piping in length. The leakage flaw lengths corresponding to.

the reactor building, extending from the vessel out to the reference leak rate (see Section 3E.5) are then
the outboard isolation valve (ASME Class 1) and determined.
further through the shutoff valve tc and including the
seismic interface restraint (ASME Class 2). This The calculations for the critical flaw site and the
section of the feedwater piping is classified as instability load corresp(mding to leakage site cracks -
Seismic Category 1. is performed using the J T methodology. Speci-

fica!!y, the J.T curve shown in Figure 3E.2 9 and the
3E.6.2.2 Susceptibility to Water llammer Ramberg Osgood parameters r,iven in Subsection

3E.3.2.2 are used. Table 3E.6 5 shows the example
There is no record of feedwater piping failure presentation of calculated critical crack sires, and the

due to water hammer. Although there are several margins along with the instability load margins for
check valves in the feedwater system, operating the leakage site cracks. Results are thown for luth
procedure and the control systems have been the 22 inch and 12-inch lines. It is noted that the
designed to limit the magnitude of water hammer critical crack sire margin is greater than 2 and the
load to the extent that a formal design is not instability load margin also exceedsVT
required.

2E.6J.7 Conclusion
3E.6.2J 'Ihermal Fatigue

for the example feedwater piping, based upon the
Thermal fatigue is not a concern in ABWR feed- reference leakage rate and assumed stress

water piping. The ASME Code evaluation includes magnitudes, leakage flaw lengths are calculated for
operating temperature transients, cold and hot water 22-inch and 12-inch lines. Comparison with critical
mixing and thermal strati.Geation. crack lengths shows margin to be greater than 2.

Also, the leak-site crack s. ability evaluation shows a
3E.6.2.4 Piping. Fittings and Safe End Material margin of at leastC

The material for piping is either SA333, Gr. 6 or it is ako demonstrated that the feedwater line
SA-672, Gr. C70. meets other LBU criteria of Subsection 3.6.3.2

including immunity to failure from effects of IOSCC,
30.6.2.5 Piping Sizes, Geometries and Stresses water hammer and thermal fatigue. Therefore, the

feedwater lines qualify for LUB behavior.
Table 3E.6 3 shows the norrrial operating

temperatures, pressures and thickness for
representative pipe siies in the example feedwater

Amendment 3tL6-4
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[.. Table 3E.61

STRESSES IN Tile MAIN STEAM LINES
(Assumed for example)

;

leng. Wright +
Nominal Pipe Nominal Pressure Thermal SSE
Pipe 0.I). Thickness Stress Expansion Stress
Size - (in) (in) (ksi) Stress (ksi) ;

(in) (ksi)

28 28.0 32 5.17 3.0 5.0

,

Table 3E.6 2

'

CRITICAL CRACK LENGTil AND INSTAHILITY LOAD MARGIN .

EVALUATIONS FOR MAIN STEAM LINES (Example) '

Referece Margins on
g

'- leakage Critical Instability
2Pipe Refmuce Crack Crack knding lead ,,

Size Leak Rate . Length tength Stress, S Critical teakage
b,

(in) . (spm) (in) (in) (ksi) Crack Crack
,.

'
.

3
; 28 10 13.45 30.7 24.2 2.3 2.2,

Notes:
, . 'hi

e
'

1. Based on Equation 3E.3 9a
2. Based on Equatbn 3E 9b,
3. See Section 3E.5. i

.

r
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Table 3E.6-3 ,

DATA FOR FEEDWATER SYSTEN1 PIPING (EXAh1PLE)

Nominal
Pipe Pipe Nominal Nominal Opervting
Siw 0.D. itickness Tgmperstare Pnssure
(in) (in) (in) ( F) (psig) t

,

12 12.7$ 0.687 420 1100

-22 22.0 1.031 420 1100

f

Table 3E.6-4
*

STRESSES IN FEEDWATER LINES (ASSUMED FOR EXAh1PLE) .

~ Weight 4
Nominal Legitudinal Thermal Safe Shul down
Pipe Pressure Expansion Earthquake (SSE)
Sim Stnsa Strus Stress ,

'

(in) (ksi) (kal) (ksi)
i

12 5.1 4.0 5.0
.

22 5.4 4.0 5.0

f
i

a

;

t

>
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Table 3E.6 5

CRITICAL CRACK LENGTil AND INSTAllit.11T LOAD
MARGIN EVALUATIONS FOR IT.EDWATEll LINES (EXAMI't.E)

Referente Marylns on
y

leakage Criticei instability
2I'ipe Referrnce Crack Cra(L Iknding taiad ,,

Site link Rate length 14ngth Statit. S II'"I #" 8'b
fin) (gpm) (in) (in) tL>l) Crut L Crac k

12 10' 5.7 13.1 24 0 2.3 2.1
-

22 10' fi.7 20.4 25 6 31 2.2
..

i
Notes: - >

t

1. Ilased on Equation 3E3-9a .

2. Ilased on Equatior. 3E 9b.
3. See Section 3E.5.
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